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CD player & amplifiers exclusive tests on the full range

HEAD TO HEAD £500 LOUDSPEAKERS

èD/SACD PLAYER EMM LABS

ORE/POWER AMPUF1ER ROTEL

ALSO REVIEWED INSIDE...
Meridian G68 in- room processor
Leema Acoustics Antila CD player
Melody SP3 Il integrated amplifier
Air Tight PC-1moving- coil cartridge
Roksan CD & turntable Super System

AV RECEIVER' HARMAN KARDON

Quad Twenty Four P phono headamp
Ars Aures Mini Sensorial loudspeakers

UK £ 4.00 US $ 9.50 Aus $ 9.95
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Art or science? As the designer, I'm very pleased with
the overall sculpture of this speaker. It amalgamates
function and form perfectly. The oval cabinet is no mere
style indulgence; it's an exceptionally rigid shape that
reduces sound- distorting vibration. It's also been adelight
to use classic materials in ways you simply couldn't have
five or ten years ago. The diamond tweeter and marble
housing are lovely aesthetic elements, but their absolute
solidity

also means the unit sings like nothing you've ever

heard. Art or science? Why make the distinction? Kenneth
Grange, Product Designer and Fellow of the Society of
Sound, on the Signature Diamond.
Visit the Society of Sound at www.bowers-wilkins.com

B&W Bowers&VVilkins
Listen and you'll see

'The immersive effect
of surround " God Only
Knows" and " Sloop John
B" gets my surfboard up
every time'
Richard Stevenson [p44-]

'Room correction should
gild the lily, not recast it
as adifferent species'
Keith Howard [p38]

'What raises it above China's
budget brigade — let's call
them " Dim- Sum Amps" — is
surprisingly grown-up
detail and clarity'
Ken Kessler [p66]

For people passionate about great sound
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Afirst peek at chic audio pieces
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Sugden and HiFi News' part in its

Barry Fox trawls the Patent
archives for new technologies;
plus Hi Fi CONFIDENTIAL
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Audio Fair Scrapbook
Ken Kessler is knee-deep in
valves and wax cylinders

Iam delighted to
announce that my
colleague and HiFi News
stalwart, Ken Kessler has
returned, lock, stock and
smoking barrels, to his
natural home. Ken takes
up his position as our
Senior Contributor with
immediate effect, and
with a specific brief to
delight audiophiles and
aggravate francophiles
in equal measLre.
Ken reports from
his favourite vintage
audio fair on page 10
before blowing his travel
allowance for the next
century on the fabulous
Air Tight PC- 1 movingcoil cartridge. If you
want to know just how
good this piece of audio
jewellery really is, turn
to page 42.
Back on planet Earth,
audiophiles with regular
depth pockets will be
intrigued by Pioneer's
decision to invigorate
the two- channel market
with a new CD player
and two new amplifiers.
The PD- 06 CD,[SACD
player and A- A6 amplifier
are compared alongside
the legendary A-400,
from which they took
their inspiration, starting
on page 32. Not only are
these the most in-depth
tests available, they are
also the very first to
include Pioneer's top
A- A9 amplifier.
Meanwhile our
head-to- head group
review pitches four
of the very best £ 500
loudspeakers into our
unique comb- nation of
listening and lab tests.
So, if you are in the
market for a high quality,
standmounted speaker
then look, and listen, no
further.

PAUL MILLER
Editor

heyday, by Jim Lesurf

106 Audio Exposed
Part 2of Keith Howard's feature on
unwanted shake, rattle and buzz
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Insights from our columnists
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Ed Meitner's latest SACD player
gets the full Editorial treatment
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24

effect of CD labelling and more

99

BRAND INDEX

Quad Twenty Four P
A classic MM/MC phono headamp

Q&A
Questions answered, plus
Jargon Buster and ' Way Back
Then...' from our archives

EMM Labs CDSA SE

28

powered by valves, by Steve Harris
Ars Aures Mini Sensorial
A glossy new speaker horn Italy
with Alien-esque styling abducts
Keith Howard

32

Pioneer GClef Range

42
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Ars Aures

50
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Dream Vision

A processor for all seasons, tastes
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EMM Labs

44

Harman Kardon

and systems comes under the
watchful gaze of Keith Howard
Air Tight PC-1
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IAG

This gloriously expensive moving

58

Leema Acoustics

66

Melody

coil cartridge has Ken Kessler
struggling for superlatives

38
32

Meridian

60
24/50
70

Inspired by its classic A-400 amp,
Pioneer launches anew series of
separates. Steve Harris listens in

38

Boulder

Epos

42

44

AV receiver by Richard Stevenson

PS Audio

50

Quad
Rotel
Usher

Loudspeaker Group Test
Chris Breunig and Keith Howard
referee ahead-to- head between
four popular £ 500 loudspeakers

Roksan

50

Harman Kardon AVR745
An exclusive review of HK's flagship

Pioneer

62

Meridian G68

Hifi news Hi news
new
Ir
nqCtey

PAO£ED ,New Peepers

58

Leema Acoustics Antila
Andrew Harrison listens to aCD
player that's packed with DACs

62

Rotel RC -1082IRB -1072
Traditional preamp meets Class- D

.«"

power amp. Richard Stevenson
plays the chaperone

66

Melody SP3 II
Ken Kessler discovers aminimalist
valve integrated amplifier that
won't break the bank

Call for subscription enquires

+44 ( 0)845 676 7778
or see page 112

70 £ 15000 Super System
Steve Harris boogies on as Roksan
puts the rock and roll into its CD
and vinyl- playing system
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DREAM VISION DREAMBEE D- ILA PROJECTOR
Not an extra from Star Wars but asleek new
projector from DreamVision that features
three Full- HD ( 1920x1080) chips. At £ 6999,
the DreamBee is more affordable than its
three- chip DLP competition thanks to the
use of JVC's D- ILA display technology.
www.dreamvision.net

BOULDER 810/850 PRE & POWER AMPLIFIERS
At 200W a piece, these heavyweight rolling
stones certainly gather no moss, offering fully
balanced inputs to service the suite of XLR
connections available to the pa -tnering 810 ,
preamplifier. Price? Hardly rock- bottom at
E5500 for the preamp and E7500 for a pair pf
mono power amps. www.boulderamp.com

Barry Fox with the inside track on the
latest audio happenings... '

ABOVE RIGHT:
lnfinion already
makes chips such
as the Wildpass
that can be
integrated
into VolP
applications,
but attempts
to mangle VolP
might also
affect music
downloading

MANGLING MUSIC?

leave the node, so no-one need

to beat the system would be to steal
the watchdog, by going through the

companies are researching, but

know why speech quality is so poor.
This makes it all the more

stealing absolutely everything that

are not yet ready to announce

important that if the system is used,

is plugged into the mains.

-and often would prefer to keep

it never mistakes music or video
for voice; if it does make amistake,

SPLIT PITS

Patents tell alot about what

secret. For instance it may come
as asurprise to learn that German
research company Infineon has

house with afine tooth comb and

music streaming will be spoilt too.

been developing asystem which
deliberately impairs Internet

BEVVARE OF THE DOG

transmission so that speech is
spoilt and ' voice service is not

A more appealing idea comes from
Thomson of France. The company's

possible'. The idea of course is to let
telephone companies - and hotels
-continue to charge high prices for
phone calls, and stop people using
cheap or free Voice over Internet

research lab thinks that burglars
will be less likely to steal home
electronics if they know it will stop
working when it leaves the house.
So anew system uses an electronic

Protocol (VolP) systems like Skype.
The challenge is to spoil speech

watchdog to watch over every piece
of equipment in the house.

and not music or video. A node in

The watchdog device has

Another lab owned by Thomson,
this time in Germany, reckons the
capacity of optical discs - whether
CD, DVD or blue laser - can be
increased some tenfold with an easy
new trick. Whereas existing optical
discs have data pits on the surface
that are all of similar shape, the new
discs will have pits made in avariety
of different shapes.
The laser beam used to record
the pit is split down the middle
-like acleft stick - with one half of

the network will analyse IP packets
as they pass through, distinguish

memory in which asecret code is
permanently stored. The device

the beam brighter than the other,
making an asymmetrical pit shape

between Internet data and Internet

is hidden in acupboard or buried

rather than the traditional ' lozenge'.

voice packets, and then add pseudopackets that are labelled as voice
but actually contain nothing useful.

inside an apparently ordinary

Afilter lets the data packets sail
through unimpeded but creates an
artificial bottleneck for anything
labelled as voice. So the mix of
genuine voice packets and pseudo
voice packets is delayed. The delay
is more than the VolP system can
cope with, so speech warbles and
becomes unintelligible.
Infineon has also filed apatent
in Germany on ways of impairing
speech sent through WiFi hot

8

packets are then filtered off as they

A liquid crystal polariser in the

domestic appliance, and plugged

beam path twists the beam through

into the mains. All the TVs, audio
and IT equipment in the house have
acircuit inside which can 'talk' to

one of at least eight steps. So the
asymmetrical pits on the disc are

the watchdog by pulses sent over
the house mains.
When anew TV or the like is
bought it is plugged into the mains
and automatically pairs with the
watchdog code. From then on the
device checks codes with the dog
every time it is switched on, and
only operates if the codes match.
If athief steals any of the

switched through eight different
shapes too, giving acorresponding
increase in recorded data.
A modified reader would be
needed to decode the extra
information, but an ordinary player
should just ignore the shaping and
read all the pits normally. In theory,
one disc could store both high- and
low-density recordings. Both ideas
sound appealing, but as Thomson

spots. The overall data rate is

protected equipment it will refuse

is currently trying to sell itself off,

intermittently slowed so that the

to work when plugged into a

don't expect to see product on the

speech signal jitters. The pseudo

different mains supply. The only way

high street anytime soon.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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SLEE WHIZZ

VOYAGER HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

HI:F1 CONFIDENTIAL

Graham Slee, famous for producing specialist phono and

JANINE ELLIOT TAKES YOU BEHIND THE SCENES OF HI-FI

headphone amplifiers, is in the final development stages
of anew headphone amp. However, this amplifier is unlike

SOMETHING IN THE AIR...

anything he's produced before. Designed for the music
lover on the move, the appropriately labelled 'Voyager'

If you believe TVs take up too much room in the living room then
you will welcome the attempts by two different companies to do

fits in the shirt pocket and is powered by aPP3 9V battery.

something about it. Hannspree, acompany whose name is usually
associated with in- car mobile phones, has introduced aretro hour-

Alternatively, you can run the Voyager from the USB port
of your computer if you want to conserve battery life when
listening while you work. Should you want to use it in the

glass- shaped wooden slab with a 15in LCD screen carved into the

house, then it'll also work with amains adaptor.
The initial run will connect to the analogue output

you then the Heliodisplay, made by102Technology, could well do
the trick. It doesn't have one! The Heliodisplay consists of adevice

of sources such as Walkmans and MP3/iPOD players,

that shoots a2D image from a ' projector' into the air above where
it hangs, abit like ahologram. The latest incarnation of the machine

but he will offer aDAC-equipped version at alater date.
Don't confuse this amplifier with the portable Stax
SR-001MK2 amplifier/electrostatic ear speakers. This
amplifier is designed to work with conventional moving
coil headphones, ' making the tiny PX200s sound like
HD650s', claims Graham. The portable Voyager has atone/
contour switch and the device cleverly self adjusts to any
headphone impedance.
www.gspaudio.co.uk

GEORGE HADCOCK

centre of it. If that attempt at disguising the screen doesn't convince

can display video with 1024x768 pixel quality, though at S18,400 I'd
have expected it to offer images that were at least 3D.
On the subject of TV, while the US debates whether to switch off
analogue broadcasts on February
the 17th 2009, the first area in the
UK to say goobye to analogue will
be Whitehaven in Cumbria where
25,000 homes will switch to digital
on October the 17th this year.
Complete UK switch off will be 2012.

CHAMPION OF THE UNI PIVOT ARM, 1930-2007

Meanwhile, the French have now
chosen their date -- November the

The passing of George Hadcock

30th, 2011. It's awell organised

marks the end of an era, writes
George Walker. George was
always an unswerving advocate
of the unipivot pick-up arm, the
first of which - the Unipoise
-he produced in 1975. This was
followed by his biggest selling arm,
the GH228, in the late 1970s.
Constantly seeking improvements,

plan of action. Firstly the French are
allocating capacity for HD channels
and mandating HD tuners in

bileinbeo.

o

HD- ready TV sets.
MORPHY MAKING WAVES
Things are afoot in the world of radio with shortwave's equivalent of
DAB - DRM ( Digital Radio Mondial). The BBC is broadcasting in the

other models followed in more

Plymouth area for ayear to test the technology. Nothing new there;
broadcasters here and abroad have been piloting stations on DRM

recent years, with encouragement from Len Gregory (The

over the past few years, and they hope for greater success than the

Cartridge Man).

measly four million DAB radios so far sold in the UK. Morphy Richards
is now producing aradio - the 27024 - that plays the format as well

George was amost delightful man who exuded an old
fashioned courtesy and charm, and he was agenuine

as DAB. It is also forward- thinking and, with the appropriate firmware

one-off in the audio world. As with many audio
entrepreneurs, his enthusiasm was driven by alove of

download, the radio ,will play the eventual successor to DAB,
ingeniously called DAB+ or DAB Version 2, which uses the AAC+ audio

both engineering and great music - Elgar was aparticular

codec. This new DAB format was finally given the green light by ETSI
(European Telecommunications Standards Institute) on February the

favourite - and he enjoyed playing the piano and was also
ahighly-gifted artist. Fortunately his legend lives on as his
son Charles is taking over production of the arms.
He will be sadly missed, and Iwas proud to have been a
close friend and colleague.

HI-FI NEWS SHOW

TAKING ITS FIRST BREAK IN 25 YEARS

12th. The format will run concurrently with DAB. For the moment.
BOOMBOXING CLEVER?
Finally, just when you thought it was safe to throw out your boombox
and Cat Stevens' cassettes, Sanyo has brought out the MAJ-UO2.
Although visually tame compared with its 1970s grandparents ( and
includes niceties such as aCD player, SD Card slot and USB port) all 1
can come up with is one word. Why?

Regular readers could not help but notice the
improvements we are bringing to their favourite hi-fi
journal, which is just one reason why our annual show has
been accorded aslightly lower priority this year. While the
Hi Fi News Show has been put out to graze, rather than
permanently put out to pasture, we are ploughing all our
efforts into bringing you the most in-depth and genuinely
independent reporting of cutting edge audio technologies.
So please don't make the annual pilgrimage to Heathrow
in September expecting HiFi News to be lighting up
the ballrooms of the Renaissance Hotel! We'll keep you
updated about show dates for 2008 in these pages.
""--•••••••-•-•-..J
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KEN'S TONI3RIDGE SCRAPBOOK

KEN'S TO

RI GE

John Howes must be a very happy man: his annual Vintage Hi—Fi Fair, held at the
Angel Centre in Tonbridge,
50 percent!

Kent,

every February,

was the largest yet, by nearly

The queue stretched around the building.

It was testimony to the

strength of the anachrophile element of our hobby, and it was more fun than any
show I've attended in years.

John's events always turn up real rarities,
rpi -1..Je.

You genuinely never know what will be on offer.

say, Armstrong gear,

but there's a delightful sense of
Some years, you're falling over,

the next year there's none to be found.

This year,

it was the usual

dearth of Radford ( I saw only three or four pieces), while nearly all the IS5/5As seemed to be
on John Bell's tables.

Instead,

2007 was a year for analogue,

turntables and SME arms than I can recall seeing. But for me,

with more Garrard and Thorens
it was a set of small shocks

— metaphorically — that made this year's show so special.

No hiding it:

I'm a Yank with a tendency toward soppy nostalgia. And the UK isn't exactly

awash with pre-1980 American gear.

So it was with much glee that I saw no less than three

pieces each from Scott and Heathkit,
tuner/pre.

I managed to resist,

a heavily—modifted Dyna Stereo 70 and a McIntosh valve

though, and left the show with but one purchase:

resist buying the EMI Emidicta 'floppy disc'

No question:

I couldn't

recorder from 1952 for my `museum.'.

this is turning into THE event for hard—core collectors. And the best news of

all is that John has agreed to hold it twice a year, with the second event for 2007 taking
place on 2 September. Missing it would be nothing short of masochistic.

Kept
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What's remarkable about the new series of LP12 SE upgrades is not that
it's taken 35 years to develop them, or that they can be retrofitted to any
Sondek LP12 turntable, but the fact that they retrieve even more music
from your vinyl conection than ever before.

Experience a revelation in turntable performance.
For more information and details of demonstration events in your area visit
www.linn.co.uk, or call 08000 277 181.

INSIDE

r
-]

Hi-fi news

r
Many audiophiles will recognise the name Jim Sugden, and the brand he created.
They'll also know that Sugden produced almost legendary designs for amplifiers.
Yet the part HiFi News played in the story is less well known. Jim Lesurf explains...

I

nthe UK ' Sugden' has become
virtually asynonym for ' SolidState Class A power amplifiers'.

Jim Sugden had been working

• real,

atedgml ASS Sup

NA..

.1 1. • ihrsk.... uhv

as an engineer and producer of
technical equipment in the early

IF.,

•
»ammo.

1960s. At that time the first solidstate amplifiers were starting to
appear, but in many cases their

•

•

the class problem
JAMS SY•001.111•11•••1001•SeC0110,1 S *WOW

audio performance left much to

SO SAC« TO I'M
FASA00:00
Nee. WAY Or
00.014 'Met. 11.10CLY CLASS •—.01. ' SAW
841,0.

be desired. The phrase 'transistor
sound' began to appear in audio
circles, and meant aharsh sound
with poorer fidelity than that of
the valve amplifiers that had so far

'

„

111111.1-111116L

dominated the market.

47- "JIU

FUMBLING THE PASS
'

•••

available and partly due to
designers lacking experience

. 11d km oa.I. I

rt, m1ifii's

'

with using new-fangled
transistors rather than valves.
The problem was identified as
what came to be called ' crossover
distortion'. The early ' Class B'

—

designs minimised the currents
and powers the fragile output

,

transistors had to endure, but
this meant that each time the
signal crossed from apositive to
negative sign, one transistor had
to be switched off as the other was

ABOVE: The
November 1967

switched on. This ' handing over of
the baton' had to be done smoothly,

and March 1968
issues of HFN

but the devices at that time tended
to fumble the pass.
There were also various other

Jim Sugden
compared the

lesser- known problems which
designers ( and customers!) had to

in which

distortion levels
of Class A
and Class B

discover by frustrating experience.
For example, when the temperature

transistorised

of transistors change it alters the

amplifiers

amount of current they conduct

'A cycle could occur where
the currents inside an amp
rose as it warmed, warming
the amp further until it failed'
www.hifinews.co.uk

A-

noLaa daum.
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due to the relatively poor
characteristics of the transistors

14
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The difficulty was partly

JUNE 2007

when fed agiven
signal. This can make

articles that outlined the problems

it even harder to keep
the devices working

and how they could be overcome
using aClass A approach.
In these articles he compared

together as intended.
The result could all too

two of his own designs, the Si403

easily be high amounts

(Class B) and Si402 ( Class A).

of distortion - particularly for low
level sounds - and performance that
wandered around in use.
In extreme cases avicious circle
could occur where the currents
inside an amp rose as it warmed
up, warming it still further, thus
increasing the current.., until the
amplifier failed entirely due to
overheating or excess current.
Early transistors were also

various commercial amplifiers with

In Class Athe output transistors
always conduct in normal use, and
don't have to switch on/off. This
removed the need for the clumsy
early transistors to pass the baton
without afumble, and used the
devices on amore linear part of
their gain curves.

VANISHING POINT
The results published in

very unpredictable in quality and

Hi-fi News clearly showed the

behaviour. Picking two out of a
bin with the same part number on

Crass A design had distortion levels
which vanished smoothly at low

them was no guarantee that they
would behave in the same way in

signal levels, whereas the Class B
design did not. A problem at the

use! Amplifier engineers attacked

time was that some of the firms who

the problems in assorted ways, with

were developing Class Bdesigns

varying amounts of success.
Then, in the November 1967'
and March 1968 2 issues of HiFi

didn't carefully check the distortion

News, Jim Sugden published two

didn't even have instruments

performance at power levels well
below 1W. Indeed, some of them

Model

Power output (W)

Bias current (A)

Rail voltage (V)

Total power (dissipated)

0/P devices

RA A21

10 into 6ohm

0.9

32

60

BD121

JES A21

10 into 6ohm

0.9

32

60

BD121

0.85

35

70

BD38

0.85

36

70

BDY38 or equivelant

JES A21/II
HFN amp

12 into 8ohm
12 into 8ohm

ABOVE: Table 1showing amplifier details for early A21 versions
birthday as aspeaker maker, its new

that could measure this and give
ameaningful result! For those
accustomed to valve design this

venture made the event something
of acelebration all around, and the

problem wasn't even ' on the radar'
as it wouldn't arise with most widely
used valve designs.

sounds produced gathered praise in
reports on the show.
Around ayear later the A21 and

Jim ran acompany that
specialised in laboratory and test
equipment, not consumer audio.

the C51/A51 appeared under Jim's
own 1E Sugden brand name, with

One of the things he had to do in

the A21 swiftly becoming the A21/
Series 2. The initial leaflets for these

order to compare Class Band
Class A amplifiers at low output

have the same maker's address
as the Richard Allan leaflets, and

levels was to produce improved test

the designs look almost identical.
There were some changes, though,

and measurement equipment. At
the time he sold items as varied as

as witnessed by the fact that the

ABOVE: The
original A21 amp
-the ' series 2'

production line, each might perform
quite differently to its brothers.
Alas, as is ever the case with
real-world engineering, you can't

atomic radiation sources and lab kit
for use in school/university physics.

JES Series 2designs were rated at
slightly higher power levels than the

This was joined by equipment like
the Si 453 Low Distortion Audio
Oscillator and Si 452 Distortion Kit,

Richard Allan version.
The early Sugden design used

went on sale
around ayear
later offering a

apair of diodes with each output
device to control the thermal drift

more predictable
performance

of these is that in Class A alot
of power and current is wasted,

in behaviour of early transistors.
The output transistors, diodes, and

from asimpler

passing though both output devices

circuit

even when there is no output signal.
Table 1, top, lists the relevant values
for early versions of the A21.

advertised in HiFi News under the
JES Audio Instrumentation name.
But these were designed and priced
more as items of professional

associated bias resistors were all

equipment than as domestic hi-fi.
At this point Richard Allan, the
loudspeaker manufacturer, became

carefully selected to ensure that

involved. The results appeared
at the April 1968 Audio Fair in
the Hotel Russell, London. There
Richard Allan proudly displayed
the A21 integrated amp, and the
C41/A41 pre/power amp, designed
by Sugden. As the show marked
the Richard Allan company's 21st

get ' Owt for Nowt'. Class A has its
own limitations. The most obvious

each amplifier operated exactly

BELOW: The

as designed. One person was

Si 402 - Sugden

BUILD ONE YOURSELF

employed full-time, measuring the

also began to

vital components, and sorting them

make aversion

The articles sparked anumber
of letters from readers eagerly

into boxes ready for use as matched

of the Si 402

requesting information on how to

sets. This was the result of the bitter
experience of other designers who

Class A power

build their own Class A amplifiers. As

amplifier, and a
matching Si 401
preamplifier

aresult HiFi News invited Sugden to

found that many an amplifier could
be made to work OK as aprototype.
Yet when you made them on a

publish adesign. This duly appeared
in the April 3rd and May 4th 1970
issues. These articles explained the
operation of the chosen circuit,
and gave acircuit diagram and full
construction details.
In simple Class A designs there is
an upper limit to the current - and
hence power - the amplifier can
deliver while continuing to operate
in Class A. This is normally at
double the bias current value. Alas,
increasing this current also boosts
the amount of heat the output
devices have to dissipate. These
days designers have awide range of
high performance devices available
to them, and the reliability, thermal
stability, etc, of many of them are
vastly better than the transistors
available back in the late 1960s.
The initial A21 used BD121 NPN
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or the love of

Mt I180 integrated amplitier

Karan Acoustics
Pure differential, class A,
bipolar soLid-state circuits
of unprecedented musical
properties and rea' life
dynamic abilities.
A collection of true
bespoke creations.
KA S 450 power amplifier

Acustica Applicata (DAAD) • Avalon Acoustics • Avalon Music Systems • Benz- Micro • Cardas
conrad-johnson • Esopower • finite elemente • Karen Acoustics • Kuzma • Magnum Dynalab
McCormack • Muse Electronics • Tri Planar • Zanden Audio
Distributed Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

shown when the load impedance is
Device

Maximum voltage

Maximum current

Maximum power

BD121

35V

5A

45W

2SC2922

180V

17A

200W

reduced. Yet any higher power into
low impedances takes the amplifier
outside Class A operation.
The trade-off for the ability of
the A41/51 series to deliver larger
powers into high impedance loads is

ABOVE: Table 2compares 1960s BD121 transistors with amodern 2SC2922
transistors as the output devices.
Table 2 ( above) compares their basic
characteristics with amore modern

terms of the maximum sinewave

in the output devices. To estimate
this we simply have to multiply the

power they could deliver while
operating in Class A.

chosen bias current by the chosen
rail voltage. For the A21 this is

Versions of the A21 and A41/51

example, the 2SC2922.
This struggle to cope with the

differ in detail so I've simplified
the illustration by assuming the

power demands on the output

an increase in the power dissipation

around 0.9 x32 = 29 watt per
channel. For the A41/51 it is 0.9 x
55 = 50 watt per channel.

same bias current ( 0.9A) for both
examples shown on the graph. Into

BIG DEBATE

low impedance loads the Class A

The original Sugden articles sparked

and why the older examples tend

power limit is set by the chosen

debate - sometimes almost as

to only be able to provide modest
signal levels. The good news is that,
within those limits, the quality of the

bias current. The pattern is of a

heated as the output devices!

maximum available power that rises
linearly with the load impedance.
However this eventually leads to
the amp producing voltages which

-about the need for Class A.

devices and get rid of the waste
heat is what has tended to limit the
commercial success of such designs,

results can be superb.
MORE POWER
The Si402 was more powerful than
the A21 series. This was the result
of using ahigher rail voltage, and it
was aimed at use with higher load
impedances. Hence it delivered over

Yet there was no doubt that the
amplifiers delivered excellent results

approach the chosen rail voltage.
For higher impedances the
output power becomes limited by
the maximum voltage the amplifier
can deliver. The A21 series has a
rail voltage of just over 30 volt, so

20W into a 15ohm load. This was

reaches this situation at around

the basis of the Richard Allan A41

8ohm and apower of just over

with the Si 401 becoming the C41

12 watt. The higher rail voltage
of the A41/51 allows the amp to

and overcame the audible problems

extend to ahigher maximum
Class A power of more than

The articles also stimulated those
working on Class Btransistor designs

heatsinks as well as higher voltages
these were the bigger brothers of

20 watt into a 16ohm load.

to examine more carefully distortion

the A21 series.

be able to deliver higher currents,

preamp ( or Control Unit). These in
turn became the Sugden C51/A51
series of amplifiers. Using larger

Figure 1 ( below) illustrates the
difference between the early A21
and A41/51 power amplifiers in

A21

30

—

Of course, either amplifier may
and so get larger powers, into low
impedance loads. So the available
power may not drop as quickly as

of many of their contemporaries.

performance at power levels well
below 1W - sometimes buying
Sugden test equipment to do so!
With November 2007
approaching it seems agood
time to remember Sugden's work,
published and encouraged by
HiFi News, just 40 years ago. Work
that showed Jim Sugden was an
engineer in aclass of his own. '

Max of 12 W into 8 Ohms

A41/51 Max of 25 W into 16 Ohms

References:

3
o
CI-

' ' The Class Problem '.1 ESugden
HiFi News, Nov 1967, p591

20

2

'
A-BProblem'. JE Sugden

HiFi News, March 1968, p317

U)

3

'
A Class A Amplifier for Home

Constructors - Part 1Design and
Circuit Description'. 1ESugden
HiFi News, April 1970, p543

FO

o

'
A Class A Amplifier for Home
Constructors - Part 2 Building
and Testing'. 1ESugden Hi Fi
4

News, May 1970, p672.

O

4

8
12
16
Load ( Ohms)

20

24

ABOVE: Fig 1showing the difference between the early A21 and A41151 power

•Iwould like to thank both
Patrick Fraser of Hi Fi News and
Patrick Miller of Sugden Audio
for their kind help with finding
reference material for this article.

amps in terms of the maximum sinewave power delivered in Class Aoperation
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Hi-fi news tests
WHY OUR REVIEWS ARE THE INDUSTRY'S BENCHMARK...
HiFi News has the most comprehensive
and trusted test regime of any hi-fi
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the myriad varieties of loudspeakers,
subwoofers and headphones.
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HiFi News is also in the unique position
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of offering similarly in-depth testing of
home cinema products including DVD
players, AV receivers and processors plus
advanced display technologies, whether
plasma, DLP or D-ILA.
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UNDER THE BONNET

ult... Ever wondered what makes an amplifier.
ontudet
co/ovo/universal player or AV processor
beyone
tick? This is where HiFi News lifts the lid
-just
n each and every review product to give
if the
you the inside track on its key building
blocks. The blue 'speech bubble' captions
•
are generated by our engineers, rather than
copied from brochures or PR fluff, so you are
guaranteed atruly independent overview of
the product's inner workings.
RIG
disi
As a rule, many of the highlighted
•
components or circuit details will be linked
Cg
to specific areas of performance in the Lab
ig
Report. No longer an anonymous ' black
box', visualising key areas of strength or
l
weakness within a product permits a far
2
greater appreciation of its build quality and
material value.
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Technical Editor, Keith Howard. All
electronics are measured using the
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Our speaker Lab Reports are all
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They say that apicture is worth athousand words, so it's certainly worth
spending a little time getting to grips with the graphical content of our
Lab Reports. To enable comparisons between issues, one of the graphs
on each Lab Report will be repeated for products of similar type. For
example, our reviews of CD/DVD/Universal players, outboard DACs and
AV processors will always include a graph illustrating how distortion
increases with decreasing digital signal level at both lkHz (black trace)
and 20k1-1z ( blue trace). Reviews of amplifiers will always have a graph
showing distortion versus frequency at, typically, 1OW/Sohm. The second
graph in each Lab Report is used to illustrate some other technical
feature that's typically unique to the product under test. You might see
agraph showing abnormally high jitter from aco player, for example, or
how the high output impedance of an amplifier influences the system
response with various ' real world' loudspeakers.
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This specific 3D or 'waterfall plot' accompanies most of our loudspeaker reviews.
The graph illustrates the ' cumulative spectral decay' of a loudspeaker, showing
the output of its drivers and cabinet in response to a brief transient or impulse
signal. The first line in the plot ( 1) shows the frequency response of the speaker
plotted from 200Hz-20kHz. Once the impulse stops, almost every speaker carries
on producing some output from, for example, poorly-damped drivers to cabinet
resonances and reflections within the box. These residual honks, rattles and
buzzes, however subtle, are depicted by the cascade ( 2) that follows the initial
impulse response. Our plots show these ' noises' emerging from the speaker ( 3)
up to 5msec (five thousandths of a second) from the initial transient and are a
direct indication of how clean or coloured the design is likely to sound.

3D GRAPHS
Occasionally it's impossible to illustrate a specific technical 'feature' on aflat, two-dimensional graph
and athird axis is required. Viewing the full output of aCD/DVD player to show the effect of its digital
filter is just one such occasion. This example plot shows afull 20Hz-20kHz sweep ( 1) plotted against
output signal level (the vertical or Y axis) and output frequency (the X axis from 0-100kHz). Here we
can see the effect of agentle filter in the slow ultrasonic roll-off ( 2) alongside rippled stopband images
(3) and harmonic distortions (4). In this case, the 'digital' distortions (3) are caused by reflections of
the audio data off multiples of the sample rate (something that only happens with LPCM) while the
conventional 2nd, 3rd, 4th... harmonic distortions (4) are just as likely to originate from the analogue
stages as the choice of internal DAC.
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Our expert reviewers sum up all that's
important about a product in our Verdict
section, with key indicators of quality
illustrated on our colour-coded pie chart.
Viewed clockwise from the top, the
sound (or picture) quality, the breadth
of features and facilities, the quality of
its construction are all allocated a slice
of the pie. Plus, and here's an important
extra consideration in our era of Global
Warming, power consumption is indicated
by afinal green segment.
Each of these Sound, Features, Build
and Economy slices are rated in percent;
the larger the segment, the better
the sound, the greater the number of
features, the higher the standard of its
construction and the more economic it is
to run. Naturally, there's some variation in
these ingredients as ' passive' devices like
speakers, cartridges and passive preamps
do not draw anything from the mains.
Similarly, we do not allocate speakers or
MM/MC cartridges arating for features.
Neither is there any over-arching figure
for 'value' as this perception is largely
dictated by the priorities and wallet of the
beholder. Instead, products are divided
into three colour-coded price bands - the
pie-charts are coloured blue for products
up to £ 1000, purple between £ 1001£3000 and red for credit card meltdown
at £ 3000+.

••••••••••••

.1.•

SOUND or PICTURE QUALITY

I
•
a.m.. Imam

I

PIE CHART COLOUR KEY

EQUIPMENT
UP TO £ 1000

'/

50 Top £ 500 loudspeakers go head-to head

MUEMOBIMICI
11•011",••••••••
•
••••••••
embewra, se
•Oin row*

TESTED THIS MONTH...

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £3000

For the diehard music and movie enthusiast,
this piece of the cake is all about its flavour.
The key ingredients are discussed with all
the passion you'd expect from our team of
world-class reviewers and their enthusiasm
is reflected in the score for the equipment's
sound or, indeed, picture quality.
As ever, this rating represents abalance
of subjective qualities, so while not all
80-percenters, for example, will sound
identical, they will offer a better overall
performance than those ranked below.
Within each of our three price bands, 50%
represents an acceptable sound quality,
60% is good. 70% very good while anything
over 80% is excellent. Only state-of-the-art
items will score over 90%.

Pg

20 EMM Labs COSA SE

24 Quad Twenty Four P

28 Ars Aures Mini Sensorial

32 Pioneer G-Clef range

38 Meridian C68

42 Air Tight PC- 1

44 Harman Kardon AVR 745

58 Leema Acoustics Antila
011._.e
11
:1
1:11a
4

'"•11

SOUND

75%

FEATURES & FACILITIES

f

This slice of the pie is verystraightforward
-the more inputs, outputs, knobs, bells
and whistles featured on the equipment,
the higher its score. A passive preamp
, with little more than an input selector
and volume control will score close to
10% while a multichannel preamp with
digital. analogue and HDMI inputs plus a
host of DSP options will inevitably score
closer to 100%. The value of a high
score for features will depend on your
priorities, but a 50% rating represents
the average haul expected from a
product of its type.

FEATURES

75%

BUILD

ECONOMY RATING
Wherever you stand on Global
Warming and the Great Green
Debate, no-one could have missed
their electricity bills tip-toeing
upwards in recent times. It's a littleappreciated fact that running a50in
plasma or LCD screen for several
hours a day can end up costing a
few hundred pounds ayear in power
alone. The power consumption
of CD and DVD players is rather
less at 5-20W but big screens and
projectors
may
demand
some
300W while the highest of hi-end
amplifiers tip the scales in excess of
500W. Our 0-100% scale covers a
power consumption from 1000W+
down to 1W. The smaller the green
wedge, the more it'll cost you to run
and the more CO, that will be on
your conscience.

75%
ECO

75%

BUILD QUALITY
With
years
of
production
engineering and test experience
on tap at HiFi News, we are
uniquely able to assess the build
and component quality of all
our review products. Remember,
just because a product looks
pretty or is finished in astunning,
polished wood veneer, doesn't
always mean it's built like a brick
outhouse or designed to last as
long. To score in excess of 90%,
the equipment must be backed
by aminimum 5 year guarantee.

14
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Meitner 's Magic

EMM LABS CDSA SE (£6995)

The numbers game reaches dizzying heets as [ MM Labs' CD player
upsamples beyond the realm of SACD. Audiophiles will be in aspin

Tested by Paul Miller

I

'

t's the sum of our collective experience in digital
audio wrapped in asingle box', says EMM Labs by
way of introduction to the SE version of its CDSA
disc player. Bearing in mind that EMM stands for Ed

Meitner, the man behind the recording industry's most
prestigious DSD ( SACD) conversion systems, and what
initially sounds like an idle boast takes on an irresistible
gravity. The £ 6995 price tag reflects the engineering
behind this product, despite it only supporting twochannel SACD alongside plain vanilla CD. Then again, as
we'll discover, there's nothing so plain or simple about
this player's treatment of the little silver disc.
Ed Meitner's belief in the fundamental superiority of
single- bit encoding, signal processing and conversion
lies at the core of this, and other EMM Lab products. This
necessarily means that data rates are far higher than
in conventional 16- bit or 24- bit players, which brings
its own engineering challenges. Nevertheless the ideal
of DSD ( Direct Stream Digital) from input to output, or
at least disc to amplifier, is also one that holds some
appeal to this reviewer.
So what of the SE badge? In this instance, the familiar
moniker refers to Signature Edition, acombination of
technologies that are featured not only in this new
integrated player but also in the uprated versions of
its existing CDSD transport and DAC6e converter,
reviewed by KH in Dec 2005. All SE products feature
ceramic circuit boards that ensure the copper tracks are
super- smooth while their hardness raises the resonant

Two-channel
SACO and CD
player with
balanced and
single-ended
outputs plus full
remote control
Price: £6995
Made by:
EMM Labs
Supplied by:
Musicology

frequency of the sheets way outside of the audioband.
Improved dielectric properties and amore uniform

Telephone:
01273 700759

temperature gradient across the board surface are

Web: vvww.
emmlabs.com

further claims for the material.

BIT CONVERTER
More sigrificant, in my view, is EMM's development of
aproprietary one- bit conversion regime, implemented
on Xilinx processors. Atrue bitstream converter ( like
the original DAC7 chipset developed by Philips) is
necessarily monotonic in operation and free of the
differential non- linearity errors suffered by all multibit
DACs. Nevertheless, even here EMM Labs has upped
the ante by raising the frequency of the bitstream to
5.6448MHz - double that of SACD. If nothing else,

THE MEITNER DIGITAL AUDIO TRANSLATOR
Upsampling is certainly the buzzword of the new millennium as far
as CD players are concerned where, typically, the 44.1kHz data is

this should dampen the ardour of conventional players
as they boast of upsampling to 192kHz. Ed Meitner,

multiplied up to an asynchronous rate of 192kHz to suit the raft of
192k- compatible DACs designed for DVD players. Such technology is
anathema to the engineers at EMM Labs where the goal is to reduce all

with another proprietary revolution - the MDAT signal
processing technology (see boxout).

data to aone- bit bitstream for processing and conversion. No off-theshelf DACs for EMM Labs who elevates CD's 16-bit/44.1kHz data to

and his colleague Andreas Koch, have achieved this

5.6884MHz (twice the SACD base rate) using amulti- step process in

GEE-WHIZZ
None of this mould- breaking, gee-whizz technology is
evident from the blocky but functional alloy carcass of

software. Xilinx processors feature extensively in the CDSA SE.
This ' Meitner Digital Audio Translation' process employs aseries of

the CDSA which clearly takes its cues from the older
CDSD transport. Alongside the massive display, most

FIR digital filters whose characteristics are adapted by the transient
conditions of the signal on asample- by- sample basis. The over- or

of the functions available to the CDSA SE are included
within arecessed area on its fascia, leaving the EMM

upsampling begins with a2x stage, followed by x8 then x8 again

Labs SE system remote control to add a0-9 button

(totalling x128) to deliver the final 5.6448MHz data rate. The 16- bit
data is truncated to a 1- bit stream en- route, leaving a 15- bit error that

direct access keypad.

limits the dynamic range to just 6dB across the entire bandwidth. As
with SACD, afull - 120dB dynamic range is recovered throughout the
audioband ( and beyond) using 5th- order noise- shaping to shift the
excess noise out to far higher frequencies.
The DAC stage is also implemented with custom code ( see our inside
shot in the Lab Results section) with avery gentle analogue filter all
that's required to release the music to the outside world.

'This should dampen the
ardour of CD players that boast
of upsampling to 192kHz'
The various play, pause, stop, load, repeat and
track skip keys are self-explanatory while ' invert' allows
absolute phase to be flipped and ' mode' to switch
between the CD and SACD layers of ahybrid disc once
it's out of play mode. The 'Alt' key has no function,
although as the player's processor software may be
upgraded via its USB connection, perhaps EMM Labs
will find ause for it yet. Software updates are offered by
EMM Labs as bin files that are uploaded to the player via
its emmsetup.exe PC utility. c->
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CD/SACD PLAYER TEST

0

DEVILISH SPELL

THE PHANTOM SUB

Whatever accolades come the way of EMM Labs' CDSA

The ambient percussion that ricochets about KT

SE, it'll not win any awards for grabbing its audience by
the short and curlies. Park yourself down in the hotseat

Tunstall's ' Miniature Disasters' (
Eye to the Telescope,
CDRELX06) actually appeared very high and to the rear

for just five minutes and you could be forgiven for
wondering what the fuss is all about. Several discs later,

that was closer to multichannel SACD than plain vanilla

however, and the sheer, devilish cunning of this player
will begin to work its spell.

stereo CD. Her voice, too, sounded wonderfully breathy

of music that poured out across the room, despite

and alive without seeming forced or sibilant, just as the
accompanying bass line underpinned the group as a
whole with aweight and extension normally associated

Icertainly came to relish the comprehensive tide

BELOW: EMM
Lab's bold

of the room on occasions, teasing listeners with asound

being hard-pressed to put afinger on the ' sound' of the

with having my B&W ASW850 sub ticking over in the

CDSA SE. As arule, this is agood thing, for it suggests
there's no edge, artifice or emphasis to the player's

background. Ichecked — the sub was still switched off!

performance that might otherwise draw attention to

especially sympathetic to unraveling adense or intense

This player is not about embellishment, so it's not

display, indicates

the sound of strings, bass, vocals or percussion, for

recording. The Scissor Sister's Ta-Dah! is acase in point,

both track
number, elapsed

example. Instead, and while I'd not say the player has
the most transparent soundstaging I've heard, it does

for while the CDSA SE never trips up, the experience is

time and CD or

enjoy awholesomeness that creates apalpable sense of
'performance' from the most disparate of genres.

SACD disc format

still, well, rather intense. With other high- end players,

'As " On the Run" fades
seamlessly into " Time" the
clocks explode into life'
and amplifiers for that matter, as the recording or
volume level increases the soundstage simply expands,
creating abigger but no less vital sound. In practice, the
CDSA SE would seem to adopt adifferent approach.

INTENSE
If aCD is recorded with adense and compact mix then
the CDSA SE delivers it in an appropriately compact
and tightly focused stream of instrumental detail. Small
acoustics stay small and busy-sounding mixes stay busy.
They simply become more intense — though never
harsh, bright or coarse, as you wind up the volume. By
the same token, the light and almost effervescent tone
of strings from Biber's Soldiers, Gypsies, Farmers and a

This white ceramic PCB material is a
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LAB

RESULTS

EMM Labs uses a Mediatek
transport and decoder solution for
servo and optical signal control.
This one-chip solution decodes
both CD and SACD data from the
transport but, as the lab report

feature of the SE range and is held
rigidly in place by metal clamps. This
top board carries asmall Xilinx FPGA
Chip which acts as a 5.6448MHz
bit-converter. Red- coloured WIMA
capacitors can also be seen sn the
final analogue filter stage

shows, outputs both as LPCM at
44.1kHz and 88.2kHz, respectively

.s

•

•
-

The main PCB ( under the
white board) includes two
large Xilinx processors for

1:‘

_ ..i

r _1

front panel control and
s

importantly, Meitner's
proprietary upsampling

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Evidence for the claim that co

(see blue trace on the graph,

is manipulated into a5.6MHz

below), although the player

bitstream is supported by the

still offers extraordinarily low

'SACD-like' fingerprint of its

distortion through the midrange.

technical performance. Most

This amounts to just ~ 0.0007%

notable is the increase in

at its peak output (4V through

ultrasonic ( requantisation) noise

the balanced XLR connections)

outside of the audioband, not

and just ~ 0.0003% at slightly

beyond 20kHz but at 40kHz

lower, - 10dI3Fs, signal levels.

-just what we would expect

Couple this with the wide 107c18

if the SACD rate of 2.8MHz

SIN ratio and miniscule ± 0.1d8

was doubled. This necessarily

errors in linearity as far down as

increases the THD+Noise

-110d8Fs and, by any measure,

measured at high frequencies

the CDSA SE is representative

é
l
l!'
,
â.
:3
-IT -I
:
RIGHT: Increasingzo
This Philips- sourced
SACD/CD transport is
aderivative of its OVO
drive mechanism

distortion and °
noise plotted
I -20

EMM's complex,
switchmode power
supply includes power
factor correction. The
switching frequency is
synchronised directly
to the audio clock to
minimise beating' or
intermodulation
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1

against decreasing â
digital ( recording)
level at lkHz
(black trace) and
g
20kHz ( blue trace)400
-120

0

.20 -so

40

40

-100

(Decreasing) Digital Signal Level »

-120

tempted to hear what the CDSA SE made of Pink Floyd's
classic The Dark Side of the Moon (
EMI 582136-2)
and knew from the way those opening heartbeats
reached into the room that this was to be avery special
experience indeed.
The background announcement, the sound of
hasty footsteps and pulsating percussion all brought
asense of urgency to the performance as awhole,
instilling afeeling of unease without sounding harsh
or compressed. Then, as ' On the Run' fades into ' Time'
and the clocks explode into life, the CDSA SE reveals
the surprising dynamic range of a35-year old, analogue
tape recording with aperformance that's fresher, more
inventive and ultimately captivating than the majority of
derivative rock to have emerged in the meantime.
The EMM Labs CDSA SE inspired me to listen to
this disc from cover to cover which, with arecording
so familiar, is rare indeed. By the time the heartbeats
from ' Eclipse' had faded from the speakers. Iwas left
wondering just how familiar this, and many other old
Night Watchman trip effortlessly from this player just

ABOVE: Both

as the organ and harpsichord both enjoy asatisfying

single- ended
(phono) and

but taut resonance. These instrumental pieces all sound
realistically live and crisp, qualities expanded upon by

favourites, really were...

balanced (XLR)
analogue outputs
are offered

the player as the switch from CD to SACD layer is made
with this disc ( SACC 72132).

at ' High' and
'Low' levels,
the latter set

SWITCH TO SACD
A greater perception of stereo depth is the immediate
and, arguably, most memorable improvement offered
by SACD media in the CDSA SE, heard here in the spatial

at the nominal

separation between the plucked strings and percussive

The XLR digital

impact of the harpschord versus the haunting, almost
ethereal presence of the bass soloist in guise of the
nightwatchman. This serenade has aliquid smoothness
with CD, but with SACD there's abetter realisation

output adopts
the professional

2V standard.

AESIEBU
standard

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

SOUND

While EMM Labs has not specifically

TURES

throughout, this is certainly
what most audiophiles would
have expected. So the player
endures alittle poetic licence
and is none the worse for the

BUILD

experience, the fine-tuning
of its upsampling, DAC and

85%

filter stages delivering one of
the most sophisticated and

ECO

75%

memorable performances
from either silver disc.

both of far subtler detail, of space and ahint of extra
extension through both bass and high treble. Iwas

80%

declared that its CDSA SE player
retains SACD data in 1- bit form

of the state-of the-art in both CD and

downsampled to 24-bit/88.2kHz LPCM

upward with frequency, as it does with

4.08V for CD. This 3dB difference is

SACD enginee -ing.

(see graph, below). This necessarily

any standard SACO player ( including

reflected in the slightly lower 0.0004%

restricts the 100Id-lz+ bandwidth

the Pioneer PD- D6 on page 36), is also a peak level distortion enjoyed by SACO,

performance between the two formats

normally associated with SACD to no

function of this player's downsampling

although the incredibly small + 0.5dB

than you might expect, although

more than 42kHz.

to 88.2kHz.

error in low-level resolution at - 130dBFs

In practice, there's less difference in

In practice then, the CDSA SE treats

This is illustrated by the graph

the reasons only became apparent

is testament to EMM Labs' subsequent

once Ihad the player exposed on the

where, even at 40kHz. the signal level

SACO as 'double bandwidth' CD media,

processing and DAC implementation.

lab bench. In practice, EMM's choice

is already - 17dB down on the lkHz

both being upsampled to 5.6MHz

Jitter is low at

of Mediatek processor restrains the

level. The second tore at 48.2kHz is

and both being truncated back to a

formats but also very specific with a

- 200psec

for both

decoded output from the CD/SACD

an alias from the 88.2kHz sample rate

single bitstream before conversion and

unique series of sidebands at multiples

transport to LPCM. This has no impact

while the lump of nose is afeature of

finer'ng. The technical performance

of 43Hz. Readers may download full

on CD, which

the requantlsation e-rors that occur as

of SACD is therefore quite close to CD

QC Suite reports for this player's CD

place, but means the 1-bit/2.8MHz

part of the SACD disc's encoding. The

over 20Hz-20kHz, although the peak

and SACO performance from vvww.

DSD code used by SACD is actually

fact that this noise does not increase

output level is lower at 2.95V versus

milleraudioresearch.com/avtech. PM

Is

16- bit LPCM in the first

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
RIGHT: Bandlimited

Output Level ( Low setting, XLR)

4.08Vrms

SACD response is

A-wtd S/N Ratio

106.9dB

Distortion lkHz, OdBFs/-30dBFs

0.0008%

Distortion & Noise 20kHz/40kHz, OdBFs

0.006% I0.06%

Frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz

+0.0dB to - 0.06d8

illustrated by this
40kHz tone with
a48.2kHz image
produced alongside
as aresult of aliasing
down from 88.2kHz

-100
-120

-140

0

10k

20k

30k

40k

50k

600

Frequent y"

70k

80k

90k

I 0.004%

Digital Jitter, CD/SACD

210psec/180psec

Resolution @ -110dB, CD/SACD

±0.1dB/±0.1dB

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>105dB

100k
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QUAD TWENTY FOUR P (£ /
000)

Visually it might be classic Quad but
the company's new phono stage is no
mere excercise in retro...

Tested by Steve Harris

W

etend to think of Quad's proprietors as
the custodians of agreat institution, rather
than merely the owners of abrand. But

having updated Peter Walker's ESL- 63 electrostatic
loudspeaker, the International Audio Group needed

electronics to match them in both performance and
heritage, and decided that this was best achieved with
valves. So there came the Quad QC Twenty Four preamp
and Il Forty power amp, combining UK design input with
the cost advantages of manufacturing in China.
Customers who'd followed Quad this far were likely
to want asuitable phono stage too. As to the circuit
design, there was really only one man for the job.
Quad's chosen design consultant for the 24P phono

ABOVE: A large
volume knob

INSIDE TIM'S QUAD PHONO BOX
Tim de Paravicini based this all- new design on

amp), was none other than Tim de Paravicini.
By the early 1980s, de Paravicini had established the
EAR valve amp line that continues to this day. 'Valve

on the front
panel allows

four 6111 double triodes. Intended for industrial

revivals' have come and gone, but Tim de Paravicini
has carried on ploughing his own furrow, regardless of
passing fashions.

Pto serve as
apreamp in a
vinyl-only system

preamplifier ( and also for the new II Eighty valve power

TRADITIONAL
Externally, the 24P could hardly be more traditional. The
casework's wraparound top and sides form curves that
immediately recall the original 22 valve preamplifier, as
does the volume control positioned near the right-hand
end of the fascia. Of course, if you compare the two
side by side, you realise that the 24P, like the QC24
line preamp, is amodern design with cleaner lines than
anything made in the 1950s or 1960s. The old Quad 22
fascia, designed for panel mounting, is really just apoint
of reference.
But those louvres on the top don't only provide
ventilation for the tubes inside - as astyling feature,
they will win over anyone, of any age, who ever
hankered after avintage sports car. Looking at the
back panel, inputs are provided by just one pair of RCA
phono sockets, with asmall button alongside to switch
between moving- coil and moving- magnet sensitivity.
There is also athree- position rotary switch to give ' low',
'medium' and ' high' sensitivity, operative in both MC
and MM modes.
This simple, easy-to- use system ( clearly explained
in the excellent instructions) gives just about all the

the Twenty Four

AUDIO

FILM
Valve phono
stage for
moving- magnet
and moving-coil
cartridges, with
built-in volume

control
Price: £ 1000
Made by: m
il
Quad
Electroacoustics
Supplied by:
IAG
Telephone:
01480 447700
Web: www.quadhifi.co.uk

control you really need for matching cartridges, if not

and military applications, the 6111 was designed
to maintain its emissive properties over long
periods, and this, Tim says, makes it perfect for
aquality phono stage. But the 24P's custom
input transformers are also key to the product's
performance. Quad says: 'Transformer design is
not trivial and Tim has designed apair of input
transformers that capitalise on the strengths of
the Quad in-house transformer winding facility,
affording the customer the performance benefits
of aone-off hand-wound " special", without the
expense.' Voltage gain and EQ stages use what's
said to be aunique method of inductive RIM EQ to
maximise headroom, for compatibility with even
the lowest-output cartridges. Careful selection of
components such as anode resistors assures the
best noise performance. The PCB went through
several iterations until it was felt to be correct, not
just in terms of measurement, but through listening
tests. Magnetic shielding, DC heaters and acustommade mains transformer help minimise noise.
for really fine tuning. There is no provision to adjust the
loading - input impedance is set at anominal 10ohm
for moving- coil, and 47kohm for moving- magnet.
As well as the usual fixed- level output, the 24P
provides avariable- level output, controlled by the

'Customers who'd followed
Quad this far were likely to
want aphono stage'
volume knob. This allows you to connect the 24P
direct to the inputs of apower amplifier. If you are
constructing asystem only to play records, and your
power amplifier has sufficient gain, this can be avery
worthwhile option.

1110

O

OUP ELECTROPe00511CS

R

0

SWINGING RHYTHMS

During this review Ilistened to several front-end
combinations with the Quad phono preamp, notably
the Roksan Xerxes.20/Artemiz/Shiraz and the SME Model
10/Koetsu Black. Ialso tried acouple of moving- magnet
options including the surprisingly solid- sounding low-

u

cost Goldring GR2, with its ready-fitted Goldring Excel
cartridge. But the initial experience described below
relates to the Roksan combination.
Iput on the original and best direct- cut big band
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QUAD

24P PHONO STAGE /£1000

classic, The King James Version [
Sheffield Lab LAB- 3]. It
must have been just auto- suggestion, but within three
seconds the word 'valves' had sprung unbidden into
my head. It was something about the sound of the
ensemble, which at the risk of sounding critical Iwould

RESULTS

Filch, medium and low gain
selecteon for both MM and
MC ca -tridge op:ions

Relatively substantial
toroidal Uansforme ,at
the core of the 24PS
linear power supply

describe as avery slight fuzziness, combined with a
somehow gentle quality to the swinging rhythms, an
easiness about the cymbal sound, anatural quality in
the spatial rendition.

One of fou 6111 triodes

With the SME/Koetsu combination, Iwent on to my
other Sheffield standby, Thelma Houston & Pressure
Cooker's I've Got The Music In Me [
Sheffield Lab LAB- 21.
Houston's miraculously high-energy vocal on the title
track came over more vibrantly than ever, while the
vocals on the ( somewhat anticlimactic) next track,

Volume control allows the
24P to be used as apreamp
directly into apartnering
power amplifier

10ohrr rratchinc
(st..p-ue) tralsfonmer
for MC cartridge!

'Reggae Tune', seemed to make more musical sense
than usual.
TREMENDOUS ATMOSPHERE
Turning to orchestral music, Ifound myself engrossed in
Walton's Improvisations on an Impromptu of Benjamin

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT

Britten, which appears with Belshazzar's Feast in the LSO
and LSO Chorus/Previn recording of 1972 [ EM) SAN 324].

While ostensibly designed for the same

Here the orchestra's mysterious lower depths were

purpose. Quad's all-valve phono preamplifier

sensitivities (gain). For MM/MC inputs,

compelling, with the feeling that Walton had completely
absorbed and retransmitted an eerie inner world of
Britten's music. There was just tremendous atmosphere,

is avery different proposition to the PS

these are 1.3mV/130pV, 2.6mV/260pV

Audio GCPH reviewed by CB last month. The

and 5.2m1/1520uV, respectively, with a

divided into High. Medium and Low

latter offered aquite remarkable RIM eq.

difference in gain of some 12dB between

especially when the passionate strings come in, with big
snarling brass. In the main work on the disc the choir

accuracy extending, if only for academic

the High and Low settings (+45dB to

purposes, right out to 100kHz. Quad's 24P

+57.5dB for the MM input).

sounded great, those male voices resonant and full.
Hidden depths of adifferent kind emerged from

is both more realistically constrained but
also subtly shaped, an effect not unlike

measured with the GCPH and there was also

Bobby ' Blue' Bland on His California Album [
ABC Dunhill

the tilt filters added to its preamps some

some variance between channels (0.04% on

DSX-50163] from 1973, arecord that's had its ups and
downs for me over the years, as it worked on some

decades ago (see graph, below left).

the left versus 0.11% on the right at 400Hz),

systems, failed completely on others. This time, the
somewhat antiseptic production didn't seem to prevent

its bass (depending on which channel you

between the pairs of 6111 triodes.

choose) together with amaximum + 0.75dB

Nevertheless, while the GCPH might achieve

the music getting going and you felt that Bland was

boost right across the high treble. The

values closer to 0.004% under the same

really telling astory with his songs. Similarly, on Joni

response then rolls gently away, but is only

conditions, with an 85dB A-wtd S/N ratio

Mitchell's Blue [
Reprise KK4128] it seemed that the
wonderful ' Little Green' tugged at the heartstrings even
more than usual.

—3dB down at 43kHz. If your MM cartridge

some 10dB ahead of the 24P, we should not

Distortion is significantly higher than

Specifically, there's a ± 0.5dB shelving of

possibly as aconsequence of tolerances

already has ahint of brightness about

lose sight of the fact that most partnering

its presentation, then this might well be

cartridges will suffer distortion an order of

Visually, it might be classic Quad, but internally
the 24P has more to do with later developments in

sufficient to add further energy or bite.

magnitude greater still.

valve design than with the original Quad valve models
-after all, as every vintage Quad enthusiast knows, the

input loads for MM and MC cartridges,

for Quad's 24P by logging onto www.

respectively, but the stages aie furthei

milleraudioresearch.comlavtech.com. PM

There are fixed 47kohm and 10ohm

Readers may view aQC Suite report

preamplifier performance was always the weakest link.
In any case, moving- coil cartridges as we know them
today did not exist for the Quad owner of the 1950s
and 1960s. The sound is solid, convincing, musical
and rewarding. Above all, the Quad 24P is certainly
not just an exercise in retro that trades on the appeal
of those early products. It is aworthy, practical and
commendable successor to those iconic forebears.W

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
While it doesn't lay claim to matching

SOUND

75%
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the test- bench figures of solid-state

ABOVE LEFT: RIM equalisation accuracy ( MM frequency response) for left
(black trace) and right (
red trace) channels

circuitry, subjectively the Quad 24P

ABOVE RIGHT: Distortion versus frequency ( 500mV out), left and right

delivers a satisfyingly musical
result. Also, the built-in volume
control is a valuable feature,
either as a permanent solution,

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Input sensitivity, 1V out (Low. Medium, High)

5.5mV 2.73mV I1.38mV

or as an interim measure in a

A-vitd S/N ratio, ISIM Low (20Hz 20IcHz)

76.7dB

long-term upgrading plan. It

Distortion, 20Hz-20kHz (re. OdBV)

0.003%-0.12%

r-equency response, 2014z-21:11cHz

0.0c18 to + 0.75d8

Input overload, Lett/Right (IVIM Low)

106mVI45mV

will certainly help users who
want to enjoy the best sound
from vinyl.
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360 ° Entertainment. Harman Kardon Digital Lounge.
Our latest system can do alot more than just win design awards. The Harman Kardon Digital Lounge empowers you with
the full bandwidth of digital entertainment. Watch movies, listen to music and plug in all the fun tools - game consoles,
MP3 players, cameras, PC's - you desire. It's time to experience 360° Entertainment in legendary Harman Kardon surround
sound on one of our latest 32", 40" and 46" high- definition LCD flat- screen TV's. Get more information at one of our
dealers or by visiting www.harmankardon.com

H A Harman

Internationale company.
2006 Harman International Industries,
Incorporated. All rights reserved. Harman Kardon and Harman International are
trademarks of Harman International Industries, Incorporated, registered in the
United States and/or other countries.
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Mini to
the Max
ARS AURES MINI SENSORIAL

(
E4499)

Fans of Italian speakers take note! There's
anew name in town itching to make its
mark, and it's not just show- stopping
looks that give its speakers appeal
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Tested by Keith Howard

F

lritz Lang's Metropolis meets Ridley Scott's Alien.
No matter what allusions you conjure up to

describe the visual impact of the Ars Aures Mini
Sensorial, its force is inescapable. Ars Aures is
Latin for the art/craft of hearing/listening, but the art
on offer here isn't only for the ears. Modern brutalism
melded with art deco, this strange amalgam of curves
and angles is as close to sculpture as speaker design
gets. Love it or loathe it, you certainly can't ignore it.
Ars Aures is arelative newcomer to British shores,
with aspirations to become as well known here as
Italian compatriots Sonus faber and Opera. Based in
Castelvetrano in Sicily, the company was founded 12
years ago by Giuseppe Nitzola, professor of acoustics
at Palermo University, and puts as much emphasis on
the appearance and finish of its products as it does on
their performance. The Mini Sensorial is the smallest
of its premium three- model Sensorial range, all of
which feature the grooved slick tyre motif of narrow
channels running vertically up the front baffle and over
the cabinet top. Speaker and matching stand are both
finished in immaculate, lustrous piano lacquer. With 14
standard colours there should be ashade to suit most
but, for apremium of £ 300, the factory will match any
specified Pantone. Solid protective covers are provided
in place of grilles, which attach via magnets rather than
the usual press fittings, so as not to sully the appearance
of the speaker when they are removed.
SERIOUSLY ENGINEERED
Beneath this slick exterior there is some serious
engineering, particularly in respect of resonance control
—which has clearly been adesign priority. To suppress
resonances within the enclosed air, the MDF cabinet is
not the familiar rectangular box but in many respects

AUDIO

FILE
Two-way,
three- driver
standmount
loudspeaker.
Sensitivity rated
at 89dB
Price: £ 4499
Made by:
Ars Aures
Supplied by:
Signature Audio

cabinet walls exceptionally thick, in the range 30 to
60mm according to the panel concerned.
Although the Mini Sensorial is atwo-way speaker it
has three drivers arranged in aD'Appolito array ( see
box-out for an explanation), with twin SEAS pli bass- mid
drivers positioned either side of aScanspeak soft-dome
tweeter. One consequence of this is that the speaker
has to be lifted unusually far up off the floor to get the
tweeter to seated ear height, which explains why the

irregular. Although the side panels are parallel, the
front baffle and rear panel are not and neither, quite,

Telephone:

matching stands are all of 710mm ( 28 inches) high.

are the top and bottom ones, which don't form right-

07738 007776

Screw- in cones in the base of the cabinet engage with

Web: www.
arsaures.com

shallow metal cups in the stand top- plate to provide
positive location.

angles with either the front or rear panels. Structural
resonances within the enclosure have also been
suppressed, by the brute force expedient of making the

Ars Aures makes apoint in its literature of the care
taken to select the bestsounding input terminals,

'Its insightful midrange explores the
nooks and crannies of White's gravelly
vocals, offered with rock-solid imaging'
which are sourced from nearby COIN Italia. But,
disappointingly, only one pair is fitted, the Mini Sensorial
eschewing the split crossover which is such afamiliar
fitment elsewhere. Having spoken to other speaker
designers who doggedly retain asingle pair of inputs,
Iaccept that this can be done quite deliberately to
obviate the variables that are introduced when bi-wiring
or bi-amping are enabled, and thereby nail down the
speaker's sound quality. But Ithink customers should be
LEFT: Combined
4mm socket and

allowed to make up their own minds on this, particularly
as bi-amping can be such an effective upgrade path.

binding posts

Iwas itching to try the Mini Sensorials bi-amped and

offers flexibility in
choice of speaker

frustrated at this not being possible.
Getting the best out of the Mini Sensorial requires
meticulous setup, this being one of the more finicky

cabling, but
there's no
bi-wiring option

speakers in this respect that I've reviewed in awhile. The
first thing to attend to is assuring it afirm foundation,
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which is aproblem on carpeted floors because the

THE D'APPOLITO ARRAY

spikes in the stand base are of such large apex angle

Named after Joseph D'Appolito, who wrote

that they are more like cones and consequently

an Audio Engineering Society paper in 1983

reluctant to penetrate through to the floor beneath.
Moreover, as they have larger threads than M6 or M8
'standard' spikes, they are not readily substituted.

describing it, the D'Appolito array - in two-way
form - comprises acentral tweeter with twin
bass- mid units disposed symmetrically either side.
It was developed as ageometrical solution to a
problem identified seven years earlier by Siegfried

Iunderstand from Ars Aures' UK distributor that they
have requested that proper spikes be supplied in future,
and not amoment too soon. In order to ensure afirm
base Ihad to cut two rectangles of MDF, fit nut inserts

Linkwitz, whereby loudspeakers with odd-order
(first- order, third- order etc) crossovers and noncoincident drivers have one or more peaks in

to take M6 spikes, and use these as bases on which to
place the Mini Sensorial's stands.

output off-axis. Linkwitz solved this through the
use of even- order, double- Butterworth filters
while D'Appolito's solution allows the same

ce MONITOR-LIKE SOUND
Spikes taken care of, the crucial issue becomes toeing-

control to be achieved with all orders of crossover

in of the speakers towards the listening position. When

filtering. It can be adapted to three-way use by

they were delivered Iwas advised that they should fire
straight ahead or be angled in only slightly, with which

adding two bass drivers at either end of the array.

Ibroadly concur. When pointed directly at the listening
position, the Mini Sensorials' sound is too forward and in

4123-2) is an analogue recording from 25 years ago and
afine example of the classic BBC unadorned, naturally
distanced recording style. The Royal Albert Hall may
not represent the most helpful acoustic, but here it

your face, certainly for my taste. Toeing them out from
this position progressively suppresses the forwardness
but also begins to reduce the music's impact and fuzz
the stereo image. So acareful compromise has to be

lends just the right amount of spaciousness which the

struck, in my case with the speakers about half-way back
to firing straight ahead. Even in this position they were

Mini Sensorials cut through to reveal textural and other
details that many other speakers would miss.

slightly on the bright and forward side of aneutral tonal
balance, which may be areflection of these speakers

EFFORTLESS ACOUSTIC

being voiced and often used with valve amplification.

enjoyed them on smaller- scale classical music too, an

At its core, the sound of these speakers owes much

example being Scarborough Fair ( Regis RRC1112), a
fine Tony Faulkner recording from 1980, when it was
'eleased as ' Bushes and Briars' on the Hyperion label.
Although spoilt somewhat in its latest CD release

to the unusually inert cabinet, which itself can leave
aspeaker sounding less warm in tonal balance than
competitors having less ruly enclosures. This lack of
artificial bloom, coupled with the slightly forward
balance, gives them ahear-through, monitor- like quality

by all too obvious pre-echo, presumably as aresult
of tape print-through, this is still an exemplar of

that is particularly good at cutting through naturally

what can be achieved with just acoustic guitar and
tenor voice, aselection of fine traditional songs and

reverberant recordings to the performance itself.
Giulini's Bruckner Symphony No7 on BBC Legends ( BBCL

asimple microphone technique that effortlessly
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The two bass mid units
are 120mm F11 driver;
from SEAS in Yorway. wiW
polyproryleme cones and a
magoesi ins : hassis

We couldn't match Ars Aures'

4ohm which squares quite well

claimed 89dB sensitivity for

with our measured minimum

the Mini Sensorial, our results

modulus of asmidgen under

showing 87dB averaged over

4ohm, if not quite with the

both speakers, from 200Hz

specified 4.5ohm minimum.

to 20kHz. Nevertheless, the

This minimum modulus

measurement was within a

occurs at 198Hz, around which

remarkable 0.1dB for each of the

frequency the phase angle is

review pair which, together with

also quite high, so it is in this

the f;ne pair matching error of

energetic area of the audible

just ± 0.6dB, indicates meticulous

spectrum that the Mini Sensorial

driver testing and selection at

presents the most challenging

the factory in Sicily. Ars Aures

load to its partnering amplifier.

claims anominal impedance of

Frequency response errors for

95

90

511SPL

Ars' choice of -weeter'
a 2'5mm soft
me unit from the
:are peak Reoeiator

Be

-ange

fea -unrg a
ilightty dished nachined
ete
_

ao

200

1k

10k
frequency ( 42)
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40k

LEFT: The glossy

to explore the nooks and crannies of White's gravelly

black 'slick

vocals, and rock-solid imaging to keep everything where
it should be in the mix. The Mini Sensorials have all these

tyre' motif is an
aesthetic feature
of the entire
Sensorial range

qualities and made abreeze of what can be recalcitrant
source material.
My only lasting, substantive criticisms of them are
of an occasional treble over- prominence, which may
be due to the peak in output around 14kHz, and a
reluctance, no matter how Imoved them about the
room, to deliver the tonal warmth that - whether
strictly accurate or not - adds awelcome sense of ease
and naturalness to recordings like Sinatra at the Sands
(Reprise 8122 73777-9). But, as Isuggested earlier, this
is probably atrait that can be gifted by the right choice
of partnering amplifier.
All told, this is afine and unusual loudspeaker that
will do much to give the Ars Aures name currency in the
right circles. Its styling is challenging enough to keep it
off some shortlists but its sound quality will win it many
admirers, particularly among those who reject rosetinting of what they hear as well as what they see. (!.)

portrays the recording acoustic ( not that either the
original record sleeve or the CD notes tell us where

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

that was). The Mini Sensorials gave full vent to James
Griffett's captivating vocal delivery, while also giving
due to Timothy Walker's guitar accompaniment, the
subtleties of which are all too easily obscured.
Organ music was asurprising success too, not

We expect speakers from Italy to

SOUNO

make a strong visual impression,

75%

and none is more impactful
than the Mini Sensorial. But

because the Mini Sensorials have the necessary bass
extensiog and power - they don't, and those high

this speaker is not just an
arresting face - it also delivers

stands rob them of some boundary reinforcement from

adetailed and insightful sound,

the floor - but because the tonal colours of the different
stops are given full expression. At apolar opposite of

thanks in no small part to its
exceptionally stiff cabinet.

the musical spectrum, they also did afine job on Tony

Meticulous setup is mandatory

Joe White's One Hot July (
Hip- o 314 562 720-2), a

85%

while a partnering valve

recording which is notably binary in character, by which
tmean it either works or doesn't. It demands good bass

amplifier might add a little extra
warmth to its tonal balance.

control if tempos are not to drag, an insightful midrange

both speakers were less than ± 4dB

confirmed by the impedance modulus

800Hz, equivalent to ahalf-wavelength

appear to have linear phase through

and would have been lower but for

and phase traces which display little in

of around 215mm. In this case, it is

crossover, so the exact nature of its

apronounced peak in the tweeter's

the way of resonance-induced ripples.

probably agood thing that the port is

crossover is unclear. Because the

rear-firing.

speaker lacks asplit crossover it wasn't

output at about 144cHz (see graph,

Port-loaded speakers vary

below left). Despite this peak, the

considerably in the level of undesirable

cumulative spectral decay waterfall

port output they produce at high

(below) is quite clean, barring some low

frequencies. Some designs are very

polarity to the two bass-mid units.

level resonant ridges visible between

effective at suppressing this while

While this is normal with second-order

Puzzlingly, our results also showed
the tweeter to be wired with opposite

possible to investigate this further
without disassembling the speaker.
Despite the use of asoft-dome
tweeter, its high-frequency extension

2kHz and 9x1-1z. These are probably due

others demonstrate quite high-level

crossovers, with the Mini's claimed first-

(-6dB re. 10kHz) is over 40kHz. Low-

to mild breakup modes in the bass-mid

resonances, often resulting from

order crossover it would be standard

frequency extension is less impressive

driver diaphragms that the first-order

standing waves within the enclosed

practice to connect the tweeter with

but consistent with the Mini Sensorial's

crossover is too gentle to suppress. The

air being given vent to the outside. In

the same polarity to achieve alinear

quite small internal volume. To achieve

waterfall also hints at well suppressed

the case of the Mini Sensorial there is a

phase response. A check on the Mini's

full bass weight, apartnering subwoofer

cabinet structural resonances and this is

high-Q resonance in the port output at

excess phase confirmed that it does

will be needed. KH

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

LEFT: A peak in the
axial response at
~14kHz reinforces

Sensitivity (
SPL at 1m for 2.83V rms input)

87dB

the speaker's high

Impedance modulus min/max (
20Hz-20kHz)

4.0ohm @ 198Hz
55.4ohm @ 2.03kHz

treble output
RIGHT: Despite

Impedance phase min/max (
20Hz-20kHz) - 48° @ 3.63kHz
+61° @ 909Hz

the peaky treble
response, its delayed

Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

±0.6dB

output remains

IF/HF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz/10kHz)

51Hzt>40kHz

THD 100HzlikHz/10kHz (
for 90dB SPL at 1m)

1.1% I0.6%

impressively clean

Frequenc. >>

0.1%
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Air Apparent
PIONEER PD- D6 CD PLAYER (£400)
PIONEER A-A6 AMPLIFIER (£400)
PIONEER A-A9 AMPLIFIER (
E600)

Inspired by the clEssic A-400 amplifier and
assisted by the engineers at Air Studios, Pioneer
launches its ` G- Clef range of audiophile separates

32
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Tested by Steve Harris

S

omewhere, Istill have a ' Rock Against Technics'
badge, dating from the days when you simply
had to have abelt-drive British turntable.

And of course, you had to have a ' minimalist'

British amplifier, preferably with no tone controls, to
go with it. Bridging the gulf between this concept and
the standard, feature- laden but mediocre-sounding
Japanese amplifier was the NAD 3020, designed in the
West and built in the East, selling in such numbers that
other makers had to take notice. In the early 1980s,
Rotel responded with the RA- 820, using acarefullytuned power supply to give apunchier bass than the
3020. In 1990, Pioneer entered the arena with its ' UK
tuned' A400, possibly the most successful amplifier ever
in this genre.
Now, 17 years on, Pioneer offers us anew
two-channel range. Legend has it that the final listening
and tweaking of the A400 was done in the front room
of the then UK product manager, Doug Randall. ( Later
he worked for Marantz and Musical Fidelity, then left
the industry.) But the new A-A6 and A-A9, and the
PD- D6 player, were finalised in the more disciplined
environment of acontrol room at Air Studios.
'We've been trying to bring an element of
studio- standard accuracy to domestic hi-fi,' says Tim
Vine- Lott, Air's technical director. The tuning process
starts when Pioneer sends aprototype to Air. As many of

ABOVE: Air Stud,os at Lyndhurst Hall, Hampstead, whe -e

its engineers as possible listen to the product, and their
comments are fed back.

the finishing touches to the G- Clef range were made

PIONEER'S ORIGINAL ' UK TUNED' AMP
In 1990, Pioneer launched arelatively inexpensive,
fashionably minimalist' amplifier, the A300, which

CD/SACD player,
two-channel
output with full
remote control.

offered around 40W/channel and cost £ 180. But in
Britain at least, this was immediately eclipsed by
its bigger brother, the 50\N/channel A400. It was
the Japanese company's first ' UK tuned' budget
amplifier, and it sold - by the truckload - at £ 230.
Aimed squarely at this country's army of audiophileson- a- budget, the A400's design and component
selection was said to have been finalised with input
from ' golden eared' British listeners. Also, while
the A300's integrated- circuit phono stage was
moving- magnet only, the A400 offered moving- coil
sensitivity too. Channel balance adjustment was
provided by split concentric volume controls, so
the large two-part volume knob normally moved
as one - asimple and elegant solution. The other

Stereo integrated
amplifiers
offering three
line, one tape
and phono inputs
(A A6, MM Only).
USB input and
preamp outputs
(A A9 only).
Rated at 60W
and 70W/flohm,
respectively
Price: £ 400, £ 400
and £ 600
Made by: Pioneer
Corporation

two rotary controls were for ' listen' and ' record'
source selection. Where many Japanese amplifiers

Telephone:
01753 789789

would still have had tone controls, Pioneer's merely
carried the words ' Super Linear Circuit'. Production
had to end when the particular output devices used

Web: www.
pioneer.co.uk

We have adisc of music material that we use. This
way, Pioneer GB, Pioneer Europe and Pioneer Japan can
all use the same material for listening. We can then
pinpoint issues - we can say, OK, go to Track 3, listen to
the cymbals just before the saxophone comes in...'
The next prototype from Pioneer will be afirst tuned
version, and this will typically arrive along with Pioneer
engineers, and abox of spare capacitors, resistors and
damping material, so that further changes can be made.
Sometimes, sonic issues are resolved in unexpected
ways. On the early A9, for example, Tim and his Air
colleagues detected a ' sizzle' in-between notes, a
background hash where there should have been silence.

Voices had more presence
and there was generally more
resolution of fine detail'
The Pioneer engineers fixed this just by changing the
type of screws used to hold the output stage heatsinks
to the chassis. The new screws looked much the same
but had three pips under the flanged head.

became unavailable. The original A400, believed to
have sold 25,000 units in its short production life,

A CLOSER LOOK

remains acult product to this day.

The A9 is rated at 10W/channel more than the A6, but
this may be the least important difference between
the two amplifiers. More to the point are the A9's two
massive toroidal mains transformers, accommodated
in casework 15mm taller. On both amplifiers, the large
central display (which can be dimmed) indicates the
source and shows volume as aminus-dB figure. Bass,
treble and balance controls are available on the remote,
while the ' Direct button switches them out of circuit.
A small rotary control cycles through the inputs,
which appear as labelled buttons on the remote. For the

JUNE 2007
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A6, these are CD, Phono ( MM), Tuner, Aux

them and will take spade- ended cables of firehose dimensions.

and Tape. The A9 adds USB, and an MC

Like the amplifiers, the fully- remote-

phono option selected by aswitch on

control PD- D6 SACD player has a
minimum of fascia controls, just discreet

the back panel.
To the casual eye, the volume control

open/close and play buttons to the
right of the loading tray. There is

looks the same on both models. But while
on the A6 this is another endless rotary,
the A9 has a ' rear control which moves from 7

an LED to flag the Pure Audio mode,
which turns the display off, disabling the

o'clock round to 5, much nicer to use, with motor
drive for remote operation. It doesn't carry arotating

(coaxial and optical) digital outputs. A special

indicator light, though!

CD feature is Legato Link Pro, the latest version of the
ultrasonic enhancement which Pioneer first offered back

Actually, the differing aspirations of these two
amplifiers are more obvious from behind. The A-A6's

ABOVE: Multiple,

speaker terminais are the usual self-effacing plastic, but

low-ESR

the A-A9's have the braggadocio of the high- end about

capacitors are
I

used in Pioneer's
'Isolated Power
Supply Block' the heart of both
the A-A6 and
A-A9 amplifiers

in the1990s, but with the crucial difference that now
you can switch it on or off from the remote.

e

A DIFFERENT LEAGUE

We were able to borrow the A-400 bought on eBay by
Pioneer's Jim Catcheside for use in the development
work, and it was easy to agree with him that it had
stood the test of time pretty well. The bass end was
rhythmically convincing if hardly over-full, while the
midrange really did have anatural, open and unstrained
quality. The top end was smooth, even rolled off, and
lacking sparkle by modern standards. Imaging was good,
with asurprising ability to produce soundstages of
cavernous proportions. It was awell-balanced, involving
and likeable sound.
But switch to the new A9, and just afew moments
were enough to tell you that this is an amplifier in
adifferent league. There was immediately far more

LEFT: A USB input
(supporting
streaming PC
media) is one of
several features
to distinguish
the A-A9 from
the A-A6

bass ' oomph', yet the bass remained just as tight and
rhythmic, in fact more so. Voices had more presence,
and there was generally far more resolution of fine
detail, with apleasing sparkle to the top end.
On Jennifer Warnes"First We Take Manhattan'
on Famous Blue Raincoat [
Classic RTHCD 5052], the
singer's voice was shaped and presented more clearly in
front of the accompaniment. Background vocals in the

•
Hi-fi news

Toroidal transformers in
the A-A9 replace trame types in the A-A6

LAB

4ohm, this increases to just 94W

December 1990 showed

and 100W.

P
I

Pioneer's original A-400 amplifier

RESULTS

LIFIERS/£400/£600

My archived test data from

'(111110

111

11

Complementary power amp
stage is bolted to internai
heatsinki

1

•

left channel)

DAC

board
audio Input (A-A9 only)

-

Independent, substantially

However, this one paper

besting its mere 50W/8ohm

specification only tells a

specification with 70W/8ohm

fraction of the story because,

and 110W/4ohm, so our 15-

under dynamic conditions, the

year-old legacy sample was still

massively regulated power

going strong at 66W and 100W,

supplies of both amplifiers will

respectively. In fact, Pioneer

support 135W/210W/260W

might seem to have been more

and 135W/220W/300W into

generous in those days because

4/2/1ohm loads, respectively.

the 60W A-A6 and 70W A-A9 only

So while the old A-400 offered

just achieved 2x641A/I8ohm and

amaximum current of 16.1A

2x7OW/8ohm, respectively. Into

(at less than 1% distortion),

regulated, low- noise power
supplies for left and right channels

le il

;
11111111111
e--

1.0

0.70

0.8-

0.63

.4-

ro.s.
/. 0.4.

0.2-

/ - 0.42

0.6 ,

1

A
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0.36

0.2-
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0.14

Motorised analogue
volume control in the
A-A9. The A-A6 uses
arotary encoder and
'digital' volume circuit
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SOMETHING IN THE AIR
Air Studios' logo first appeared on a Pioneer product
in 2001. The VSX-AX10 home cinema amplifier
got Air engineers' stamp of approval after they'd
listened to prototypes at every stage of an 18- month
development period. Since then, awhole series of
premium AV products have been Air-tuned. So it was
only natural that the famous Hampstead recording
and production facility should be involved in Pioneer's
return to two- channel with the A-A6 and A-A9
amplifiers and PD- D6 SACD player.
'The aim was never to re-create the A400,' says
Pioneer product manager Jim Catcheside, ' But we
looked at the strengths it had - avery open midrange,
especially good on voices and strings.'

bridge of this number, usuaily half-buried, were clearly
reveafed. You were impelled to appreciate the artistry

ABOVE: Pioneer's

Of course, the 60W A-A6 and 70W A-A9 are

newest prodigies
support the

designed for modern conditions. While both have a
model), the A-A9 also has a USB terminal for direct

10/Koetsu Black), Ihad to try Pure Pleasure's amazing

old-timer A-400
in front of a
mixing console

double- album vinyl reissue of Stevie Ray Vaughan's Texas
Flood [
PPAN 38734j. Sides 3 and 4 provide the extra

at Air Studios.
Note the B&W

of the production, right through to Stevie Ray Vaughan's
zooming Hendrixy bits in the fadeout.
So of course, to assess the phono input ( using an SME

built-in phono stage ( again with m- con the dearer
input of audio from a PC, and afeature called Sound
Retriever to enhance compressed music files.
As well as two- channel SACD and CD, the PDD6 player handles CD- Rand CD-RW discs and it is

numbers previously issued only as the bonus tracks on

loudspeakers

compatible with MP3 and WMA compressed audio

aSony Legacy CD. It certainly rocked, catching the
guitarist's incomparable energy.

used for

formats. Like the amplifiers, it comes in distinctive

monitoring

stepped-front anthracite- grey casework, with full

purposes

remote control.

With my old and beloved 1967 EMI Mozart
recording, the Piano Concerto ir C, K467, with Daniel
Barenboim as soloist and conductor of the English
Chamber Orchestra lASD 2465], the A9 sounded fine,

of Beethoven Symphonies 1and 5with Bernard
Haitink [
LSO Live LS00590]. Here you could enjoy an
appropriately big, bold and stirring sound, with the

the woody timbres of the orchestra brought out well,
and with ample bass, reasonably well controiled.

awesome power of the orchestra bursting unfettered
from the speakers in the first movement of the Fifth. The

TWO -CHANNEL SACD

whole ambient picture of the hall was captured well,

Returning to the D6, and remembering that this is really
an SACD player, Iput on Ai DiMeola's Consequence of
Chaos [
Telarc SACD-63649] to see how the PD- D6 and

with atelling weight and long reverberation from the
basses and timpani, clearly delineated and never muddy.
The Pioneer D6/A9 combination produced areally
satisfying result here.
Turning to the A6 with the same recording revealed
amuch less refined sound. There was still afairly

A9 would sort out this wilfully complex music.
The Pioneer passed this test, revealing aconstant
stream of little ear- catching details and spreading the
instruments wide and deep. Staying with two- channel

convincing presentation of the hall ambience, but

SACD, Iput on the recent LSO Barbican recording

this is matched by 16.1A for the A-A6
and 17.3A for the beefier A-AS. All

the sound of the orchestra itself was not nearly so

Distortion tells astory of subtle

So what of noise? Well, when I

differences with our legacy A-400

measured apristine A-400 back in

exceed 70dB of left/right channel
separation at 20kHz.

By contrast, both the A-A6 and A-A9

three amplifiers are clearly capable of

incurring up to 0.025% at bass

1990 it achieved an A-wtd S/N ratio

punching well above the weight of their

frequencies below 100Hz while the

ot 81.8dB, which is gratifyingly close

basic Bohm power ratings and will drive

new A-A9 holds as low as 0.0025% from

to the 81.1dB ( re. OdBW) sustained

Their respective channel balances are
superior too at 0.05dB for the A-A6's

tougher speaker loads than you might

20Hz through to 2kHz. Interestingly, it's

by our legacy model in 2007. The

electronic volume control and 0.13dB

otherwise expect.

the A-A6 that has the highest midrange

A A6 and A-A9, meanwhile, are slightly

for the analogue potentiometer used

The response and output impedance

distortion at 0.005% (though this is

quieter designs at 84.1dB and 82.9dB,

in the A-A9. HFN readers are invited to

graph ( below, left) also shows that

hardly ' high' - see red trace on graph,

respectively. The dual-mono layout

view the complete and exclusive QC

the

Suite report for Pioneer's new A-A6

- 0.06ohm

output of the A-400

below). Differences in compensation

of the new amplifiers is also superior

is matched by the A-A6 and only just

are also reflected in areouction in

to that of the A-400 which suffered

and A-A9 amplifiers together with a

exceeded at

overall gain for both the A-A6 and A-A9

some capactive coupling at very

full re-test of the legendary A-400 by

which, incidentally has the flatter and

(+39.4dB and + 40.4dB) versus + 43dB

high frequencies, dragging its stereo

logging onto www.milleraudioresearch.

more extended response of all three.

for the older A-400.

sepaiation down to 49dB at 20kHz.

com/avtech.com. PM

- 0.08ohm

by the A-A9

LEFT: Resp. ( solid) vs
output impedance

El""

A-400 ( black), A-A6
(red) and A-A9 ( blue)
RIGHT: Distortion vs
frequency shows the
A-400 ( black) highest

Distortion s>

(dashed) for the

0.010

0.001

through bass and
A- A9 ( blue) lowest
overall

0.000

2C

Uri

1k
Frequency aa

10k

204,

Power Output, 814ohm

65W/98W

Dynamic Power, 4/2 ilohm

140W/187W/190W 135W/210W/255W 133W/220W/300W

Output Imp. (20Hz-20kHz)

0.05-0.086ohm

0.04-0.01ohm

Freq. Response ( 20Hz-100k Ix)

+0.0dB to -1.85dB

+0.0dB to -0.33dB +0.0dB to -0.1dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdBW)

20mV

30mV

26mV

A-wtd SiN ratio (for OdBW)

81.1dB

84.1dB

82.9dB

Distortion (10W, 20Hz-20k lz)

0.0016-0.025%

0.0028-0.03%

0.0024-0.045%

64W/94W

70W)100W

0.055-0.085ohm
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PIONEER
well presented on climaxes, when the string timbres

LAB

_YER £400

PD— D6

RESULTS

hardened up and the brass seemed to blare rather than
stir. In similar fashion, the reverberation of the timpani
tended to become fused into aless coherent mass of
bottom-end sound.
Returning to CD replay, and trying Pioneer's Legato

Universal transport
mechar ism with CO and SACO
decode -solution beneath

Nee

—
Main power suopy
transformer (the board
below includes the
standby power-circuit)

Link Pro option, Ifelt that many instruments took on

sf.

an ' edge' that wasn't there before. There was asubtle
added zing on cymbal sounds. The overall effect was
thinner, almost nasal, with akind of haze around the
sound in the upper ranges. Imuch preferred the player
with Legato off.

Fkur-Brown PCM173

VICTORY
With the Pioneer D6, SACD replay is more than just a
bonus feature, because the player is easily good enough
to reveal the benefits of the SACD format in terms of
natural, relaxed yet super- detailed sound. And it sounds
relaxed and refined on CD too. It is sweeter, perhaps
more listenable than the slightly cheaper Rotel
RCD-06, though the Rotel is more upbeat and punchy.
And though Idid prefer the more tactile, visceral sound
of the Rega Apollo (slightly dearer), the Pioneer had
other strengths and, of course, it does SACD.
Pioneer's A6 is ahighly competent amplifier,
enjoyable to use, with good bass considering its price
and power rating. It's good value and will see off the
general run of £ 300 models, holding its own with
anything up to £ 400, perhaps more.
But the A9 is much more special. It shone both
on SACD and CD sources. It proved an ideal match
for the PD- D6 player but it also sounded great with,
for example, the Rega Apollo and will sound good
with considerably more expensive components. It
also contains afairly decent phono stage which will
represent aworthwhile bonus to many an audiophile. So
the A9 is well, well worth the extra money and at £ 600,
is little short of abargain.
So, avictory for Pioneer's ' UK-tuned' philosophy. It's
along way from Doug Randall's lounge to the control
room at Air Studios. But if Pioneer's Japanese engineers
knew how to please English ears 17 years ago, they
know even better now. '
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If it were not for the switchable digital
filter, Pioneer's PD- D6 would add-up to a
perfectly standard CD/SACD player, offering
a2.15V output ( 1.85V for SACO) and a
104dB A-wtd S/N ratio. The noise is not as
clean as possible with various interference
patterns visible alongside low-level or high
frequency signals (especially with SACD) but
this, again, is not uncommon. Otherwise,
conventional distortion hovers around
0.0009% of 2nd, 3rd and 4th harmonics
over the top 10dB of the player's dynamic
range, through the midrange, increasing to
0.005-0.009% at higher frequencies.
Pioneer has also chosen this player to rerelease its famous Legato Link digital filter.
This is a4x oversampling filter (to 176.4kHz)
rather than aderivative of the asynchronous
(192kHz) upsampling filters used these
days, but its effect has far greater impact.
The frequency response graph (below,
right) shows the PD-D6 used with its 4x

mode, delivering aflat response and avery
steep cutoff immediately beyond 20kHz
or so. Indeed, the rejection of any digital
'images' is at least 80dB. Contrast this with
the far gentler slope of the Legato Link
filter (dotted trace) which begins rolling'
off its treble within the audio range to
reach -3.6dB at 20kHz. This gentle roll-off
continues through far higher frequencies,
including the stopband ' images' caused by
the digital encode process itself, which may
only be attenuated by amere 6-7dB.
The trade-off is this less group delay
and distortion caused by the sharp FIR filter
versus apoorer rejection of digital images
or reflections just outside of the audioband
(these, in turn, may cause intermodulation
distortion within the partnering amplifier).
Readers may view acomplete QC
Suite report for both the CD and SACO
performance of Pioneer's PD-D6 player by
logging onto www.milleraudioresearch.

oversampling filter in conventional FIR

com/avtech.com. PM
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ABOVE LEFT: Distortion versus digital recording level at lkHz ( black trace)
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and 20kHz ( blue trace). The increase at higher frequencies ( blue) is typical
ABOVE RIGHT: Response with standard (solid) and Legato Link ( dotted) filters
ll iICM MO IWela‘rbliid Mill a LIM iLeig ilb
Maximum output level coisAco

2.15Vrms11.85Vrms

A-svtd S/81. Ratio

104dB

value, the more audiophile- oriented A- A9 is the real

Distortion *Hz. Odles1-30c1BFs

0.0009%10.0038%

winner, sounding bigger and better than its 70W

Distortion 20kHz, 04:18Fs

0.0095%

Digital Jitter CD/SACD

280psecillOpsec

Resolution @ -110dB CD/SACD

±0.4d131±0.1dB

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>90dB

While the Pioneer A- A6 amp clearly represents good

rating would lead you to believe. The PD- D6 SACD/
CD player offers good value too. It's not the most
rhythmic of players on CD, but scores well in terms of
balance, smoothness and detail.
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L2

Series Loudspeakers
99 Series Electronics

e
--

. "this system is something of amusical genius"
— What HiFi? Sound and Vision

A new breed
Quad L2 series Loudspeakers
The Quad 99 series electronics and L2 series loudspeakers
are amatch made in heaven. Detail, accuracy and refinement
all combine to present one of the most musical and insightful
systems available — and with our new 99CDP-2, will integrate
seamlessly into your digital world allowing up to 6* digital
sources to benefit from our state-of-the-art DACs
*CDP-2 includes 3xOptical and 2xCo-axial digital inputs.

*****
January 2007

QUAD
the closest appmach to the original sound.
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd,
IAG House, Sovereign Court, Ermine
Business Park, Huntingdon, Cambs, PE29
6XU
Tel :- 01480 447700, Fax :- 01480 431767

www.quad-hifi.co.uk

/c,

Total
Control
(£3650)
This high- end digital audio and video processor
has ahost of functions, including asuite of roomcorrection modes for fine-tuning your system
MERIDIAN G68
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Inputs and outputs
for every occasion,
including multiple
S/PDIF digital
Tested by Keith Howard

T

connections for
front, centre/sub,

here's hardly space to tell you all you need
to know about aproduct as complex as the

side and rear
digital speaker

Meridian G68. No matter, because the focus

configuration

here is its room correction system. Just one
small part of what the G68 gets up to in its DSP chips,
it merits particular attention because it is so different
in philosophy and implementation from competing
systems - specifically those in the Copland and Lyngdorf
products already considered in this review series.
Two things make the Meridian approach distinct.
First, it is adamant that correction filters should only
be applied at frequencies up to 250Hz, whereas other
systems continue correction - at reducing levels - to
higher frequencies. Second, it uses aquite different
filtering regime in which individual room modes are
identified, characterised ( in terms of centre frequency,
gain and Q) and then controlled, if necessary, using IIR
rather than FIR digital filters. In other words, Meridian
Room Correction works like an automatic digital
parametric equaliser.
TOTALLY PC
The bad news about the G68's process of analysing the
room's modal behaviour and designing the appropriate
equalisation is that - unlike the Copland and Lyngdorf
systems - it is exclusively driven from aPC, connected
via aUSB or RS232 serial cable. Meridian's configuration

AUDIO

FILE
G Series
Surround
Controller
Price: £ 3650
Made by:
Meridian Audio
Ltd
Telephone:
01480 445678
Web:
meridian- audio.
corn
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software controls alot more besides room correction,
and may faze anyone who is not computer literate. You
may prefer to have your dealer or installer do the setup

ABOVE: Acombination of two ' hard' and five ' soft' keys
allows the user to navigate its comprehensive setup menu
for you. Also, Meridian doesn't provide amicrophone
for the setup process. This won't be aproblem if the
correctior is configured for you or if you have asuitable
one available - even an inexpensive sound pressure
level meter with an audio output will do. Ipressed
into service the GRAS 40BE measurement microphone
Iuse for speaker testing - overkill in this context, but
assuredly accurate.
Something rarely addressed in reviews of automated
room correction systems is their consistency. If the setup
procedure is run multiple times without any changes
to the room, does it always result, within reasonable

IIR FILTERS
Digital filters come in two flavours: finite impulse response ( FIR)
and infinite impulse response ( IIR). FIR filters have the advantages
of being more adaptable, but IIR filters, particularly when imitating
classical analogue filters, are much more computationally efficient.
For example, if aroom mode has adecay time to - 60dB of 500
milliseconds and we wish to control it down to this amplitude, an FIR
filter will require 22,050 coefficients if the sampling rate is 44.1kHz,
48,000 coefficients if the sampling rate is 96kHz, etc, and applying
afilter of this size requires afast and powerful processor. To cut
back on this requirement, decimation techniques are often used to
reduce the sampling rate at low frequencies and cut the filter length
proportionately. By contrast, an IIR filter - because it incorporates
feedback - can achieve the same using just four coefficients and trivial
processing power, without any need for decimation.

'Room correction should
gild the lily, not recast it as a
different species'
experimental error, in the same equalisation? Meridian's
system provides its own check on this, in the form
of graphs and numerical data available within the
configuration program. Consequently Iran the setup
procedure three times in arow and compared the
results. As described in the Lab Report, some significant
differences were apparent, so Ihad to select which was
the best correction profile.
If you read my March review of Lyngdorf Audio's
RoomPerlect, you'll know my principal criticism was that
it altered the system tonal balance. To adegree this
is inevitable but Ireckon DSP room correction should
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Thermostatically
controlled electric
fan provides cooling
should the internal
temperature rise too
high, and is compliantly
mounted to minimise
noise transmission

RESULTS
Compact, encapsulated
switched- mode supply
powers up to 15 circuit
boards in the three
rear bays
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The right PCB bay carries
boards for digital and analogue
outputs; central bay for digital
and analogue inputs. The
empty left bay carries zone
audio outputs and video inputs
in other G68 variants

ABOVE: The G68 includes Meridian's full system remote
clean up the bass while leaving the overall tonal balance
much as before. RoomPerfect couldn't achieve that in
my system, but Meridian's room correction does.
As you can see from the in- room response graphs in
the Lab Report, its effect was for the most part quite
subtle in my room and, true to Meridian's philosophy,
had no influence above about 300Hz. So the inherent
system tonal balance was largely unchanged, except
for aremoval of excess weight from the low bass. In my
book subtle is best here: room correction should gild the
lily, not recast it as adifferent species.

ità 4
-1a M

I
'

‘P FLUFF AND MUDDLE
As is usually the case, the largest improvements were
heard with correction enabled when listening to music

The top 6dB of the G68's dynamic range

During three consecutive configuration runs

is governed by digital gain, so with apeak

there was negligible external disturbance

which involves bass runs as well as steady bass notes.

level (0c1BFs) digital input, its analogue

during the measurements and the program

Brian Bromberg's Wood is aCD Ihabitually reach for

outputs are clipped beyond avolume

reported ahealthy SIN of around 50dB.

when issues of bass performance are involved. Track
3, an unlikely take on Lennon and McCartney's ' Come

setting of 94 out of 99. For most purposes,

On the first run, the G68 configured seven

and to achieve the optimum signal level for

filterN for the left channel and 12 for the

Together', wasn't dramatically overhauled by engaging
room correction but some extreme bass fluff and

the lowest distortion, amaximum volume

light. On the second run it was 6/8 and

setting of 87 should prove satisfactory.

on the third 8/10. Checking the centre

With an output level of 2.1V, there's

frequency, gain and Q data, the shared

muddle was removed. This left apresentation that was
appreciably improved in both pitch and rhythm, if alittle
more bass- light. Likewise with Tony Joe White's 'Across
From Midnight' from One Hot July: some indistinct

sufficient 2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion

filters were pretty consistent with the

to account for atotal of 0.0017%

exception of the two lowest-frequency

through the midrange and aperfectly

filters in each channel: a60Hz notch for the

low- bass grumble was removed to be replaced by a
bass guitar contribution that was cleaner and more

creditable 0.004% at 20kHz. Responses

left and a34/35Hz notch for the right. Gains

show Meridian's familiar, gentle HF rollof

and Qs for the left channel 60Hz filter were,

tuneful. Although the bass was atad less weighty with
correction enabled, in shedding that excess it became
faster moving, with benefit to the track's timing and

that amounts to -0.6dB/20kHz (48kFs)

respectively, - 1.3dB/12.0, -6.5dB/16.2 and

and - 2.5dB/45kHz ( 96kFs) while jitter is

-4.0dB/14.0 in the three runs, and for the

vanishingly low at < 70psec, regardless of

35Hz right channel filter - 7.7d13111.7, no

tempo. Organ music also benefited, making for easier

digital input. PM

-5.0d8/10. KH

perception and appreciation of the pedal work.
All told, then, Meridian Room Correction - with
its distinct EQ approach - is anotable if understated
success. All Iwould criticise are the filter design
variations Iencountered and the fact that ( in common
with the Copland and Lyngdorf systems) no ready
gLidance is provided for the optimisation of speaker and
listening positions prior to equalisation being applied. ,.!)
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SOUND

If your room is fairly well behaved at
low frequencies, Meridian's Room

82%

make a huge difference.

FEATURES

However, it will subtly and

80%

discretely tidy- up the bass,
what bass instruments are
playing - all without recasting

11,1)

ABOVE LEFT: Distortion versus frequency ( digital in, analogue out) for
left ( black) and right ( red) channels. ABOVE RIGHT: Uncorrected in- room
response ( blue trace) with corrected responses for three config. runs behind

Correction will not necessarily

removing bloat and clarifying

1000

1k
0010110•1100

ECO

78%

your system's inherent tonal
balance. Just how room
correction should behave.
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HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Distortion 11dir., OdBFs1-30dBFs

0.00185/0.00255

Distortion 201dizi401cHz, OdBFs

0.00255/0.0032%

Frequency Response (20Hz-45kHz. 961cFs)

+0.0dB to -2.75dB

Digital Jitter, 481cFsI961cFs

65psec/33psec

Suppression of Digital Images (48kHz196kHz)

99.5dB/25.5dB

HITS ALL THE RIGHT NOTES
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THIS IS THE TUCANA
AUDIOPHILE STEREO
AMPLIFIER.
You CAN HEAR EVERY
DAMPED NOTE AND OPEN
CHORD CUTTING THROUGH
WITH THE UTMOST CLARITY,
YOU MIGHT EVEN HEAR THE
PIANIST'S FEET ON THE
PEDALS, IT DOESN'T GET ANY
BETTER THAN THIS...
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You FEEL LIKE HE IS IN THE
ROOM WITH YOU
...PLAYING JUST FOR YOU.

ONLY THROUGH HEARING WILL
YOU TRULY BELIEVE.
To LOCATE YOUR NEAREST DEALER
CALL LEEMA ACOUSTICS ON
01938 811900
OR LOG ON TO
VVWVV.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM
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AUDIOPHILE

STEREO
AMPLIFIER

LEEMA ACOUSTICS
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SOUND

AIR TIGHT PC- I(£3895)

Designed in association with aJapanese countryman from My Sonic Lab,
Air Tight's long-anticipated MC cartridge sets new standards — at aprice!
Tested by Ken Kessler

A

mong the brands that rarely put afoot wrong
is Air Tight of Japan. In so many respects, it's
as solidly ' recommendable' as Nagra, SME or
Sonus faber. Over the years, at least ahalf-

dozen Air Tight products have passed through my

gestation of the PC- 1. ' More than 30 years ago in
my Luxman days, Ihad planned the MC- 115C phono
cartridge and asked the late Mr Sugano, the founder
of the Koetsu, to produce it on our behalf, but he was
already quite old at that time, and the product therefore
did not come out for along time.'
Due to anumber of things, not least being the

system, and each one drew atear on its departure.

already slow production of Koetsu's own cartridges due

All-valve preamps and power amps, auseful and

to demand outstripping supply, followed by the death of

decidedly cool passive line stage: the stuff sounds
wonderful, looks great and has the sort of finish that

Sugano-San himself, the delays continued but - almost
miraculously - samples began to appear. Miura San

you wish all audio components would emulate.
In January 2006, at CES. Miura San unveiled the
long-awaited PC- 1moving-coil cartridge, amicroscopic

learned that aKoetsu employee named Matsudaira-San

embodiment of the above virtues. You could sense
even before it touched the groove that it was simply
gonna be ' right'. After all, Miura San's own track record
is faultless, and it was being praised even at that early
stage by anumber of cartridge mavens with long
experience of greats from Koetsu, Lyra, et al.
Miura San's personal statement recounts the long
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produced the design, his own CV including stints over
more than two decades with Tokyo Sound ( engaged
in manufacture of the cartridges and tonearms for
professional broadcasting use), Entre, AudioCraft
and others. According to Miura San, ' By that time,
Matsudaira-San was already an expert craftsman with
full knowledge and experience.'
In 2003/4, after many years as agun for hire, working
for Koetsu, Miyabi and others, he formed My Sonic Lab,

LIVING IN THE MATERIAL WORLD
Air Tight's version of Matuidaira's design uses wire
of aslightly bigger gauge but with extra turns.
According to Miura, ' Ithought that by utilising
his epoch-making core material an ideal design
would be realised in terms of the wire material,

AIR TIGHT PC- 1
MC CARTRIDGE / £3895

its gauge, and the number of winding turns'. The
target was an ideal combination of high output and
low impedance with agoal that included
a2.5ohm impedance with a0.6mV
output voltage. Miura: ' High
source impedance causes

The PC- 1's generator
assembly (inside) uses
what's described as a
'51-1-pX• core matirai.
with a' higher flux densly
and permeability than
conventional cor?._'•

lhe highly polishe
connection pins are all
2hcdium-plated

considerable consumption
of the generated energy
in the inside of the coils.
On the other hand, a
small output voltage yields
a transmission loss to the
following stages.'
launching the Eminent high- output, low- impedance
MC cartridge [
HFN, May ' 06] and the matching

The profile of the ciliampnd
tip is asemi- line
ntact type.
measuring 3pm c30prn

A rigid boron tube
is employed or Ai Tight's cantiiever

transformer. What appealed to Miura was Matsudaira's
years of experience manifesting themselves in adesign
philosophy in line with Air Tight's. The resultant design
is the culmination of Matsudaira's research and Miura's
tweaks. [ See ' Living In The Material World' box.]
Setting up the PC- 1is abreeze thanks to its parallel
sides. Istarted with aslightly nose- down VTA, and the
cartridge settled in after acouple of months requiring

ever experienced. Following that with some Hi-Lo's
LPs ( mono no less), Ifound asilkiness reminiscent of

to both the SME and Trio arms.

the original Koetsu Urushi, and detail that recalled the
London Reference. It even finds layers in mono! You can
put this to good use with Nat King Cole or Dean Martin
recordings of 1950s Capitol vintage; the synergy with

Tracking in both was spot-on at 2.1g, and Iset
the anti-skate slightly low. While Air Tight has its own
head- amps, Isimply used my references, the AudioValve

steady flow of seamless, room-filling bliss. Indeed. every
LP Iplayed sounded particularly lifelike when it came to

Sunilda and the Audio Research PH5.

scale and - especially - stage depth.

only minor adjusting such that the eventual, post- run-in
stance was atop plate parallel to the disc. This applied

orchestral arrangements from that hit factory means a

Here's where the tun began: Icouldn't find an
impedance setting that suited the cartridge in every
case. Fortunately, un'ike fixed value step-ups or those
requiring internal changes, both phono amps allow easy
value changes - the ARC's is accessible via remote. So,
depending on the system, Ifound myself using both
47kohm and 100ohm settings, on one or two occasions
500ohm. But note: this is not avalue judgement! It has
no bearing on quality; it's merely an observation that
knob twiddlers can have alot of fun.

TICKET TO PARADISE
Hard rock and funk, from the Georgia Satellites to
George Clinton, revealed atiny trace of sluggishness at
the bottom end, but that could also seem ablessing:
at no point, even with James Brown remixes, was the
sound too aggressive. The top end, on the other hand, is
as fast as can be; as Imentioned before, it's Decca like.
So, if you adore crisp percussion, last guitar work and
sharp trumpet bursts, this MC cartridge could be your
ticket to paradise.

(n MUSIC LOVING DNA
it touched the first LP - amint copy of Johnny Horton's

There is, however, asting in the tail. I'm finding it
harder and harder to understand cartridge pricing.
When Isee what goes inside acartridge, and then

Greatest Hits - the cartridge ' loosened up' over the

consider what £ 3895 will buy you from IWC or Breitling,

course of ahalf- dozen or so discs. And although I
continually monitored the VTA, this cartridge is also

Ineed to check my pulse. Maybe Iwas wrong: perhaps
fiscal masochism is aprerequisite? Whatever, if you

incredibly forgiving. Yes, the hardcore set-up fetishists

have the cash, the Air Tight PC- 1is one of the sweetest
cartridges money can buy. J)

Although the PC- 1sounded great from the very instant

can go all the way with laser devices and anything else
in their arsenals. But take it from me: masochism is not a
pre- requisite for ownership.

Moving- coil
pick-up
cartridge
Price: £ 3895

Air Tight

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Aside from my reservations about

devotees will be impressed. Note, though, that speed
is the main thing about this cartridge that is Decca like.
In nearly every other area, it's classic moving- coil, with

all the right reasons: silky,

alushness and lower registers that identify strands of

matching, superb build quality.

SOUND

any
£
cartridge costing more than
100, the PC- 1dazzled me for

If you have the sort of loose

especially one who adores 1950s vinyl, Capitol sessions,
smoky vocals, acoustic bass and harmony groups.

change needed to acquire
one, it joins avery select
band including the Clearaudio
Goldfinger and top Lyras and
Koetsus. World class? Believe it.

Supplied by:
Select Audio
Telephone:
01900 813064
Web: N/A

seductive sound, fairly easy

Koetsu in its DNA. This is acartridge for the music lover,

space and percussion have always proved achallenge.
The Air Tight slid through it with ease, building up a

FILE
Made by:

Once you're happy with it - both physical set-up
and head-amp settings - the cartridge first displays its
prowess with such speed and attack that even Decca

But the choice of Johnny Horton was fortuitous: the

AUDIO

BUILD

85%

massive soundstage and some of the best decay I've
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Tested by Richard Stevenson

A

midst asea of near- identical looking battleship
AV receivers Harmon Kardon's AVR 745 is
something of aSunseeker yacht. It's sleeker,

more stylish and packed with luxurious touches
that exude that all-important affluent charm. From the
display that disappears into the black acrylic fascia when
switched off to the stunning remote and matching blue
lighting, the AVR 745 is true AV eye candy.
Beneath the shimmering veneer it is no less
impressive. It offers apotent DSP engine, full video
upscaling to 1080i, plenty of clean power on tap and

abuild so weighty that when HFN's normally eloquent
editor dropped it on his foot he strung together a
sentence worthy of Roger's Profanisaurus. Titter ye not,
he was hopping around the office for aweek...

POWER CRAZED
The AVR 745's claimed 85 watt power to all seven
channels proved to be unusually conservative when it
hit the test bench and in reality its power is right up
there with the competition at the price. Its repertoire
of decoding formats ticks all the usual Dolby and DIS
boxes and adds Dolby Headphone, HK's own LOGIC

AUDIO

FILE
Seven- channel
AV receiver with
AM/FM tuner,
room correction
DSP and iPod
bridge. Rated at

7x85W into 8ohm
Price: £ 1700

7 ( similar to Dolby PLII) and Dolby Virtual Speaker for
those not wanting aroom full of speakers. The EzSet
auto setup system with mic is neat and instigates HK's

Made by:
Harman Kardon

EQII room EQ system. Idisabled it for this review as
the results of such systems are realistically too room-

Supplied by:
Harman UK

dependent to objectively quantify in the wider sense.
Connectivity is faultless and includes plenty of AV
connections, aUSB port for WMA/MP3 devices, RS232,
12V triggers and IR extenders for multiroom. It features
an A- BUS port for A- BUS core system integration

ABOVE: Apull- down flap conceals setup controls, plus a
headphone jack, two digital audio inputs, 5Video and
Composite video inputs and analogue audio inputs

Telephone:
01707 278100
Web: vvww.
harmankardon.
COT

relative merits of two subs, versus one that costs twice
the price, but it's anice feature to include. The full bass
management over the six- or eight- channel analogue
might prove handy if your DVD-A or SACD player
has lousy or no bass management and you find you
desperately need it - but proceed with care. The AVR

and an iPod docking port masquerading under the

745 converts the incoming analogue signal to digital

pretentiously trademarked The Bridge moniker. More

prior to jiggling the bass in the digital domain and then
re- converts back to analogue preamplification. Call me
old-fashioned but that sounds convoluted and almost

interestingly for those buying an amplifier for their ears
rather than their gadget fixation, this receiver uses dual

BELOW: The AVR

discrete power supplies for the output and driver stages.
The use of TI's core DSP engine has allowed highly

seven discrete
channels of

flexible bass management including the ability to select

745 includes

certainly detrimental to the sound quality. Thankfully

amplification,

you can disable these shenanigans if desired.
The AVR 745 package is complete with not oie but

the size of the driver in your subwoofer and even use

HDMI switching

two remotes. The main IC 30 remote is asumptuously

two subs - for which the back panel includes asecond
output. That itself opens acan of worms about the

and an AM/FM

designed unit with an informative full colour display

tuner

and, best of all, arecharging docking cradle. No more

'Sarcastic remote controls
aside, the ' 745 boasts aserious
suite of tweaking options'
searching for AAA batteries - hurrah! The alternative
remote is amore basic affair ideal for Zone 2 but it
must be used to initialise the AVR 745 setup as the
main remote doesn't have the relevant keys. This salient
info is of course buried deep within the 600- page
multilincual instructions - which might yet teach me to
`RTFM' as they say in trade.
No review of the IC 30 remote would be complete
without amention of its large ' help' key - the function
of which rather depends on how the receiver is set
and beirg used at the time. It is quite handy to pin
down obvious but easily overlooked user errors, such
as not switching to the correct input, but is right up
there with chocolate teapots for usefulness in tmes of
deep operational frustration. Its solution to one basic
conundrum was to shut down the AVR 745 completelyc
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RIGHT: If the
AVR 745 is

and then use the remote's colour display to ask politely:
'did that fix the problem?' Fabulous.

muted, turning
the volume
control will
automatically
bring the unit
out of mute
mode

A BIG SCALE PRODUCTION
Sarcastic remote controls aside, the AVR 745 boasts a
serious suite of tweaking and setup options that will
befuddle all but diehard AV enthusiasts. Many of the
features use HK- specific terminology across picture
tweaks, scaling and sound trim, and the navigation
is nothing like as slick as some of the AVR 745's
competitors. Thankfully the EzSet menu and supplied
mic do adamn fine job of setting the basics up and,
assuming you then disable the EQII system, the results
are immediately impressive.

'The immersive effect of surround
'God Only Knows' and ' Sloop John B'
gets my surfboard up every time'
The direct analogue inputs offer abig scale

impact and plenty of dynamic headroom right up to

production across both stereo and multichannel music
with plenty of body and deep, fulsome bass. The overall

serious volumes. The effect translates equally well into
high tempo jazz and the AVR 745s marvellous top

penchant is on the warmer side of neutral with rich

end gives the genre aphysical and eminently tangible

detailing and excellent tonal separation across much
of the lower end of the spectrum. But this does not
adversely dominate the mix and the effect is rather well
counterpoised with asilky top end and just enough

quality that has you all but staring down the trumpet
horn. Cab Calloway's infectious ' Minnie the Moocher'

sparkle for music to really get out of the speakers.
Bass notes have superb transient attack and tightly
controlled decay that gives well produced rock and pop
real dynamic thrust. The opening piano and drum attack
of Supertramp's ' Better Days' from Brother Where You
Bound (
CD) is truly impressive with enormous percussive

from The Blue Brothers soundtrack CD is rendered with
arealism that puts you right there in the concert hall
and simply implores you to duck-walk around the living
room singing hi-de- di- de- hi- di- hi- di- ho! Well, it did me
anyway.
Hooked up via 5.1 analogue inputs the AVR 745 is
every bit as dynamically impressive with DVD-A and
SACD multichannel discs. The Beach Boys' Pet Sounds
is perhaps one of the wackiest multichannel discs
available ( having been remastered from the original
mono recording!) but the immersive effect of surroundsound ' God Only Knows' and ' Sloop John B' gets my
surfboard up every time. The HK's multichannel balance
is all but an identikit of the two-channel sound with
drop- dead dynamics and presence that lends itself to
more robust and up-tempo genres of music. It positively
romps through the Egmont Overture on Dolby Digital
DVD, climaxing the Beethoven's huge crescendo with
both cerebral gusto and instrumental detail - atrick few
AV receivers manage to pull- off convincingly.

PLANET CALM
Back down at planet calm with gentler music and
domestically acceptable volumes, the AVR 745 feels
A MATTER OF PROCESS
Core processing in AV receivers is getting ever more complex so

comparatively throttled back. Female vocal and lighter
classical works are alittle shut in and short of texture

manufactures like Harman Kardon opt to buy in specialist devices.
Perhaps as testament to HK's efforts on the AVR 745, this receiver

but this is both relative and aminor price to pay for the
sumptuous high drama afew dB up the volume scale...

packs in some of the best third- party devices currently available.

or so Ikeep telling the wife. On anote of caution, don't
assume sonic miracles from abasic DVD player using its

The central decoding and audio processing is handled by Texas
Instruments' fastest ( 250MHz) DA610 32- bit DSP engine. This device

S/PDIF output into the AVR 745. HK's own decoded and

features 0.24 micron geometry, allowing more on-chip memory, faster

processed stereo is notably dirtier and grainier at the

access to pull-up tables for core Dolby Digital and DTS processing and
improved data crunching for more accurate decoding. On the video

top end than when using agood CD player as source.

side the AVR 745 uses Faroudja's latest 2300 chipset which boasts

knew the AVR 745 was shaping up to be akiller action
movie amp - and Iwas not disappointed. The onboard

the company's highest quality scaling and de- interlacing engine,
motion adaptive noise reduction, cross-colour suppression and proper
de- interlacing of 3:2 and 2:2 pull down material. This really is rocketscience - so somewhat ironic that AVR 745 is at its absolute magical
best with all that technology switched off and using the analogue
direct mode. C'est la vie.

Before the first DVD was slipped into the drawer I

audio decoding is crisp and tight, the bass management
excellent and the video processing when scaling any
input to 1080i through HDMI has little detrimental
effect on the sound. The video output is exemplary,
which is perhaps not surprising seeing as HK has bought
in Faroudja's latest processor for the job, and some C->
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"The singer's voice took on a

"The Shanling player had no difficulty

sense of scale and presence

in portraying a huge, cavernous

products is to provide a shop window for the company's

that just made you wonder

acoustic in which instruments were

massive OEM designs and production business. Or it may

about that whole business of

convincingly tangible. "

adding more channels. "

"It may be that one major aim of Shanling's high-end hi-fi

be, at least some of the time, that they actually do it for
love. Anyway, that's certainly what this product sounds
like, and it really should be heard. "
Steve Harris, Hi Fi News. March 2007

Liquid, unfatiguing and detailed
sound. 0
II Rating:

eve

ews, March 2007

UK Distributor: Tel: 0870 909 6777 • info@realhi-fi.com • www.realhi-fi.com
To find your nearest '
Z'ecte hi-fi' Dealer visit www.realhi-fi.com or call us today.
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AVR 745 AV RECEIVER / £ 1700
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RESULTS

four Analog Devices
DACs ..rervice the eight
analogue chan rels

This 32-bit audio
decoding (Dolby
Digital and DTS) anc
processing solution
comes courtesy ol
Texas Instruments,
It's the digital heart
of the AVR 745

One huge frame
transformer accounts for
the bulk of the AVR745's
weight and feeds the
supplies for all seven
power amplifiea

\-\ie \-c\an./ \trueàcir\

-IK's seven discrete
oower ampners are
Dolted either side of
:his structural
3ssembly -

ABOVE: The Bridge is an optional docking system for any
click-wheel iPod. A little more advanced than some docks,
it's backed up by pre-programmed access features on the
TC 30 remote, effectively

turning

an AVR 745 and iPod

combination into aflexible multiroom sound server - if
you're OK listening to MC compressed music, of course,
of the colour correction curves might prove useful
depending on your display device and preferences.

POKERFACED
Put on the Casino Royale DVD and the opening action

sequence will have you on the edge of the seat from the
outset and raises the pulse rate with every chapter of
the disc. Explosive effects are suitably volatile without
the necessity for agung-ho LFE boost and the pace
simply doesn't let up until the credits roll. At the end
of the film you feel the need to wipe your brow with
an initialled handkerchief and shake yourself up astiff
Martini for ajob well done.

Rated at 7x85W it might be, but HK's latest
flagship has way bigger guns than that,
firing afull 2x140W 5x115W and 7x105VV
into Bohm with adynamic output that
stretches to 160W. 260W and 350W into
8,4 and 2ohm loads, respectively. While
all channels offer the same power, the
front three enjoy aslightly lower 0.07ohm
output impedance (versus 0.1ohm for
the surrounds) and lower distortion at HF
(0.016% compared to 004% at 10W/10kHz).
The receiver's LPCM digital performance
is bolstered by alow - 0.001% distortion
over the top 20c18 of its dynamic range, but
jittef is alittle higher than expected if not

distracting at 470psec (48kFs) and 520psec
(96kFs). The digital filter has arelatively mild
roll-off and so spurious dgital images are
only suppressed by some 25dB instead of
the 100dB or so achieved in amodern CD
player or outboard DAC.
Dolby decodes are ha-idled without a
hitch and HK's latest bass management
is smoothly executed, although the
default sub level is some + 14.7dB over
the main channels. Readers may view the
complete QC Suite repoit ( LPCM, Dolby and
multichannel analogue perfogmance) for
Harman's AVR745 by logging onto www.
millerauchoresearch.com/avtech.com. PM

But it's not all roses and dinner jackets for the AVR
+40911:111-e,•..-1

745. Its sonic abilities with more sombre dramas are
relatively mundane and at day-to-day volume levels it
is an amplifier ill at ease. Dialogue in particular seems
to have difficulty escaping from the very back of the
speaker at low volumes and its magical potential is
firmly on a leash. One could argue that you probably
won't be looking for a £ 1700 power- packed AV receiver
if all you want is Emma Thompson in a Dodice and a
volume that your TV coud produce - but it nevertheless
stops the AVR 745 scooping a true all-rounder accolade.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
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The AVR 745 swithout doubt HK's
best sounding and most flexible AV
receiver to date. It's predilection
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ABOVE LEFT: 5.1 channel Dolby Responses, showing LFE ( purple), centre as

'Small' ( green) and all other channels as Large'
ABOVE RIGHT: Distortion vs frequency, comparing Dolby 5.1 vs stereo LPCM
(dashed) and the effect of HK's power amp (dotted)

Power output into 8/4011m (<1% THD)

2)040W/220W

Multichannel power output Into Bohm

7x105W

will win it many friends and

Dynamic power output, into 8/ 4/ 2otim

160'A/1.260W/350W

the unique looks and uber-

Distortion, 20Hz-20kHz (Analogue, 10W)

0.005%-0.055%

sexy remote control simply

Distortion, 20Hz-20kHz ( Digital, -10c113Fs)

0.0015.-0.014%

clinch the deal. To revisa The

Frequency response. 20Hz-100kHz, Front/Surrounds

+0.0dB to -2.8dE. j+0.0dB to - 4.5d0

Output impedance. 20Hz-20kHz

0.07 to 0.09ohm

Multichannel separation, 20Hz-20kHz

>60dB

for higher volumes and content
steeped in dynamic energy

BUILD

Blues Brothers' soundtrack,
this receiver really is going to

EC

shake some tail feathers.

58%
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the combination of legends....
Boulder
-810/850
by

L

Boulder

T

ocated at the foot of the
Colorado Flatirons, the
Boulder valley provides an
inspiring physical setting.
This spectacular natural environment
is reflected in the vitality of the people
who live there, and in their rich and
varied culture. Boulder, Colorado, Jeff
Nelson decided, would be his escape
from the frenzy of southern California
In addition to his desire for abetter
quality of life, Jeff came to Boulder
with agoal: to start acompany for
creating the finest audio components
he knew how ... his way and on his
own terms.

he 810 Preamplifier exhibits the
performance and refinement of
its predecessors in away no other
preamplifier possibly could. By
using the expertise gained from the proven
2010 and 1010, Boulder has created yet
another preamplifier without peer in its
price class.
rawing technology from
Boulder's 1000 and 2000
series, the 850 Mono Amplifier
maintains the highest standards
of quality and reliability yet makes the
unequalled Boulder performance available
to an entirely new audience.

He did not have to look far for aname:
BOULDER connotes strength - and
bolder is the characteristic sound a
Boulder creates..

Meticulously engineered and refined, the
850 delivers high power into any load
while preserving the renowned Boulder
sound quality.

ii)

-The

Knightby

T

Ite !amity of Hansen
Audio High Performance
Loudspeakers is poised to
become the new benchmark
by which all High End speakers are
judged, worldwide. All of the Hansen
Audio speakers deliver flawless,
crystal clear sound over the entire
audible range; at whisper volume or
when projecting the visceral audio of
your favourite dynamic disc. Analog
or digital source materials are all
reproduced with uncanny realism.
Stereo Music or Home Theater is
captured as pure as the signal allows.

metro•olis
www.metropolis-music.co.uk

tel: 01435 867 438

usic

Hansen Audio

H

ansen Audio has released
from its stables the aptly
named '
Knight'. As a
great protector of old, this
loudspeaker goes to great lengths
to protect the signal fed to it and
deliver to your ears, aperformance
of exceptional clarity, grace, timing,
finesse and thunderous dynamics.
Behold The Knight.. trust in him,
for he will serve you well on many a
musical journey, for years to come...

GROUP TEST

£500 LOUDSPEAKERS
HiFi News' definitive verdict on four of the
best £ 500 standmount loudspeakers
Tested by Christopher Breunig

Lab tests by Keith Howard

411

QI:Ab

Quad 12L2 £ 500

S

¡mon Pegg and Nick Frost are currently on
screen in Hot Fuzz. But remember Frost's

character Mike in their earlier television comedy
series Spaced? As aTA recruit he probably
dreamed of constructing aStealth bomber in his back

ATC SCM7 £499
resolution but less concern for timing - and thereby
unsuited to domestic enjoyment, aspeaker ought to be
tonally accurate and not subjectively slow in response,
and so suited to all kinds of music or speech signals.
Here, the Epos M12.2 and Quad 12L2 are similar

garden. Some audiophiles picture the day when they

in size, but you could stack two ATC SCM7s in the

might settle in front of a ( similarly menacing) pair of

volume of the 435mm tall Usher V-601, and it's the

Wilson Alexandria X2s. But the reality for many of us

only non- ported design in the group. ATC's main work is
concentrated in the ' pro' sector and although the SCM7
is adomestic model it has monitor characteristics - ano-

is acouple of modest stand- mount speakers, as in this
month's test group - all two-way designs which allow
bi-wiring - with greater spending allocated to front end
and amplification. At around £ 500, like digital cameras
at this price point, they may produce surprisingly good
results but there will be inevitable disappointments.
Reviewers often suggest that such- and- such is
'good for Classical' or ' good for Rock'. But whilst studio
monitors might well be designed for special applications
-intense levels with low distortion, focused detailed
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frills styling but rugged drivers. And Ihave to say these
look very good with the grilles off, unlike the porridgy
cones of the Usher's mid/LF units.
The substantially proportioned Usher, with its silky
wood finish and tasteful styling ( grille badge excepted)
would nicely suit the traditionally furnished home. The
Epos too, given the generous rounding of front and
back edges to well finished enclosures, although in the

Epos M12.2 £450

Usher V-601 £ 450

AUDIO

FILE

submitted dark cherry veneer they looked rather dull.

someone ' avin alaff, as Andy Millman might ask? Or

ATC SCM7 £ 499

The lighter option would be worth checking out. But the

maybe this is an obscure hommage to Peter Walker's old

Tel: 01285

glassy polish of the Quad, its front in ' golden section'
ratio ( 1:1.618), and the fact that it comes in piaro black
or silver as well as wood- grained, makes it ideal for the

ESL57 hand book, where lighting flex was suggested.

modern listening area.
PRESENTATION
Presentation is one of those ' perceived value' factors
manufacturers cannot afford to neglect nowadays. You
get excellent handbooks with the ATC ' Entry' and Quad
series, albeit largely concerned with home theatre
setup. But Epos ought to get some graphic design into
its very basic operating instructions. It was typical of

STAND AND DELIVER
Distributor HIAudio describes the Taiwanese Usher
V-601 as a ' bookshelf' speaker. Only if yours can stand
penguins, as opposed to Penguins. In fact, all these
speakers gain from placing well away from boundary
walls. Epos and Quad suggest aminimum of 400mm and
200mm of space behind the speakers, ATC as much as
two metres, ideally, to avoid bass coloration.
The stands Iused for these tests were the original

760561
www.atc.gb.net
Epos M12.2 £ 450
Tel: 01442
260146
www.eposacowaics.com
Quad 12L2 £ 500
Tel: 0845
4580011
www.guad-hilh.
co.uk

(pretty ugly) Torlyte types. They work well since the

Usher V-601 £ 450

light cellular construction means they don't store

Tel: 08450

Quad to pack the classy 12L2s each in adrawstring
fabric bag — and to provide cotton gloves for handling!

energy like metal stands. If you look at aRuss Andrews

But what's this in the manual? ' Specialist cable will

catalogue you will see that he favours aset of oak cones

usually offer better performance than bell wire.' Is

under the speaker. Again, I've had success with these

525259
www.hiaudio.
co.uk
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GROUP TEST

under electronics so used them here to begin with

LEFT: Single rear port

-an erronoeus move as Iwas to discover. In two cases

and 4mm binding post

our old friend Blu-Tack served best. And the compliant

connections (the plastic

feet of the Quad, which also has a ' vibration insulation'

pips are removable for

baseplate in black gloss, and Usher proved their

banana plug insertion),
plus areminder to take

relevance. In choosing astand for the V-601 you'll need
BELOW: No port
on the ATC but
the dual 4mm
binding posts do
accommodate

one with atop plate that accommodates the complete
footprint.

out the links for bi-wiring!

e

SOUND QUALITY

under the baseplate)
bass was reduced, the

Before taking both my Quad ESLs out of the listening
room Icompared one against each test speaker in turn,

quality was softer with a

bi-wiring. Colour

with mono speech (Alan Bennett reading AA Milne on

certain honky character.

coded red/black

aBBC LP). This was easy as my DNM pre-amplifier has

The Usher was nicely

plastic pips may

separate channel gain controls, and it gave an initial

expressive in timing but

impression of articulacy and listenability as apoint

sibilants had a ' sizzly'

be removed for
banana plugs

source. On the ESL- 57 the voice quality is slightly hard
with this material, with some
pronounced sibilants, but the
pace is fast with sharp attack. The
ATC needed higher gain but was
similarly fast, smooth in character,
well balanced. It conveyed tight
control yet did not sound entirely

•••,

character. LP pre-echoes
were audible which the ESL-57 masked.
With stereo pairs set up, each was checked against
the XL0 Reference Recordings test disc RX-1000,
on Keith Johnson's studio walk- round, armed with
woodblock and cymbal.
The Usher offered excellent hall depth and ambience

'free of the box'.
The Epos was slightly hard

effects and avivid change in timbre of woodblock as the
microphone proximity increased. Curiously, the Quad
reflected almost no changes in timbre or loudness. The

too but with splashier sibilants.

speaker in the LIR channel identification tracks sounded

There was some feeling of cabinet
coloration as if afilter had been

as if he had ahead cold.

applied. The Quad shared the
ESL's fast attack but (with cones

Witn the Epos the in- and out- of- phase test was quite

With the Epos every syllable
and expressive nuance was
clear, wit tightly controlled
sibilants and asmoochy,
nonchalant stride'
dramatic. And similarly, resolution of timbre changes
in Keith Johnson's hall movements and woodblock
transients were excellent. The tonal accuracy of cymbals

ATC SCM7 £499
This seven- litre model lies at the
bottom of ATC's domestic ' Entry'

was matched by the ATC, which was better in lateral
focus and instrument timbres than the Usher. With the
Usher V-601 Bennett's narration in double mono was
centrally focused but, even so, Ithought the overall

series and in relatively plain

spread excessive. Later in these tests, using different

rectangular appearance reflects the

amplification, the Epos and Quad would deliver a

Gloucestershire based company's

narrowing- in of woodblock image when brought

concentration on professional studio

forward, where the ATC preserved afixed-width source

monitor designs. ( Founded by Billy

moving to the listener.

Woodman in 1974, ATC also produces
active loudspeakers and separate
amplifiers.) There is only one finish

THE DUKE, RAVEL AND RACHMANINOV
Listening to Ellington 78rpm transfers to LP, with the

option. Cherry veneered on all faces,

1942 track ' Perdido' the bite of saxophones and taut

the badged-front cabinets are

foot-tapping rhythms made me want to increase levels

300 x160 x230mm ( hwd), with aneat recessed four- terminal box
at the rear for bi-wiring/amping if required. The pairs of gold plated
terminals allow the use of 4mm banana plugs; the lower ones contain

(always agood sign) on both the ATC and Epos. The
reverse was so with the Quad, with the saxophones
screechy and the opening piano splashy. There was also

colour coded plugs. The drivers comprise a25mm neodymium tweeter
with ATC's familiar alloy wave guide and a 125mm integral soft dome

some edge to the voice on ' I've Got It Bad' with Ivie
Anderson. With the Epos every syllable and expressive

mid/low frequency unit. Its technology was implemented in 1976 and

nuance was clear, with tightly controlled sibilants and a
smoochy, nonchalant stride.

features in-house flat wire windings and acharacteristically heavy
(3kg in this case) motor assembly. Both these are set flush on aspecially
contoured black MDF baffle with radiused perimeter, which aids

With the Usher, removing the oak cones considerably
improved focus and timbres, although the trumpet

diffraction. This is asealed box design - the only non- ported speaker

solo in ' Perdido' was too ' hot' and overall sound could

in the group. ATC suggests 50-300W amplifiers to avoid clipping at
higher playback levels.

well have been from digital rather than analogue.
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Immediately pleasing. the V-601 might prove fatiguing C4

The new 28B SST ' C Series' Mono power amplifiers - 1000W ea.

NOT TOYS & NOT FOR BOYS
Ring 0870 4441044 if you are interested in seriously good amplification

www.pmc-speaker.com

Hitchin
has anew
world class sound... with vision

Join us for an evening of champagne, canapés
and great sounding music and movies. Please ring for details
6-8 Bancroft, Hitchin SG5 1JC • 01462 452248 • www.ortonsaudiovisual.com

Ortons

GROUP TEST

over avery long listening session, Ifelt.
There's an outstanding new Ondine piano CD just
out, which Ireview next month, with Ravel's Gaspard de

QUAD 12L2 £500

la Nuit. The near static movement ' Le gibet' and frenzied
`Scarbo', with its scurry of repeated notes, challenge

A part of the current L2 home
theatre series ( seven models all

overall engagement and detail/dynamics. It exposed

produced in China), the 330 x

the possible Achilles' heel of the SCM7s: something

250 x253mm ( hwd) eucalyptusbased 25mm MDF internally

remarked upon by other writers with larger ATCs too.
For all their musicality and accuracy, they can distance
the listener as an observer rather than drawing us in to
the performance. ' Le gibet' was portrayed as cool, the
image was wide with fine dynamics but the emotional
temperature was too low. The repeated note flurries in

braced cabinet of the 12 comes
in aspectacular gloss finish with
achoice of cherry, rosewood and
bird's-eye maple veneers, or piano
black or silver. Surprisingly light

'Scarbo' were well handled, with the Ushers too.
But these were blurred with the Quads, where
loud passages became clamorous. The Usher was
slightly muddled in these high level dynamics, yet

in weight ( unspecified by Quad)
these are the only enclosures in

the slow movement was relaxing, with very specific
pianoforte colours and shadings notwithstanding a

twin 35mm rear ports is said to almost halve distortion. There is also
apiano black 'vibration insulation' base- plate with four soft feet to
the 12L2. With audiophile grade crossover components - metallised

lack of bass extension. The impression of too wide an
image persisted. With the Epos Ml 2.2s my interest was
sustained in the slow movement but there was some
discomfort with the louder ` Scarbo' passages.
In Warner's Svetlanov Edition there's amagnificent
1995 Moscow studio account of one of the great
romantic masterpieces by Rachmaninov, his Second
Symphony. The recording tends to harden at high levels.

the test group with projecting massive rear terminals, and where the
driver flanges sit just proud of the cabinet fronts. The adoption of

polypropylene low- loss capacitors, cross-axially mounted air cored
inductors - the 12 features neodymium- magnet 25mm soft dome
tweeters with wound aluminium voice-coils ( preferred to copper for
awider bandwidth and greater power handling). The die-cast fourarc chassis for the 170mm Kevlar mid/bass driver is anew low profile
development from the earlier Lseries, redesigned to minimise cone
reflection effects.

There was some crowding with the Epos ( although I
suspect there is some near- overload present on the
master) but the speakers generated an excitingly threedimensional soundstage with agreat arc of height.
Multi- microphone techniques were exposed. The ATCs
gave the best focus of second violins placed to the right
but were overall less involving. The Ushers presented a
brighter picture than the M12.2s but string tone was
not very accurate in the fugato in ( ii).
INTERLUDE

amplifier was apoor match to the Quad and the

At this stage and after alot of tense

'dark horse', the Epos, was nosing towards alead in
involvement, especially when bedded to the stands

listening, apattern was forming. It
looked as if my DNM PA3S power

with tiny Blu-Tack blobs. A Creek- Epos website forum

EPOS M12.2 £450

thread supports this interface choice as did my own
comparisons with the track 'You Shook Me' on Jeff Beck's
1966-7 album Truth (
EMI 8 73749 2). Even with whiskery

During the 1980s, Mike Creek was

old Decca ' ffrr' LPs from the early 1950s it was enjoyable.

working alongside Epos speaker

In sheer accuracy the ATC was ahead but so far it lacked
that magical ingredient.

designer Robin Marshall, as part
of the Mordaunt Short group. By
1999 he had acquired the brand
along with Creek Audio, his team
including Epos designer Phil Knight.
The M12.2 is the successor to
the M12 of that same year, with

It was time to somehow jam up the electrcity meter
and saw the sofa in half in order to accommodate one
of Antony Michaelson's monstrous ( his word!) amplifiers
near my turntable and CD player...

die-cast aluminium replacing

ENTER MR BIG
With aMusical Fidelity kW550 integrated amplifier in

the earlier plastic chassis of its

situ aclearer picture evolved. Setup with the Quads

150mm polymer cone mid/bass

was far more critical than with the other speakers. To

driver, which has a32mm high

achieve the tightest centre focus on double mono : he

temperature voice coil. The 25mm

12L2s needed to fire almost straight ahead. But then

Epos gold aluminium-dome tweeter

on stereo they could draw attention to themselves

uses aferrofluid-cooled neodymium

when the source had marked left/right separation,

magnet system. Both are magnetically shielded. There's achoice of

so for amore integrated sound stage greater toe- in

scratch resistant lacquer-finished light or dark cherry, or black ash, real

was needed. Stand height was also important: these

wood veneer to the 25mm MDF cabinets ( 375 x200 x250mm, hwd),
which have 15mm panel bracing and a45mm rear port on the tweeter
axis. Unusually, the badged 352 x178mm push- on grille is made of

speakers sound best when their tops are approximately
at eye- level during listening, otherwise tonal balance is
effected. They also benefit greatly from bi-wiring (the
kW550 has duplicate signal outputs), which increases

perforated metal. Epos supplies four pairs of solder-connection 4mm
gold plated banana plugs for its recessed bi-wirable terminals. There is
also acustom stand option, the ST12.
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focus, tonal accuracy and ' grip'.
'01' Man River' on Truth is acornucopia of studio

electro acoustic editing, with Keith Moon's cavernous

music collection on ASV, April's

drums on one side, JP Jones' Hammond organ and

album of the month, when I

overdubbed slide guitar from Beck himself on the other,
and Rod Stewart's croaky voice panned in all directions

commented on the ' rich, valve-

in yet another spatial world. It was all great fun on the

fell behind the other two pairs.

Quads, lively yet rather overbright on the Ushers, with
less weight than you might expect from their cabinet

Both were engaging - the 12L2s

and driver sizes. Ifelt they were better served by the

true. And when the Hagens

DNM and solid-core cable: stranded Kimber 4PR and

changed to muted strings, 2m 35s

Chord Odyssey II were used with the kW550.

into the frenzied allegro molto
from Shostakovich's Eighth String
Quartet ( DG), on the Quads it

GETTING DOWN TO DETAIL
The Epos exposed more detail when powered by the
kW550 - pedal action noise on the Ravel piano CD, for
example, all the subtleties of touch and timing in le
Gibet', and excellent definition of the rapid repeated

like sound', the Usher and Quad

particularly lively - but not tonally

was as if some unseen hand had
switched in astrangely contoured
tone-control.
Ishould add that it was the

notes in ` Scarbo'. It responded well to the accumulation

Mozart disc, especially in the

of power in the performance. The forward, somewhat

Flute Quartet, that threw up the

aggressive quality at climaxes may have been
attributable to the amplifier's own character, though.
On ajazzed- up Kreisler CD with atrio comprising
violin guitar and
string bass, which I
review in next month's
music section ( Oehms
OC 701) the studio
ambience is quite
stifling. The Epos

problems of extreme left- right separation and wide

ABOVE: Over

dynamics. Icould hear these to alesser extent when
reverting to my own system ESLs after completing this

terminal box

test. Even so, Quad's LSeries handbook does claim
'accuracy and neutrality' and suggests one's concert
hall experiences best serve in setting up your speakers.
I'd say they major on other things, like domestic
friendliness, size and finish. Tuneful, yes, but you can't

conveyed the weight of

recreate the true sound in your mind when listening as
easily as with Peter Walker's 50-year old electrostatic
masterpieces ( priced at £ 625 apair when discontinued

the bass well, whereas

in 1985, however). Good for pop? Absolutely.

LEFT: Quad suggests

If you are addicted to the electrostatic it will be hard
to come to terms with box speakers. But this group has

distortion by up to

certainly proved interesting, each contender having
something unique to offer and all worth investigating

twin rear ports reduce
50%. Substantial linked

further, according to musical taste and

terminals protrude from

aesthetic preference. Don't be put off

the back of the cabinet

either by the fact that the Usher has yet
to gain astrong UK position or that the

-other speakers in
the group have these
recessed.

its recessed
Usher gives
aconnecting
diagram for
single wiring
or, with links
removed,
bi-wiring and
bi-amping

ATC comes from aleading pro sector
manufacturer - the SCM7 is certainly
house-trained...

the Usher gave adiffuse, even boomy rendition. The
Epos tended to expose dislikable aspects of recordings
-the rather coarse, near- congested quality on Mikhail
Pletnev's new live recording of Beethoven concertos on
DG, for example. The pianist also exercises some bizarre
rhythmic convulsions 1m 50s into the rondo of No.1:

USHER V-601 £450
Usher is aTaiwanese company
established in Tai-Chung 35 years ago
by Tsai Lien-Shui, as an audio repairs

The closeups on the soloist were very discernible. The

unit. It has developed aconsiderable
range of speakers and electronic

splashy bells in the Rachmaninov symphony's scherzo

products, beginning to market abroad

were now under tighter control with the MF amplifier.

in 2001 with UK distribution set up

ALL SHOOK UP

speakers are the design inspiration

Turning to the ATCs and rehearing the Kreisler CD, both
the studio's own character and that of the solo fiddle

of Lien-Shui working with US audio

the Epos made some musical sense of this aberration!

in 2005. Its considerable range of

-especially its harmonics just before the guitar and bass
come in - were more natural. And the musical flow of
the Rachmaninov was more engaging than had been
the case with the lower output DNM PA3S. In fact the
SCM7s moved comfortably ahead of the group. They
could take high levels without strain, timbres were
consistently more truthful and timing was excellent

consultant Joseph D'Appolito, who is
responsible for voicing adjustments,
crossover selection and other tweaks.
At 238 x292 x445mm (wdh) this is much the largest speaker in the
review group, coming in either Gold or Mahogany Beech veneer, and
with a 125 x15mm rectangular port slot at the front of the cabinet. It
has asatin finish and is styled with two vertical 30mm chamfers and a

-the astonishingly fast bowing figuration Benjamin

shadow line (fine groove) recessed by 25mm. Four hard rubber feet are
screwed to the cabinet base - these serve to damp the cabinets. No

Schmid offers in his Kreisler arrangements, for instance.

user instructions were supplied with the review pair, although the rear

Jeff Beck's claim that ' You Shook Me' encompassed

panel shows wiring diagrams over the standard recessed terminal box,

'probably the rudest sounds ever recorded' was simply

which has pairs of 4mm screw terminals that accept banana plugs, and

laughed aside by the ATCs.

removable bi-wiring straps. Drive units comprise a25mm soft dome
tweeter specially designed for the V- series and 175mm mid/bass driver.

With the Tony Faulkner engineered Mozart chamber
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sounds
Tel: 01435 865 212

Fax: 01435 865 213
www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road
Cross in hand, Nr Heathfield,
East Sussex, TN21 OQL.
By appointment only please

•

•8 Demonstration Suites
•One of *he best product selections in the uk
•Free all-aay parking to the door
•Over 50 years of experience
•75% upgrading buy back scheme, if
upgrading within 2years*
•One- month home trial scheme*
•Extended Guarantees for free
*subject to conditions

ABSOLUTELY
Although we have worked with this much revered and
respected distribution company over the last 10 years,
we are proud to now present to you some superb new
products from the Absolute Sounds portfolio.
Over the last few years, manufacturers such as Krell,
Audio Research, Martin Logan, Wilson and Sonus
Faber have presented the Hi Fi world with some truly
remarkable milestone products and new to us, the
Dartzeel range of electronics has now complemented
this prestigious line up.
Our now well established superior premises at Cross
In Hand, Sussex, is excited to have on demonstration
these world reference ranges in our now famous
8demonstration room facilities. Couple all this
with our also famous one months extendable home
trial, extended guarantees, room tuning service,
free delivery and set-up and one of the most
comprehensive ranges ( see our web site www.
sounds-of-music.co.uk) of superior products in the
UK, do you really want to buy your Hi Fi anywhere
else???

ABSOLUTELY NOT!!!

vista

WE THOUGHT vOU'D AGREE.

o,
o

copland

koetsu

martin logan

krell

sonus faber

audio research

prima luna

wilson audio

GROUP TEST

LOUDSPEAKER CONCLUSION
In arange of superlative finishes, the

the amplifier the better - it's not just a

refined but generous amplifier - there

Quad 12L2 is afast, engagingly detailed

question of power. The spread is somewhat

speaker, great for rock where alot of
electronic manipulation is involved. Ihave
strong reservations, though, about its

exuberant and you don't feel much contrast

should be synergy when partnered with one
of Mike Creek's designs. It can look sombre

between analogue and digital sources. But
it too is engaging whatever kind of music is

cherry wood veneer.

tonal accuracy on acoustic instruments,
notably strings. Setup is especially critical

played. Handsome in appearance too.
A cut above these, Epos' M12.2 is a

Despite its hunger for power, the little
nipper from ATC walks smartly away with

and it does need bi-wired connection to

revealing, enjoyable speaker traditional

apowerful amplifier. The Usher V-601
is more even-handed. The more refined

in style which can create vivid threedimensional soundstages. It deserves a

the Blue Ribbon. The SCM7 wins for its
smooth, well-timed delivery and the sheer

in the darker finish but there's also alight

convenience of size. '

4-À
zisAryii**,
SOUND

SOUND

80%

70%

BUILD

BUILD

80%

75%

ATC SCM7

EPOS M12.2

QUAD 1212

USHER V-601

As with other ATCs we've

Not only did our measurement

Although comfortably the most

Usher may be an unfamiliar

reviewed recently, we were

of the M12.2's sensitivity fall

sensitive speaker in this group

name but its V-601 posted some

unable to match the SCM7's

2dB short of Epos's claimed

-actually 0.5dB more sensitive

of the best measurements of

claimed 84dB sensitivity, our

87dB, there was also an average

than the specified 88dB - the

this illustrious group. Its larger

figure being 81dB, making this

1.2dB difference between the

1212 blotted its copybook

cabinet allows it to combine

easily the least sensitive speaker

two samples, over and above

by displaying a 1dB disparity

an 86.5dB sensitivity - exactly

in this group. But the SCM7 is

the ± 2.0dB pair matching error.

between the two speakers,

on spec - with impressive bass

compact, is the only model here

Frequency response error was

largely accounted for by one

extension ( 51Hz) without a

to use sealed box bass loading,

high too at 6.5dB and 5.8dB

having asignificantly more

lowered impedance, the 6ohm

and it achieves creditable bass

respectively, principally due to

sensitive tweeter.

minimum modulus being the

extension - so its low sensitivity

a ' switchback' between 4 and

is not surprising.

10kHz. Its peak, just under 5kHz,

not the tightest nor - because

was associated with an obvious

of the tweeter disparity - was

±2.4dB and ± 2.2dB respectively,

resonant ridge in the waterfall

the pair matching. Trie high

and pair matching an

Its frequency response is one
of the flattest in the group and

Frequency response error was

highest of the group. Frequency
response errors were a low

the pair matching is equally

plot, although elsewhere

sensitivity is paid for in part by

outstanding ± 0.6dB. Only in the

tight at ± 1dB. The SCM7 also

the decay was notably rapid,

the lowest minimum impedance

cumulative spectral decay was it

presents a relatively benign load

indicating low energy storage in

modulus in the group, and the

less outstanding, with low-level

to its amplifier.

the drivers and cabinet.

least impressive bass extension.

resonant ridges clearly visible.

Frequency »

Frequency »

TEST PARAMETERS / MODEL

Fequency

ATC SCPA7

EPOS M12.2

QUAD 12L2

USHER V-601

Sensitivity (SM. at 1m/2.83V)

81.0dB

85.0d8

88.5dB

86.5d8

Impedance modulus (min/max)

4.8ohm@4.9kHz / 57.5ohm@ 58Hz

5.1ohm @ 13.7kHz 124ohm @ 94Hz

4.3ohm @ 19441z 121ohm@1.9kHz

6.0ohm @ 2.8kHz 124.6ohm@ 20Hz

Impedance phase (min/max)

-65°@ 72Hz 150° @ 46Hz

-370 @ 124Hz 133°@ 30Hz

-28° @.3.1kHz 142° @ 1.03kHz

-38°@ 84Hz 130°@ 19.9kHz

Freq. resp. error (200Hz-20kHz)

±2.4dB1±2.3d8

±6.5dB/±5.8d8

±3.4d81 ±4.2d8

±2.4d81±2.2dB

Pair matching (200Hz-20kHz)

±1.0dB

±2.0d8

±1.6dB

±0.6d8

Bass /Treble extension (-6dB)

55Hz / >40kHz

57Hz 1 >40kHz

73Hz 1>40kHz

51Hz 137.5kHz

THD 100Hz/lkHz/10kHz (90d8 al I.)

3.1%1 0.6%1 0.1%

1.3% / 0.4% / 0.2%

1.2% / 0.2% / 1.0%

0.4%1 0.4% 10.2%
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LEEMA ACOUSTICS ANTILA (£2495)

Leema adds to its electronics range with a
CD player employing no fewer than 10 DACs
per channel. Is this overkill?

Tested by Andrew Harrison

F

rom its beginnings as aloudspeaker design
company, Leema Acoustics has recently - and
quite successfully - upstaged itself with anew
line of high-end audio electronics. With achoice

of integrated and power amplifiers, plus astandalone
preamp on its way, it was anatural progression to close
the circle with asource component worthy of the brand
name. That first source component was to have been a
phonostage, dubbed the Cygnus, except Leema opted
instead to push forward with its CD player first, with the
all- singing phonostage due to follow soon as areward
for patient analogue addicts.
And what an interesting disc spinner this Antila is,
with some unconventional thinking ensuring that it's no
normal ' me too' product. To integrate with afull Leema
system, the company has its own LIPS ( Leema Intelligent
Protocol System) control protocol, with various units
'talking' to each other over adata bus. This is designed
to make asophisticated stereo or multichannel system
easier to use by all the family, with aminimum of
remote control handsets to juggle.
In the case of the Antila, for example, it's possible to
connect directly to the company's Hydra power amp to
form atwo- box system, exploiting the Hydra's hidden
integrated amp- like preamp stage to control volume,
and with the Antila serving as the infra- red- receiving
frontman. For this review, however, Ifocused on the
Antila's performance as astandalone digital source,

CD Player with
balanced and
unbalanced
outputs, digital
outputs and full

using it within my usual two-channel reference system.

remote control

SWEET FINS
Construction is as solid as the company's Tucana [ see
HFN ,Sept ' 06], which is all the more remarkable as few
CD players see heavy-duty finned heatsinks running
down both sides! Besides presenting auniform look to
the range, one heatsink is put to good use by abattery
of voltage regulators and power devices inside.
An unusual digital topology is incorporated inside,
based on atotal of 10 separate D/A converters [ see
'Greater than the Sum of its Parts' boxout below]. These
give an intrinsic balanced output, offered up on XLR
outputs at the back. Although at present no Leema

ABOVE: New software has been added to recent samples
of the Antila, improving both track access times and the
performance of its backlit display

Price: £ 2495

product can take this connection, it's auseful option
which will recommend this player to professional, high-

Made by:

end and multiroom applications.

Leema Acoustics
Ltd

Not unlike the award-winning Tucana integrated
amplifier, the Antila is afleet and nimble performer

Supplied by:
Activ Distribution
Telephone:
01635 291357

that majors on playing tunes. And if the latter comment
sounds something from aLinn marketing brochure that's
because Ifound myself repeatedly reminded of the
Linn and Nairn approach of tuning aproduct to major
on melodic description. Furthermore, and as designer

Web: www.
lemma- acoustics.
COM

GREATER THAN THE SUM OF ITS PARTS
Rather than chase the ` upsampling' bandwagon, Leema has chosen
an alternative, though not unique, approach to squeezing some
extra performance from 16- bit CD. This method uses an FPGA ( Field-

Mallory Nicholls explained, coming from abroadcast
environment he feels that the classic 20Hz to 20kHz

'The sound had atautness,
giving foot-tapping material
an espresso shot of frisson'

Programmable Gate Array) to separate anti- from in- phase stereo
data which is then addressed, as aserial stream, to atotal of 10
stereo DACs. Each DAC handles both phases of either Lor Rchannel
data and, if you look carefully at our inside shot ( overleaf), you'll see

CD window is ideal to encapsulate all necessary music
signals. To this end, the Antila also includes asub-20Hz
filter to remove any extraneous infrasonic ' iubbish' from

these are arranged as two banks of five stereo DACs.
Both banks handle the same data and run in parallel with their

recently- authored albums.

outputs summed and averaged into four balanced lines, ( R4- /- and
LF/J. By this method, using multiple, and arguably fairly ordinary

0 1SUSTAINED BASS
Listenirg sessions used both balanced and unbalanced
audio outputs, made easier by the level from each

DACs, there's still arespectable reduction in even- order harmonic
distortions, noise and other artefacts. PM

being unusually uniform. Compared to the reference

1

digital Iront end, the Antila showed more weight and
energy in the mid- bass, giving noticeably more thrum
and impact with music having sustained bass notes. The

title track and subsequent ' Karmacoma' from Massive
Attack's Protection were enough to show this emphasis,
although given more traditional rock material the bloom
was less obvious, perhaps helping to shore up low-end
weight Music with true low-frequency content did
miss out marginally through the full- range B&W 802D (_+>
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CD PLAYER TEST

LAB

LEEMA ACOUSTICS

loudspeakers used for this test, lacking the very lowest
octave of reinforcement.
In contrast to the current slew of CD players
boasting upsampling capability, the Antila is amore
traditional-sounding design, having aslightly narrower
soundstaging capability than that often heard from

ANTILA CD PLAYER / £2495
Unusually, bon the
balanced 09..12, and sirgleended (plano connections
offer the same 2.4V
maximunn output level

RESULTS
The output of 1Ds.irfacemoLnt (stereo) DACs are
surnned and aveaged
, into four lines, (ft)- and
L +/-) to feed th
balar ced outputs

upsampling players. These can nevertheless sometimes
get alittle too nebulous in their stage painting, but this
accusation should not be levelled at the Antila, which
secures instrument and voice images tightly within the
bounds of the speakers.
Huge, 250VA toroidal
transformer with rr ultipie

FOOTTAPPING
There was actually acertain tautness writ large across
the sound, giving foot-tapping material like ' Demovast'
from the Slavic fusion sound of ! Deladap from Gigani
Ruzsa + Angelo an added espresso shot of frisson.

Not a30W61 amp,
but regulaton for
>se \, en

Elsewhere on the album, aheady mix of gypsy violin,
double bass and electronica had the buzz to keep
attention, even while the band had taken an added step
forward into the room to ply their Eastern European

Philips MAI' 202
CD me.:•tani6m

tunes. Classical material was in some respects the
least satisfactory choice of diet for this CD player, with
orchestral strings standing forward, alittle old- school
CD- like, sealed into amass that, while capturing the
key melodies of apiece, were not the last word in
smoothness. Iwas almost ready to move back to the

rHI-H NEWS LAB REPORT

player's comfort zone of rock and jazz when Idiscovered
that an altogether kinder rendering could be had in my
system by ' downgrading' to an unbalanced connection
between player and preamp. Now the first and second
violins of the LSO backing Wah Chung through the
Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto had asweeter tone, more
natural and reminiscent of the sound from CD players at
three times the price. And the rich bass was also better
tamed through this type of connection, giving amore
natural foundation to the newly- sweetened top.

EVEN BETTER
Through an engaging and compendious listening
session, the Antila was heard to steadily improve from
acold standing start, and results from afully run-in
example will almost certainly build on the positive
character already heard.

Leema's choice of Crystal's miniature
CS4345 DAC was made on grounds of
sound quality rather than outright technical
performance, although the combined effect
of ten such devices has reduced noise and
cancelled distortion to the point where they
match asingle high-specification device!
For example, distortion is reduced to just
0.0005% through the midrange and just
0.0014% at the highest frequencies while
its linearity is good to 0.2dB right down to
-100des levels.
The graph ( below) confirms its low
distortion while the slight ' bump' between
-10dfiFs and -20dBFs is due ta Leema's
summing circuit. Interestingly, what
distortion remains is principally odd-order
in nature as it's the even-order harmonics
that benefit from any cancellation. Not
shown here is the big increase in distortion

out the jangly wah-wah guitar of Pink Floyd's 'Astronomy

1 .100

Dominé' with newfound excitement, or the highlighting
of the lyrical ride cymbal opening of ' Careful With
That Axe Eugene', both edgy live cuts from the band's
Ummagumma that stood out, audience glass chinking
and tape noise notwithstanding.

FEATURES

an unusual converter topology

o

while benefitting its lowlevel resolution. The result
is a dynamic, expressive and
typically very melodic sound.

BUILD

70%

For use within a Leema system
or without, this is a promising
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ABOVE RIGHT: Total jitter spectrum showing mainly data- induced patterns

This sophisticated player is built on

for its incisive and capable
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ABOVE LEFT: Increasing distortion plotted against decreasing digital

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

player that will win many fans

The moderate 550psec of data-induced
jitter is also unusual (see graph below),
but perfectly understandable when you
realise that data from the CD transport is
addressed to the DAC board as S/PDIF. Afull
QC Suite Report for the Antila is available at
www.milleraudioresearch.comlavtech. PM

11 en

411112011

It's most enticing aspect remained the way it could
lead the ear to follow melodies through asong, bringing

to 0.15I6 at tull output at bass frequencies
(20Hz/CidEiFs), afeature of the capacitors
used in Leema's ' infrasonic filter' that rolls
very gently away below 100Hz to reach
-0.6dB/20Hz. The top-end of the response
is flat to within -0.2dB at 20kHz. Above
this frequency, the suppression of any
digital images and other alias distortions s
determined by the digital filter incorporated
into the CS4345 DAC. The attenuation of
50dB, while adequate, is still short of the
100dB+ achieved by the 'super DACs',
including Crystal's own!

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level

2.38Vrms

A-wtd SIN Ratio

104dB

Distortion lkHz, OdBFs/-30dBFs

0.0003%/0.004%

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

010145

Digital Jitter

550ps

Resolution -100dB

t0.2dB

Stereo separation (20Hz-20IcHz)

>95dB

T 0118 981 9891

the

Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

audio

consultants

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

Sophisticated elegance
—and that goes for the sound too.

aGamuT L7 b Opera Linea Classica
cSystem Audio Explorer d Peak Consult Incognito X
eSpectral 3oSL preamplifier — looS power amplifier
For further info about any of our products please visit
our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk
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ACCUPHASE eAESTHETIX eASTIN TREW eAUDIO PHYSIC eAYRE ACOUSTICS eBENZ- MICRO eCARDAS eCLEARAUDIO eDAVINCI
ECLIPSE-TD eESOTERIC eFUTUREGLASS eGAMUT eGOLDMUND eGRAND PRIX AUDIO eLEBEN eL
YRA eMONOPLUSE eNAGRA
NORDOST eNOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE eOPERA

PAGODE ePATHOS ePEAK CONSULT eQUADRASPIRE eSILTECH eSME

SPECTRAL eSYSTEM AUDIO eTHIEL eTRANSFIGURATION eVELODYNE eVIRTUAL DYNAMICS eWHEST AUDIO

Located approximately 15 minutes drive
from either M4/lunction 12 or M3/lunction 6
wit- free and easy parking outside
the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

7Comet House
Calleva Park
Aldermaston
Reading
Berkshire RG7 8JA

Demonstrations by appointment
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
AC
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AMPLIFIER TEST

Cool as Ice
ROTEL RC-1082/RB-1072 (£ 645/£595)

Its most affordable ` ICEpower'
amplifier yet is joined by aheavier,
hotter and thoroughly analogue
preamp. But will the marriage last?

62 l www.hifinews.co.uk IJUNE 2007

Tested by Richard Stevenson

F

or those used to svelte minimalist preamps
and power amps with all the size, weight and
cosmetic appeal of an electricity substation,

Rotel's latest duo really do buck the trend. Not
only is the RC- 1082 preamplifier significantly larger and
heavier than the matching RB-1072 power amp, the

PHOfvo

combination has no shortage of features, and offers
100W per channel without acooling fin in sight. And
this from acompany that near single-handedly wrote

C
IO

•

the book on hi-fi related slipped discs.
The RB-1072 is of course an all-digital beastie using

•

Rotel's ICEpower modules. Enormous transformers,

PHONO

chunky capacitors and heat sinks have gone, and in
their place is asleek, lightweight power amp with

CO

•
kix

•
CD

NE:

O
3

e

simultaneous ( unswitched) A/13 speaker outputs. The
technology under the hood is virtually all bought- in
with some final tuning done by Rotel. Conversely, the
matching RC- 1082 is designed by Rotel from scratch. It
is all analogue and positively brimming with audiophile
components and beautiful circuit design touches.
Despite this pairing's obvious cosmetic, price and
marketing partnership, you wouldn't put money on it
being amarriage made in heaven would you?

A BALANCED DESIGN
In keeping with Rotel's strengths, the fit and finish of
both units is outstanding considering the price (the
encapsulated gold binding posts on the RB-1072 would
not disgrace audio exotica). Beneath is asingle set of
RCA inputs, to the slight irony of Rotel's much vaunted
Balanced Design Concept, and switchable 12V triggers.
As it runs cooler than apenguin's toes, even when
pushed hard, this was going to be an ideal power amp
for tight custom installations for sure.
If the obvious bass, treble and balance controls on
the RC- 1082 might raise asceptical eyebrow from
audio purists, then the Media Player input, a3.5mm

AUDIO

e

FILE

Two-channel
preamp and
power amp with
MM/MC phono,
5 line inputs
and 2tape
loops. Rated at
100W/Liohm.
Price: £645/595
Made by:
Rotel Hi Fi
Supplied by:
B&W louspeakers
Telephone:
01903 221500
Web: www.rotel
.co.uk

'The Rotel combo came
across buffed and polished
with aclean and dry sound'
headphone socket rather than 6.35mm, and Ethernet
port on the back panel should have them running for
the hills. But fear not: these connections, the suite of
12V triggers and remote extension ports are mere icing
on arather well put together cake.
Beneath the hood is asolid power supply with alarge
toroidal transformer and independent reservoir and
rectifier circuits; filter capacitors are T- Network designs
made in the UK. Circuit layout is left- right symmetrical,
and the inputs, all nine of them, are switched via high
quality relays. You even get adedicated phono input
switchable for MM and MC. The package is topped with
abasic remote control that selects source, record out
and operates the motorised and very analogue volume
pot. For just shy of £ 1300 for the pair you certainly get
afair bit of kit for your money.

e

GOOSE -BUMPS -LESS
From the first bars of Beverley Craven's eponymous first

—

111111110
COOL-RUNNING WITH ICE POWER
Following hard, if not hot, on the heels of Rotel's RMB-1077 and
RB-1092, this latest RB-1072 power amp also uses asimilar Class D
technology. Left and right channels are serviced by custom versions of
B&O's ICEpower200 power amp modules, these offering asignificantly
more modest output than the ICEpower1000 modules squeezed into
the RB-1092. Once again, these are not true digital amplifiers but a
variation on the analogue Class D theme whereby the audio signal is
represented by astream of continuously variable width pulses.
This is called PWM ( Pulse Width Modulation) and the wider the
cumulative width of these pulses in any given period, the higher the
amplitude, or power, of the output signal. In theory, asimple low-pass
filter is all that's required to deliver the amplified audio from asea of

CD the Rotel combo came across buffed and polished
with aclean and dry sound. The vocal was nicely out in
front of the mix, backed by an articulate and punchy
bass, if not one with particular extension or fullness.
As the large Tannoy TD12s Iused can create deep and
potent lows out of a5W triode, the Rotel pairing had
adistinctly lightweight stance. An increase in volume
brought acommensurate bass boost to the balance,
but while the top end remained smooth, Miss Craven's
voice never really found its ability to send goose- bumps
charging up and down my spine.
A change of pace saw the Rotel duo get more into its
stride with the up-tempo, latinoinspired One Second CD
by Yello. This production tour de force was thrust out

high-frequency switching noise. Nevertheless, it's often at this very last

into the mom with excellent imaging and separation.

step that ' audiophile' Class D amps either succeed or fail. PM

While your 501 flares wouldn't get much in the way of
bass-flap, the overall balance was supremely tight and ->
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AMPLIFIER TEST

s+ANDe(

new

ROTEL

LAB

RC-1082/RB-1072 pre/power amp
£645/£595

•

RESULTS

Inducor-capaz tor
output filter removes
switching artefacts and
integrates the PVVAA .
signal lo resto -ethe
analog Je wavetorm

eAss

•
he spi-iktswitchin,

detailed. It was difficult to pin down any

The very
transistors on this par : icular
ICEpower module will +deliver
aPWM signal that's sufficient
to maintain arated 200W into
Bohm. B&O claims an Ificiency
of some 79%, so the Re1072 runs
very-cool indeed

Sma1. switchwde
powei supply

major technical issue with the Rotel's
presentation but there seemed to be a
distinct shortage of ' passion', for want
of abetter word. Three tracks into One
Second and Iam usually doing the La
Bamba with the dog and playing air
castanets like adiva, but with the
Rotel... nothing. Not even afoot tap.

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT

MIX'N ( HOPE TO) MATCH
In an effort to pin down my growing lack of enthusiasm
for this pairing, Itook the liberty of putting each
component into my reference system separately. With

While Rotel's previous mono and stereo

quieter with agood 10dB extra SIN over

implementations of the B8.0 ICEpower

the RB-1072 just as its frequency response

technology have scored astrike by dint of

is fundamentally flatter and more extended

aSony TA- El preamp feeding the RB-1072 the sound

raw power output alone, this leaner RB-

(+0.0dB at 20kHz and + 0.1416 at 100kHz).

was all but identical, yet Shirley Bassey's cameo on

1072 model may leave afew pins standing.

Yello's 'The Rhythm Divine' didn't attain anything like
its grandiose splendour, scale or depth. Putting the

Both the RB-1091 and RB 1092 delivered

Ican only point to aslight shortfall in its

630W on test, while this RB-1072 manages

stereo separation - reduced to 45dB at

RC- 1082 in front of aTA- N1 power amp, on the other

130W/8ohrn and 230W/4ohm - rather less

20kHz. Of course, the RB-1(172 earns all

hand, was something of arevelation, and no sub-exotic
preamp had any right to sound that good!

than its cousins but still comfortably ahead

its brownie points, or should Isay greenie

of its 100W rating.

points, for its extra efficiency. At idle, the

Precision, clarity and detail were all still present and
correct but suddenly the music had warmth, pace,
rhythm and that essential boogie factor. The opening ' La
Habanera' track regained its utterly infectious beat and
sparkling high frequency detail. Every instrument was an
immaculately crafted character in the story, set amidst

Nevertheless, if RS felt that the RC- 1082
was the real star of the show, then this was

If the RC 1082 has aweak point then

power amp draws just 20W, increasing to
280W at afull 2x100W output. As aresult,

for good reason. The graph ( below, left)

running costs will be alittle lower than with

clearly illustrates the difference between

aconventional Class AB integrated amplifier

the vanishingly low distortion of the preamp

of similar output.

(0.0002-0.002% from 20Hz-20kHz) to

Complete QC Suite Reports for both the

anear visual picture of hot streets at night and sinister
subterranean goings-on.

the extended 2nd- 10th order harmonic
distortion added on top by the power

are available at www.milleramdioresearch.

The RC- 1082 is one of the cleanest sounding
preamps Ihave heard with barely ahint of character

amp (0.01-0.35%). The RC- 1082 is also far

com/avtech.

RC- 1082 preamp and RB 1072 powerarnp

Mom

added to the mix. The MC phono stage is none too
shoddy either, although it has aslightly warmer stance
than the CD and Aux inputs. To wheel out an old cliché,
the RC- 1082 really is like an open window on the sound,

PM

0.100

0.010

while the matching RB-1072 is closed by the same
0.601

degree and double glazed at that. ( 1)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
These are clearly two very different
products wrapped in similar
cosmetic trim and priced to make
them a marketable pairing. The
all-Rotel analogue preamp is a
fabulously neutral, flexible and

SOUND

65%

0.000
20

1.0

10

10k

20k

a01

la

E
Power Output >
ABOVE LEFT: Comparing distortion vs frequency for the RC- 1082 preamp
Froquoncy »

(blue) and the RB-1072 power amp ( black)
ABOVE RIGHT: Distortion increases at lower power from the RB-1072

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output, 814ohm (< 1% THD)

130W1230W

Dynamic Power, 8/4/2/1ohm

130W/240W;100M55W

the largely OEM digital power

Output Impedance (20Hz-20IcHz)

0.05-0.12ohm

amp is technically proficient

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.1dB to-9.1dB

but lacks the chutzpah and

Input Sensitivity (for OdB1figfull output)

130mW1330mV

Aivtd S/N ratio,preamplpower amp (for Od131/10d8W)

93.5d11185.7dB

Distortion (101A/113ohm, 20Hz-20IcHz)

0.012-0.35%

well appointed bargain while

passion to make this anything
like a winning partnership.
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Walrus

11 New Quebec St, London W1

a2t
acoustic signature
acoustic solid
aesthetix
air tangent
air tight
amazon
amity
amplifon
110 furniture
argento
audio aero
audio physic
basis
black rhodium
bocchino
breuer dynamic
brinkmann
Basis 2500 Signature + Vector3 tonearm
Funk Firm Vector (£750 + arm)
cartridge man
(£6495 + £ 2995 including micrometer VTA)
Original styling and performance
cawsey
One of the finest turntables ir the world...
beyond its phce range ensure
clearaudio
this lovely deck's popularity
consonance
decca london
duevel
dynavector
ear yoshino
emillé
emt
funk firm
goldring
Nueraham (tonearms)
graham slee
hadcock
harmonix
heed audio
Music First Audio Control Unit (£ 1599)
horning
Transformer coupled "preamp" quite at home
hyperion
in the finest systems irrespective of price.
incognito
Silver wired version available for £2750.
isolda
jadis
kibri
klimo
koetsu
luxman
lyra
mbl
mcintosh
melody
iichell engineering
morch
Musical Fidelity X-DACv8 (£ 999)
musical fidelity
Superlative performance 24bit/192k DAC
nordost
Hyperion HPS-938
with 3switchable inputs + USB
ttingham analogue
(£3750)
origin live
One of our longer
ortofon
standing
pro-ject
"evergreen"
pure sound
speakers which
rega (turntables)
has a deserved
reimyo
cult following,
revolver
a taz:te of the
ringmat
exotic at a
roksan
fraction of the
.1!
shun mook
price!
shanling
shelter
sme
solid tech
something solid
Duey&
sonneteer
Planets
spendor
stax
(£799)
stirling broadcast
Hot off the
sugden
drawing
sumiko
board these
tannoy prestige
cute omni
tci cables
speakers
tom evans
fill your room
townshend audio
with high
transfiguration
quality sound.
lit
transparence
trichord
van den hul
Please ask about our ex- demo stock; many items are virtually as new but with large reductions.
Origin Live Sovereign (£ 3850 + arm)
...and a But that has nothing to fear! A truly
outstanding performance.
ç
:

We deliver by Business Post 24hr service (subject to stock availability). and internationally by DHL. TNT or UPS

**1

tel: 020 7724 7224

Major credit/debit cards accepted, even known to take cash on occasions'
Please visit our website for product, technical and ordenng info

fax: 020 7724 4347

contact@walrus.co.uk

wvvw.walrus.co.uk

AMPLIFIER TEST

Metropolis
MELODY SP3 II (£875)

Industrial art deco styling is the guise
of this Sino Australian integraled
amplifier, introducing simple valve
power for less than £ 1000
•
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Tested by Ken Kessler

1

naworld awash with sub-£ 1000 Chinese- made
valve amps, it takes alot to make one that stands
out from the crowd. Some champions have already

emerged, but there's an overwhelming sense of
'so what?' to the genre. Then, something grabs you.
As Melody's SP3 II grabbed me. It is anon- sequitur,
resembling only one slightly dearer model in the range,
and it's very much entry level: integrated, minimal
facilities, small footprint, small price tag. The rest of the
catalogue is decidedly more upmarket.
As ever, the first thing about acomponent that either
seduces or repels are the looks. With the SP3, it's so
butch yet so adorable that you want to take it home
and put it on ashelf full of either scale model Hummers
or stuffed toys. Its footprint of only 12x8x13in ( whd)
takes up barely two-thirds the space of an LP sleeve.
Coloured atitanium grey, it oozes macho presence from
its solid aluminium face plate to the hardware on top.
If this were ateenager, it would be aheavily- pierced
Goth. The curved front is so carved-from-solid ' eavy
metal that you have to chuckle at its Spinal Tappish

AUDIO

FILE

insouciance. Containing an impressive ten valves - four
5881 output tubes and two each of 12AX7, 12AU7 and
6922 for preamp and driver duties - the SP3 uses anifty
mix of an easy-to- remove perforated valve cage for the
output tubes and six delightfully old-fashioned slip-on
sleeves to protect the glassware. Minimalism defines the
facilities and controls. The front panel contains only a
/11 Li LULU 111.11.1\\ \\\

volume rotary and pilot light. On-off is arocker switch
on the left side, while you can choose between its two
inputs with arocker on the right. On the rear panel are
speaker multi-way terminals that allow you to choose
between 4 or 8ohm taps, phono inputs and an IEC
mains input. Interestingly, given the paucity of features,
the unit does offer user- adjustable bias facilities on

Two-channel
valve integrated
amplifier with
2 inputs and
814ohm speaker
outputs. Rated at
38W into Bohm.
Price: £ 875
Made by:
Melody Valve

either side of the unit.
Despite this simplicity and the need to keep an
eye on costs, corners do not appear to have been cut:

Supplied by:
Select Audio

robust, gold-plated terminals and sockets, the volume
control is aproper 24-step switched attenuator, there's

Telephone:
01900 813064

amix of hard-wiring and PCBs inside, and the unit
delivers just enough grunt to work the PMC DB1+ and
the Tannoy Autograph Minis in a 12x18ft room.

MELODY VAINE HI-FI
Melody Valve Hi Fi Pty Ltd was founded by Allen
Wang, now President & CEO, in 1999. It's very much
apart of the ' new era' valve amp manufacturers,
rather than one of the hangovers from the time
when all such ventures were government- owned.
Melody describes itself as specialising in the ' design
and making of high- end acoustic equipment and
devices, such as classic electronic vacuum valve
amplifiers, CD players, CRT test rejuvenators,
etc.' It's also amulti- national concern, with
headquarters and R&D in Australia.
Recently, the company showed its commitment
to playing on the same field as the big boys by
investing in apurpose-built factory in Shenzhen.
The modern production facilities occupy 10,000
sq ft, housing assembly lines, in-house transformer
production, testing facilities, burn- in rooms, paintshops for the chassis, and shipping. So, for those of
you charmed by their offerings, forget any images
of amps made in sheds.

Web: vvww.
melodyvalvehifi
.com

'It sounds like abigger amp; Iwouldn't
have registered any surprise if
someone told me it carried four 6550s'
BETTER THAN DIM-SUM
Blatantly, this unit has no ' issues' with punching above
its weight. In terms of both SPLs and bass response, it
sounds like abigger amplifier: Iwouldn't have registered
any surprise if someone told me it carried four 6550s. It
will drive most ' usual suspect' two-way speakers, and its
affinity with the PMCs promises an audiophile- satisfying
system for under £ 2000.
What raises it above China's budget brigade - let's
call them ' Dim- Sum Amps' - is surprisingly grown-up
detail and clarity. The remastered Doors catalogue
-especiarly Strange Days (
ElektraiRnino 8122 79998
4) - offers agourmet feast of previously unheard mixes:

ABOVE:
Melody's
choice of
glowing output

missed vocals, guitar fills, etc. The SP3 handles low-

pentodes,
revealed from

level information with such aplomb that it suggests an

under its robust

almost magical handling of residual noise. Even without

but decorative

tweaking - no tube dampers, no trick stands or feet

metal cage
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AMPLIFIER TEST

MELODY SP3
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER /£875

LAB

RESULTS

Separate piutput transformers for left
and right ichannels, both offering
8ohm and 4ohm taps to assist in
loudspeaKer impedance matching.
The power supply transformer lies
under the main chassis

Tne output is driven by
pairs of Russian-made
6881WXT pentodes in a
push-pull configuration

ECC82 ( 12AU7) doubletriode at the input to
the preamp stage

ABOVE: A rodœr switch governs the two way input

selection alongside trimpots for bias adjustment
-the SP3 il demonstrated almost exactly the finesse I
expect to sacrifice at this price.
Morrison's familiar vocals, part husky, part liquid,
enjoyed substantial body and presence, free of artifice.
Sibilance was negligible, warmth was agiven. You
just gotta love it. Julie London's voice, followed by
something from the other extreme - ' Teenage Dirtbag'
by Wheatus - identify this as an amp for those who
adore vocal textures. Scarily, its midband is almost
LS3/5A-worthy: accurate, clear, revelatory.
Beyond that, this little fella actually rocks. With
'Hello ILove You', the charging bass lines, militaristic
drumming and cheesy organ revealed arhythm section
that never earned the plaudits it deserved. Ilove The
Doors as aband that complemented Jim Morrison to a
'T'. But the new recordings remind us that Manzarek,
Krieger and Densmore were/are sublime musicians,
producing licks rarely heard on other works of the
period. Melody's smallest allows the instruments to form
acohesive whole, while providing enough openness and
clarity to allow you to focus on one virtuoso at atime.
Which makes avoyage with the SP3 II one of
discovery. Pinch yourself and recall that we are dealing
with aproduct costing under £ 900. Its few demerits
are so euphonic and unobtrusive that the compromises
are no worse than going from an Oddllins Nero D'Avola
to one from Tesco. Some softness on transients, some
bass flabbiness, atrace of confusion on overtly complex
pieces - that's the sum of its misdemeanours.

I
neeLe

12AX7 double-triode, held
in place with acylindrical,
.pring-loaded cover,
provides the output to thee,
power stage

ci -FI

6992 doubletriodes, clamped
into position, are
the drivers for the
pentodes

NEWS LAB REPORT

Despite its prodigious 56Ib weight, mainly
accounted for by the iron in its output
transformers, the SP3 II is no powerhouse.
Driving an 8ohm load through its 8ohm
taps, the SP3 manages some 2x31W at up
to 1% distortion, with 2x29W available into
4ohm loads through its 4ohm tap. Neither
is there any appreciable increase under
dynamic conditions, with lust 34W delivered
at 1% distortion for 10msec. Higher power
may be achieved at the expense of higher
distortion, but not appreciably so.
Whatever way you spin the figures.
the SP3 remains suited to high sensitivity
loudspeakers and ones with few dips to
low impedance. Why? Because the SP3 has
ahigh - 3ohm output impedance which,
while modest compared with other valve
designs, is still sufficient to modify the
combined system response in line with the

impedance trend of the speaker. As aresult,
the SP3 II will shape' its sound accordIng to
the behaviour of its partnering speaker.
The inherent level of distortion is only
some 0.25% from 100Hz to 10kHz with a
strong 2nd harmonic joined by weaker 3rd
to 5th harmonics. Once again, this is high
by solid-state standards but not uncommon
among its valve brethren. Distortion does
escalate at higher frequencies, however,
from 1.2% at 20kHz to 7.8% at 40kHz and at
very low frequencies ( - 1% at 20Hz) as the
transformer core starts to saturate.
Otherwise, the SP3 II's dual mono
construction offers auseful >80dB channel
separation and the 24-position stepped
attenuator volume control ensures an
excellent 0.04dB channel balance. A full
QC Suite Report for the SP3 II is available at
www.milleraudioresearch.comlavtech. PM

Let's take it further: pair this with some daft £ 49
DVD player used just for CD, or an iPod, plus any decent
£200- per- pair UK- made two-ways, and you have atruly
enjoyable system for well under £ 1500. And in ayear's
time, you can upgrade the source or the speakers, and
the SP3 II will just say, ' Bring it on.' In other words, unlike
dim- sum, you won't feel hungry an hour later. (!)
100

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Melody has dialled in something
most hi-fi manufacturers have
forgotten: fun. This amp is like
the Little Engine That Could. It's
cute, feisty and it gets the job
done. It has seriously tough

SCUND

70%

lk
Frequency ›.>

ABOVE LEFT: Distortion plotted against frequency for both left ( black trace)
and right ( red trace) channels. ABOVE RIGHT: The high output impedance
(blue) means its response (
black trace) will be less flat into real speakers

HI-FI NEW -

ATIONS

Power Output, 8i 4ohm (<1%THD)

31W/29W
341A1/31W/271MBW

rivals from Primaluna, along

Dynamic Rower, 8/412/1ohm

with another umpteen entry-

Output Impedance (20Hz -20kHz)

2.8 -3.9ohm

level Chinese amplifiers, but its

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0d8 to -10.Cd13

looks, feel, solid build quality,
more-ish sound and irresistible
price make this aguaranteed
short-list habitué.
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Input Sensitivity (for Odl3W/full output)

, 42mV/300mV

Awtd S/ Nratio (for OdBW/full output)

79.3d8/91.2dB

Distortion (10W/8ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.22 -1.2%

Sonus aber

OXFORD
4110

vvetnt-ek'pert-eWc,c-e 2 netit orr
ept Pmdur conmitietStrelil". • •
NEW Model

Guarneri Memento - from the Latin
memini, meminisse:memory,remember,
to remember somebody clearly - a
loudspeaker which is asynthesis of
tradition and innovation, created
with the intention of offering the
soul of music the chance to reveal
itself in all its magnificent coherence,
fluidity and harmony. A renewal
matured by rediscovering the core
values of the Sonus Faber sound.

CANTAY HOUSE, PARK END STREET
OXFORD 0X1 IJD
TEL : 01865 790879
FAX : 01865 791665
WEB : WWW.OXFORDAUD1O.CO.UX
EMAIL : INFO@OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UX

" But if you want to own the
best- looking small speaker ever
made, which just happens to
sound as amazing as it looks, turn
your eyes towards Italy. Sonus
Faber has done it again. "

Since Oxford Audio Consultants were
established in W88, we have built a
reputation as one of the leading specialists
in audio, home cinema, audio-visual and

Ken Kessler
Hi Fi News March 2007. Overall Rating: 20/20

multi-media/multi-room installations.
We can demonstrate awide range of
equipment in our demonstration rooms,
where you will experience the finest audio
and home cinema products available.
We love to listen so why not come and
listen with us?

Anthony Gallo, Artcoustic, Atacama, Audio
Aero, Audio Analogue, Audio Research,
Avid, Blok, Canton, Chord Company,
Copland, Crestron, darTZeel, Denon,
Diapason, Dreamvision, Eclipse-TD, Fujitsu,
GM Audio, Graaf, Graham Slee, Harman
Kardon, Hitachi plasma/LCD, Humax,
l- scan, Isoblue, Isotek, Jadis, Jamo, Kef,
Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Marantz, Martin Logan,

Cremona Elipsa, amajor NEW introduction for
Sonus Faber, is placed at the top of the highly
regarded Cremona range yet borrows its
sonic and design cues from the ultimate,
Stradivari Homage.

Michell, Mission, Mordaunt Short, Musical
Fidelity, MusicCast, NAD, Naim, Neva,
NuForce, Opera, Ortofon, Parasound,
Pathos, Pioneer, Prima Luna, Project, Pure,
Quadraspire, Rako Lighting Controls, REL,

What makes this design so remarkable is
that as with all Sonus fabers - balance and
harmonic richness is retained. For lesser
designers, lightening and stiffening might
well result in hard and brittle, but not here.
Instead, we find atrue baby " Strad", powerful
yet refined, dynamic and spacious.

Roberts Digital, Sennheiser, SME, Sonos,
Sonus Faber, Speakercraft, Spectral Tables,
Stands Unique, Stax, Stewart Screens,
T&A, Tannoy, Teac, Theta, Tivoli, Topfield,
Transparent Cables, Triangle, Unison
Research, Usher, Vantage Point, Vogel,

The Cremona Elipsa is avery special
loudspeaker indeed.

Whest Audio, Wilson Audio, Wireworld,
Yamaha, Yter cables and many more...

SALES LIST (Please visit: www.oxfordaudio.co.uk for latest list)
LIST
Audio Aero Capitole Mk 2

LIST

PRICE

Krell KPS25sc

£N/A

£P0A

PRICE

£5250 £2995

UST
Sonus Faber Cremona Centre + stand

PRICE

£2668 £ 1795

Audioquest Midnight 3speaker cable

£n/a £ 150

Krell KPS28c

£8998

£3495

Sonus Faber Cremona subwoofer

£1799 £ 1295

Audioquest Indigo + spkr cable

£n/a £ 100

Krell Krell KPE Reference

£2487

£1495

T+A TLS

£3000 £ 1495

£n/a £250

Krell Resolution C centre speaker

£2980

£1995

Theta Chroma DAC

£899 £399

Bose 3-2-1 GSX

£1400 £ 1195

Lexicon MC12 balanced

£g000

£4500

Triangle Leo Minor

£N/A £495

Bose Lifestyle 48

£4000 £3195

Lexicon RT-10 DVD/SACD/CD Transport

ZN/A

£995

Triangle Naia

£1900 £ 1295

Copland CVA306 6channel preamp

£1999 £ 1299

Loewe Aconda

0\l/A

£795

Triangle Odyssey Minor speakers

Copland CVA535 5ch power amp

£2999 £ 1999

Martin Logan Odyssey

£6498

£2795

DVD-Al DVD Player

£2500 £ 1500

Michell Iso/Hera phonc stage

0\1/A

Eclipse-TD TD712z

£4000 £2500

Naim NAC 112x

£725

ECS EA2 power amplifier

£3995 £ 1995

Naim PSC old style

ELAC Jet 330

£2500 £ 1495

Isotek The Qube

Black Rhodium Polar Emperor DCT

£550 £350

Triangle Solis + stands

£1875 £ 1295

£223

Triangle Volante

£4200 £2995

£495

Unison Research S8

£3995 £2495

£N/A

£95

Unison Research SRI

£1325 £850

Nordost Silver Shadow

£365

£150

Yamaha DVX-530 2.1 A/V system

£599 £399

£1495 £995

Opera Voce centre speaker

£525

£295

Yamaha YSP-I

£899 £599

KEF Q85s rear speakers

£180 £95

P.S. Audio Power Plant 300

£1500

£595

KEF Q9c centre speaker

£250 £ 150

REL 0400E cherry

£.100

£595

OXF/HFN 06/07

Hi-fi news
Super
systems

SUPER SYSTEMS

BUDGET £ 15k+

The amps shone in our six-way group test back in
January, but just how would they sound hooked up to
afurther two monoblocks and Roksan's range-topping
turntable and speakers? Steve Harris had to find out

Roksan Caspian mono
power amps (£ 1100 each)

the matching Caspian M Series mono
power amplifier is rated at 100W into 8
ohm ( 175W into 4 ohm) and internally it
is built around abig 350VA low- leakage
toroidal transformer. It comes with two
pairs of speaker binding posts for bi-wiring,
and there is also aChain Out ( pass-through)
line- level output, allowing further amplifiers
to be connected from the same input.
However, for this system review, we used a
set of four Mono power amplifiers to bi-amp
the speakers.

Roksan FR-5speakers £ 1950/pair
A slim, tall tower design, the FR- 5 is atwo-way speaker using a
pair of 130mm coated- paper cone bass/mid units in combination
with a25mm coated fabric dome tweeter. The cabinet is a
bass- reflex type with a 140mm long, 55mm diameter port
tube let into the back panel, which also carries twin pairs of
socket/binding posts, with removable links to allow bi-wiring or
bi-amping. The cabinet itself is made of 25mm MDF with 25mm
internal braces, and forms avery strong and solid structure.
Available finishes are ahigh-gloss bird's eye maple, or piano
black. For multi-channel systems, Roksan also offers acentre
channel speaker, the CR5, based on the same drivers, and the
FR- 5's woofers are magnetically shielded. Dimensions are 1000 x
200 x250mm ( hwd) including the plinth. Weight is 35kg.
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Caspian M Series CD
Player £1100
This is adedicated CD-only player,
which claims many audiophile
design refinements. The transport
mechanism is said to be individually
selected to ensure the best
performance, while the DAC is a24bit/ 192kHz PCM1730E. Six separate
power supply regulators are used for
the DAC board.
For those who may want to use the
player as atransport only and add a
separate DAC, the Caspian comes with
acomplete array of digital outputs
-the standard unbalanced coaxial
RCA phono, balanced AES/EBU via a
gold-plated XLR connector and TosLink
optical. Using the standard Caspian
casework, and like all the components
in this range available in black or
silver, the player measures 432 x70 x
330mm (whd) and weighs10kg.

Roksan Caspian M Series
preamplifier (£ 1250)
Roksan's Caspian M Series preamplifier
offers five line- level inputs plus Tape, and
has three pairs of unbalanced outputs
for connection to the power amplifiers.
Internally, it is designed as adual mono
unit with four regulated power supply rails
for the left and right channels. There are
two more regulators to power the optional
phono stage board if one is fitted.

I

n 1985, with compact disc
beginning to take over, a
group of young enthusiasts

took aroom at the Hi Fi
Show, and staked everything

Rok Si of 1990, was quickly
followed by the Rok DP1
CD player, an unusual toploading design with elaborate

has transmuted into the current

amplifier for bi-amping. So

M Series. In 2005 Roksan added
the Caspian FR- 5speaker, and
this rather elegant floorstander

one idea of this review was to
explore these options. But the
advantage of the mono amps

on anew turntable that would

transport. The same principles

forms the basis of our system.
Amplifier options in the

over the basic stereo models
was already clear enough, so

compete with the Linn LP12.
Many thought they were mad

were embodied in arather

Caspian range include astereo

we decided instead to start

tidier form with the three- box
Atessa (transport/DAC/power

integrated and astereo power

with the preamp and one pair

amp as well as the pre- amp
with monoblocks combination

of monos as tested previously,

and few thought they would
stay the course.
But they did stay the course.
And it didn't take Roksan's
prime mover and designer
Touraj Moghaddam long to
come up with other products.
In 1986, he announced the
Darius loudspeaker, notable
for the tension- spring isolation
mounting of its tweeter, and
by 1987 Roksan had added its
own arm and cartridge, the
still- current Artemiz and Shiraz.
Roksan's first amplifier, the

mechanical isolation for the

we chose for this system. It was

and see what happened when
we added asecond pair to bi-

partly the excellent subjective
qualities of the pre-/ mono

amp the FR- 5speaker pair.
As for the Caspian CD player,

electronics range, with the
Caspian series. All these models

combination in our January
2007 Group Test that made me

this is afully-featured design,
though resolutely CD-only.

shared the same slimline
casework, styled with along

want to explore this complete
Roksan system.

loading tray above the display,

elliptical display window,
distinctive radiused corners and

UPGRADE PATH

place the unit low down. But

prominent fixing bolts.
That casework hasn't

There is aclear upgrade path
-for example, you can start

this is avery minor quibble,

changed, but with some major
internal upgrades the range

with the stereo integrated,
then add astereo power

supply) player system of 1992.
But it was only in 1998 that
Roksan finally launched what
could be called aconventional

Its fascia is arranged with the
which could be annoying if you

as the player works smoothly
and well. The Caspian system
handset duplicates the C.

Roksan Xerxes.20/Artemiehiraz
turntable system
(£4380 complete)
As the name suggests, the Xerxes.20 reflects
Roksan's development and refinement of its original
Xerxes turntable design over a20-year period,
during which time Roksan has also come up with the
high- end, no- compromise TMS design. Fundamental
features include Roksan's self- centring, self-aligning
main bearing, and asubplinth/armboard isolation
arrangement which is claimed to overcome the
drawbacks of both suspended-subchassis and
mass- loaded turntable designs. Our turntable came
complete with the Roksan's top-of-the- range arm and
moving- coil cartridge, the long-established Artemiz/
Shiraz combination (£ 1550/£1250).
Finally, the turntable was mounted on Roksan's
optional Upgrade Plinth (£ 250), designed to provide
arigid coupling to ' ground'. Roksan provides several
options for power supply and phono stage on its
versatile DX2 chassis, but we used the ultimate
combination of a33/45 speed switching Reference
Speed Control and separate Reference Phono Stage
(£925/£950) - illustrated below. Both these units
are built into standard- size Caspian casework. The
Xerxes.20 itself measures 450 x115 x370mm (whd)
and weighs 12kg.

AUDIO

FILE
Roksan System,
including
turntable,
phono amp and
MU, CD player,
pre- and mono
power amps and
loudspeakers
Price: £ 15,435
Made by:
Roksan Audio Ltd
Telephone:
020 8900 6801
Web: www.
roksan.co.uk
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The Artemiz tonearm has an
arm tube and headshell machined
from asingle piece of aluminium
alloy. It uses Roksan's Intelligent
Counterweight system, said to
dynamically optimise tracking force,
with the weight hanging from a
single- point mounting. The Shiraz
cartridge is basically an EMT design
but with Roksan's spike mounting
for the generator.

ADDING BOXES
To make this vinyl- playing front end
work, we added two more Caspian
boxes to the stack of electronics.
Providing DC power, with 33/45rpm
switching, was Roksan's top power
supply unit, the Reference Speed
Control. To step up the cartridge
output to line level we used the
DXP SE Reference Phono amp.
This provides three gain settings
(for MM, normal or higher output
MCs) and several loading options,
selectable by two sets of eight tiny
DIP switches underneath. Simpler,
lower cost options are available, eg,
phono stage and power supply built
into asingle Caspian DX2 chassis.

'This was afine example of the Roksan
system's ability to produce asoundstage that
was huge, extending well beyond the speakers'
player's basic front- panel transport
controls and adds programming,

As before, the drive motor is free
to pivot on its own bearing, on the

with anumeric keypad for track
entry, as well as repeat ( one track,

same axis as its shaft, and is allowed
to rotate through an arc against

all tracks and A- B). This remote also
gives pre- amplifier source selection
and volume, and will control a

the tension of aspring. This system

has removable
links for bi-wiring

is said to absorb transient speed
changes rather than transmitting

or bi-amping,
and a55mm

Caspian tuner too.

them tl-wough the belt to the platter.
The centre spindle takes the form

diameter rear
port. Drive units

Another factor which had made

of aremovable cap so that while
playing arecord the only contact

me want to try acomplete Roksan
system was alongstanding affection

between the record and the platter
system is via the mat.

comprise a
pair of 130mm
coated- paper

for the original Xerxes turntable. I'd
missed out on the 10th- anniversary

It was with the Xerxes.X that
Roksan introduced its 'three- plinth'

PLATTER MATTERS

ABOVE: The
Roksan FR- 5twoway loudspeaker

cone bass/mid

and is designed to preserve the
stylus/groove interface from external
influences.The top plinth still

and built MDF
enclosure.

features the cut-out first seen on the

Finishes include
abird's eye
maple option.
Roksan's remote

rests on atungsten carbide ball,
located in acup in the base of the

these from external disturbances.
Milled from ablock of Acetal, the

handset will
operate preamp
source selection

bearing housing, so the tendency
of the ball to indent the spindle

detachable armboard provides
complementary damping between

and gain, CD
player or tuner

provides aself-centring action.

tonearm and sub- plinth.

controls
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but taking out the links and adding
asecond pair seemed to just give
more of everything - more space,
more detail, more impact, more
inner detail.
On Roger Waters's album Amused
To Death, the system presented
an astonishingly big, horseshoe-

appearing at the sides behind the
listening position.

Several features of the original
still remain. Among these is the

72

fine with one pair of monoblocks,

the room, with sounds actually

tweeter, in atall
solidly braced

supports, decouples and isolates

very long to discover the benefits
of bi-amping. The system sounded

shaped sound picture, tantalisingly

system. The sub- plinth supports

provide aspindle/bearing gap of
only 1/5000ths of an inch along its
length. The lower end of the spindle

suggests aminimum of clearance
of 100mm. Then, with everything
set up to play CD, it didn't take

extended down the sides of

the main bearing and the tonearm,

original Xerxes, and this follows the
contour of the sub- plinth without
touching it. The bottom plinth

my room and still produced adeep
and spacious soundstage. Roksan

25mm coated
fabric dome

model, and it would have been

bronze bearing sleeve is said to

FR- 5s ended up closer to the back
wall than speakers usually do in

units and a

crazy not to include the ' 20 here.

Roksan bearing, manufactured to
very high standards. The phosphor

NOW FOR SOME MUSIC
After some experimenting, the

This was afine example of
the Roksan system's ability to
produce asoundstage that was
huge, extending well beyond the
speakers and displaying great
depth in the frontal area. The sound
never became bloated, and the
impressions of size and scale were
clearly not achieved by any kind of
cheating imbalance.
Returning to an old favourite,
Maucha Adnet (
The Jobim

Siienetttitir

uteUscr- Syeewo(

- Capturing

the emotion

Tel. 0208 480 3333 •

Mob

07918 022870 /

E-mail: info@signaturesystems.co.uk •

in

music -

07738 007776

Web. www.signaturesystems.co.uk

Upgrade your system in one fell swoop!
"The best I've heard in 20 years. "

Absolutely love the performance. "

Professor R. Jowitt

Mr K. Tasker

.bc ,,mount version shown (standard version without side thee,$)

POWER PLANT PREMIER
111F
kJ
AC Power Regenerator

PS

AUDIO

Everything you hear and seethrough your Hi Fi or Home Cinema system begins its journey at the
wall socket. AC Mains quality can and does impact the audio performance of your system.
PS Audio is arecognised leader in power quality and power protection products. If you want
to protect the investment in your system, and enjoy adramatic improvement in your existing
components at the same time, try the new Power Plant Premier.
The Power Plant Premier is the world's only true AC regenerator that offers the full power
of the wall, low distortion even with difficult loads, MultiWave

CleanWave, remote

control, true surge protection, front panel harmonic power analyzer, AC volt meter. and
outstanding AC isolation. All this for just £1,799 represents unbeatable value.
The Premier Power Plant is now available in the UK with US and UK plug outlets.
Please call for more information.
Digital Link Ill DAC £ 1,099

GCHA Headphone Amplifier £799

"The Crowning Jewel.. is
the Digital Link Ill. "

"Brilliant. Loads of power

and detail."

20 / 20

Absolute Sound, March 2007

ImageXperience, March 2007

Hi- Fi News, May 2007

GC DI-IPhono Stage £ 799

Dealer enquiries welcome
HFN/SAS/0507
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Song-book), Ifound that the stately
Brazilian singer was presented with
meticulous clarity. There's agenerally
dry, studio- bound quality to much of this
album, but now it was easy to distinguish

was always full of bounce, and it suddenly

recording has areally solid, tactile quality,

became easy to unravel the blend of
background vocals and synth sounds in the
most complex mix.

and though the strings can become too

notes seemed to drop through still air with

the qualities of different tracks, realising

ON VINYL

that ' Ipanema' and 'Agua de Beber' in
particular had been produced with more

With vinyl, Istarted with Jennifer Warnes

life in the sound than Iremembered, with

the Rob Wasserman album Duets [
GRP]. A
telling aspect here is, Ithink, Wasserman's

some ambient character to both singer
and accompanists, and awarmer, more
rounded quality. The bass, which on some

fierce- sounding, this was not aproblem
here. In the slow movement, the piano
perfect deliberation while the woodwind
timbres were beautifully conveyed.

again — ' Ballad Of A Runaway Horse' on

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

unshakably perfect timekeeping, with the

This near-ultimate Caspian

systems can sound almost woolly, was

tempo set at aslow walk which never flags
or drags — at least it didn't on the Roksan

fine, incredibly analytical

unexaggerated, just subtly present.

player. You felt that it was asprightly walk,

yet always musical

precise and exactly right, and you could

system which certainly

enjoy the twists and cross- rhythms that
Jennifer Warnes builds over it. The Roksan

displayed the Roksan

system was especially revealing of those

rhythm and timing.

On Miles' Kind Of Blue, the ' So What'
intro, with Paul Chambers' bass set in a
big studio space, was tremendously clean,
even and unencumbered by any boom
or blurring. This gave the whole sound a
kind of effortless quality in its rhythmic

combination proved to be a

hallmark of excellent

subtly-varied background vocals dubbed in

But this was not

by Warnes in the closing stages.
Ijust had to listen to Joni Mitchell's

an exaggerated

presentation. In the ensemble, the three
horns were clearly and distinctly placed in

sublime Blue [
Reprise]. Again, it was clear

one bought at

space, while Bill Evans' punctating piano

that this system excelled in timing, as

the expense of

chords sounded light and precise, ringing

Ikept hearing incredible subtleties of
emphasis and rhythm in Joni's voice.
Turning to classical music, Ireally

something else.

enjoyed Daniel Barenboim in Mozart's
Piano Concerto No.21 [ EMI]. This 1967

effortlessly.

clearly. Dissonant chords never sounded
crushed or hard.
Turning to Jennifer Warnes' Famous
Blue Raincoat [
Classic], the whole band

characteristic, or

Instead, it seemed
to be achieved

HFNLAB REPORTS: CD PLAYER PRE/POWER AMPLIFIERS
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Roksan's choice of Burr-Brown's PCM1730 'Advance

Low distortion, wide-bandwidth and rugged

It's unusual that we find asensitivity higher than

Segment' DAC dominates the performance of this
player and particularly in respect of its vanishingly

speaker-driving power output are all features
of Roksan's M- Series pre/power combination.

low distortion. Many CD players show aslight rise

Each mono chassis comfortably delivers afull

quoted, but that's the case with the FR- 5s. Roksan
specifies an 87dB sensitivity and we measured a
superior 88.5dB, averaged from 200Hz to 20kHz.

in THD near their maximum output if only because

110W/8ohm and has asufficiently ' stiff' power
supply to sustain 190W/4ohm together with 130W,

notch around crossover and slightly shelved-down

240W and 400W into 8, 4 and 2ohm loads under
dynamic conditions.

treble. Pair matching was very good at ± 0.9dB. At
the other frequency extreme the good sensitivity is

the analogue stages are also at greatest stress,
nevertheless the Caspian M-Series player achieves
figures as low as 0.00014% through the midrange
at astandard 2V peak output. Even at 20kHz,
distortion remains as low as 0.003% although, as the
graph above illustrates, there are some interesting

The graph above clearly illustrates the low, sub0.001% distortion enjoyed by this combination up
to 1kHz, with arise to just 0.007% at 20kHz. This
performance is maintained up to - 60W with aslight

Its response trend is quite flat, albeit with ashallow

paid for in modest bass extension.
We measured a -6dB point within 1Hz of

125psec), offers aflat frequency response (-0.2dB
at 20kHz) and perfectly acceptable 102dB A-wtd

100W. Although this combo's response stretches
out to 100kHz (- 2.9d8) it does have agentle HF

Roksan's specified 44Hz before correcting for box
diffraction, but only 66Hz thereafter. Another
contributor to the good sensitivity is lower than
average impedance, the 4 ohm minimum modulus
occurring at 242Hz. When impedance phase angle

S/N ratio. Stereo separation is also excellent at
112dB through the midrange. PM

rolloff, amere -0.15dB down at 20kHz but sensibly
curtailed thereafter. PM

is also taken into account, the Caspian presents the
toughest amplifier load at just under 500Hz. KH

'wrinkles' at lower signal levels ( blue trace).
Otherwise, the player suffers very little jitter (just

increase to 0.013% as power outputs rise closer to

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level

2.04Vrms

Power Output, 8/ 4ohm (<1%111D)

IIIW/190W

Sensitivity (SPI at lm/2.83V)

A-vvtd Sirsi Ratio

101.8dB

Dynamic Power, 8141 211ohm

128W/243W/405W/280W

Impedance modulus ( min/max)

Distortion 1kHz, OdBFsi -30d8Fs

0.00015%/0.0045%

Output Impedance (20Hz-20IcHz)

0.013-0.025ohm

Impedance phase (min/max)

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

0.003%

Freq. Response (20110001diz)

+0.0dB to -2.85dB

Freq. resp. error (200Hz-20kHz)

Digital Jitter

125psec

Input Sensitivity (pre/power)

29mV re. OdBW

Pair matching (200Hz-20kHz)

t0.9dB

Resolution @ -100dB

t0.5dB

Mutd S/N ratio (pre/power)

86.0dB re. OdBW

Bass/Treble extension (-6dB)

66Hz / 21kHz

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>87dB

Distortion (10W, 20Hz2Oldiz)

0.0006-0.007%

THD 100Hzi1kHzilOkHz pods
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Usher Dancer II Beryllium
* 2007 " Best Value Of The Year"
* 2005 " Golden Ear Award"

Audio Art

The Absolute Sound

* 2005" Editor's Choice Award"

The Absolute Sound

* 2005 " Best Show at CES " Jimmy Awards
* 2004 " Most Wanted Component"

SoundStageAV.com

Stereo Times

• 2003 Home Entertainment Show" Best of Show"
CP-8571Il
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CP-88711Il

BE- 1C

BE-20

Chief Design Consultant

Dr. Joseph D'Appolito

Hear the Dancers at these dealers:
Sound Hi Fi dot com, Dartmouth, Devon 01803 833366 www.UsherAudio.info
Hi Fi Corner, Edinburgh, 01315 567901 www.hificorner.co.uk
Hi Fi Sound, Darlington, Co Durham 01325 241888
Oxford Audio Consultants, Oxford 01865 790879 www.oxfordaudio.co.uk
Rochester Hi Fi, Rochester, Kent 01634 880037 www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk
Hazelmere Audio, High Wycombe, Bucks 01494 865 398
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Tel 08450 525 259 enquiries@hiaudio.co.uk www.hiaudio.co.uk

The Audiophile Voice

Stereo Sound

HI-FI @ HOME

For most HFN readers we've met who've
invested in home cinema, the system was built
for music, and AV capability was added later.
Not so for Jonas, who's amovie fan turned
music lover — and when he set up adedicated
home cinema room, asecondary music system
was amust, found Andrew Harrison

LU

nd what ahome cinema room it is! While it
n
not contain the most costly audio-visual
quipment money can buy, it does provide a
well-balanced arrangement of the three requisites of a
custom viewing room, namely: the audio system, the

o

video system, and the room and its furnishings itself.
Here we have an entertainment room in the true sense
of the word, able to play films from DVD, HD-DVD
and Blu-ray, and play music in stereo or multichannel
from CD, SACD and DVD-Audio. And with the help of
anew addition which arrived just before our visit, it
can also stream video, music and photo albums from
aremote computer, making the most of an expansive
CinemaScope-style projection screen at the viewing
end of the room.

PROCURING ENTERTAINEMENT
Talking to Jonas, who manages the technology
procurement of alarge advertising company, we
learnt about his shifting priorities over the years as
he's specified his own AV and then music systems.
'It started as getting serious about cinema and AV
generally,' Jonas explained, awe chatted in the living
room of his detached modern house, the sounds of
electricians in the neighbouring kitchen providing an
intermittent soundtrack of taps and bangs. ' Istarted
with aSony widescreen TV with Pro Logic speakers and
aVHS recorder. It was around 1995-6, Laserdisc was
coming to an end, and Iwas living in another house
down in Watford.
'I went on to buy aproper 5.1 Dolby Digital amp
from Sony, and it came with probably the worst
speaker package I'd ever had. But, at the t.me Ithought
it was great - the Sony Pascal system. It looked very
stylish, and interesting enough, Ialways maintain that
the most impactful upgrade on the cinema side was

RIGHT: All

going to the first 5.1 system. It almost didn't matter
that the speakers were what Ilater regarded as rubbish.
It's just staggering in terms of the performance leap.

electronics

To be honest, that served me well for along time; for

are sited on

several years Iwas really just happy with that and my

two racks,

Sony rear projection TV. Ithought that was it! Ibought

with an

into DVD about amonth or so after they laurched the

additional

format, with one of the original Sony DVD players in

flat screen to

1998. And it's still going strong now at my sister's
house actually!'

allow menu
navigation of,

What started lonas on the journey toward better

for example.

sound and pictures was meterological happenstance...

DVD-A discs

'My other passion in life is cycling and mountain
biking. And we just happened to have, in 1999 Ithink,
areally crap winter - it was just raining all the time! I

without have
to switch on
the overhead

went down to Richer Sounds and bought anew speaker
system, and even though they were cheap Mission

projector
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THE ROOM
The room is 5.3m x3.1m with two racks housing five video sources ( DVD
universal, HD-DVD, Blu-ray from PlayStation 3, XBox 360 and Apple TV),
projected onto a96in 2.35:1 screen from Screen Research

'The motivation for buying the SACD player was
Eark Side of the Moon corning out on SACD. I've
gotta have that album!'

LEFT: The
custombuilt cinema
includes two
black-out

floorstanders with Mission surround speakers, Iwas just

blinds, and

amazed at the performance increase it gave over what
Ithought was fantastic already. Isuppose the whole

tiles covered

large acoustic

upgrade bug took hold then. If you can get that kind of
performance leap by just changing the speakers, what

with a brown

can you acheive next? That's what set me down quite an
expensive path of changing the system.

material. The

'I then went to some B&W 603s — in fact awhole 600

suede- like
step effect
under the

Series setup — using the floorstanders with their LCR60
centre speaker. Also changed the amps then, went
to aPioneer 2011 amp. It was with the advent of the

screen is purely

Pioneer 2011 that Ibought one of the end-of- line Sony

'finish' the look.

cosmetic,
but helps to

SACD players that were being sold off at the time.

Dark coloured

'This multichannel SACD player had 'Wow' impact
and showed just what could be acheived through a

carpet is from

relatively cheap SACD player compared to my DVD

supplier.

an industrial
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BELOW:

player as asource for music. The motivation for buying

Velodyne

it was Dark Side of the Moon coming out on SACD.

DD- 15

I'm abig Pink Floyd fan, and Ithought " I've gotta have

subwoofer

that album!". Ibought the SACD player specifically

has been

for that album, areal eye-opener. The music side

blended to
James in-wall

where Iput alot of my focus. The next stage was to

came relatively late, and then for along time that's

speakers
with the

buy dedicated Arcam amps, an A85 and P80, so Iwas

help of the

the speakers, B&W CM4s at the time. It was abit of a

sub's room-

sideways step but because it was afront room system,
the aesthetics really started to become important

bypassing the Pioneer AV amp completely, to bi-amp

correction
software
BOTTOM:

to me. It became aproject to change that whole

Apple TV,

putting it all into acupboard to get the electronics out

ABOVE: ThemeScene H79 DLP projector is ceilingmounted, with extra reinforcement above the ceiling for

Toshiba

the way. And the B&W CM Series were one of the most

future upgrades with heavier projectors

HD-DVD

attractive speakers they made - they really matched

and Pioneer

the room so Ichanged them for that. From apurist

something more beefy.

universal DVD

point of view, that's completely the wrong reason but

player, with
HDMI splitter

they just looked so right in the room!

'When Iwas looking at the 703s, I ' ooked at PMC,
B&W, Focal and the KEF Reference Series. Ilistened to

box

that point, having made anumber of small iterative

room and get rid of the equipment, hiding cables and

'Music became very important. And it was really at

'I did the
same with the
subwoofer, going
from asubwoofer
at £ 500 to
spending £2000'

upgrades, that Ibegan to realise
that, while the first few are
quite easy to achieve, you get
sucked into this " changing things
gradually" game; and really you're
not getting much return for it. I
made this decision to make some
major steps forward, so Icould
be done with it and get out of

the PMC OB-1s whicn Ifound an astounding speaker,
and the KEF Reference Series in detail. The B&W dealer
gave me the speakers to take home for two weeks,
which makes abig difference, to sit with them in your
own front room.
'So that's how we got to this point, where I'd evolved
the system to apoint where it was very good. It was
exceptional for multichannel SACD and DVD-Audio,
something that Ilisten to as much as possible - based
on what's available. Ihad afull 700 Series speaker
system for that, with the bookshelf speakers behind

this habit of upgrading. That's

for surround, the 703s at the front, and aHTM7 centre

when Idecided to buy the B&W

speaker with the Velodyne sub; avery nice multi-

703s, which at the time was a

channel music system.'

considerable investment, having
thought to pay £ 600-700 for apair
of speakers. To go to something
listed at £ 2000 was ahuge
step for me. Ieventually did the
same with the Velodyne DD- 12
subwoofer; which again was going
from asub at £ 500 to spending
£2000. Ichanged it for aDD- 15
for the new room - the DD- 12 was
fine but it was maple and didn't
look right in there, plus it needed

SPLIT SCENE
With the change of house came asplitting of the system
into two, with the living room taking the B&W speakers,
and two upstairs rooms knocked into one to make a
custom-built cinema. To manage the project, Jonas
called upon Eric at Cinema Experience, who he'd met
through the online forums of AV Forums and AV Talk.
'He's got ademo room, and Isuppose the simplest
way of saying it is " I'll have one of them!"
In-wall and on-wall speakers from US brand James are
used around the cinema room, allowing abox-free front
of house and discreet installation behind.
'I think they are absolutely fantastic cinema speakers;
they really do give you that sense of true cinema. Going
to see them at Eric's place convinced me that it was the
right choice. And it also convinced me at the time that
while they're okay for music, they're not great for it.
That was what helped convince me that Iwould put a
proper music system in downstairs as well.
'Part of the problem with the cinema room is that in
some ways for music, it's too acoustically dead. If you
just have the front two on, it probably sounds " perfect"
-but it's not avery pleasing sound! So Iactually find
-which I'd never do before with the 700 Secies setup
-that Iuse Dolby PL Ilx surround for music. It uses all
the speaker arrays and removes that dead sound. It
made me realise that if Iwanted to enjoy music, I'd
need something separate to the cinema room.

i

i

ithheir»
eesailutz.4

'The other reason for aseparate two-channel system
was actually because it was getting to the point where
to watch TV or play aCD was quite complicated. It was G>
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The Line-up

ard, they're pussy-cats 'W.

of top end hi-fi and home cinema at criminally-

low prices is staggering. No wonder the crowds line up each
year to grab bargains on the type of equipment real audiophiles
would kill for.

The Victims

are ex- demonstrators, previously- owned, factory

specials and many virginal examples from some of the best
families around. All will be offered at cut-throat prices.

The Modus Operandi

for the greatest sale of the year is

simple. All year, the gang at Unilet demonstrate the very latest
and best in pure two- channel audio and home cinema. But a
year is a long time and every Spring they decide to have a
good cleanout to make way for even more models.

The Crime

would be if you were to miss out. For the

early- bird specials you'll need to get along at the crack of
dawn. But there are so many great opportunities to save a
fortune that whenever you arrive you're sure to find a
real bargain.

Crime Watch

You can get all the details of what's on offer,

directions to the crime scene and print off the Blue List
Bargains by going to our website www.unilet.net

Reward

yourse'f and get along to the Blue Murder Sale

at Unilet. You'll be able to pick out the usual suspects and
pick up some great bargains.

Sale ends Saturday 2nd June
www.unilet.net
Tel: 020 8942 9567
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY

The hidden hi-fl store where you'll find all the best brands including: Acoustic Energy (AE), Anthony Gallo. Apollo, Arcam, Arcam FMJ, Atacama, Audio Lab, Audiovector, Beyer, Bosendorfer, Boston,
Bryston, B&W, Celestion, Chord Electronics, Chord Cables, Denon, Denon Gold, Dynavector, Ecosse, Future Glass, Heed Audio, Insert Audio, IsoTek, IXOS, JAMO, JBL, KEF, KEF Reference, Koetsu,
LAT, Lexicon, Marantz, Marantz Premium, Meridian, Merlin Cables, Morduant Short (MS), Michell Engineering, Mission, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nordost, Optimum, Ortofon, Panasonic, Parasound,
Pioneer, Plinius, PMC, Primare, ProAc, Project, Pure, Q Accoustics, QED, Quad, Quad Electrostatics, Quadraspire, REL, Rokaan, Roksan Turntables, Rotel, Sennheiser, Shure, Siltech Cables, SME,
SONOS, Sonus Systems, Soundstyle, Spendor, Stands Unique, Stax, Supra, Talk Electronics, Tannoy, Target, Teac, Townshencf Audio, VDH, VPI, WBT, Wharfedale, Wilson Benesch, Yamaha.

HI-FI @ HOME

three-chips introduces its own issues. One was going
back to the issues of convergence, which you usually
get on CRT, and something that used to bug the hell out
of me on my rear projection TV!'
As an early adopter of new technologies, perhaps
we shouldn't have been too surprised to see an Apple
TV box sitting in the system, fresh off the line. This is a
bridge between media on acomputer and the home
entertainment system, with an intuitive interface and
arobust operating system based on Apple's Mac OS X.
The Apple TV connects to 1TB of offline storage.
'Basically, like most people Ihave an iPod, so I've got
alot of my CDs ripped as MP3 and Iwanted to be able
to start storing music at much higher bit- rate or lossless.
The plan is now to convert DVDs into H.264 format and
play them on Apple TV. Unfortunately, it's not like some
media players that allow you to play the . TS files - one
thing that Apple TV doesn't do is to play the source files
from aDVD, which is alittle bit annoying.'
This is because Hollywood will not endorse/allow the
ABOVE: The

too complex and just tedious to switch it on. Even to

music system
in the living

watch TV, you had to power up the whole system. As

room is based
on Parasound

music, Iwanted something that was very simple to
use, simple to switch on and listen to straight away.

electronics

Two- channels gives you that.'

with
B8,VV 703

box and Pioneer PDP507 pasma display for watching

floorstanding

TV, but at heart it's ano-nonsense music system.

loudspeakers.

Unusually, the electronics are all from Parasound, aUS
company that delivers stylish boxes at realistic prices.

Pioneer
screen above

well as getting something that could do good quality

general ripping of DVDs to personal hard-drives.
'The Pixel Magic boxes and those kind of things... I
mean they work but you really need to be into using
PCs, whereas Igot home with the Apple TV last night
and it only took an hour to get it working! Plugged
it in, it found my iTunes and started syncing up, it

The lounge's music system also includes aSky HD

is for regular

'I originally bought one of the A23 power amps
to drive my front left and right speakers in aprevious

television
use with

setup. Ifound Parasound to be abrand that offers
exceptional value for money compared to alot of the

SkyHD box

other " boutiquey" brands. I'd been an Arcam fan for

or for DVD
films from

along time, and it was Eric that recommended the
Parasound. Part of the reason was that Iwanted a

Parasound D3
universal DVD

system that would look aesthetically pleasing in the
front room. The Parasound stuff looks very nice; and

player

just £ 600 for apreamp and £ 600 for apower amp
witn balanced connections.'

downloaded abunch of movie trailers: and you're there,
up and running. It's just ashame that they haven't

CINEMA SCENE

launched adownload service in the UK yet, nor have
they made any committments to HD, which is the killer

So returning to the cinema, what makes it tick?
'For standard definition DVD playback, it's aPioneer
DV-868AVi, and then I've got aToshiba HD-DVD player,
an HD- E1, and aSony PlayStation 3for Blu-ray. That's
the reason Igot that - Iwasn't prepared to stump
up the premium for adedicated Blu-ray player. It's a
US model, so Ican import region- coded discs from
RIGHT: The
Parasound

the US. The amplifier is aYamaha DSP-Z9, and Iuse a
Parasound A23 as well to drive two rows of surrounds.

electronics

There's aThemeScene H79 DLP projector which

application for it. And a40GB drive is really not enough.
'But Ididn't really buy it for video playback. Ibought
it to be able to get the music library there, quickly; to be
able to get photos up in the cinema room, quickly. And
before you watch afilm, it's nice to just be able to have
some music playing beforehand. I've got apet project
of doing acheesey kind of trailer...! I've been messing
around in Final Cut Pro for awhile, and now Ican dump
it onto Apple TV - aneat little way of doing it!
'I definitely think it's the way Iwould like to get

include D3

I've had for six or seven months. I've been looking

hi-def, some kind of download service. Ilike owning

universal

the discs but it would be nice to have proper HD

player, P23

at purchasing ahigh-end projector for awhile; the
projector side of things came along later in the whole

preamp and

interest, and I've been through arange of the cheaper

did launch it Iwould get one of the high-speed cable

A23 120W/ch

budget LCD projectors.
'1080p projection, would be the next logical step.

services. You could work on the same principle as Sky

I've not seen asingle three-chipper that Iwanted

and just go back and watch them later.'
And Jonas' wish may not be far away, as home

stereo power
amplifier.
Below the
table is
an Isotek
Substation
mains filter

to buy yet. Ihad the money to go and buy the Sony
Ruby. It was £ 7500 at the time, which was their first
"affordable" - if £ 7500 is affordable for aprojector!
-but it was their first " affordable" three-chip SXRD
projector. But Ifelt that, as good as it was, having the
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downloads. Ihave 2Mb ADSL at the moment but if they

HD: pick abunch of programmes to watch, download,

internet connections break the 10Mbis barrier, making
the prospect of sourcing high-definition video from the
net an increasingly attractive proposition - after all ' real'
digital cinemas may be doing just that one day! cl)

Lucy just couldn't understand Tom's sudden lack of interest in an early night

WHAT HI*FIT

WHAT HI+1?

AWARDS 2006

AWARDS 2006

SOUND AND VISION

PRODUCT Of THE YEAR

1)r,9de s
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TURNTABLES

PRO-JECT RPM S

SOUND AND VISION

TURNTARLES
BEST TURNTABLE UNDER £ 300

PRO-JECT PERU? III

Superb HiFi

Just a little more desirable than the norm

Distributed in the UK by; Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, mialehenleydesigns.co.uk

SAAT001

exquisite audio products
t. +44 (0) 1900 813064

www.selectaudio.co.uk

e. select.audio©tiscali.co.uk

Western Electric 300B valves available on request.
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AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
Melody
Reimyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

Au-Tight ATM300 Single Ended Stereo Power Amplifier
The AirTight ATM300 is the consummate single ended stereo power amplifier. Fulfiling adesign brief to produce
one of the world's truly outstanding amplifiers, the AirTight ATM300 is point to point wired and incorporates
components that have been individually selected for their uncompromised contribution to sonic superiority.
This beautifully constructed instrument features dual mono attenuators for single source systems and, with
achoice of the most desirable 300B output triodes, delivers eight watts of spine-tingling music reproduction.
Without doubt, the AirTight ATM300 is one of the world's truly great amplifiers.

e2006 selectaudio
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Music

AUDIOPHILE

ainum
ROZHDESTVENSKY

CLASSICAL

Music by Shostakovich, Stravinsky and
Tchaikovsky
BBC SO/Cennadi Rozhdestvensky,
BBC Legends BBCL 4204.2

MegairEv

The impish conductor is on top
form in these 1981/87 digital
recordings ( made live at the
Royal Festival Hall) underlining

Mysterious Shorter
Chesky SACO 321

the satirical humour of The Bolt,

Saxophonist Bob Belden
is known for classical

the appliquéd dissonances of
Stravinsky's Scènes de ballet

crossover projects, but here
focuses on Wayne Shorter's

and, with the complete Act 2
from Nutcracker, reminding

music with abeautifully

us of his time at the Bolshoi

cohesive group - trumpeter
Nicholas Payton, guitarist

(and memorable complete
recording from Melodiya). Under

John Hart, drummer Billy

Rozhdestvensky's baton the BBC
Symphony sounds as if it might
be playing music by our native

Drummond, Sam Yahel on
Hammond also fulfilling the
bass role. One of Chesky's

composers. CB

best New York Sessions. SH
RECORDING

RECORDING
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ROCK

II U

CLA.SSICAL

CHARLOTTE HATHERLEY

The Deep Blue

Suter Records LSRL 003 CD

The former Ash guitarist

DEBUSSY

U

U

PERFORMANCE

CLASSICAL

WYCLIFFE GORDON

HANDEL

La Mer, 12 Preludes

Standards Only

Concert grossi Op.3, Sonata a5

Halle/Mark Elder, Halle CO HLL 7513

Nagel Heyer 2071

Colin Matthews'

Academy of Ancient Music/Richard Egam
Harmonia Munch MAU 807415 (SACO)

steps out with her second

orchestration of the 24

Good-time jazz from the
fine-and- mellow trombonist,

solo effort and it's adoozy.

Préludes was commissioned

compiled from earlier

The dreamy instrumental
opener, ' Cousteau', sets

in 2001 by Elder and the

albums, but with previously-

de- luxe packaging of his

Hallé; we had just three with
Sir Simon Rattle's La Mer on

unheard tracks such as an

first recording ( in aplanned

upbeat Louis-tribute vocal
('Sunny Side Of The Street'),

Handel series) as AAM's

EMI, which has less natural
sound than this one. In their
striving for detail neither

and awah-wah ' Can't Get
Started'. Aside from arather

improvised the organ
solo ir 6. Sound is almost

the scene for some of the
spunkiest guitar pop this
side of the B52's' Greatest
Hits. There are hints of
everything from The Beatles

Richard Egarr writes an
inviting essay for the

music director. He's also

to Blur but ultimately it's
Hatherly's identity that

conductor matches Baudo's
authoritative grip with

inessential ' Greensleeves'
(you keep hoping they'll

too rich; Ialso find these
performances ` historically

the LPO ( another Keener

lingers here. .113

produced La Mer). CB

double the tempo), it's
enjoyable stuff. SH

over-inforrried' after the
modest Pinnock/Archiv. CB
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...because the flame is worth the candle

BEL CANTO

LECTOR CDP-7T CD Player

MUSIC FIRST MF1 Pre -amp

The first www.6 -noons.com 'Luncr Eclipse'
award goes to the new Bel Canto MI 000
monoblocks. Phenomelal value, huge solid
state power output and valve- like delicacy.

This player virtually eliminates any gap between
digital and aialogue replay by revealing those
emotior
ial characteristics in music that are often
obliterated by the insensi -ive hand of technology.

One review after another ranks th.s amazing
pre-amplifier amongst the very best in the
world. We keep both the copper and silver
wired versions or permc pent demonstration.

CONSONANCE 120L

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE

KR AUDIO

A2006 ' Product of the Year in -Ii-Fi Phis
magazine am, at just £695, clearly this
lovely CD player is abest buy. FIterless
DAC and now ovailable in block or, silver.

My own Acoustic Signature Mambo souncs fantastic,
even when sitedon acoffee tpble! Precision German
engineering, will ten years warranty on its bearing,
and one of the easiest turntables to set up.

Only amature approach to music reproduction
will fully appreciate the effortlessly naturaL
abilities of this KR Audio VA340 integrated
amplifier. It's the one you re likely to keep!

AIRTIGHT

EMT Jubilee JSD 5

FURUTECH DeMag

Head to head against some highly praised
solid-state behemoths, the AirTight ATM- 1
has consistently proved to be more mescal
with much greater room filling presence.

Celebrating its 60th anniver say, EMT ( creators of
Brinkmann cartridges and long time suppliers to
the BBC ) hue ,ounched these delicious sounding,
high ourout ( Iml)movinç caitgems.
f1695

Demagnetise vinyi? Yes, you still haven't
heard your LP's at their best. Even turntable
set-up guru Michael Fremer was impressed!
Treats LP's, CD's, cables end interconnects

LIKE NEW

GEMME Loudspeakers

HORNING Loudspeakers

When Ifirst ( hanged to complex crossover
'molitor' loudspeakers from a •smgle driver
type, Iremember echoing the lyric from a
classic pop song beca ise, for me, it was
"the day the musc died."
Now these superbly designed and constricted
Canadian loudspeakers prove that very often,
simple really idlest, helping connect you more
directly with your favourite recordings. Shown
here is the Gemrce Vivace at just £2995.

Experience the most effortlessly realistic
recreation of all types of music, dynamic
conrrasts and subtleties with areal sense of
emotional communication that's now rather
-are from mocern hi-fi systems.
Valve friendly, room friendly, powerful bass
and spatial finesse, hear recordings with
no hint of tiresome technological influence,
no exaggerated detail, no 'edgy' highs, just
remarkably believable, free flowing music

NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!

For Part-exchanged & Ex-Dem Bargains see www.audiencs.com
www.audiolincs.com
GRANTHAM ( All SOUTH LINCS
DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
NATIONWIDE DELIVERIES DAILY

EXPORT SALES

PHONE

078 2192 5851
or
01476

591090

MUSIC REVIEWS

CHERYL BENTYNE

The Book Of Love

JJMILTEAU

JOAN ARMATRADIN3

Fragile

BRITTEN

Into The Blues

Film Music

Birmingham Contemporary Music Group/
Martyn Brabbins. NMC D1112

Telarc CD 83652

Universal 983559 8

Hypertension HYP7255

Manhattan Transfer star

There are points on th's

Bentyne's third Telarc solo

Milteau's harmonica is
softly bluesy, sometimes

album is aslurpy-stringed

folksy, mood- setting if never

might wonder if it's really

in association with Auden,

collection themed as the
story of alove affair from
infatuation ('You Don't
Know Me') to disillusion (' Cry

virtuosic. Guest vocalists
are Demi Evans - good on

Joan Armatrading. On
'My Baby's Gone', for

for aseries of public
information films: topics

her own mock- gospel ` My
Share' but better on agutsy
'You're No Good' - and
Michelle Shocked, who does

example, she could be
some swampy Chicago
R'n'B queen and the ringing

as varied as the (famous)
Night Mail, the Portsmouth
rail line, coal mining and

acoustic strums of ' Baby
Blue Eyes' sound like T-acy
Chapman at Warp Factor
10. Her best in years,

domestic gas, stamps and
slavery! Fascinating hints

all abit too heart-on- sleeve

'It's A Man's World' with
power and is truly great
on her own ' Sweet Tooth'.

for English ears. SH

Intriguing. SH

undoubtedly. .
1B

al
111
Man.

MI

Me A River'). She certainly
puts the songs over
beautifully with fabulous
musicianship, but it may be

•
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KENNY CLARKE

ALong Story
ECM 1701416

Klook's The Man
ALong Story

Based in New York,

Properbox 120 (4CD box set)

Israeli- born pianist Anat
Fort had worked with Perry

The father of modern jazz
drumming is heard with

Robinson ( clarinet, ocarina)

Fats Navarro ( 1946) and
leading many more New
York sessions, including the
Adderleys' record debut

and Ed Schuller ( bass), but
this 2004 date was her first
encounter with drummer
Paul Motian, who completes

powerful album where you

Minna

RECORDING

•

WILCO

ttLq
i

Nonesuch 7559 799 879

Seven Ages Of Jazz

SKY BLUE SKY
It's been three years since
Wilco's last album, the
magnificent Yankee Hotel
Foxtrot. As ever, mainman
Jeff Tweedy has done : he last
thing you'd expect, returning
to the band's alternative-

Anat's music is deep and
purposeful. ECM gave her

(1948), while a 1956 group

atmsopherics with adelicacy

space and great sound, and
she used it superbly. SH

plays Hodeir arrangements.

that simply must be heard to

Amazing value. SH

be believed. /
8
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vocal melodies out front
and integrating the ambient

III In U

of music to come: eg, The
Tocher, forerunner to the
two Suites after Rossini. CB

(1955). Paris recordings
include early curiosities such
as André Hodeir on violin

this quartet with authority.

At 22 Britten was writing,

country roots, putting his

FECORDING

III UUU PERFORMANCE

ptiNS AND

Woodville WVCD114

Words by Plater to music
by saxophonist Barnes,
Liz Fletcher sings 12
(not seven) witty original
numbers celebrating UK
jazz landmarks, from the
OM at Hammersmith
Palais, to the chart entry
of ' Take Five', to Stan
Tracey's Under Milk Wood.
Beautifully done and
frightfully British. SH
Mauna RECORDING
RU UU

PERFORMANCE
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Nagel Heyer 2072

A 2005 live recording of
ajazz quartet headed by
trumpeter Claudio Roditi
(Klaus Ignatzek, piano, JeanLouis Rassinfosse on bass and
Hans Dekker, drums) fronting
the Bremen Philharmonic
strings. Tunes are jazz and

SCHUMANN

Symphonies 2and 4,
Genoveva Overture
Leipzig Gewandhausleccardo Chailly.
Decca 475 8352

Chailly has recorded these
two sympholies in Mahler's
arrangements, imposed
in the interests of clarity.
Mostly dynamic changes,
these are outlined in the
booklet. Chailly achieves

DEVON SPROULE

Tm Angel/0[y Salvage TAR001/CSRIO

Hailing from rural Virginia,
Devon Sproule is asingersongwriter whose sparkling
lyrics, contemporary
sensibilities and emotional
sincerity are gloriously
enhanced on her fourth
album by her affection for
old-time acoustic jazz, blues
and country. It's like slipping

wonderful playing, although
there's acertain aloofness,
and Decca's sound is heavy

through atime warp to a
place where music never

material, but quality. SH

in the bass. CB

got tainted by irony. .18
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RAVEL/DEBUSSY

Keep Your Silver Shined

easy- listening standards
('Corcovado', ' Misty', ' Shadow
Of Your Smile'). Crossover

MM

cite

Daphnis and Chloe — Suite 2,
Three Nocturnes
Detroit SO/Paul Paw. Speakers Corner
Mercury 51290281 ( 180g LP)

Gorgeous warmth in
Daphnis and impeccable
pacing and orchestral
balance in the Nocturnes
(although with too many
women's voices in ' Sirènes')
lead me to acclaim these as
the most desirable Detroit/
Paray recordings of all, with
lovely analogue remastering
from 1961. CB
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JIMMY SCOTT

SIMPLY RED

CHUCK LOEB

SLOAN

Simplyred.com 50551317 0101 7

Heads Up HUCD 3117

YepRoc Records YEP2 143

It was this 1992 album that
brought Scott, in his 60s,

Love him or hale him,
Mick Hucknall is still

Fast-fingered fusion guitarist
Loeb gets into avariety of

belated recognition and even
aGrammy nomination after

this Canadian power- pop

possessed of one of the

grooves on his Heads Up

most beautifully evocative

debut, most appealingly

years in obscurity. With Kenny

male voices in all of
popular music. True, it's
hard, at times, to believe

perhaps the Latin- styled
'Llevame' with avocal by

All The Way

Stay

Warner Jazz/Sire/Rhino 8122-77655.2

Barron, Ron Carter and Grady

Presence

Tate, and - bonus track ' Street
of Dreams' aside - strings,
his unmistakeable, high-

his sleazy Philly soul- style

voiced, passionate way with
aballad gets sympathetic
accompaniment here. In a

innuendoes but, for those
who actually like that sort
of thing, nobody does it

word, addictive. SH

better than Mr H. iB

In 11.

his schmaltzy lyrics and
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Never Hear The End Of It

Carmen Cuesta. But his
cover of Steely Dan's ' Rikki
Don't Lose That Number'
loses impetus and becomes
almost pedestrian despite

I'm not quite sure how
quartet managed to make
seven albums without me
noticing but, fortunately, on
their eighth they still sound
as fresh and energetic as if
it was their first time out.
With 30 powerfully tuneful
songs delivered in 76
minutes this could well turn
out to be my soundtrack for

the glittery, polished
production. Shi

the summer. JE3
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Engine for growth?

Collaborations between audio manufacturers and Formula 1
racing engineers are not exactly new, but aunion between
Meridian and Ferrari might well change the way high- end
audio equipment is perceived forever, says Ken Kessler

[Ken Kessler
Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HiFi News.
He loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is know for his
strong views on virtually
everything...

nlikely pairings often produce
miraculous results: Marx &
Engels, Rolls & Royce. In 2007,
acoupling Iwould never have
imagined is poised to change the way
expensive audio equipment is perceived
by consumers. Not that Meridian and
Ferrari are so dissimilar; it's just that the
last time aname associated with
Formula 1dipped its toe into audio, the
venture went down in flames.
Meridian and Ferrari are together

were any thoughts of cheap T-shirts. After

programming features, alarm clock,

afew tentative meetings, the two realised
that they were on the same wavelength:

Digital Signal Processing for convincing
stereo and the ability to fine-tune the

cutting- edge technology wrapped in
to- die-for- looks, fastidious customers, a

F80 according to room position, topflight electronics in adie-cast metal base
and loudspeakers mounted within inert,
separate enclosures createc from aspecial

permeable air of elegance.
Meridian's concept worked perfectly
for Ferrari, who would treat them as an
equal, not amere licensee.
Pay close attention: Ferrari has genuine
hands-on involvement in the Meridian
F80, possibly the world's coolest all- in- one
transportable A/V system.
It looks like someone cut asteering
wheel in half and filled the space with
electronics. You can call its styling Art
Deco or High-Tech, depending on which
choose. Or which leather. But it's more
than asexy update of the old-fashioned
tabletop radio.
Meridian thinks of it as being ' in the
tradition of aproper " home wireless": one
that would be afocus for ears and eyes

happy Meridian owner. Meridian had

and fill aroom with glorious sound.'

photographed its speakers next to Ferraris.
A tenuous link, but it brought the two

FEATURE PACKED

customers, and 2) Ferrari had grown very
serious about its merchandising wing,
including highly- desirable wristwatches,
leather goods and other products for
worshippers of the Prancing Horse. Gone

They left out nothing: DAB/FM/AM tuner
with built-in antenna plus connections for
external aerials; CD/DVD video playback
'with more than astrong hint of Meridian's
top " hi-fi reference" products'; outputs to
integrate it into separates system when
the user needs five- channel surround, or

don't even bother to listen to it. Oh. and
companies with names that begin with ' B'.
ISTVAN CSONTOS
On asad note, we've lost another of the
good guys, one of the really good guys,
amusic lover whose passion for superb
sound reproduction led him to defy odds
we in the UK cannot comprehend.
In February, Istvan Csontos of Hungary's
left us with such dignity that few even
knew he'd been battling for
years. Istvan organised a
high- end show in acountry
without the wealth or
infrastructure for creating a
market. His disdain for such
obstacles meant that he
never wavered. He visited
the West back in 1988, when
travel was still tough, latched
onto serious brands, and

expect with Ferrari on board, there's a

supported the most extreme

beautiful engine inside - an audio engine

hardware imaginable. Istvan

comprising three power amps, effortlessly

loved analogue, serious

delivering over 80 watts per channel to

photography, fine food - a

the two front speakers and integral rear

genuine renaissance man.
This little Magyar teddy

product, with powerful neodymium
magnets and cones fashioned from
magnesium and aluminium alloy.'
ABOVE: Meridian gets into gear with

Remote control complements a
smart- button interface with ahighly-

Ferrari with this transortable AV system

legible organic LED display, intelligent
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Meridian and Ferrari are correct, it will
create an entirely new market.
The only losers will be audiophiles who

descriptions like this: 'As you would

subwoofer... the loudspeakers are special
full- range designs custom-made for this

www.hifinews.co.uk

Price is £ 1495, which puts it above
rivals with names beginning with ' B'. If

Merlin Audio died after along illness. He

higher playback levels.
You can imagine the glee of Meridian's
PR team when allowed to whip up
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the former's expertise in materials.

of the five Ferrari gloss colours you

due to aseries of random events. Ferrari
GB's boss, Massimo Fedeli, is avery

together when 1) Meridian created a
concept not aimed at traditional audio

alloy- injected composite - this is clearly a
Ferrari- Meridian collaboration, exploiting

bear, who swung from
morose to merry in aflash,
will be missed.

Ì
'

RIGHT: MSB Technology's
iLink - the first truly
audiophile iPod dock?

ANDREW HARRISON

BARRY FOX

Banged
to rights
over DRM
Byte- perfect Apple?

Take one iconic portable music player and give it
what any self- professed audio perfectionist has
been pining for... Andrew Harrison awaits the
iPod with true digital audio outout

[Andrew
Harrison
Andrew Harrison joined
HiFi News in 1998. Now
deputy editor, he loves
rj all audio from iPods
and computer audio to
analogue and vinyl

A

lways an opinion divider, in
serious audio circles Apple's
portable has been the object

of hate by some who blame
the little chap for getting the masses
hooked on MP3 music. The truth is, it

won the unheralded format war and
became the runaway success that it is
through acombination of ease of use,
ease of loading and more than half- decent
sound quality. Now ' half- decent' is not
the same as ' audiophile high-fidelity', but
nonetheless the iPod is capable of highly
enjoyable sound, providing audio is ripped
at ahigher- grade digital format than Apple
recommends, ie. MC or MP3 at 256kbis
or above, or better yet, uncompressed
WAV/AIFF or Apple Lossless.
Spotting abusiness
opportunity and keen not to
miss the bandwagon, many

Secret plans by Hollywood to
lock down UK TVs, weaknesses
in the protection system used
by Blu-ray and HD DVD, plus
Microsoft's Vista operating
system and your music...
Barry Fox has the lowdown

DAC/headphone circuit. Bypass these
sound- sapping barriers, and there's

[Barry Fox

no reason why an iPod shouldn't give
true high- end sound, by feeding abit-

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

perfect S/PDIF signal to an outboard
DAC. Unfortunately, Apple seems to
have made aconscious decision not to
provide adigital output on the iPod:
apity since it now does so on its Mac
hardware and even AirPort Express
wireless station, using the trick of a
TosLink optical interface hidden within a
standard 3.5mm headphone socket. It'd
be adoddle for Apple to do the same
for the iPod.
Good news is now reaching these
shores, as an American digital audio

I

fyou aren't already doing so, spare
amoment to give thanks to the
Electronic Frontier Foundation in
San Francisco and the spunky new

breed of University Computer Science
Departments round the world. They are
doing more to protect our listening and

specialist has finally cracked the iPod
digital nut, unleashing its true potential

viewing rights than all the industry trade

as aportable high- end audio source.

The EFE recently blew the whistle on
plans to build Digital Rights Management

MSB Technology (
www.msbtech.

bodies put together.

corn), cut its teeth on modifying early
LaserDisc players to give them AC- 3

'broadcast flags' into the DVB digital TV

bitstream outputs. Ifirst heard of MSB
when reviewing its impressive yet

other countries except the US and Japan).
The flag idea was born in Hollywood USA

affordable Link DAC DIA converter eight
years ago, one of the first consumer

and has been heavily criticised because it

24/96 converters.

MOST SIGNIFICANT BITS

system used throughout Europe ( and most

gives music and movie studios the chance
to make us pay to enjoy supposedly free
broadcasts. EFE discovered that the DVB

MSB Tech's iLink is not acheap solution

team in Switzerland has been meeting
secretly with the US flag lobby.

make some kind of iPod

at around S2000, but right now, it
might as well be the Holy Grail itself:

even hostility, to user rights is shameful,'

dock that allows the player

an internally- modified iPod with

to interface with their
equipment, tapping into the

digital audio output through the usual

serious hi-fi companies now

line- level output available
through most iPods'
underside 30- pin connector.
But the bottleneck for
audio quality remains the
D/A conversion stage, and
the cost/space-optimised
headhone stage. All music
—whether low-grade
compressed or
unsullied and
uncompressed
—must pass
through the
onboard

connector, into aspecial docking cradle
which reclocks the datastream to
reduce jitter, before giving up its signal
as either acoaxial or TosLink S/PDIF, or
in AES XLR balanced format. And if you
want remote control, MSB doesn't try
to reinvent the wheel by giving some
handset to mimic the iPod interface — it
gives you the iPod itself! By plugging a
small RF widget into the ' Pod's bottom
connector, you can carry the actual iPod
around the room and beam its content
to the iLink dock wirelessly. In the
evolving worlds of consumer audio and

'DVB members' active indifference,
said EFE Staff Technologist Seth Schoen.
'When American studios ask for regulatory
support for restrictions pushed through
the DVB Project, public officials must
stand up for consumer rights, sustain
competition and innovation, and tell
Hollywood to back off.' Itried to ask the
European Broadcasting Union, which
controls DVB, for comment. My email, to
the contact address given on the EBU's
web site, was returned as undeliverable.
Which does not say much for the EBU's
policy on open access and transparency.

OVER TO PRINCETON...

the high- end stereo system, this iLink

It was Professor Edward Felten's Computer
Science Department at Princeton, New

could be the long-awaited missing link. c')

Jersey that blew the Secure Digital Music G,
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JON THOMPSON

Virgin on the
ridiculous

What is the Virgin/Sky spat
really all about, and why does
it now look like the future of
high-def TV lies with the LCD?
Jon Thompson investigates...

[Jon ThompsonL

Initiative copy protection
system out of the water,
by showing that all the
supposedly sec ure SDMI
watermarks could be
detected and hacked.
Princeton then stood
firm against clumsy
legal threats from the
US record industry. The
power of the internet
left everyone aware of
the Recording Industry
Association of America's

The Vista
Content
Protection
specification
could very well
constitute the
longest suicide
note in history'

Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for
his company The Hat
Factory. He brings you
the inside view on AV

buy or rent. Whether
this has any nasty side
effects on un hacked
players and discs
remains to be seen.
The hackers are
already one step ahead.
'Once he (1he engineer
hacker) has device keys,'
says Felten. ' he could
in principle publish a
program containing
them, thereby allowing
everybody to decrypt

I

tseemed like agood thing at first
-Richard Branson's acquisition of
Telewest and NTL under the Virgin
Media brand - and things certainly

got off to agood start until aspat with
rival Sky saw al ,of Sky's non- premier
channels being removed from the new
Virgin service. Things have now descended
to the point of childishness, with Virgin
running text on the old Sky channel slots

bully- boy tactics. It couldn't have
happened to anicer bunch of people.
More recently, Felten's Freedom

discs. The AACS central autnority will

with its version of why there are no Sky
services where people would expect to

then learn which device keys he is
using and blacklist those keys... so the

find them.
Both companies say the tiff comes

to Tinker blog has been exposing the

engineer, if he is clever, won't necessarily

weaknesses of the AACS system used by

publish everything he knows... This : eads
to an interesting strategic. game.'

down to money. It's really acompetition
for viewers. Virgin Media said it had made
'continued efforts' to strike adeal with Sky
but that the rival broadcaster had rejected

both Blu-ray and HD DVD. The Internet is
already awash with the supposedly secret
keys used to protect HDTV movies.

THROUGH THE WINDOWS

'There are economies of scale in key
extraction,' says Felten. ' Having extracted

Peter Gutmann of the Department of
Computer Science at the University of

the keys for afew discs, the engineer
will learn how ano where the keys can
be found and will have amuch easier

Auckland has been looking at Microsoft's
new Vista Windows system. which is
supposed to turn aPC into an all-round

time extracting keys from other discs.
Eventually, the extraction might be

HDTV and super hi-fi music centre.
Gutmann balanced Vista's claimed user-

automated...'
Suddenly, after ayear of refusing to

benefits against the collateral damage
done by DRM, HDTV content protection.

answer questions, tne AACS Licensing

HDMI/HDCP connectivity, revocation

Authority has wheeled out spokesmen

of insecure drivers, invalidation of

to assure that AACS is ' renewable' so any
hack hole can be plugged by changing the

Windows if hardware is changed to

way players wort. This is done by burying
update codes on movie discs that people

cope with revoked drivers, and the drain
on CPU performance that comes from
handling all the new content protection
complexity. ' The Vista Content Protection
specification could very well constitute
the longest suicide note in history,' he
concludes.
Ihad already decided not to let Vista
anywhere near any machine Irely on
for work or pleasure. Microsoft's suicide
note makes me doubly sure Imade the
right decision. (1
.)
LEFT: Find the EFF at www.eff.org
RIGHT: Philips' 63in 63PFP7422D PDP TV
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an offer of independent arbitration.
'We're disappointed bu•:. not surprised
by this outcome,' said Virgin Media chief
executive Steve Burch. ' Nothing Sky
has said or done in the course of the
negotiation indicates it had the slightest
interest in doing acommercially viable
deal.' A spokesman for BSkyB said: ' We're
disappointed that we will now be denied
access to cable TV homes. We've made
repeated efforts to reach an agreement
but Virgin Mecia has rejected all of our

BARRY WILLIS

Pictures of food

We've a ! ong way to go before even the most masterly of hi-fi
systems can render the thrills of alive musical event, argues
Barry Willis, but it's loudspeaker designers who'll take us there

f

[Barry Willis

proposals - including our latest offer.'
Virgin Media had warned it would
drop the Sky Basics TV package, which
also includes Sky News, Sky Travel and
Sky Sports News, if agreement on a
new contract to replace its current one
could not be reached. Sky One includes
popular series such as 24 and Lost, as
well as new episodes of The Simpsons.
Virgin has turned the screw alittle
more by putting avideo- on- demand
channel into the Sky One slot ( Channel
120). And to rub salt in the wound
channel 602, the former Sky News slot,
has been renamed ' Sky Snooze try BBC'.
Virgin Media says that it will allow its
TV customers ( not broadband or phone,
mind you) to cancel their contracts

Prolific journalist for top
American audio-video
publications, Barry Willis
also writes about the
culinary industry, visual
art, and theater. He lives
in Marin County, California.

s

everal years ago Ilived for a
while in the Southern California

coastal town of Santa Monica.
My ex wife Jodi and Ispent
many lovely evenings strolling about
Third Street Promenade, agreat openair mall populated with all varieties of
street performers. Among my favorites
was apickup band of jazz musicians that
performed on the sidewalk outside the
Midnight Special bookstore. The group

without penalty payments before the

varied from three to 11 musicians, all of
them first-rate artists who

end of March. The poor staff of Sky
News: they'd just won News Channel

played for the sheer joy of
music. One evening after

of the Year. They were already going to
be pulled off Freeview and now they

an extended riff on the
classic 'Avalon' had roused

are out of cable homes. They are never
going to win the ratings battle with
BBC's News 24 now.

the crowd to dancing in
the street, Iturned to Jodi
and said, ' There's no hi-fi
on earth that can do this.'

BYE-BYE PLASMA?
Philips is scrapping scanning backlight
technology for LCD TVs and has also said
it will be phasing out the production of
high- definition plasma TVs.
Philips Consumer Electronics CEO

'I know,' she replied
witn characteristic
incisiveness. ' It's like
pictures of food.'
Her wisdom was driven

summer by aperformance by operatic
soprano Julia Migenes (
www.juliamigenes.
corn). Her self-written, self- produced onewoman show ' Diva on the Verge' enjoyed
abrief run at the Plush Room, an aptlynamed cabaret in San Francisco's York
Hotel. With only apianist to accompany
her. Migenes skewers all of opera's great
traditions - from parts written for
15-year- old girls sung by oversized
matrons, to German directors who insist
that the dying heroine's final aria be
delivered while crawling across the stage.
Migenes spoofs her chosen profession
while conveying her abiding love for it,
with avoice from the dark side of heaven.
REALITY CHECK
A small cushy club, agrand piano, a
world-class voice - and no electronics.
The combination was arevelation for an
audiofool like me, steeped in an industry
that makes so much
of ' palpable realism'

'Many of us in
this ,ousiness
are locked in a
self-referential
bubble of
recordings anc.
playback gear'

home again this past

and ' reference quality'
performance. Many
of us in this business
-equipment designers,
reviewers, dealers, and
hobbyists alike - are
locked in aself- referential
bubble of recordings
and playback gear. How
many of us venture out
into the acoustic world
for areality check?
Street performers and C.

Rudy Provoost said at arecent press
event in Hong Kong that from late

RIGHT: Third Street Promenade

2007 new PDP TVs would be sold only
in North America and Australia. The

BELOW: Soprano Julia Migenes

63in 63PFP7422D PDP TV shown at CES
2007 will be released in June.
Market analysts have said that Philips'
decision could be related to the strong
growth of the LCD TV market and that
while it has a32.9% stake in LG.Philips
LCD, it doesn't have any PDP plants
to support its own- brand plasma TV
business. With Sony already pulling
out from the manufacture of plasma
screens, LCD technology improving, and
environmental considerations, could
plasma technology be on the wane? We
will see, but with Canon having hit legal
problems over its SED technology ( see
this column last month) what will the
future hold for high- definition displays?
Could LCD, the technology that
everyone had written off, be the future?cD'
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MICHAEL FREMER

I
Walk the
Line Show

If it's thin who cares about the
picture? Audio takes aback seat
and HDTV is now all about price
finds Michael Fremer at Sony's
annual dealer show in Las Vegas

[Michael
Fremer
Michael Fremer is Senior
Contributing Editor at US
magazine Stereophile.
Each month he brings
you his perspective on all
things audio from the USA

ABOVE: An opera voice and agrand piano
made for an audiophile revelation
cabaret shows are especially effective
at revealing even the best hi-fi's
shortcomings. In obsessing about audio
gear, we often forget that its purpose
is to reproduce musical recordings with
the utmost fidelity, agoal undermined
by the physics of transducers and the
limitations of recording technology.
Microphones and loudspeakers have

I

ncase you're unfamiliar with the
term, a ' line show' is where a

block- booking flights and hotel
rooms, why not also invite and

manufacturer attempts to whip up
maximum retailer enthusiasm for

pick up the tab for selected members
of the press and make it aproduct

its new products, through ascientifically

colorations and dynamic nonlinearities

designed program of eating, drinking,
partying and hard-core indoctrination.

that divert them from accuracy. Recording
and playback techniques falsify timing

Retailers large and small, salespeople
and store executives are flown to an

cues and directional information. Each

enticing resort location, usually in
late winter/early spring, fed well and

of the 60-some attendees at ' Diva on
the Verge' heard Julia Migenes and her
accompanist with perfectly accurate sonic
perspective. That would be impossible in
any imaginable playback arrangement -

conflict of interest, Icant help you.
Every ' enthusiast magazine' journalist I
know attends. Only Consumer Reports, a
publication preoccupied with squeezing

generously lubricated before being led

the joy out of buying or owning anything,
pays the expenses of Its writers, who show

into aconvention centre wonderland of

up shackled and wearing hair suits.

dazzling lights and never before seen
'must have' bling.

regardless of cost or recording technique.
AUDIO CAN'T DO REALISM

preview launch for public consumption?
If you smell corruption and see a

SONY SHOW
Sony hosted its annual dealer ' line show'

PRICE MATTERS
The bloom koff the HDTV rose and
the category is quickly becoming as
commoditized as your S69 ElDMlequipped, 1080p DVE) player. As long as

that provoke so many cases of Carpal
Tunnel Syndrome among our web-forum

in Las Vegas recently at the Paris, and
though the hotel has its own ascendable,
half- scale Eiffel Tower replica and indoor
French street scene, it can't match the
luxury and scale of Caesar's Palace, site

peers - analog vs digital, transistor vs
tube, stereo vs multichannel - are at

of last year's Sony line show. Given the
freefall in flat panel TV prices, none of

best vaguely interesting but mostly

the vultures with which Ispoke seemed

competitors ajump.

diversionary discussions that avoid what
should be addressed: that despite more

surprised by the change of venue.
What was Idoing there? Sony, along

Fortunately for Sony, it invested in LCD
manufacturing, trademarked the bold

than acentury's development, audio still

with most of the big consumer electronics

Bravia name (much better than Grand

can't generate realism.
That's not to say that it isn't good or

players, figures that as long as it is

Wega, Grand Vega or whatever it used to

Audiophiles have been described as
'people who would rather argue about
hi-fi than listen to music.' The issues

it's thin, who cares about the picture?
So don't look for better performance
or more features because it's all about
price from now on. So much so that Sony
wouldn't divulge any FV prices in advance
of introduction this year for fear of giving

call Its sets) and got on top of the market
before commoditisation. It will ride down

satisfying or enjoyable, but we still have
along way to go toward the elusive

the price peak with the other players but
it least it will land on top of the heap.
Ihear you: what about audio.
Unfortunately it's become seriously

goal of recreating original acoustic
events. The next breakthrough in this
industry won't be in amplifier topology or
loudspeaker design, but in afundamental

marginalized at Sony and that's a
shame. After all, Sony America's first
products were radios and reel-to-reel

re-examination of the behavior of
transducers. The next sonic veil will be
lifted by the engineer who makes amore
accurate microphone or loudspeaker

tape recorders. But Sony's been burnt
by audacious audio: back in 1999 the

driver, not by the guy who figures a

company launc ned the exceptionally

way to cram 10,000 more songs onto a

fine sounding, 516,000 apair SS-M9ED
loudspeaker and the SW- 1Super Audio

miniature hard drive.
Until then, we'll get all the nourishment

ABOVE: A Micro Display HDTV at Sony's

CD player. The company got little

we can from pictures of food. (1)

dealer show - the emphasis was on price

return for either investment. (5
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PINEWOOD
MUSIC

STAYING
POWER
KRELL INDUSTRIES
WILSON AUDIO
SONUS FABER
MARTIN LOGAN
AUDIO RESEARCH
JADIS
If you're looking for the latest buzz,
the new kid on the block that blows
everything else away, you won't find
it at Pinewood Music. The names
you see here are the names you saw
here almost 20 years ago: names
that have stood the test of time,
names that spell lasting excellence.
That is what you call staying power.
If you search for lasting excellence
in a throw- it-away-tomorrow society,
you are invited to call Brian Rivas or
Alison Holmes at Pinewood Music.

Famous for the
legendary D200 power
amplifier, GamuT
now offers a superb
complete music system.

Gc‘riljr ssEe_rn
GamuT is one of the very few
companies that can offer aFULLY
"SORTED'. SYSTEM with equally
high quality components in every
category — in our opinion. Well,
maybe not just ours:
"As the audiophile press has
affirmed for several years now,
Gamut is on to something very,
very good." (JV Serinus, Stereophile)
GamuT's latest arrival, the CD3
CD player, completes aSUPERBLY
MUSICAL SYSTEM, everything in its
place and sounding " right".
"It has superb resolve of fine detail
...a perfectly judged balance and
...an irresistible ability to draw you
into the music." Hi Fi Choice
GamuT have merged their excellent
D3 preamp with the legendary
D200 power amp ( an earlier
Editor's Choice), making the Di ISO,
an impressively CAPABLE AND
TRANSPARENT integrated amp.
Hi Fi Choice's view on the GamuT
DiI50: "This is clearly agorgeous
amplifier"— another Editor's Choice.
GamuT make three speakers — the
stand- mount L3 and two floorstanders — all cut from the same
cloth and using superb drive units
such as the Revelator tweeter.
Comments on aGamuT system:
"The CD3, Di150, and L-7 just flatout worked for me. Music was alive
and filled with the little pleasures
that make you smile, nod, tap your
foot, or even boogie." ( Stereophile)

The
Right
Note
Slush' in ibe home

Visit www.gamutaudio.com/reviews/
Customers say we make some of the
BEST SOUNDS

41.

they have ever heard, so you

know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is

BATH

needed, in stages you can afford. You AVOID
EXPENSIVE MISTAKES ,enjoy

music along

the way and save money in the long run.

Fhe Pinewood Music Company
Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

01225 874728
or lo-call
0845 230 7570
P
8I).

CD ACCUSTIC ARTS. BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR. DELIUS. PURCELL. VERDI, VERONA.

GAMUT, RESOLUTION AUDIO, STELLO, W ADIA VINYL AESTHETICS. AVID, CLEARAUDIO,
DNM,GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN. MICHELL. ORIGIN LIVE. SUMIKO BLUE POINT
SPECLAL, TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS BEL CANTO. CAT DK DESIGN, DNM,GAMUT.
HALCRO, HOVLAND, SONNETEER. STELLO. LOUDSPEAKERS:
AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS,
GAMUT. NEAT.
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Audiz
Audio Physic
Avid
Ayre
Bel Canto
Chord
Clearaudio
Creek
Graaf

> Devons audio specialists for two- channel / home cinema
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Audio Destination
Suite 7a Market Walk
Trverton, Devon EX16 6BL

All this ° Measure with NO weight gain!

irfo.audiodestination.co.uk
www.audiodestination.co.uk

Remember that we can prepare something to suit your exact requirements.

visit our web site for second hand listing

Acoustic Arts has moved to a
residential demonstration facility.
Now you can park, relax and

coustic
rts
Independent audio consultants

rdertsen b200
Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday

enjoy your demostration.
You will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

scarr
ijc1i c

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts
will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

focal etectra 1007be

ViS LI

martin logan summ_

10:00 AM to 530 PM t.01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach . audioquest aloia . b&w beyer . blueroom . clearaudio . copland . densen . focal jm-labs
grado . harman kardon . butter kef koetsu krell . martin logan . michell . ortofon . project . qed
quadraspire . roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber. theta . transparent audio . vibe . velodyne . wilson audio

LETTERS

,
:errespcndents

express their own

'pinions, not those of Hi Fi Ness. We
esrve fie right to edit letters icr
;molicaton. Correspondents using
enail ame asked to give their fiel post
adlress -which won't be publisf
letters seeking advice MI

Send in your views on all things h; fi to: Letters, Hi Fi
News, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9
1HZ or send your views to: hi-finews@ipcmedia.
corn — please name your e-mail ' Letters'

he answered in print anentQ&A pages, but due :o time
constraints we regret we're
unable to answer quastbru
on buying items of n-fl
any other hi-fi queriie b,,
telephone, post or via

USB PERFORMANCE PUZZLE
READER'S THOUGHTS ON MUSICAL FIDELITY USB INPUT

Iread the article about the
new Musical Fidelity
X-DAC V in your April
issue and was puzzled by
the low performance of the
USB input. Theoretically
Idon't see any reason for
such abig difference in
quality between this and
the S/PDIF input unless the
USB interface has been
poorly implemented in
the X-DAC", or the PC/Mac
was doing nasty things
to the audio bitstream
(low quality resample is a
common cause for the lack
of stereo image).
To rule out the second
hypothesis Iwould suggest
copying the audio to
aWindows PC using
Exact Audio Copy (www

exactaudioccpy.de) in
order to get amay file that
is bit-for-bit aperfect copy
of the audio CD. Then open
the .wav Ele in Foobar2000
(www.foobar2000.org) and
configure the output device
to use Kernel Streaminc
(KS optional component
available on the foobar2000
web page) so that when
the program sends aud_o
to the sound card (MF USB
interface) it bypasses the
operating system, making
sure it's unaltered.
There is no reason for
the bitstream that arrives
at the Musical Fidelity
DAC through USB to be
different in anyway to the
information stored on the
CD if everything works

properly (USB has error
detection and correction
protocols). Then, if Musical
Fidelity's USB interface
buffers and clocks the
bite:earn correctly,
the information in the
resampler/DAC chips
should be perfect, or
nearly perfect.
Ithink there is ahuge
market for high quality
audio in PCs as it is much
easier tc manage. There
should exist no limitations
using this approach,
and Iwas hoping that a
DA...1"; like this one would
be the answer. Imyself
compromise on audio
quality for the convenience
of being able to store all ray
albums, uncompressed, on
asingle 500GB hard disk.
Nono Jordâo, via e-mail
Anchew Harrison replies:
'You. raise agood and
valid point, that there may
be hidden sample- rate
conversion within the
computer operating sys -em.
Using Mac OS X 10.4, for
example, the system by
default converts all audio to
24/44.1; fine for CD replay
bir not so great for DVB-T
and DVD audio, based on
a48kHz sample frequer.cy.
For the review, CD audio
was manually set with Auto
Midi Setup.app to 16/44.1
outtoit. The issue of USB
audio's ' perfection' cannot
be assumed, though. USB
audio transfer is often
adaptive isosynchronous
with no error correction,
and jitter cannot be
assumed to be non-existent.

Don't Bert up
A SUBJECTIVIST WRITES...

Ihave to say thanks to Janine
Elliot who, by trusting her own
experience, has the courage to
talk in her column about some
of the products from the Great
Heretic, Peter Belt.
Ihave realised myself their
effect, even if their theoretical
documentation is under question.
Iliveaks like Black Cream or
the Golden Sound Intelligent
Chip usually provoke negative
reactions in people attached to
natural science, but they also
provoke the curiosity of
open-minded persons.
It's good to see HiFi News
sacrifice part of its contents in
order to please the latter, but also
please the former by its strict use
of blind tests. In short, you are to
be congratulated.
Nigel Addison, Sydney via e-mail

Into the
concert halls!
REVIEWERS SHOULD HEAR LIVE MUSIC

In many ways Ifind there is much
of interest in HiFi News. Ienjoy
the technical articles by both
Paul Miller and Keith Howard and
the group tests Ifind far more
useful as abuying guide than
individual tests. Iam constantly
upgrading and what Ineed to
know is how acomponent stacks
up agains the opposition.
Yet this is where Ifind a
weakness: Ilisten only to classical
music and it seems that many of
your reviewers have little interest
or knowledge of this type of music
and rarely go to live concerts.
For me, no matter how good
the definition, the bass, the
soundstaging, rhythmic qualities
and so on, if the timbral accuracy
is not there so that violins, cellos
or oboes etc do not sound like
natural instruments, then the
component is of no interest.
So Iurge you to send your
reviewers to the concert halls to
hear what live music sounds like.
George Lee, Bournemouth
HFN replies: 'We think you might find
an ally this month in Barry Willis. See
his column on p91 for more...'
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iPods,and
attenuators
EMBRACING THE AUDIO DIVIDE

Ithink HiFi News would be afine
place to bridge the gap between
the sonic carelessness of the
MP3 generation and audiophile
snobbism. To do this, lossless or
WAV files would have to play a
part in reviewing such gear.
In adedicated replay system
with optimized exterr.al batteries
and transformer loading, the
:Pod Shuffle MP3 player and
IPAQ 4700 pocket PC are
capable of embarassing high
quality digital replay systems,
because of the superb potential
cf the FlashCard acting as alow
current/low noise/low EMI ' digital
transport'. You might get the new
ceneration aboard with careful
sound comparisons of iPod-style
gear and portable computers,
and audio interfaces too. (TC
Electronic, Metric Halo, Terratec).
My sons, aged 16 and 13, play
instruments and like to listen to
my ' grand' system very much,
although they listen to music on
heir MP3 players and computers
too. And they certainly hear the
differences!
On afinal note, you reviewed
the Music First transformer
attenuators awhile back [see
HFN Oct ' 94]. Thorsten Loesch
has made agood point in
co-creating such adevice based
on UK transformer manufacture.
May Ipropose areview of the one
of the two devices that inspired
T'horsten, from Audic Consulting
in Switzerland (
audio- consulting.
ch)? Audio Consulting has a
knack of coming up with radical
approaches to audio problems
Christoph Mkinssen,
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ABOVE: The iPAQ 4700 pocket PC

GHOSTS IN THE MACHINE
SPIRITED RESPONSE TO REMOVING CD LETTERING WITH METHS

In answer to Paul Brerr-ans
query in letters April 2007,
Ihad exactly the same
experience back in the
1980s when Ialso spilt
methylated spirits on aCD,
smearing the lettering. On
subsequently playing the
CD Iwas also surprised
to note an improvement in
sour.d quality.
Ihave since learned

is to neutralise the label
so that it does not affect
the sound. The CD is not
very well designed as the
printing, plus the material on
the back of the disc, is just
20 microns thick, making it
very susceptible to damage.
One scratch on the printed

side and you might as well
throw the CD away.
All CDs are see-through
and this causes aplayer's
that CD reviewers often
correction system to over
receive advance copies
work as : ts laser tries to read
of new releases that do
the disturbances caused by
not have any printing on
it seeing the printing on the
them and that these copies
non-playing side of the disc.
produce abetter sound
This is why Paul Brennar.'s
than later production discs
CD sounded better when the
that have the printing on
printing was removed by the
them. Perhaps your music
methylated spirit.
reviewers can confirm this?
One way to neutralise
The big question is how
printinc on aCD is to use
can this be possible? The
the Sound Improvement
information on the disc that
Disc ( SID) that is available
is read by the laser has not
from the HiFi News
been changed one 'bi:.
7bm Marsden, via emai! Accessories Club for
around £ 18. Ispent ayear
developing the SID and :tis
The removal of silk-screen
available worldwide.
printing on aCD is asound
Peter Boffin. via e-mail
idea, but abetter approach

Paul Miller replies: ' Peter
may not be far off the truth
h his assertion that player
error-correction regimes are
being taxed by CD labels.
Iremember seeing some
research on CD BLER (Block
Error Rates) about
15 years ago in aGerman PC
magazine. The article used
some novel software to plot
ELER against position on :he
CD, providing acolour- coded
'map' of error rates across it3
surface. With some discs, th.s
unap revealed an image of the
label printed on the reverse,
clearly indicating that choice of
inks, pictures and logos has an
impact on the quality of the data
recovered by the laser.'

Meridian's DVD-A-free one-box
WHEN THE PRODUCT DOESN'T DO WHAT IT SAYS ON THE TIN

Iwas astonished to read in
your review of the Meridian
095 in the May 2007 issue
that you mark it down for
lacking DVD-A suppor
when it clearly states
DVD-A and MLP on the
front panel. Rirthermore,
another magazine reviewed
the G95 in their April 2007
issue and praised its DVD-A
performance.
Please can you exp .
.ain
such amajor error in a

Meridian as its 095 was under
development. The versions
you see h the shops will nol:
have the DVD-A logo on the
front panel but will perforrm
as indicated by our review.
Specifically it will not support
DVD-A discs, despite what you
might have read elsewhere.
John Bamford, Meridian's
[..••«••••••••••

review - has Meridian
changed the product but
not .
he fascia?
Charles Rayer, via
Paul Miller replies: ' I
mentioned :his very fact it my
Edit3rial column and also refer
to the loss of DVD-A support
as one of the cost/performance
compromises entertained by
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Product Manager, explahed
that the 095 is really aimed
at the customer looking br
convenient all- in- one hone
cinema solution - aquite
different audience to one that
would look for ' audiophile'
music playback - and sc
would not benefit from the
inclusion of this feature.'
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One-box
Wonder
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Some decisions are just so simple

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
STEREO AMPLIFIERS

ROKSAN KANDY L.III

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166 www.henleydesigns.co.uk, info@henleydesigns.co.uk

The' way to- play

IE

Made by enthusiasts for enthusiasts

vvyl,

MB50 Monoblocks
Mcitiel 10A
eo

do

111.1
CM05 Preamplifier
Model 2
ILI

6

A5OR Integrated amplifier
Anatek's famous fully patented output stage helps to produce a
remarkably natural sound. It has all the benefits of Class A (nonswitching) with no crossover distortion but does not generate the
heat and consequent stresses on components.

Model 20/12A

For more information please visit:
www.anatekacoustics.co.uk
or call +44 (0)1903 524602

Anatek Acoustics
Model 30/2A
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Series M2

Series 300

II
Series IV

Accuphase

LYRA

Resolution Audio

Acoustic Solid

Metronome

Siltech

Anatek Audio

Nagra

A.R.T

NuForce

Silver Arrow
SME

AVID

Oracle

Spectral

dcs

Orpheus

Stax

DNM

Peak Consult

Thiel

Harmonic Tech

Plinius

Usher

IsoTek

Quadraspire

Nan den IIu1

Kingsaudio

REF 3A

Yee; Audio

Lamm

Renaissance,

man

more...

Expert, friend y & un -biased advice
Demonstrations by appointment only
Evening demonstrations upon request

Series V

Comfortable listening rooms
MON -SAT : 9Am-6Pm

HIGH WYCOMBE - .TEL: 01494 865 829
Ask for details of this superb range:

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321

fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

email sales@sme ltd uk or visit our vvebsite vvvvvv.sme.ltd.uk

PLEASE RING TO BOOK AN APPOINTMENT
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Hi -fi news
[Keith
Howard]__
Keith Howard
has been writing
about hi-fi for
almost 30 years,
and edited HiFi
Answers for nine
years. He's a
tech wizard

[Steve
Harris
Steve Harris is the
Consultant Editor
of HFN and edited
the title between
1986 and 2005. He
has forgotten more
about hi-fi than
most remember

Paul
Paul Miller is the
inventor of HiFi
News' lab test
equipment - the
QC Suite - and is
now HFN's Editor

Real-world solutions to
placing equipment in
real-world rooms, the
case of a 'disappearing'
amp manufacturer
solved... Our experts
are here to solve all
your hi-fi problems...
SO, WHERE SHOULD
ISET UP MY KIT?
I've aquestion regarding Keith
Howard's article on improving
room acoustics that appeared
in your April issue. Late in the
article he says that placing
your equipment between your
loudspeakers is a common reason
why room acoustics are perceived
as poor. For reasons of aesthetics
and space constraints, this is
usually place their equipment.

Andrew Harrison
joined HFN eight
years ago and has
been Deputy
Editor since 2002.
His expertise
encompasses vinyl
to computer audio

• I

My question is twofold: why do
you believe that placing equipment
between loudspeakers causes a
deterioration in sound, and where
do you suggest that people actually
position their kit? If you range your
equipment along a side wall, or the
back wall for example, aren't you
then exposing it to the direct and
uninhibited influences of sound/
pressure waves? Also, if equipment ->
BELOW: More kit can
mean abigger headache
over where to place it

•

Jargon
Buster

drive method abad
reputation among
audiophiles.

turntables, motors and
drive systems.

Two types of drive
motor can be used - AC
or DC. AC motors are
usually, but not always,
of the synchronous type,
whose rotation speed
is determined by the
frequency of the mains
supply. Although this
is the simplest means
to ensure constant
rotational speed,
harmonic distortion
and interference on
the mains supply can
have the effect of
coarsening the motor's
rotation, with audible
consequences.
Mains regeneration
circuits - which rectify
and smooth the mains
into high voltage DC
and then convert this
into clean and stable AC
under the control of a
crystal oscillator - have
been developed to
obviate this.

Keith Howard talks

exactly the place that most people

[Andrew
Harrisc

'iij

[Drive systems]
Most high- quality
turntables these days
use belt drive, in which
aflexible belt is used
to convey torque from
the pulley of the drive
motor to either the
exterior rim of the disc
platter or the rim of a
sub- platter on to which
the main platter is
fitted. Flat elastomeric
belts are most often
used but circular
cross-section rubber
belts or threads are
sometimes preferred.
The key advantage
of belt drive is that it
compliantly isolates
the platter from motor
vibration. Usually the
motor is compliantly
isolated from the
turntable base as well,
thereby minimising
the amount of motorinduced vibration
reaching the pickup
cartridge.
Before belt drive
became the norm, idler
drive was common.
Here arubber- rimmed
intermediate wheel
conveys torque from
the motor pulley to
the inner rim of the
platter. Idler drive
has the advantage of
achieving fast platter
start, which is why it
was widely preferred in
professional turntables.
Its disadvantage is
that is transmits more
vibration from the
motor than belt drive.
Direct drive, in
which the platter
becomes the rotor
of alow- speed DC
motor, became aviable
alternative to belt
drive in the 1970s and
was briefly popular.
But early problems
with cogging ( drive
torque variation) and
vibration gained this

[Motors]

[Isolation]
Because the replay of
analogue disc is sensitive
to external vibration,
turntables normally
include some means
of compliant isolation
from the surface on
which they are placed.
In the simplest case
this isolation may take
the form of rubber feet,
which are inexpensive
but not very effective.
Specialised isolation
feet, which incorporate
some form of spring,
are better because they
can achieve alower
resonance frequency.
In the case of sprung
subchassis turntables
the compliant isolation
is achieved internally,
with the platter, drive
system and arm board
all isolated from the
external structure of the
turntable, typically by
means of metal springs.
The turntable's exterior
plinth then provides
some attenuation of airborne vibration reaching
the isolated subchassis.

LEFT: Goldring GR2 - a
24- pole AC motor that
drives asub- platter via a
round- section belt
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Audio Salon, 4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland
t: 0845 4000 400

e: info@audiosalon.co.uk

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

is as sensitive to electro magnetic
and vibrational disturbances as you
imply, surely the best position for
it is between and as far behind the
stereo-pair as possible?
Roland Serjeant, via e-mail

listener to perceive the presence
of the room. As that is what we are
attempting to avoid, it follows that
these low-level reflections should be
minimised - which means keeping
the area around the loudspeakers
free of objects that cause them.

Keith Howard replies: My room
acoustics philosophy - and it

So where should audio
equipment be placed? That's a

is far from being conventional

complex question, the answer

wisdom, although audio's academic

to which will depend on the
vibration frequencies to which

community is moving in this
direction - is that the listening room
should, so far as possible, assist the
process whereby our ear/brain is
able to filter out its acoustic effects.
Reflections from equipment stacks
placed between the speakers, I
believe, disrupt this discrimination.
To my knowledge there isn't
much psychoacoustic evidence to
support this contention, but an
interesting discovery in another
context has, Ithink, some bearing
on it. It appeared in apaper about

it is susceptible, if at all, and the

location is along the side wall,
roughly level with the listening
position, but Idon't claim it to be

Some time ago Ipurchased
amplifier kits from Hart Electronics

subject matter was externalisation

of Oswestry whose products

of the headphone image, the finding

passed to Williams Hart Electronics
with whom Ihad contact in 2004. In

such as ray- or wave-tracing
methods, and generic acoustic

February 2003 Ian Harris reviewed
aWilliams Hart amplifier, the
LH1100M monoblock.
Recent attempts to contact
William Hart have failed, with
directory enquires unable to locate
atelephone number for either the
firm or its owner, Shaun Williams.

reverberation algorithms. However,

Can you provide any information?

although these can help create

If the company has ceased trading

the effect of aparticular acoustic

then this would be asad end to a

environment, the headphone

brilliant design.

listener, unfortunately, perceives
asound image which is inside - or
very close to - their own head.
In reality, the acoustic
environments of rooms are not
simple ' shoe box' topographies that
conventional models assume: they
often include many complex- shape

......te,..-.:

KL Duncan, Glasgow

auditions

Williams Hart LH1100M
mono power amplifier
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Witness the return ol aclank circuit design, M asimple black boa

scattering objects and surfaces.
Consequently, the listener is not

—

subject to aclean series of welldefined wall, ceiling and floor
reflections, but achaotic deluge of

HEN replies: Williams Hart is still

scattered and reflected elemental

up and running and its website

wavelets from amultitude of

can be found at www.williamshart.

directions. These chaotic waves are
the key to externalisation of the

corn. Here you will find contact
numbers for Marc Valade ( 01702

headphone image.'

306149) who provides demos of

If indeed these small chaotic
reflections are central to recreating
abelievable, externalised stereo
image over headphones, it is

the full range of Hart components,
and Tony Seaford ( 01282 773198)

reasonable to suppose that they
have an analogous effect when

find contact details for company
owner Shaun Williams. Email him on
sales@williamshart.com. c;

loudspeakers are used: they help the

Jt

well behind the speakers rather than
between them, that may well be as
good - but in many listening rooms
this is difficult to achieve.
THE HART OF THE MATTER

of room acoustics for 3D audio
synthesis using known techniques

GOTTHE

the result of rigorous analysis or
testing. If the equipment is placed

Sensaura's 3D audio synthesis

'Many attempts have been made
to model and recreate the effects

With the current resuigence of interest in cables, the changes
in external wiring between the Series V arm and the IV may
well prove significant. LC-OFC wiring replaces the internal
silver-litz and external vdH of the Vwhilst the audio lead
itself is terminated in cheaper, gold-plated phono plugs.
Nevertheless, SME claims that the capacitance and resistance
of each conductor remains the same, even if there are other
parameters affecting cable 'sound'.

complex sound field generated
within the room. My favoured

technology written some years ago
by Dr Alastair Sibbald. Although its

it described has an important
bearing on loudspeaker listening.
Let me quote from it:

Way Back Then...1
We trawl HFN's archives for landmark products of
yesteryear, this month revisiting our July 1987 review
of the SME IV, follow up to the company's Series Varm

who arranges demos of the firm's
monoblocks only. You can also

The IV enjoyed the same expansive
bandwidth as the V but specific
areas were accentuated. This was
particularly true ci the bass where
the lower ° awes were strongly
reinforced - additional richness
was imparted to the rhythm of
bass guitar! whilst the natural
authority of awet - recorded drum
was underlined with an uncommon
weight... However, some cartridges
(particularythose of the Koetsu
Black variety) required some fine
tuning if avague but disturbing,
'bloom' was to be avoided

At £ 675 the SME Series IV faces
no real competition as it easily
holds sway over analogue products
below, and some way above, this
price level. Nevertheless. the
Series IV should not be mistaken
for aSeries V' on the cheap'. It is
afinely executed and tastefully
finished design in its own right,
possessing avibrant and lively
character that will doubtlessly
appeal to those listeners who find
the revealing neutrality of the the
SME Vtoo explicit to contemplate.
But with asaving of £ 500. who's
complaining/
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TURTLE

fecoi-ds .

The superb '
Turtle Records'
recordings are now available
to buy from the Shadow
Online Shop.
Beautifully recorded
Beautifully packaged
You'll want to collect
them

(new) shadow online shop

The NEW
Shadow Audio
Online Shop
No matter what time of
day it is, you can now
buy selected products
and alarge range of
accessories online at
www.shadowaudio.co.uk
from the comfort of your
own chair...

Selected products
for Online purchase
include:
SELECTED ACCESSORIES:
Analogue
Cables
Cleaning
Mains Conditioning
Isolation / Support
Room Acoustics
Storage

SELECTED PRODUCTS:
the

shop

that

never

rests

Lifestyle
Amplifiers
CD Players
Loudspeakers
Tuners
Turntables
Audiophile Recordings ( CD,Vinyl)

SELECTED BRANDS:
Apollo
ART Loudspeakers
Bel Canto
Black Rhodium
CEC
Clearaudio
Custom Design
Duevel
Eastern Electric
Eclipse Speakers
JAS Audio
IsoTek
Nordost
Shanling
Slim Devices
Turtle Records
VPI & more
to come....

20 - 22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes KY7 6RU, Scotland
email: info@shadowaudio.co.uk Iweb: www.shadowaudio.co.uk

The budget system that really delivers!

The twobox wonder system (£ 1300) that is far greater than the sum of its parts....

Duevel Planet
On acompletely different planet.
Duevel's newest model called the ' Planets' brings omni-directional magic
to acompletely new audience. Visually the ' Planets' will shock and the
price will definitely surprise! Retailing at just £ 800, the beautiful ' Planets'
look like no other loudspeaker and sonically they deliver afirst rate
performance that is nothing short of astonishing.

"When Shadow
Audio started, we
were dedicated to
two- channel and
today, nothing has
changed! There is no
finer way to enjoy
your music... call us
today and see how
we can help you.

Hi-tech engineering, unique design, excellent frequency and phase
response ensure the ' Planets' deliver anatural sound that can best be àqb,,,
described as 'addictive'.
Shanling MC- 3: £ 500
Available: May 2007
MC- 3cleverly combines ahigh quality CD
player, tuner, dedicated i
POD input and
tube power amplifier in one chassis. Just
add speakers! A brilliant one box solution.
Demand is going to be very high for the MC- 3,
so place your order early!!

Twin Ribbon Wonder
One of the best small speakers available ,

-Tim Jordan

" The beauty of this MF
system is that the whole
really is greater than the
sum of the parts, and these
parts are pretty damn
good to start with. You
could spend hundreds
more and get less.
Alan Sircom, Hi Fi Choice Dec 06

BEST BUY

The finest selection of
Hi Fi Products in the UK
-all under one roof:
ART Audio, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue,
Aurum Cantus, Audio Zone, Audio Physic,

Musical Fidelity

Audionet, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Black Rhodium,

Products with the X-Factor...

Blue Note, Bryston, CEC, Custom Design, Croft,
Dali, DK Design, EAR/Yoshino, Eastern Electric,
GamuT, Goldring, Graaf, Hovland, Hyperion,
IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Lumley, Manley Labs,
Marantz, McIntosh, Musical Fidelity, Musical First,
Musictools, Nordost, Opera, Origin Live, Ortofon,
Pass Labs, Pathos, PMC, Project, QED, Qinpu, Ref
3a, Resolution, Roksan, Shanling, Soundstyle,
Stello, TacT Audio, Triangle, Trichord,
Townshend Audio, Unison Research, Wadia,
Whest, Wilson Benesch, Vertex AQ VPI
and many more.

"It was only amatter of time
before they matched the sonic
performance of their indigenous
designs to the astonishing
material content and this year
we've seen the first evidence. ' 1
(JAS-Audio Orsa, hi>fi+, issue 43).

les 44o

For detailed product
information and product
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web site.

sales line: 0844 800 00

sales line: 0844 800 00

after sales : 0844 800 0075

Shanling sets new standards
A new reference

Used
Produc
Listing

Amplifier and CD Player...

The Reference CD500 CD Player and
Reference A500 Amplifier from Shanling

Remember!! List is updated on our
web site daily!

are finally here. Shanling wanted to make a
true statement with these flagship products,
not just sonically but visually as well. We
think they 'lave and even more impressive

DIGITAL
Wadia 302, silver, exc cond, fully boxed, manual and R/C. Be quick! (£4000)
f1995
Musical Fidelity A3.5 CD, immac cond, few months old, fully boxed (£995) £ 595
Micromega Aria, black, ex HiFi Choice review model (£2150)
11395
AudioNet Art V2, silver / blue display, immac cond, boxed, remote (£2400)
11595
GamuT CD- 1, mint condition, only 18 months old!, fully boxed (£29951 £ 1995
Micromega CD132, ex-dem, black finish, as new condition,boxed (£8491 £595
Audio Research CD3 MKI, excellent condition, black faceplate (
150001 £2295
LinniClassik, CD+Amp+Tuner, All in one system, only 6mnths old!, black (£9951 £ 749
Arcam Diva 93t, silver, exc cond, boxed, manual, r/ç 1yr old, (£ 1000)
1595
Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC + Transport, only 1month old 1140301
f3395
AVI Lab Series CD, current spec, boxed, unmarked condition (£ 14991 £ 1195
Shanling CDT300 Omega Drive, ex-dem, immaculate cond (140001 £2995
Resolution Audio Opus 21,2 box cd player, boxed, black/silver (£29501
E2295
AV1S2000 DAC, excellent cond, only towner from new! fully boxed (£9951 £249
AVI Series 21 MC4 CD player, excellent cond, only 1owner from new (£9951 £ 249
Marantz SA- 1151, mint, 2mnths old, silver finish, boxed (£19951
£ 1695
Marantz SA15-51, silver finish, unmarked condition, high end SACD! (( 1100)
f795
Krell Standard 5.2 SACD, silver, mint, few months of use, original box (£4200) £2995
Unison Research Unico Valve output CD, only 3mnths old, latest ver (£ 1250) £895

is the sheer value-for- money. Musically
they challenge products at twice the price!
Available - now.

New Baby Integrated from Eastern Electi lc
£750

really can buy you a lot of amplifier....

Easten Eie:tric Miniflax is awonderful integrateil
amplifier in avery small package. Its essence is
simplicity and attent.on to detail. The MiniiVlax is
the product of acompany that firmly believes in the
adage, less is more.
If you are looking for asimple, straight forward path
to great sound on abudget, look no further than the
MiniMax

Sometimes you just need to think inside the box!
Wilson Benesch iaunci the exciting new ' Square' range...

Square One - Stand mount design
Square Two - Floor standing design
Square Centre - Centre Channel design
All the Square designs benefit from the Wilson Benesch Tactic drive
unit, crossover components, internal wiring and terminal provision.
Transparent, free of boxy characteristics, fast and accurate. When
higher levels of performance are required that are beyond the limits
of the Square One, the Square Two is capable of providing that extra
level of bandwidth.
Square is an exciting new addition to the Wilson Benesch product
range.

We sell adifferent kiliu of Big Ma Complete McIntosh range available.

00
totag

/el

sorneof the finest Hi Fi Pr3ducts available today.
POVVER

oureur

The McIntosh ra nge cates for every possible client
reqt.irement from asimple two-chanr el system to an
extreme multi-channel, multi- room system.

Interested, curious?

LOUDSPEAKERS
Hyperion 938, gloss black finish, immac cond, very low hours (£37501 £2895
Acoustic Energy All Classic, ex-display, never been played, fully boxed (£845) £650
Wilson Benesch Arc, silver stands and side cheeks, immac cond (£2600) £ 1795
&SW CM4 speakers, in Rosenut, 5years old, boxed
f449
Sonus Faber Cremona, natural maple finish, 5mnthsold, boxed. Superb (f5k) £3795
Thiel CS 03, Natural Cherry finish, immaculate condition (£ 1200)
£749
Ref 3a De Capo-i, redwood finish, superb cond, boxed (£2500)
£ 1695
Wilson Bensch Discovery, mint, silver stands, silver side cheeks (£5700)
13995
.IM Lab Diva Utopia BE, exc cond, boxed, tweeter covers and spikes 1£75001 £3995
PMC FBI +, cherry, boxed, immac cond, few mnths old! ( 0695)
£ 1295
PMC 0131, in oak, boxed as new, 6mnths old, simply stunning! (£2700) £ 1995
JAS Orior, birds eye maple finish, mint, 10 months old!, fully boxed (£2300) £ 1495
JAS Audio Orsa, ex HiFi Plus review model, poplar tumor (£ 1399) £ 1149
Zingali Overture 3S, cherry, exc cond, orig packaging, 1year old (£4250) £2250
ATC SCMI 0A-2 Active's, 2months old, mint, all original packaging (£ 1995) £ 1649
ProAc Studio 140, mahogany finish, brand new - never used but box opened, £ 1195
recent 5stars1Nhat HiFi, evenly balanced sound with high quality finish!
JAS Audio Supertweeters, Review pair, sound awesome!! (f649)
1495
ANALOGUE
SME 20/2A, immac, inc factory silver tonearrn wire upgrade', less than ayear old (£6300) £4495
Trichord Dino Phonostage, black, excellent condition, lyr old (£325) £225
Trichord Dino+ PSU, silver, excellent condition, I
yrold, boxe (£249)
£ 175
Clearaudio Emotion, immaculate condition, only atfew months old! ( 1690) £575
Wilson Benesch Full Circle, boxed as new, exc cond. Inc Ply Cartridge (£2100) £ 1495
Musical Fidelity Kw Phono, immac,fully boxed, ex HiFi News review model,
11250
yes, the price is correct!, not to be missed!!! (£24001
Audio Research PH5 Phonostage, MM/MC, mint, only 6months old! (£ 1800)
11395
PI Scout inc1MW-9 tonearm, immaculate condition, boxed (£ 1650)
11195

McIntoih are famous across the world for produci

Owning apiece of McIntosh is like owning the finest
car, the finest watch, the finest painting the eye ca
admire. Of course the oifference is the McIntosh
will delight your ears with music in away that you
inescapably just cannot put avalue or - because it
priceless.

AMPLIFIERS
Exposure 23 Pre Amp, mint, boxed, remote (£ 1400)
£795
Exposure 28 Power Amp, mint, boxed (11400)
£795
Krell 280p Pre Amp, silver, immac, only afew months use, fully boxed (£30001 £ 1995
Cairn 4810 Integrated, silver, immaculate cond, just over ayear old ( 12703) £ 1795
Bryston 413-SST Power Amp, 2months old!, like new, 300wpc (f2750) £2249
EAR Yoshino 8341 Hybrid Int, mint, boxed, 8months old! Bargain! (£28C.11) £ 1995
Qinpu Al*, ex What HiFi review model, boxed in immac cond (BOO) £230
Qinpu A-8000 MK II, ex HiFi World review model, boxed as new (11295)
1795
Musical Fidelity AS Int, 250wpc, 6months old, boxed, astiew (£ 1499) £995
Musical Fidelity A5 Pre, mint, only afew months old, fully boxed (£ 1499)
f995
Bryston B-100 SST lnt amp + DAC, unmarked condition,rboxed (£3750) £2995
McIntosh C220 Pre, only 2months old!, boxed, mint. Simply stunning! (£33001 £2795
Jadis DA30 valve integrated, mint, 2yrs old, fully boxed, 30wpc (£4000)
11995
Bel Canto Evo 2i Integrated, boxed, mint cond (£28001
£ 1595
Linn Kairn Pre, immaculate condition, fully boxed with manual and remote
f699
Musical Fidelity KW550 Integrated, only afew months old!, mint (15000)
13995
AVI Lab Series integrated, immac cond, only afew months old! (£ 15991
11095
AVI Lab Series Power Amp, immac, less than lyr old, boxed (116501 £995
Linn LK280 Power Amp, 2available, both in excellent condition (price of each(
f299
Pathos Logos, brand new sealed box!, canc order, great opportunity (12700) £2295
Eastern Electric M520 Int, What HiFi 5star review, 4mnths old (£ 1539) £ 1095
McIntosh MA2275, immaculate condition, only 1year old! (157001 £3995
McIntosh MC501 Monoblocks, mint condition- as new (£8050)
£5995
Minimax Power Amp, Iyear old, 1owner, immaculate condition (£9951 £649
Manley Labs Neo Classic 300b Monoblocks, 25wpc, mint! Sensational! (£5895) £3495
Marantz PM1531 Integrated, silver, unmarked condition (f11001 £ 795
Cyrus Pre XVS, immac cond, only 5mnths old!, one prey owner (f1000) £ 749
Nagra PSA Power Amp, very rare, only 6months old!, immac, stunning £ 3395
,AVI 52000 Pre Amp, excellent condition, only 1owner from new (£995) £249
'Bel Canto S300i Integrated, mint condition, only 2months old (f1799) £ 1495
lyngdorf (Tact) TDA2200, digital int, full room correction, excellent (f2395) £ 1495
Pass Labs XI Pre Amp, mint, less than lyr old!, sep power supply (£4700) £3495

MC

MISC
Nordost Blue Heaven Speaker Cable, ex-dem, 4m pair, bi-wire (£489)
1349
Isotek Gil Minisub, silver front, current spec, immac cond (£545)
f395
Haim Hi-Cap power supply, good condition, serial no. 304xx, superb upgrade £349
lsotek Nova, only 5months old!, immac, fully boxed, great opportunity (11700)
11295
Hovland Reference Speaker Cable, exdem, boxed,'8ft pair, single wired (11200)
1795
Townshend Supertweeters, titanium finish, boxed as new, end (£800) £649
Nordost Thor, ex-dem, immaculate condition, boxed, Valhalla wired (£ 1600) £ 1195
lsotek Titan mains conditioner, few months old, boxed (f1500)
£ 1095
Nordost Valhalla Speaker Cable, 3m per side, bi-wire with z-plugs (£ 5700) £ 3995

AUDIO EXPOSED
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deployed on the base of loudspeaker stands
to pierce carpets and thereby provide amore
stable foundation. Thereafter they began to
appear on turntable and other equipment
support tables, as did cones. Today spikes and
cones are widely used, yet despite this ubiquity
and long history you still read apparently
conflicting descriptions of their function.
In some applications they are claimed to
provide atransmission path for vibrational
energy, whereas in others they are described
as isolators. These two functions are mutually

ISOLATION: PART 2
This month Keith Howard takes an in-depth look at how
cones and spikes work in isolating equipment from unwanted
vibrations and rates their effectiveness using asimple test

I

npart one last month we looked at
isolating items from external, structure-

how low the natural frequency can be, around

borne vibration by placing acompliance

This time around we are going to look at

-aspring, in other words - between

3Hz being apractical minimum.
spikes and cones. Spikes and cones aren't soft

exclusive, so how can one device do both?

COMPLEX UNDERTAKING
The first point to make before we look at this
in more detail is that vibrating systems in audio
are generally very complex, and analysing what
is really going on in any particular case would
be amajor undertaking. Take, for instance, a
loudspeaker on astand. The speaker cabinet,
the stand and the floor are generally made
of different materials, and all have their own

the object to be isolated and the source of

and squidgy but hard and unyielding, typical

resonant behaviour. Coupled resonant systems

vibration. We saw that, to achieve the most

materials used being hardwood, aluminium,

of this nature do not conform to any simple

effective isolation, the natural ( resonant)

steel or other metals. So whatever isolation

model of vibrational behaviour. Moreover,

frequency of the mass-spring system must be

they may provide cannot be due to their

matters are complicated by the fact that

low in frequency - as far as possible below

compliance, which is so low that the associated

there are two forms of vibration to consider

those frequencies we wish to isolate. In

natural frequency is likely to be above the

in solid materials - longitudinal ( compression)

audio applications anatural frequency of just

audible frequency range rather than below it.

waves and transverse ( bending) waves - which

afew hertz (
ie, afew cycles per second) is
typically needed, which demands avery soft

Spikes and cones have been in wide use

behave quite differently, and have different

for the past 20- odd years, and their efficacy in

significance. In the case of aloudspeaker

spring relative to the mass being isolated. So

many circumstances is attested by countless

cabinet, for example, bending waves are the

soft, in fact, that there are practical limits to

audiophiles, me included. Initially spikes were

primary concern because they couple C,>

LEFT: It is the mismatch
between the acoustic
impedance of different
materials that lies
behind the isolating
properties of spikes
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astrex
.1 journey "no

AirTight
Emillé
Luxme)
Melody
Reimyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis

A. GersIlman Black Swan

H. Basis 2800 & Vector Arm

B. Reimyo DAP-777
C. Reimyo PAT- 777

I. Feastrex Coaxial Drive Unit
J. AirTight ATM300B
K. Feastrex D6

D. Basis Vector Tonearm
E. EMT JSD Cartridge

EMT

Ertillé

Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

300BSE

L. Harmonix TU 220M1

F Lusxman 509F

M. Harmonix HS- 101 SLC

G. Basis PSTT Cables

N. Emilie 300BSE

AudioLincs

T. 01476 591090

Grass Dance

T. 01764 650573

Brighton Hifi Ex.

T. 01580 878101

Hazelmere

T. 01494 865.398

Retro Reproduction

T. 0131 558 9989

Walrus

T. 0207 7247224

The Sound Surgery T. 01392 662920
0 2006 selectaudio®
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MATERIAL

DENSITY (kg/mi)

Air ( at 20° C)

1.200

MDF

770

Polypropylene

YOUNG'S MODULUS

SOUND VELOCITY ( nits)

ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE

344

413

3.45

2117

1.630 million

1000

23

4796

4.796 million

Plate glass

2600

69

5152

13.39 million

Aluminium alloy

2710

73

5190

14.07 million

Mild steel

7860

210

5169

40.63 million

Table 1. Density, Young's Modulus, speed of sound and acoustic

efficiently across the mismatched interfaces. The same happens with

impedance for avariety of materials

mismatched acoustic impedances. Take, for instance, the mismatch
between air and polypropylene, aonce- popular material for

relatively well to the surrounding air and can thereby cause colouring
and smearing of the speaker's sound.

loudspeaker cones, both of which appear in Table 1. The mismatch
here, which is broadly repeated with other cone materials, makes

This complexity should be borne in mind as we now go on to

the direct radiating moving coil loudspeaker an inherently inefficient

consider one aspect of the behaviour of cones and spikes that may

means of generating sound. Typically only 5% or less of the electrical

have abearing on their sonic effect. What I'm going to look at is how

input power is converted to acoustic power. (With most high-quality

cones and spikes behave when subjected to compression waves.
Like sound in air, these are transmitted as alternating compression

direct- radiating speakers, in fact, the efficiency is only 1or 2%.)

and relaxation through an elastic medium, in this case asolid. The

transformer to match the acoustic impedance of the driver to that

principal difference to sound in air is that longitudinal waves in solids
typically travel much faster. Whereas the speed of sound in air, at

of the surrounding air - can higher efficiency be achieved.

normal temperature and pressure, is around 344 metres per second,

of the medium through which the sound travels, and once again

Only by using horn loading - where the horn acts as an acoustic

Another factor that affects acoustic impedance is the shape

the speed of sound in steel or aluminium is roughly 5000 metres per

loudspeakers provide agood example of this. In atypical flat-

second - about 15 times greater.

fronted speaker, the radiated sound wave is initially constrained by
the presence of the front baffle. But as it continues to expand, it

ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
At this point we have to introduce the concepts of acoustic impedance
and impedance mismatching. The acoustic impedance of any elastic
medium (
eg, air, water, metals) is given by the product of its density

eventually reaches the baffle edge and is suddenly able to radiate
more widely. This too causes achange in impedance, with effects
that are generally found wherever an impedance mismatch occurs:
some of the sound is transmitted around the baffle edge, whereas

and speed of sound. In solids, this is equivalent to the square root

part of it is reflected. The edge of the baffle thereby acts as a

of the product of the material's density and Young's Modulus. The

secondary sound radiator which interferes with the sound radiated

acoustic impedance ( in the SI unit of rayls, named after the Victorian

from the driver, giving rise to so-called diffraction effects.

physicist Lord Rayleigh) is given for aselection of materials in Table 1.
The key point to note is that the acoustic impedances vary widely,
which has numerous ramifications in audio. If you know anything

THE EXPERIMENT

about radio and TV reception, you'll understand the

is put to good use. For example, large air ducting systems often

---

In loudspeakers this is undesirable but elsewhere the same effect

importance of impedance matching in an electrical

include sudden changes in cross-sectional area due

context. If the aerial impedance, characteristic

Ito the inclusion of short sections that are narrower or,

impedance of the feeder cable and tuner input

I more

impedance are not all the same then reception

usually, wider than the rest of the duct. These

apparently pointless features behave as just described,

will suffer because energy is not transferred

reflecting the sound from fans or other machinery back
towards the source, thereby cutting noise transmission.

BELOW: KU Ci130QR, Michell Tenderfeet and

In solid structures, impedance mismatches can be

accelerometers used in author's experiement

deliberately introduced either by inserting materials of
different acoustic impedance - atechnique which is used,
for instance, to control vibration transmission along metal
bars - or by sudden changes in cross-sectional area at joints
or other interfaces. In carefully controlled circumstances,
and where the joints between one section and the next are
;intimate, these measures can be quite effective at quelling
'

the transmission of vibration.
In theory, the same mechanism might also apply to spikes

and cones, where changes of material and cross-sectional area both
occur. But is there any evidence that this is the case in practice?
To investigate this. Iset up asimple experiment using two small,
low- mass, closely matched piezoelectric accelerometers
(model ACH-01 from Measurement Specialties Incorporated). The
general layout of the experiment is illustrated in Figure 1, the
key components being aKEF Ci130QR drive unit. unbaffled and G)
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"The best tonearm
I've h
eard"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies
for ALL belt drive
turntables

HI Fl WORLD

(43) ,
(4(4 2005 world awards

w

inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted
component of 2004 award

"A new benchmark for musical communication"

"The single most important upgrade you can ever
make to any record deck concerns the motor drive., nothing
can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In aword, gobsmacking."

STEREO TIMES

*****

COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous." LISTENER MAGAZINE
"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits hy Origin Live can
bring avast improvement to it's performance" HI FI NEWS

Universal turntable motor kit
Multi award winning Origin Live arms have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - they better
the best by asignificant margin. Whatever your current arm,
you can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not
arrange for ademonstration now.

O
RO
LIVE

Demonstrably better

MODELS
Enterprise
Conqueror
Illustrious
Encounter
Silver
OL1

The Cinderella of HiFi - overlooked and dismissed but capable of bringing
about greater transformation than a £2000 cartridge. No one would blame you
for being sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially
one that improves on the best of other power supplies costing over 4times as
much or your money back. Our latest generation of DC motor kits offer massive improvements to all versions of Linn Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck,
Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop in replacement high grade DC
motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not order now? - see web site
or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570
Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £ 129 with kit

Aesthetix Saturn Series
As you will see and hear, the Saturn series combines the
sonic excellence of the Jupiter preamps in single chassis,
beautifully styled, remote controlled components that
elevate the performance of all high end music and home
cinema audio systems.

Rhea Phono Stage
The ultimate combination with our Calypso line stage,
dedicating separate power supplies and chassis for line
and phono functions. Ideal for audio or home cinema
systems using integrated amplifiers, separate line stages,
or surround sound/ processor preamps.

Calypso Line Stage
The ultimate combination with our Rhea phono stage,
dedicating separate power supplies and chassis for line
and phono functions. Ideal for audio or home cinema
systems using only line level sources or systems where
turntable playback is accomplished with adedicated or
existing phono stage.

Janus Preamplifier
Enjoy the renowned Aesthetix sound, full system control
and preamplification from asingle chassis.

Sonus Faber Elipsa ( NEW)

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

www.originlive.com

ART Loudspeakers

QED

Astintrew

Resolution Audio

Audio Analogue

Roksan

Audio Research

Shanling

Copland

SME

Crystal Cable

Sonus Faber

Dream Vision

Stands Unique

Focal Jmlab

Stax

Grado

Sterling Broadcast

Hyperion

Stratton Furniture

Isophon

Sugden

Isotek

Sunfire

Jadis

Theta

Koetsu

Townshend Audio

Elipsa, amajor new introduction for Sonus Faber, is
placed at the top of the highly regarded Cremona range
yet borrows its sonic and design cues from the ultimate,
Stradivari Homage.

Krell

Transparent

Chief among the physical design elements is the use of the
infinite baffle form pioneered on the Stradivari. Extensive
use of sub-structural stiffening spars breaks up remaining
resonance nodes. Wider than it is deep, this elliptical
cabinet construction couples easily with even difficult room
acoustics allowing bass to roll effortlessly into the listening
space. Here, the form is more tightly tailored and the
reduction in overall scale works to its advantage allowing
it to be easily integrated into avariety of listening spaces.
For Sonus Faber, the drivers are crucial to the sonic success
of their approach. Sonus Faber continues its recent tradition
of reducing moving mass, stiffening the coned drivers, while
asking the tweeter to extend out well into the 401cHz region.
What makes this recipe so remarkable is that as with all
Sonus Fabers, balance and harmonic richness is retained.
Atrue baby " Strad", powerful yet refined, dynamic and
spacious.

Now available at our new outlet in Cambridge. Call to find out more.

Lavardin

Unison Research

Leema Acoustics

Velodyne

M&K

Wadia

Martin Logan

Wilson Audio

Nordost

Yter

Opera

ZEN

Pathos

& many more...

Prima Luna

Demonstrations by appointment
New & Used high-end audio
Informative web site
sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk
www.guildfordaudio.co.uk

01483 537 577

GuildfwIi0
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pointing upwards, which acted as the source of vibration; the two
accelerometers, placed either side of an aluminium support cone; and a

10p coin

concrete paving block, acting as abase. A 10p coin placed between the
point of the cone and the ceramic substrate of the accelerometer was
used to protect the latter from damage. Here the plastic- encapsulated

accelerometers
cone

accelerometers themselves provide the acoustical impedance mismatch
at either end of the cone. Two other cones, not illustrated, were used
to provide atriangulated support base for the drive unit but rested on a
second concrete block, separated from the first.

THE RESULTS
Figure 2shows the result of the first measurement, in which the three

concrete paving block

support cones were substituted by steel springs to provide compliant
isolation as described last month. As in the other graphs that follow, the
plot here is of the difference in output between the bottom and top
accelerometers, smoothed so as to accentuate the main features. At
frequencies below 100Hz the spring isolation behaves roughly as we
would expect from the theory described last month, bar apeak around
50Hz which may be due to resonance within the structure of the spring.
Above 100Hz the trend in transmissivity is no longer downward as

Fig 1. Measurement setup, with two closely matched
accelerometers positioned at either end of asupport cone,
with aspeaker drive unit as the vibration source

we would expect, which may again be due to using aphysical spring. An

20

opposed magnet arrangement, as used in the Relaxa isolation platforms,
would probably behave closer to theoretical expectation.
Achieving consistent results with the cones proved difficult so I
performed three consecutive measurements, between which the

chieving
consistent results
with the cones
proved difficult so
Iperformed three
consecutive tests,
averaging the
consistent features
for comparison

measurement rig was
disassembled and carefully
reassembled. The results of

-lo

these three measurements
are shown in Figure 3.
Although there are clear
disparities between them,
there are also some
consistent features, so I
averaged the three for

-20

-3 90

100

5k

frequency(Hz)1k

Fig 2. Transmissivity versus frequency when springs were
substituted for the cone

comparison to the spring

20

result in Figure 4. Here the
red trace is for the spring, and

10

the blue trace the average for
the cone.
Interestingly, in this
measurement setup at any

rate, the cone does provide some measure of isolation over quite a
broad frequency range. But for most of that range spring isolation is
clearly superior, and could probably be made very much better with

-10

-20

careful attention to the springing medium. So the classic compliant
isolation approach is better.
As I've already said, though, vibration in mechanical systems of any

3 90

100

frequency(Hz)

1k

complexity is itself complex, and there are other ways in which spikes

Fig 3. Transmissivity versus frequency for three

and cones may elicit their undoubted effects. For instance, how you

measurements made using the cones

support an item that is prone to bending resonance

5k

20

can have abig effect on how those resonances
are expressed. Spikes and cones provide the
ultimate in so-called ' simply supported'

110

\r\

mounting conditions, where

o

bending vibrations are most
72.

free to express themselves. Is
this desirable or undesirable?

-10

It's adebatable point - and
one which may have more than

20

alittle bearing on spikes' and
cones' sonic effect. (b
-1(io

RIGHT: It is the mismatch of

1k

5k

the spring ( red trace) and cone ( blue trace, averaged

makes speakers inefficient

www.hifinews.co.uk

frequency (
Hz)

Fig 4. Comparison of transmissivity versus frequency for

air and cone material that

110

100

from the three measurements of Fig 3)
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-Transcriptors - Audiophysic
English Valve Co. -

audioSrefig
1-ligh-end Products

High- end Sound - High- end Service

.1118.11
.

Unison Research

Graaf

Pathos

The latest Preludio - in a
beautiful wood finish. Has
the unique light and airy
Unison sound - open and
clear. A class leader.

The GM50 - A valve amp
that sets the standard for
others to follow. The finish
is really special. Definitely
one to audition.

The Logos - a rich, warm,
powerful performer oozing
style and quality. Beautifully
designed and built.
A work of art.

AtailNIISV - asindouoiN

-Unison Research - Pathos - The Funk Firm - Zingali - Graff

Analysis Plus -

For full range of products please check our web site - www.audioboffs.co.uk
338 Shenley Road • Borehamwood • Herts • WD6 1TP
Tel: + 44 ( 0)20 8177 4095 • Mob. + 44 ( 0)7726 522223 • email: info@audioboffs.co.uk

bel canto
eOne REF1000
With REF1000s in your system it will sound
like you are connected directly to the music
source, the loudspeaker and amplifier
effectively disappear in the large and
compelling sonic picture.
Call or e-mail for more details

Advanced Acoustics
Advanced Acoustic Treatment
We have developed asolution that

English Valve Company
PROTEUS
Proteus is acompletely new integrated
valve amplifier built to exacting standards
Each amplifier is totally hand built
using the best quality components and
materials
Call or e-mail for more details

valve amplifiers
needs valve.

Amphion Loudspeakers, Custom
Design, DH labs cables, Isophon
Loudspeakers, LFD Audio,
Sound Good room panels,
Spiralux Isolation, Stellavox,
Weiss Digital Audio

drastically improves the definition of
the music you want to enjoy. One
client commented that after the
installation of our acoustic treatment
it is " like they have put on apair
of glasses .. .The room focuses its
attention to you the listener, directing
the sound to you.
Call or e-mail for more details.

Paul Benge
English Valve Amplifiers
67 Springfield Road
St Leonards-on-Sea
East Sussex, TN38 OTU

1.1

T: 01424 445107
M: 07842 126218
E: paul@valve-amps.co.uk
W: www.valve-amps.co.uk
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YES!

Hi Fi News is for people who are passionate about great
sound. Published since 1956, it continues to deliver all the
latest news, analysis and opinions on new technologies,
products and formats from hi-fi to home ertertainment.
Hi Fi News is packed with market leading photography, top
contributors and trusted product tests all reflecting the
passion and knowledge real sound enthusiasts aspire to
have. Hi Fi News entertains, excites and inspires people
about getting great sound from amusic system.

IWOULD
LIKE TO Pin
JU
D TO
HI-FI NEWS AND RECEIVE
MY 40% DISCOUNT
Iwould like to pay for my 13 issues by:
El

6 monthly Direct Debit: E15.40 every 6 months saving
40% off the full price of £ 25.67
Annual cheque/credit card: Paying £ 30.81 for 13 issues,

Saving 40% off the full price of £ 51.35
Complete this coupon and send with your payment to: UK:
Hi Fi News Subscriptions, FREEPOST CY1061, Haywards Heath,
West Sussex, RH16 3BR ( no stamp needed)
Save 25% on overseas subscriptions and receive your copies of
Hi Fi News delivered by priority mail direct to your door.
Call + 44 ( 0) 845 6767778
YOUR DETAILS:

GREAT REASONS
TO SUBSCRIBE:
Save a massive 40% when you subscribe today
Pay on'y £ 2.37 per issue
Spread the cost of your subscription with
convenient 6 monthly payments with Direct Debit
Protection against price increases during your
initial subscription period

M Mrs Ms Miss

Forename

Surname
Address

Postcode
Home tel
If you would like to receive emarls from Hi Fi News and IPC containing news. special offers
and product and service information and take part in our magazine research via email, please
include your email address below

emad

Date of Birth

Choose from three easy ways to va
1. PAY BY CHEQUE/MONEY ORDER:
I
enclose achem/international money order made payable to ipc media ltd.
for the amount of I

2 PAY BY CREDIT/DEBIT CARD:

3 EASY WAYS TO PAY

O
s

V

Send your order form
by FREEPOST
Subscribe online at www.hifirriews.co.ukiihfaj
Call the Order Hotline on 0845 676 7778

Please debit my.
Card No

Visa

Mastercard

Amex u Switch/Maestro

ELDEDIEEMEIMEEML I

Expiry date

Card issue no/Start date

3.6 MONTHLY DIRECT DEBIT
For office use only. Originator's reference - 764 221
A/C no

MMIIMIZIM1111111

Name of Bank
Address
Postcode.
Account name.

CALL:

0845 6767778
Open 7 days a week, 9am-9pm Uk time. Please quote
cc
uAo
RA
d
Ne31H or subscribe online at

www.hifinews.co.ukiihfaj

THE DIRECT DEBIT

Sort code:

Account lo.

in -L11111111 LEEMME

Please pay I
PC Media Ltd. Direct Debits from the account detailed on this instruction subject to the
safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I
understand that this instruction may remain with
IPC Media Ltd. and il so, details will be passed electronically to my Bank or Building Society.

Signature:

Date

Il am over 181

HURRY! OFFER CLOSES 30TH JUNE 2007

TEE

This guaranteeis offered by all banks and building societies that take part in te Di;ect Debit scheme. The efficiency and security
of the Scheme monitored and protected by your owr, bank or building society. If the amounts to be paid or the payment dates
change, IPC Media will notify yo Jat least 10 days in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed. If an error is
made by IPC Media Ltd or your bank or building society, you are guaranteed af411 and immediate refund from your branch of the
amount paid. You can :ancel aDirect Debit at any time by writing to your bank cr building society. Please also send acopy of the
letter to us. Direct Debits can ONLY be paid through abank or building society. "our Direct Debit price will stay the same for one
year from the start date.

All Subscriptions will begin with the lost available issue Offer only available to new subscribers and the 6monthly offers only
available in UK by Direct Debit For enquiries please call . 40 IDI B6,5 676 777B, Fax . 00 101845 675 9101 of e-mail ipcsubsIagssuk con Hi Fi News, published by IPC Media, will collect your personal information to process your order Hi Fi News and PC
would like to comet you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services Please tick here
if you prefer not tu hear from IPC D IPC may occasionally pass your details to carefully selected organisations so that they
can contact you by telephone or post with mards to promoting and researching their products and services Please tick here if
you prefer not to un contacted I:
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IAG

FACTORY

•

SHENZHEN,

CHINA

The
Chinese Way

Rising almost phoenix- like since they were sold by their respective
UK- based proprietors, Quad and housebrands Wharfedale, Audiolab
and Mission are prospering under IAG ownership, as Andrew Harrison
discovered on avisit to its huge manufacturing facility in China

B

ritain has aproud tradition of hi-fi manufacture,
dating back to the 1930s, with names such
as Wharfedale, Quad and Leak becoming
cornerstones of the UK industry through

the middle of last century. Apart from their similar
heritage, which helped to define the art of high-fidelity
reproduction in their heyday, they all have something
else in common today. All these brands' loudspeakers
and electronics are now built and assembled in one
factory in south China, under the tutelage of one
company: the International Audio Group.
While there seems to be an ever-increasing number
of familiar brands turning to China for the supply
or manufacture of consumer electronics, the usual
paradigm sees aEuropean or American company
outsource to aChinese manufacturing facility. IAG is
avery different operation, since it is wholly owned
and run by aChinese family. More remarkably, it is a
partnership formed of two identical twin brothers,
Bernard and Michael Chang, who have built the
company's specialist audio operation, steadily
acquiring more names from the UK audio
industry. As well as Wharfedale and Quad, IAG
also owns the Leak brand name, although at
present no products bearing that name are sold
into Europe.
When TAG McLaren closed its audio division
in 2004, IAG bought the business and rights to
use its name, along with the original
Audiolab name, and in autumn
of 2005 the Audiolab
8000 series was
reborn for sale
around the

• n éle1;
I.A*4(qte
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ABOVE: Aluminium components are cleaned
up, to remove unwanted mold flash, a
process known as fettling
LEFT: Michael and Bernard Chang, chairman
and CEO of International Audio Group

world. Also in 2005, IAG bought Mission Loudspeakers,
and more recently in late 2006, added another
established speaker brand, Castle Acoustics.
Additionally, IAG owns Wharfedale Pro, makers of
PA mixers and sound reinforcement speakers; three
professional lighting brands, Apogee Lighting, Coef and
FAL: and is even responsible for the reissue of classic Vox
guitar amplifiers such as the AC30.

FIRST ACQUISITIONS
The story of IAG starts in the 1990s when Wharfedale
and Quad were part of the Verity Group, aconsortium
of audio companies centred around Mission
Loudspeakers. As Verity spent
more time and resources
investing in its fledgling NXT
technology, amanagement

ABOVE: Driver diaphragms are cut from plastic

buyout was instigated in 1997
by Wharfedale's Managing

sheet after being heat moulded to shape

Director Stan Curtis, with
additional investment from
Quad and Wharfedale's

to work more cost effectively in large-scale
production, aiding the value-for- money aspect of
the final products.

Chinese distributor, Bernard
and Michael Chang of

MANUFACTURING

Sanecore Ltd. The Chang
brothers had founded their

In the IAG factories - for there are several huge
buildings, each the size of an aircaft hangar,

business on importing proaudio and karaoke equipment

some of them multi-storeyed - almost every
component that goes into an amplifier or
loudspeaker is made on- site.

into China from Taiwan in the

For loudspeaker cabinets, avariety of materials

1980s, and were now looking

are bought in from around the world. For
Wharfedale Pro speakers, the chosen material is

to expand into equipment
manufacturing.
Still united but now under

Russian birch ply, sourced from Russia and Latvia.
A particularly good material for h,fi cabinets,

the IAG name, production
of first Wharfedale and later Quad products was built
up in the new surroundings of the Changs' expanding
facility at Jul Wui, Baoan, in south China. The land they

ABOVE: Edges of
vinyl-wrap boxes
are carefully

had bought for manufacturing is beyond the city limits
of Shenzhen; in fact it's just outside Shenzhen's Special

trimmed and

Economic Zone ( SEZ), an area set aside to promote

hot iron

secured using a

apparently, is Australian Star Wood, with more MDF

'JAG has evolved to become
one of the world's largest
audio manufacturers'

industrial growth, with the communist government
backing foreign investment and modernisation.
It is in this semi- rural landscape that the IAG factory

coming in from China and Malaysia.

is based, awalled- off complex covering over 1.5 million
square feet of factory floors, and where almost every
single product is not just assembled but, typically,

noted for their unusually styled modern baffle profiles,
ard this is acheived using adouble-table Helan CNC

Mission loudspeakers, now in production again, are

router, shipped in after the acquisition of the company

manufactured from raw materials. Many loudspeaker
companies, for example, will claim to build their own
drivers. But how many of them fabricate the actual cone
diaphragm, wind their own voice- coils and cast speaker
baskets from molten metal? This vertical integration
business model - with the manufacturing company in
control of all aspects of production - allows the business

LEFT: ACNC
(computer
numerical
control) milling

two years ago.
Many contemporary loudspeakers now eschew the
standard square- box shape, for reasons of aesthetics and
acoustics, and there are anumber of ways to construct
acurved profile cabinet. Most painstaking is the slotted
wood approach, as seen in boats and some high- end

G.

machine makes
front baffles
for Wharfedale
Diamond
floorstanders.
with four
panels milled
simultaneously
RIGHT: Midrange
domes are
making a
comeback, for
example in the
Wharfedale Opus
loudspeaker
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ABOVE: Toroidal transformers are now made in-house
Tweeter cones often take ametal diaphragm, and
these are stamped from sheet metal such as titanium or
aluminium to form the convex profile, before being cut
to shape.
Quality control is observed throughout the
manufacturing process, using the Total Quality
speakers. A much simpler technique, and one far easier
to mass produce, is to use MDF panels with CNCmachined slots on the inside face, allowing the panel
to be gently bent around shaped bulkheads inside. The
construction is cemented in place with PVA white glue,

ABOVE: Drive
units are passed
down aconveyer
belt production
fine, passing

and held in shape with parcel tape while the glue sets.
This is the construction method for the Wharfedale

through asemisoundproofed

Diamond 9series.

booth where

Another method seen on the production line today

'"QC police" make random
checks, unpacking boxes to
ensure conformity'

Management system learned from Western industry.
Individual components and circuit assemblies are
measured before the final unit receives afull functional
test. IAG's manufacturing facility has ISO 9001
conformance for manufacturing quality, with inspections
supervised from Hong Kong. ' QC police' make random
checks of samples, even unpacking completed boxed- up
products to ensure conformity to necessary standards.
Like any industrial factory, noise and smell can be
high in the heavy industry metalworkshops and paint-

each is tested
for conformance

spraying rooms. But on the whole - and far from the

RIGHT: For
premium quality

image some may have of Chinese labour conditions
-the IAG plant appears filled with contented and

loudspeakers,

healthy workers in amodern environment.

real wood

For many of the advanced processes required for
precision manufacture, there are, in addition, ' clean

veneers are
used, and these

relies on pre-formed side panels, which are laminated

thin slivers of

rooms' of various rigour, for the manufacture of such
things as Quad ESL speakers or SMD electronics. And

together to form atype of plywood. And by carefully

exotic wood
must be carefully
grained- matched

at the far extreme, space-age clean rooms are utilized
for the manufacture of dichroic lenses, used in IAG's
expanding stage and industrial lighting division. G,

selecting avariety of wood types - MDF, chipboard,
or softwood - awell- damped cabinet can be created
that has the necessary strength and stylistic touches to

by atrained

satisfy the designer's needs.

craftsman for
coverage of
large box panels

DRIVERS
Voice- coils are wound in-house, with alarge variety of
different types in current production to suit everything

BOTTOM

from 15in pro- audio bass speakers to 1in tweeters. Wet-

of second-

winding and edge winding techniques are in use, and
avariety of coil materials are used, including, copper-

generation
prototypes is
kept at the
factory, for us

coated aluminium.
Inductors, such as the 12,500-turn copper coils
used in Quad electrostatic delay lines, are now made at
the factory. Recently the company has started making
its own mains transformers, with special machinery
designed just for winding thick- gauge copper over
massive toroidal cores.
Driver cones are made from avariety of
materials to suit the application, and a
common material still used in pro-audio
and low-cost hi-fi speakers is paper, or a
paper composite. The raw wood pulp is
'cooked' in large vats of steaming black
viscous liquid before being formed into
cones between metal presses.
RIGHT: One technique for constructing a
curved cabinet - pre-cut and pre- shaped
panels are laminated together to form the
cabinet of aMission e52 speaker
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RIGHT: Astore

as areference
against those
coming off the
production line

No comparison
No compromise
Make no mistake!
Today we have access to music quite literally everywhere,
its influence seems to be all pervading. Music excites us, it
relaxes us, we can enjoy it live, we buy recording and
'downloads' by the million. Music underpins every
conceivable aspect of our lives. Music is our second
language and '
without it life would be a mistake' Yes,
philosophical we know - but true.
At KJ West One we are all exposed and privileged to indulge
our senses in the absolute finest audio equipment available
today. From time to time we are introduced to certain new
products whose performance pushes back the boundaries to
provide new higher levels of sound reproduction, which
exceeds all our expectations. Recently we have seen the
release of several new and exciting products, these range
from comparatively modest to outrageously expensive. At KJ
West One we have taken the time to audition â create our
2007 '
Absolute Sound Collection' Please visit our website
www.kjwestone.com for a'
preview'.
Once again we invite you to share the experience with us, so
call in soon or better still make an appointment for apersonal
demonstration at your convenience.

Make no mistake - Visit Ki West One

tol
Kf
I ° NOON

Leaders in the
worlds finest
high-fidelity

26 New Cavendish Street London WIG 8TY T: 020 7486 8262/3
42 Cowgate

Peterborough PEI. INA

www.kjwestone.com

T: 01733 341 755

F: 020 7487 3452

F: 01733 358 141
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THE FUTURE
From its simpler beginnings 30 years ago as aTaiwanese
distributor, the company that is now IAG has evolved

1970s
Seapower is
formed as a
Taiwanese
distributor
of pro- audio
and karaoke
equipment

1988
Sanecore, the
manufacturing
division, starts
to import into
China

1996-7
IAG is formed
after a
management
buyout of
Wharfedale and
Quad from the
Verity Group

2004
IAG buys TAG
McLaren Audio
and rights to use
Audiolab name

to become one of the world's largest audio equipment
manufacturers, with ahighly vertically integrated
structure. IAG's products are sold in 86 countries
worldwide, with agroup turnover of S100million.
For traditionalist hi-fi followers, the Quad brand has
been reborn, with asuccessful 99 Series still selling well,
augmented by anew line of valve electronics. As well
as the II Forty power amplifier, there is areissue of the
Il Classic, plus anew 80 watt- specified Quad II Eighty.
And on the loudspeaker front - besides the expanding
range of Kevlar-coned box speakers such as the 11L
and 12L ( see review, p50) - there is the rebirth of the
electrostatic design that has inspired so many people to
respect the Quad name.
The new ESL- 2805 and ESL- 2905 take the place of
the previous early-IAG-era ESL- 988 and ' 989 models,
with an added rear strut that helps brace the main
panel. There are more Quad electronics planned too,
to swell the three ranges of products, now named
Performance, Classic and Reference.
For Audiolab enthusiasts, IAG has restored most
of the classic Audiolab 8000 Series - first under the
supervision of former Audiolab and TAG McLaren Audio
engineer Nick Clarke, and more recently with the
guidance of another ex-Audiolab engineer, Jamie Kelly.
From its initial relaunch in silver finish only, IAG has
now added the original classic black finish to the whole
range, helping existing Audiolab owners to blend in
new components with the old. Adding to the basic

one technique for curved cabinet construction, using MDF
panels with slots milled out to allow gentle bending.
ABOVE: IAG's expanding manufacturing plant, near
Shenzhen, is sited in fertile semi- rural Chinese countryside

BELOW: Quad QC Twenty Four front panels are collected,
ready for final assembly
BOTTOM: Electrodes are soldered to the completed Quad
ESL bass and treble panels

2005
IAG buys Mission
Loudspeakers.
Also forms IAG
Yachting, an

TOP: AWharfedale Diamond 9.1 in pre- bent shape shows

"

autonomous
boat building
company, based
in Guangdon
Province, China

2006
New Quad ESL
loudspeakers,

111111

integrated, preamp and power amp units, and CD
player, 2007 will see some interesting new avenues
open for Audiolab, starting with adevelopment of the
popular TAG Mclaren Audio AV32, to be known as the
8000AP. This will be an audio-only surround-sound

d

processor, with video switching handled elsewhere in
the system.
Behind these brands, these products, stands the
commercial acumen of the Chang brothers, who could
be seen as the preservationists of some of Britiain's
greatest audio names.
This youthful- looking pair - they celebrated their
50th birthdays this year - are the entrepeneurs of a
successful electronics manufacturing business. And with
their adult children now picking up the baton for the
next generation of IAG, they also stand at the centre of
asuccess story of aChinese audio dynasty.

ESL- 2905 and
ESL- 2805. In 50
years, only four
models predate
them. IAG buys
Castle Acoustics

2007
New products
from Mission and
Audiolab due,
with Quad to
follow

ABOVE: Yet to be launched in the UK, new Audiolab
8000AP and power amp, with new AV source coming...
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MUSICAL FIDELITY Tri Vista CD Player

4000

1996

KRELL FPB7000( Power

NVA Emotere Statement CD Player

0491

1298

KRELL Master Reference Amplifiers

PIONEER DVR7000 DOD Recorder

1299

496

LEVINSON 380P Preamplifier

750

ROKSAN Artessa CD Player

250

98
1496

14998

9998

1
50000

53998

3995

448

LEVINSON PLS 226 HC Power Supply(for 25 Phono) 1395

1000

298

LEVINSON 333.5 Power Amplifier

700

248

LINN Kairn Pre
LINN 11(100 Power

149$

595

3050

189$

SHENG,TA SlOCS Tube CD Player

800

495

MARANTZ MA 500 monoblorks

SONNETEER BRONTE CD Player

100

595

600

19$

3500

1296

SHANLING SCD200 SACD

1799

new valves - clocked

TUC P500 Transport
THETA Carman CD/DOD Transport

NA

175

THETA Pro Prime 11 Dlo AConvertor

1800

996

KOETSU Red Ksignature

2400

1298

THOR AUDIO DC- 1000

4300

2768

LEVINSON 25 Phono stage

GOLDRING GUIS (Very nice condition)

9998

095

QUAD 66 CD Player

AUDIO RESEARCH PH5 Phonoslage Ex Demo

5498

28000

1398

1400

PIONEER CLD-D925 Loser Disc Player

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH EB101 Turntable ( Elk)

15000

KRELL 650 Monos ( Unused) pair

2400

MERIDIAN 207 CD Pre Amp with 109 Remote

PRIMARE D20 CD Player

Vinyl

KRELL FPB600 Stereo Power

MERIDIAN 598 DOD Player

Reference Volve DA(

2950

1798

THETA DS Pro Progen

1395

596

MICHELL GYRO ( without arm) Ex Demo

940

895

THETA David Transport

4650

1495

ORACLE Alexandria

150

495

YAMAHA CDVI700 CD/Laserdisc

600

75

LINN Majik Integrated

SONOS FABER Amoti
SONOS FABER Guarneri

ARION Electra Integrated Amplifier

1500

595

ANTHONY GALLO Nucleus/sub'prir • stds Ex Demo

1998

ARION Taboo Integrated Amplifier

1500

798

798

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 5000 Monos

1200

10000

2865

AUDIO INNOVATIONS S800 Power

1750

746

AUDIO RESEARCH CL 150 Monoblocks

NA

298

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2

2798

600

345

AUDIO RESEARCH LOI ( Silver)

2590

SONOS FABER Stradivari ( Ex Demo) Violin Red

925

795

APOGEE DURITE Signature Ribbons

3995

1498

448

ARISTON ONR Monitors

1200

275

SONUS FABER Cremona Auditocstonds Ex Demo

1200

518

AUDIO PHYSICS Tempo

9998

3998

SONGS FABER solo centre

2196

16000

5498

SPENDOR 59e ( ex demo)

2895

2/96

995

13 & W CM2. Rosewood inc stands

800

445

STUDIO Electric Type 1

6000

3998

898

CASTLE HARLECH ( dark ook)

950

498

SWALLOW ACOUSTICS ALS1 I ( active)

N/A

298

TANNOY Revolution R1

300

198

1295

495

3497

AUDIO RESEARCH SP16 inc phonostage

2250

1598

GRADIENT SW63 for ( Quad ES1.63)

1000

995

TOWNSEND Ribbon Speakers

2999

1497

AUDIO RESEARCH REF 2MK 2Pre

10498

4995

HARBETH 8804 ( Maple)

1200

750

TRIANGLE Color Speakers 8106,C/terry ( new)

1295

395

AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 Monos

7200

2898

IMPULSE H7 black ( horn loaded)

1200

195

TRIANGLE Mogellon ( ex.demo)

3300

2298

AUDIO RESEARCH V70 Power Amplifier

3795

1698

161 Labs Electra COO Centre

TRIANGLE Titus 303 Speakers ( New) Black/Cherry

550

350

AUDIO RESEARCH V4100 MkIll ( Ex Demo)

6400

4396

JM Labs Metso Utopia ( blorkicherry)

MERIDIAN 568 ver II AV Processor

348

2536

SOUNDLAB AI Electrostatics ( Cherry)

1298

MERIDIAN 562V Video meddling unit

POU

450

598

2000

McINTOSH MC 58 8ch power ( Ex Demo)

2998

295

ECLIPSE.ID512 gloss black ' inc stands

4467

5300
22000

600

2746

McINTOSH CRI6 Molt one controller ( Ex Demo)

345
6998

2500

5500

348

625
11850

E1W 603 S2

AUDIO RESEARCH 6025 MKI Preamplifier

500

MONRIO Asly In' Amp

RUARK VITA 120 Subwooler

Loudspeakers

Amplifiers

MAIM NACIDO Pre r NAPS(

IDOO

595

LUDION Silver Knight Pre

1250

595

NAIM NAC 82

2000

996

AUDION Sterling RISE Monos

2000

1295

NAIM NAP 180 Power ( olive)

1300

748

BEARD P35 MK 1IPower Amplifier

1250

495

1095

896

10000

7496

345

276

VIENNA ACOUSTICS Beethoven

2500

1498

295

WEGG 3Stellar I ( gloss black) Ex Show

4990

3998

225

WHARFDALE SFE1/2 ( Classics)

108

WILSON Sophia MkI ( gloss black) Ex Demo
WILSON AUDIO Max Iupgraded to 11 spec

500

375

7250

3698

KIF HTS 2001 x3Egg Speakers

600

KIF 103 Cherry

300

KEF Model 90 Centre black

250

NA

398

11992

7496

40000

21996

2940

1496

NYTECH WOO In? ( Classic)

NA

98

CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8Monos

16000

5998

KEF 035

350

175

358

2955

PARASOUND OCA 1206 601 Power Amplifier

1995

898

CONRAD JOHNSON PV6 - mm litted

NA

495

KEF 055

530

246

WILSON AUDIO Wham ( unused)

274000

POA

5M120 2G Ex Demo

6320

5246

PLINIUS MR Pre - Gal - Remote ( Ex Demo)

2300

1896

300

116

WILSON AUDIO Whow sub

8500

4798

SME20.2A 5/11

6310

4296

QUAD 33 Pre Amp

375

78

WILSON BENESCH Discovery ( ex demo)

6000

4496

N/A

698

QUAD 34 Pre Amp ( grey)

NA

198

WILSON BENESCH Centre in< stand Ex Demo

1775

1496

1000

1496

QUAD 44 Pre Amp ( beige)

NA

QUAD 66 Preamplifier
OUAD 77 Pre ( Carbon,boved)
QUAD 77 Int ( Grey)

ORIGIN Live Resolution/Encounter
SME107C309 Tonearm Ex Demo

TECHNICS SPID/F/ Research arm
WILSON BENESCH Full Circle ( Ex Demo)

QUAD 606 Power Amplifier
kii) WI! SPIRIT Iiitqrated Amplifier

Amplifiers

REVOX E1252 Preamplifier
REVOX 8242 Power Amplifier
NA

A & RA60 Inl ( Teak)

Digital Sources
228

KEF 085 ( surrounds)

CONRAD JOHNSON PVI2L
COPLAND CVA306 ( multi- channel) Pre - ex demo

2000

995

KEF Reference 103

3000

1896

1999

1598

KLIPSCH SW15(15') Subwoofer

1500

798

278

JADIS DAS Power Ex Demo

2199

1797

KRELL Resolution 1 ( as new)

7333

4996

WILSON XS Sub ( piano black) 2available

18498

9998

695
699

295

JADIS DLP2 Pre h Demo

1799

1397

KRELL RESOLUTION 3 - 1way loudspeaker ( EX demo) 3845

2847

WILSON MOO Centre

22000

10998

375

KORA Explora 90 lot

1000

495

KRELL Resolution C ( centre - as new)

2980

1996

ZINGALI Colosseum sub/sats

770

700

438

248

MANLEY Reference VIL Monoblocks

6000

2798

LEAK Mini Sandwich

NA

78

695

295

MrINTOSH MC2000 Anniversary Power ( Rare)

12900

7996

LEAK Original Sandwich 15 ohm/11

NA

148

IZOO

695

NAGRA VIM Memos ( pellet ipare tubes available 11000

0990

LINN Kabtrr ( passive)

2500

496

995

298

PATHOS Logos Int Hybrid

2750

1998

LINN Natters ( active)

5000

1495

298

PATHOS In Control Preamplifier Ex. Demo

3690

2956

LINN Walls ( white)

300

148

LIVING VOICE Auditorium ( cherry)

2200

1248

ROKSAH Caspian M Integrated Amplifier ( ex demo) 1000

796

PATHOS In Power Monoblocks ( hybrid) Et demo

6980

5586

550

198

SONY TAE•1000ESD Pre

495

198

PATHOS Inpol II ( New)

6500

5496

LUMLEY Ref 11 6IG

4000

898

298

SPHINX Project 11 Monos

3000

998

PM Components 845 Monos

3000

995

MARTIN LOGAN Ascent Electrostatics

4333

2496

SPHINX Project 11 Pre Amp

1600

498

SHANL1NG STP80 In? ( Mint)

1300

895

MOREL Music Firsl 704

1000

398

NA

74!

1INISON RESEARCH 56 fall lobo int) ex demo

1995

1598

M & KS90 Wall Speakers

1200

396

Mcinfosh MC C5350 Grit. Mae,' ( Er Demo)

2499

1997
2997

AGI 52000 MP Pre

400

195

3995

1498

999

398

TALK ELECTRONICS Storm II In?

650

285

YAMAHA DSPE390

250

50

McIntosh 13320 2way Loudspeakers ( Ex Demo)

3998

YAMAHA DSP800 - AC3-DTS

250

95

McIntosh 60340 3way Loudspeakers ( Ex Demo)

9599

MERIDIAN DSP5000C MkI

1950

998

11000

4998

150

78

AV] 02000 MA Stereo Power

100{1

395

1650

1350

COPLAND CDA535 ( 5x115 watts) ex demo

2998

2348

AUDIO RESEARCH CDT1

CD Transport

3290

1298.

CYRUS 5Integrated

600

295

AUDIO RESEARCH DAC?

Dto A Convertor

3940

1498

CYRUS 6vs Block ( h- Demo)

650

500

TANNOY SR840 Stereo Power oX ( daubs) ( mall)

YEA Passion 1000 Monos ( 300 watts per channel) 10000

4998

MERIDIAN DSP6000 ( 24/96) Illk
MERIDIAN DSW2500 ( 24/96) BIN

1200

498

CYRUS DUC OP Silver Quart ( Ex Demo)

2200

1700

10000

3598

CYRUS PRE X Silver Quart: ( Ex Demo)

1000

795

1999

119$

CYRUS Smart power plus Silver guartc ( Ex Demo)

700

525

MONITOR AUDIO Silver 6 ( Cherry)

600

225

DENSEN BEAT 100 Integrated Amplifier

695

448

MORREL BASS MASTER 602 Oak

DCS Elgor Plus

9500

4998

ELECTOR MEL Pre

500

118

DCS Verdi Encore

9500

4998

ELECTROCOMPANIET ECU Integrated Amplifier

1599

898

1000

498

495

178

6500

2398

XVI $ 2000 MC Reference CD Player
CELLO REFERENCE DUC

Dlo AConvertor

(UPLAND CUM CD Player
CYRUS DAD 30 CD Player

KRELL KAV 300 CO Player
KRELL KPS25 Reference CD/Preamplifier
LEVINSON 390$ CD Player.

895

800

AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro CD Player 192/24

ARISTON ACOUSTICS CDX 720

748

ARUM Delta 120 Power ( Audioguest wired)
irkCAM Delia 290P
500

1950

ARCM& Delta 110 Pre DAC ( Audioguest wired)

GTC SCA/ Pre Amplilier
ARCAM Delta 190 CD Transport ( boxed)

98

CONRAD JOHNSON PVI 1Pre

4290

1998

EXPOSURE 17 Pre ( inc MC Board)

24995

6496

HAFLER DH101 Pre

6000

2996

KRELL HTS5.1 Processor

MERIDIAN DSP7000 ( silver) ( New)

MAIM Intro
NAIM SEL blk
OPERA Mini / stands included ( Mahog)

7697

2950

1498

16175

11996

Miscellaneous
me 1M se Pair Silver

600

395

AUIDIO NOTE

1600

445

WOMAN 101780 Cassene Deck

750

450

MAGNUM Dynalab MD 100 tuner

1800

798

NAGEA le 008 Large Spool Tape Machine
NAKAMICHI CR3E

800
NA

398
/ 98

1695

898

NA

3398

700

325

795

498

ProAC Response 23

3300

1496

NAKAMICHI ZOE Tri Tracer ( incl. NRS)

1750

598

ProAC Response 3.5

4000

1596

NORDOST SPM Sm Pair

4500

2445

LINN KARIK

1850

395

KRELL KAV150A Power

2500

1296

ProAC Super Towers ( teak)

1000

445

REVOX B71 high speed ( boxed)

NA

595

MERIDIAN 598DS DVD/CD Player.

2875

1398

KRELL KCT Preamplifier

9998

3996

QUAD 85603 ( Brown Teak)

3500

795

TEAC 2340R 4track Reel to Reel

1500

396

MERIDIAN 602 CD Transport

1800

798

KRELL KRC-HRIKPE Phono Stage

7940

3796

QUAD ESL63 ( upgraded)

3500

998

TEA( RI DAT Recorder

1000

398

MERIDIAN 606 Dlo AConvertor

1800

798

KRELL RES 1.3 box Pro Phono Stage

9000

2195

QUAD ESI.63 USA Monitors

5500

1796

MERIDIAN G9IDH DOD PreiDSP Processor

3895

3196

KRELL PPE 200 Power Amplifier

6995

2998

RED ROSE Speakers/stands

1000

678

MERIDIAN GAI CD Player ( Ex Porno - Elk)

169$

1395

KRELL FPB300cosi Stereo Power

9998

4798

REFERENCE 3A Veena

The leading reseller of carefully used and mint condition
hi-fi components and systems. Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.
www.hifitradingstation.com
TRADING
STATION

The Trading Station I42 Cowgate Peterborough PE1 1NA ITel: 0870 608 8211 IEmail: info@hifitradingstation.com
BUSINESS HOURS: Tues -Sat .10am -5.30pm ICLOSED MONDAYS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED*NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLECOMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

3000

1596

TEAC RH300 Mini Cassette Deck ( champagne)

200

65

QUAD 66 FM TUNER

800

298

QUAD ACOUSTICAL

NA

85

FM2

BEST PART EXCHANGE PRICES
GUARANTEED ON ALL LEADING
BRANDS NEW OR SECONDHAND.
Afull 12 months warranty
service now available ASK FOR DETAILS

REGISTER ON OUR SITE &
RECEIVE BO VOUCHER

CLASSIFIEDS

read ete latest

industry news : uuww.fress6losplet

THE PLACE TO
BUY & SELL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES

To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security
please don't include acredit card number in an email. Please
call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your
credit card details or fax them to 020 8726 8397

ianbodiebtinternet.com
[DF33]

FOR SALE

1. ACCESSORIES
PHONOMENA battery
phono amp £ 600 Tel:
077110 64480 [ EG17]
NAGEA IV- Sstereo reel to
reel tape recorder complete
with QGB 10 1/
2 REEL adaptor,
excellent condition, superb
sound £ 1500 ono Tel:
07900 353204 [ EF14]

GRYPHON Diablo
integrated amp, mint
condition, 10 months old,
warranty, boxes etc £ 4250
ono, ML380s, mint, as new
also available £ 2750 ono
please call Sotirios on 07876
351377 [ DF17]

865346 [ EF14]
QUAD 33/303 pre power,
Quad tuner, mint, excellent
sound, £ 295, Linn 5103 AV
processor pre- amp, latest
version, DTS, boxed, little
use, as new, outstanding
sound £ 950 Tel: 003531
2954076 [ EF14]
MUSICAL Fidelity A308CR
pre- power X2 (£ 6600)
£3200 ono, superb Tel:
0115 9126424 [ FH17]

ISOTEK Substation with
two transformer sections
£500 ono Tel: 01625
430797 [ FH 17]

NUFORCE 0.02
monoblocks 160 watts
£1400, Densen Beat B100
integrated £ 350, Densen
Beat B300 £ 550, Nordost
cables, Atlas Elektra
Interconnects Tel: 07973
189538 ( London) [ DF17]

OPTIMUM 660 Hi-fi rack,
five glass shelves, goid finish
pillars, very good condition
Tel: John on 07961 800146
(Bath) [ F8]

MUSICAL Fidelity A308
integrated amplifier, mint
condition, boxed with
manual £ 925 (£ 2000) Tel:
01732 220664 [ EG17]

TOWNSEND seismic
sink isolation platform
£90 (£ 350) Tel: Bill 01993
851508 [ FG29]

RUARK Accolades, black
ash, efficient ( 90dB/watt)
3-way floorstanders, bass
drivers re- built by DK

ARCL60, £ 1399 (£ 3800),
Quad 99 P/Ex? Tel: 01206
510392/07880 983630
[FH 17]

Electronics, capable allrounders in fine condition,
can demo £ 700 ono Tel:
0117 9590663 ( Bristol)
[EF14]

PATHOS Classic One, MkII,
new EH valves, VG condition,
boxed £ 850 Tel: 07780
522747 [ FG14]

SHUNYATA Hydra 8 power
conditioner, 240 volt version
with achoice of 20 or 15
amp iec inlet, in exceflent
condition and boxed £ 1100
Tel: 07738 188886 ( London)
[FH 17]
2. AMPS

ROGUE Audio 66 line preamp £ 330, Croft Apparition
O.T.L. valve amplifier £ 360
Tel: 07976 723709 [ EF14]

LEAK Stereo 20, bronze,
with spare valves, excellent
sound and condition £ 250
ono Tel: Paul on 0113
2402345/07917 814948
[F8]

power amp £ 2,000 ono,
Nagra PL- Ppre with phono

MOTH Series 30 RIM
phono pre-amp ( Elmwood),
as new, boxed £ 150 Tel:
Stuart on 01689 834136
(Kent) [ EG17]

stage ( unused) VPA mono's
RCA/XLR inputs £ 10,000,
Jeff Rowland Model 10
power amp £ 2,000 Tel Ian
020 7824 8311 or e-mail

QUAD 33/303 plus FM
tuner in maker's original
boxes, also Leak Stereo 30,
£140.00 the lot Tel: 01843

120
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SILTECH Classic XLR and
RCA cables, all SQ28 1M
£150 to £ 200, Nordost
Quattro Fil SME phono
1.25m £ 300 Tel: 077110
64480 [ EG17]
KIMBER Bi focal XL speaker
cable, lift pair, 3 yrs old,
excellent condition Tel:
Stuart 01689 834136
[EG17]
TOWNSHEND DCT300 x
3 (£ 300) £ 150, DCT speaker
3m x2 (£ 300) £ 80, Kimber
KCAG (£ 300) £ 150, MIT JPS
mains Wattgate Monster Tel:
0115 9126424 [ FH17]
JPS Labs power AC+ power
cord £ 15 (£ 379), JPS Labs
Analog AC power cord
£100 (£ 279), 2 of each Tel:
Chris on 01275 870621
(evenings) [ FH17]
MIT MH750 speaker cable
2x1Oft £ 350 (£ 1300)
Van den Hull Revelation
speaker cable 2x4m £ 350
(£1300) Tara Labs RSC Air
2m RCA interconnect £ 275
(£900)) Tel: Bill 01993
851508 [ FH17]
4. DVD/CDS

EAR 8L6, 50wrms, superb
£1799 (£ 2700), Classe
Audio CAP151, 225wrms,
excellent £ 899 (£ 2100),

AUDIO Research LS15
pre £ 900 ( E3500) Tel: Bill
01993 851508 [ FH17]
3. CABLES

AUDIO Researcn SP- 15 ref
Black £ 1,700 ono, Audio
Research LS- 2b pre V-70

[DF17]

VALHALLA speaker cables,
2m, spades, single wired,
factory terminated, wooden
boxed £ 2000, Valhalla mains
cable and interconnects
available, Siltech HF6 digital
cable, BNC-RCA, 1m £ 80 Tel:
020 8661 5329 or email:
zhuo_deng@hotmaial.com

DCS Elgar plus firewire
Purcell firewire, all mint
£6500 ono Tel: Ian 020
7824 8311 or email:
ianbodiebtinternet.com
[G.1]
QUAD 66 CD, with remote,
as new £ 260 Tel: 01963
651044 [ G8]
DCS Verdi Encore, Elgar
Plus, cancelled order, month
old £ 5995 each, £ 11000
pair, full warranty Tel: 07966
267404 ( Essex) [ FG14]
NAIM CDS3 CD player, 11
months old and XPS 2 power
supply, 3 years old, both
mint and boxed £ 5000, but
will split Tel: 01833 650155
[F11]
MUSICAL Fidelity Tri Vista
21 DAC and X- Ray V3 CD
player, both mint condition
and light use £ 1100 ono,

CLASSIFIEDS

complete set, revelation
audio cables, boxed £ 950
Tel: 07780 522747 [ FG14]

[F8]

will split Tel: 01625 430797
[FH 17]

THETA Data Basic II
transport £ 400 (£ 3500)
Theta DSP Pro Gen Ill Dac
£350 (£ 3500) Tel: Bill
01993 851508 [ FH17]

MUSICAL Fidelity Nu-vista
CD player, boxed £ 1500
ono Tel: Paul on 0113
2402345/07917 814948

7. SPEAKERS
KEF 105/3 Reference
speakers in rosewood,
four-way, six driver,
rich, open with superb
soundstaging, excellent
condition with original
boxes/packaging £ 780 ono
(£2400) Tel: 07973 220663
(Leicestershire) [G117]

[F8]
5. DACS
MERIDIAN DVD 596
upgraded £ 1299 (£ 3100)
Tel: 01206 510392/07880
983630 [ FH17]

ARCAM Delta 250
Transport with Trichord
Clock 3 £ 165 Tel: 07976
723709 [ EF14]

AUDIO Research CD1,
excellent condition, boxed
£895 Tel: 01444 892157

PERPETUAL Tech P1A P3A
monolithic PS level 2 mods

TANNOY Floor standers,

R3, cherry, excellent, boxed
£150 Tel: 01963 651044
[G8]
WILSON Audio Watt- 3
Puppy- 2, fully refurbished
with system- 7tweeters, new
acoustic blankets & new
rubber surrounds for all the
bass units £ 3,995 Tel Ian
020 7824 8311 or e-mail
ianbodill@btinternet.com
[DF33]
M&K 350 Mk- 2the latest
super fast bass subwoofer,
mint & boxed, £ 1,100 ono

Hinfi news

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...

Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.
We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only
need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.
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I
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(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)
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•We are not responsible for clerical errors
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means you get multiple entries for
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buyers can target exactly what they
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Tel: 020 7824 8311 or
email: ianbodiebtinternet.
corn [ EF]

QUAD ESL989, black, new
cloths, just serviced with one
year warranty, mint £ 3000
ovno Tel: 01562 827710
[DF17]

ACOUSTIC Energy AE1
Mk Ill Reference speakers,
cherry, mint condition,
boxed with manual £ 825
(£1695) Tel: 01732 220664
[EG17]

RUARK Accolades, black
ash, efficient ( 90dB/watt)
3-way floorstanders, bass
drivers re- built by DK
Electronics, capable allrounders in fine condition,
can demo £ 700 ono Tel:
0117 9590663 ( Bristol)
[EF14]

3 months ( order time) Tel:
01903 261931 [ FH17]

condition £ 300, O.B.O. Tel:
01833 650155 [ F11]

stevehifiman@hotmail.co.uk
[EG17]

QUAD ESL989, black,

NAD 412 tuner £ 65 ono,

LINN Unidisk 1.1 £ 4500,

excellent condition £ 3000,
Quad ESL63-Pro, rigid
professional version of
ESL63, Quad serviced,
latest protection circuits
with SDQ63 stands, good
condition £ 1000 Tel: 07729
626598 [ F8]

Cambridge Audio T50 tuner

Klimax control £ 4000,
Klimax chakra twin £ 3200,
all with 3 years remaining
on warranty and all in
perfect condition, Linn
Kremlin £ 500. Contact:
kc.will@virgin.net [ F8]

SME 20/2A turntable,

standing speakers,
rosewood, immaculate
condition, boxed, owned
from new 2000, manual,
buyer collects Shropshire
£120 or offers Tel: 01584
831443 [ F8]

boxed as new £ 4000, Tom
Evans Groove phonostage,
mint £ 1000, Benz Micro
Ruby 2 open air cartridge,
price negotiable, Loricraft
PRC3 record cleaner, boxed
as new £ 900 Tel: 01954
715266 [ DF17]

speakers in teak cabinets
£950 Tel: 01425 477674
[FG14]

EPOS ES22 floor standing

QUAD ESL63's, £ 1699

speakers, cherry, excellent
condition £ 350 (£ 1100) Tel:
020 8368 6558 [ EF14]

(£3800) Tel: 01206
510392/07880 983630
[FH17]

HI -FI World KLS3 gold

WILSON Audio Watt 3

speakers £ 385 Tel: 07976
723709 [ EF14]

Puppy 2 speakers, black,
excellent condition £ 2950
Tel: 01444 892157 [ F8]

WILSON Watt Puppy 5.1

speakers, excellent £ 4000
ono Tel: 077110 64480
[EG17]

£3700 (£ 16,000), Martin
Logan Ascent £ 1400
(£4000) Tel: Bill 01993
851508 [ FH17]

ART Emotion loudspeakers,
piano black gloss with
integral stands, one year
old £ 2450 ono (£ 5000)
Tel: 01628 524869 ( South
Bucks) [ EF14]

8. TUNERS
MUSICAL Fidelity A3

APOGEE Scintillas, grey, 1
ohm, stored since 1991 until
February 2007 in original
boxes, superb condition and
sound great despite age,
sensible offers only, please
ring to discuss Tel: 01204
692579 [ EF14]

9. TURNTABLES

ROGERS LS55 floor

PAIR Tannoy Lancaster

SOUNDLAB A3 panel

£60 ono, Rotel 950 BX tuner
£60 ono, Musical Fidelity
Ti tuner £ 100 ono, all very
good condition Tel: 02476
422967 [ F8]

Analogue tuner, boxed,
as new £ 450 Tel: 07985
916254 [ EF14]

NAIM NATO1 tuner and
Snaps power supply, perfect
working order, excellent

AIR Tangent 10 btonearm
with flight case £ 3,750,
Graham 2.5 tonearm £ 1,000
Tel Ian 020 7824 8311 or
e-mail ianbodiebtinternet.
com [ DF33]

11. COMPLETE
SYSTEMS
ARCAIVI AV8 processor,
Arcam P7 power amp, Arcam
P35 power amp, Arcam
DU27A DVD player, 2 xPMC
FB1 front speakers, 4 xPMC
DB1 surround speakers, Rel
Q201E sub speaker brackets,
cables and interconnects
supplied, open to offers Tel:
07896 235279 [ DF22]

PASS Lab amps, Audionote
elsp speaker, stands, cables,
cartridge, Altec speakers,
AVI CD play, EAR transfomer,
Nakamichi 1000,582Z,
various 300B new valves,
Studer, Akai reels & reels,
Ariston turntable, Torlyte
stand Tel: 07944 909209

12. MISCELLANEOUS
AUDIO valves ECC81,
ECC82, ECC83, Mullard,
Brimar, China, Philips, new
and used, job lot £ 150 Tel:
01562 827710 [ DF17]

WANTED
EMPIRE 108, 888VE,
880P, Decca London
cartridges, Mission 774
tonearm, Fidelity Research
tonearms cartridges
transformers, Marantz
CD80, CD94, CDA94,
Audioquest Diamond
II, Naim CDS ( Dead),
Lowther PM7A ( Dead) Tel:
01642 644064 Email:
solderjunky2005@yahoo.
co.uk [X]

STAX Headphones,
energisers, driver units,
adaptors etc, any model,
any age, any condition,
wanted by collector Tel: 020
8686 2441 [ KL14]
TOP quality Hi Fi separates
and complete systems,
Naim, Linn, Cyrus, Kef, B
+ W, Meridian etc, fast,
friendly response willing
to travel and cash paid Tel:
07815 892458 [ EG17]

CONTACT US

DUNLAVY SC VI Signature

If you're sending in Hi Fi News

speakers, as new, light oak,
550 LBS each! 6'3" tall,
cost £ 24k, £ 4000, buyer to
collect or arrange trabsport.
Tel: 01243 584728 ( Bognor)
[FH17]

Classifieds by post, please make
sure you address them to:

QUAD ESL 2905 speakers,
new, unopened cartons, full
warranty £ 5750, why wait
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Carole Molloy, Hi Fi News, IPC
Media, Leon House, 233 High
Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

www.choice-hifi.com
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

Îi4

ACCOSSOfiet
AHHC sOuri Reaper
Gryphon Exorcist
Jane 1300 iPod DockIng•Sats
Kimber 350i
MIT 750 shotgun
Origin Live Mortal Stylus Force Gauge
Record Boxes
Rremat Full Version
Valves See List

Choice
hi-fi

AV Processors
Arcam 008
Krell ASS
Krell HTS
Lexicon DC- 1
Lexicon MC 12 HD
Lexicon MC12 v5
Lexicon MC12B
Lexicon MC8 02
Lumagen Vision HOP
McIntosh C39
Meridian Audio 565
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Pioneer VSA 06
Primare SP30
Proceed FAO/POSO
AV Ramie»
Pioneer USX- 02011-S

• Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
• No Sale No Fee
• No limit to numbers of items
• No Time Limit on adverts
• Credit Card Payments
• Tried and tested items Guaranteed
• Insured Delivery
• World wide Online Exposure
• Independent & Safe brokerage
• 15 Years Experience & Dedication to
Quality Used Audio Equipment
• New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
• Call or Register Online

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

£90
£70
£0
£125
£595
£57
£75
£140
£395
£2395
£3750
£1800
£300
£6750
£5500
f3995
£3995
£750
£1595
£695
£4000
£2695
£350
£1300
£1995

£450

Cables
Argento Serenity Master Reference
Audio Note an- se silver cable
Black Rhodium Requiem
Ecosse Reference MS 2.15
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2
JPS Labs SC2
Kimber Monade
Kenber Orchid
Marcus Cables Krell CAST 3metre pair
Merlin Dragon
MIT/Spectral MH-770 ultralinear Ref2
Bordant Reterence TAR Intercon.
Sdtech Cables balanced
Transparent Audio Audio Reference Spk
Transparent Audio Digilink
Transparent Audio Music Wave
Transparent Audio Music Wave 10ft Bi Wire
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable
Transparent Audio Uttra interconnect
van den hul CS 122
Wireworld Starlight 5Mk 2DVI-11DMI
Virreworld Ultraviolet 5Mk2 HDMI-HDMI

£3320
£400
£695
£150
£160
£285
f295
£325
£395
£750
£890
£549
£200
£2250
£125
£150
£395
£12990
£900
£25
£150
£100

CO Players sad DACs
Accuphase DP- 75V
£4000
Accustsc Arts DAC 1midi'
£ 2795
Accustic Sets Player 1
£ 2295
Arcam 5
£ 2130
Audia Fire CD1
£ 2995
Audio Alchemy 200 transport (al 0ODE
£ 420
Audio Research CD 2
£ 1695
Audio Research CO3 Mk11
£ 3550
Burmester 001CDP
£6500
CEC DX 51 PVC
£ 1095
Cenas cd7q/psin
£750
EM DSP 9000 Pro Ill
£995
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens
£495
Goldmund Meta- Laser- 11
£ 1650
Krell KPS 20 IL
£4250
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
f8995
Krell KPS 28c CAST II
£4995
Krell KPS20i/L
£ 3650
Krell KPS2Chl
£ 2995
Maned cd 67 se
£ 100
Mark Lewnson ML 390s
£ 3250
Mark Levinson ML39
£2000
Meriden Audio 200 CD Player/Transport £ 150
MOB Link DAC 324/96
£450
Muse Modo OVO/CO
£ 1450
Musical Fidelity 032 CO
£475
Musical Fidelity KW DM 25 Dac and Transport £ 2499
Musical Fidelity M3 NU- VISTA 3D CD
£ 1695
NAD C521 BEE
£ 140
Nairn Audio CO 3.5
£ 550
Naim Audio CO3
£350
(Inky° MSB-1HOD,CD MSB-1 HOD recorder £ 500
Philips CD 104
£ 95
Roksan Apt dac and por sole
£450
Sorry COP-557ESD
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
£695
Theta Data 11 Transport
£895
Theta Data II Transport
£295
Theta DS Pro Gen Va
£ 1250
Theta DSPro Basic II
£600
Theta Pro Prime 2
£ 295
Theta Progeny
£ 295
Tnchord GENESIS
£ 250
Wadia 2000 Dignaster
£ 1785
Yamaha COO 1000
£350
Yamaha COO- 497
£ 110
YBA 3Alpha
£995
VIM CD1 Delta 21/SU
f2895
yna ,,,,, , /my
£995

Gryphon Diablo3699
£
Krell KAV 3001
£995
Krell KAV 400xi
£ 2250
Lizard Wizard Audio PMC
Magnum Dynalab MD308
££
16°°
000
Musical Fidelity A5 - INTEGRATED
£ 1100
Musical Fidelity x-a200r
£ 500
Roksan rocksan handy hat
£ 450
Loudspoikors
Alon Phalanx/Poseidon £ 10000
Arcam One
£ 300
Audio Acoustics Fundamental 02
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti CMocha
£0
Audio Note AN06-EJSP SPEAKER

£ 1700

Aude Physic Medea 11
£13000
£450
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer £ 1995
Audio Physic Spark (latest)1299
£
Audio Physic Tempo 3i
£ 1350
Audio Physic Virgo 3
Audio PhysicM3senature
Varo Floor active
Audevector
262 51)
££
99
£2100
Beauhom 82.2 Revelation°°
Bose ACOUSTIMASS® 3
££
10
150
Castle Howard S2
£ 750
Dalt Euphoria MS4
95
Definitive Technology BP3000
££ 3
24
500
Dynauclio S1 4
£ 1095
Eggleston Works Fontaine
2850
£
(lac Jet CL310 Jet
£550
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
£395
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1 2£ 26120
Hales concept 5
£26210200
IMF Mell Ref Pro Monitor
£ 795
Jamo 0830
£650
JAS Orsa
JBL TLX103.121.111
1
9
80
5
JMLab Drva Utopia£ 5900
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
JMLab Electra 906
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
JMLab Micro Utopia BE • Stands
JMLab Micro Utopia Be . Stands
££££ 2;5';
5:
0
JMLab Nova Utopia be
£ 10500
JR Jordan JR 150v Stands
£ 450
REF 105 mkt450
£
KEE 035.2
£200
REF 050:ref 90,306:705
£600
KEF 095c
£ 75
REF Reference 4
1250
£
Leema Acoustics SPLX12 sub- woofer
f650
Linn Kabers ( Passive)
£795
Linn Keilidh
£325
Lumley lampross 200
1650
£
Lumley lampross 200
£ 1650
Lumley Loudspeakers reference signature £ 1300
Magneplanar MG 20x
£8500
Magneplanar MG3 0,9
£3600
Martin Logan Ascenti
£ 2495
Meridian Audio dsp33 digital centre
£850
Meridian Audio m33 analogue speakers
£ 700
Mirage FRX 9
Mission M331
£
C
V
£61
Monitor Audio Gold Ref 20 020/
Nairn
SBL Walnut
rn Au
5
Perigee FO 1Loudspeaker £2
££ 88°5°0
99
Pega P4XL Mk2
£ 1295
PMC Loudspeakers BB5
£6995
Proac Response 38 Signature
155C
£
Ouad ELS 57
£995
Quad ESL 57
495
£
Quad ESL 988
2295
£
(had ESL 988
BEL
0
200E
BEL Strata
£ 29
Revel
Lea
Lena
Richard
Allan Studio
Dimension Five 3

££
£3
5
2
7040
99
8

Roark Talisman 02
Sonus Faber Extreme 8 Stands
£3995
Bonus Faber Minuetto eAdj. Stone Wood Stands £8
£8
5
:0
5
SoandLab
System
Audio
At SA2K1595

£

Velodine FAR 10
£495
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£ 250
Vienna Acoustics BERG
£ 475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Wilson Audio MAUX 2
£2
£8
4
5®
990
Wilson Audio System 5.1
£5900
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 61
£6495
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
£3750
Wilson Audio Witt
f3295
Rill Clamed Amos
Denon AVC 3800
£ 500
Lexicon CM
£
£29°
McIntosh MC 7104
14
595
McIntosh MC7106
£ 1595
Parasound A512895
£
Pioneer VSA-E07
£ 575
Pnmare A30.2
£ 700
Primare A30.3
£ 750
Systemline MM- 4
£350
Theta Theta Dreadnaught II
£3900
Muni Channel Speaker Systems

Complete Systems
c ipus
£ 2000
Linn Classic - Dinka. LK140. Wakonda. Rem, £ 4300
Meridian Ater° System
£995
Nairn Audio SBL System
£6975
Nam Audio CD3/102/180/SBL £2350
Rega Complete System
£2000
Yamaha
£ 750
Custom Installation Products
Lu
•

£ 175

01/D Players
Lessus ell ,
Meridian Audio 596 DVD Playei
Meridian Audio 598 CD/DVD/DVDA
Pioneer 0006560
Townshend Audio Pioneer DV 747A

£740
£3000
£805
£1650
£150
£1000

HI Fl Other
bang and olufsen Beosystem 5000
£850
Bose Galet Comfort II Noise Cancelling Headphones £ 125
Harmon Bordan Citation 23 FM Tuner £225
Musical Fidelity T3 Tuner
£250
Nakanachi 680Z0
£400
Nakarnichr 6820x
£390
Nakannehr DR 8
£ 149
Quad FM4
£ 185
Rotel RT925 tuner
£ 75
Sir -,Tll 9.T42` ,
£80
Intergrated Amplifiers
Audo Valve AssisSnil Lus integrated
Exposure 2010A

£2995
£995
£450

Genelec 205 Active Monitors
McIntosh FIT1, HT2, 173
Panasonic scht990
Venna Acoustics 3Webern/2 Berg/ Subson
sn
Accuphati 7
nOr
Acoustic Arts Amp 2
Accustic Ms Power 1
Noe ST 1301
Aloe ST 15 01
Aude Flight Flight One100
Aude Research M300 MOnoblocks
Audio Research Fief 600 Mkt
Audio Research V70
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
&tee Valve Baldar 70
Audelab 8000 P/C
Audiolab 80000 mklIl
BAT. OK 600se
BAT. VK200
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
Boulder SOO AE MOODS
Burmester 828 Mk II Monos
C.A.T JL2 Signature
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
Cello Duet 350
Classe Aude CA 201
Cyrus
Dared -Vacuum Tube amp MP- 60
Dual mono block- 200w 235

£150
£3250
£195
£2195
£225
£2650
£4000
£3495
£2150
£995
£1095
£4795
£5000
£12995
£1595
£3450
£1795
£785
£300
£5995
£1395
£1900
£1250
£2300
£1950
£4650
£2200
£11500
£1200
£3995
£1800
£275
£1250
£2200

Exposure 18 POWER
Exposure XVIII ( 18i
Exposure XVIII Power Amp
Goldmund 18.4
GRAAF 55/50 Pwr
Halda DM 38
Harmon KardOn AP2500/PA2200
Harmon Kardon Signature Series
Harmon Kardon Signature Series
Jeff Rowland Model 12 Monobloclxs
Krell FPB 750 mcx
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks
Krell FPB.700CX
Krell OSA 250
Krell KSA 80 Bailee®
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levinson ML433
Mark LevInge ML434 Monoblocks
Mark Levinson ML436
McCormak DNA 125
McIntosh MC 30001
McIntosh MC352
Musical Fidelity 0300 CR
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
Nairn Audio 180
Passlabs 0600
Roksan Caspian M Series 1Mono
Ruby Chameleon
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
Tag Avantgarde 100x4
Tom Evans Linear A
Tube Technology Gents. Monobloc
OTC power nne
YHT
0iblurclis

£790
£695
£475
£7365
£1095
£9995
£395
£200
£200
£4995
£15500
£13550
£7995
£1950
£1295
£1750
£4750
£4995
£7975
£1150
£2295
£3250
£1095
£2495
£595
£5995
£1500
£295
£695
£1295
£3750
£2500
£1300
£6995

Power Conditioners
£200
Pre Amphhers
Accosts, Ails Pie I
Adyton Modus
Nola PST 11.011
Aloia PST 11.011
Arcam Delta 110
Audia Flight Flight 1Pre
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
Audio Note M3, Phono
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research LS22
Audio Research LS9
Audelab 8000 P & C
B.A.T. 01(30
B.A.T. 0031
Boulder 1012
Boulder 2010 Pre
C.A.T SL1 Signature MK Ill
C.A.T Ultimate Reference
Cello Palette Pre
Conrad Johnson PAS Pre Amp
Counterpoint dal() dell
DNM 3d twin
DNM series 2/3
Electrocompanet EC 46
Exposure »II 1211
GRAAF 3.5 Pre
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
Krell OCT CAST 11
Marsh P2000
McCormak RLD 1
Melody Pure black 101
Michell Argo HR/Hera
Michell ISO HR/Hera
Naim Audio 102
Naim Aude HI- CAP
Naim Aude Bac 62
£250
Ouad 44
Tact RCS 2.0
Tact RCS 2.000
Tom Evans Argo Hr
Tom Evans The Vibe
Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8 Power Supply
Vincent SA 93 plus
YBA 2Alpha
'IBA Passion Pre
Probsclors
Madrigal MP 9CRT
Stones
',Raceme Equinox
Base Cabinet
Black Diamond Racing Shell 8 Cones

£1495
£1295
£1450
£995
£350
£2995
£2795
£3750
£395
£1895
f895
£475
£1495
£1500
£6495
£9995
£2995
£5995
£3000
£595
£1200
£3750
£325
E550
£695
£1095
£5500
£4995
£450
£1150
f2299
£550
£295
£595
£495
302
£235
£1050
£1995
£595
£2250
£1000
£1100
£795
£3495

£19990

£175
£250
£400

Tundables/Anns/Cartrldges & Phonostages
AHRC Grim Reaper
£80
Basis Debut Gold Std/SME
). 4995
Clear Aude Accurate
£ 2395
EAR mc 3transfomer
£ 500
EAR the Head
£ 390
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Ann
£200
Graham Sloe Era Gold V
£395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE
£200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig Plat
£3250
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegedon
£ 2495
Lyra ARGO
£ 595
Michell Focus /series Ills
£ 300
Micheli Orbe
£ 1550
Nottingham Analogue Interspace/RB300/Reson £ 425
Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck 8 Space arm £ 1050
Origin Live Encounter
£ 750
Ortolan 510 MM
£35
Ortolon Jubilee
£ 1000
Odeon Kontrapunkt D
£650
Oxford Crystal Reference • Graham 2
02900
Roksan Xenes 10/DS1 &Arterraz/Jubilee
£3500
ONE Model 10A
£2899
SME Model 20/20
£ 4995
SME Model 30/20
£ 10999
SME Series VArm
£ 1450
VP1 TNT 4 Rokport Arm
£6500
TV/Plasma/ MD
NEC 42 XM3TXR3
NEC 50 XMA/XRS
Panasonic 42 PWD9
Panasonic 42 PWD9HD
Pioneer 502 mxe Plasma

£995
£1995
£1495
£0
£800

CLASSIFIEDS
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hi-fi by enthusiasts
Below is just a small selection of

seas
C

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO

• MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO. BOX 44283

some of the exciting products we offer
The Denon DL110 is a high
output moving coil cartridge.
It offers great performance for
the very reasonabLe price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phono
input.
The Denon DL- 103 Mo.ing Coil
cartridge is a true claisic, not
just because its been in
production since 1963 but
becau,e it still offers a
performance to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price lag would suggest.
Also now in DL- 103R• £200.
Denon DL-304 This is a wonderfully
transparent sounding MC cartridge that
is almost unmatched for its midband
quality which is especially amazing
when its low £ 210 price is taken alto
account.
The Dynavector DV-20 is available
in both high and low outpat versions,
the former for use into MM phono
inputs and the latter into MC inputs or
a step-up iransformer £ 395.

Audio Note 103 This is Audio
Note's top MM cartridge- and it
features the same diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below.
It successfully captures the energy on an LP with an eivolving
dynamic and fast sound: £ 425
Ortoton Kontrapunkt BACH' range
of moving coil cartridges start with the
'A' at £ 450 and evolve through the ' H'
at £600, the ' 13' at £ 750 and ultimately
to the ' C' at £ 900.

MADISON, WI 53744-4283U SA
Music Maker 3 The Music Maker M a
moviri.g iron cartridge that rightly has
become a legend in its own lifefime. Its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
most other cartridges sound as it they're
trying much to hard: £625.

e-mail. nfo@madisound corn
Web Page: fittpiwww madisound COm

CITOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

The Audio Note lo range cf
cartridges starts with the lot
(pictured left), a beautifully
hand crafted cartridge Mat features Alnico magnets and cots
made from pure silver vere.

B&W 802 Original speakers
Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands

(215) 862-48/0 • fox ( 215) 862-4871

Visit our wabsite at:
littp://www.fatwyre.com
tatwyre@fatwyre.com

THE
CAME

£2895

Kef Concord Speakers

£ 150

Origin Live OL speakers

£250

Quad 2905 speakers eRANDisEVV,FeCRYIY.FAJni £5750
S
Audionote M8 Pre- amp with phonc (£ 19,500)

USA

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

I www.hifinews.co.uk IJUNE 2007

£9995

Audionote Zero Remote controlled Pre- amp New.... £695
Mark Levinson 28 pre- amplifier with phono stage ... £995
Mark Levinson ML380 pre- amp ( boxed/superb)

£ 1995,

Mark Levinson 11812 pre/power combination (aclassic)

£1295.

£3495.

Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp & Nairn NAP 90/3 Power Amp .. £595
Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£995

AMPLEMIStS
Audio Note Gaku-Ons ( Kondo) cost new £ 150,000
offered for £30,000
Audio Note Kagan mono Amps (£28,000)

£ 11,995

Audio Note Neiro Mono Amps ( 110,000)
Classe CA201 power amp

£5,495
£ 1595
£295

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

£3500

Mark Levinson ArL383 regaled arrp

£2750

Mark Levinson MIL432 pmver arp

£4495

fiakamPhi Arrp one wth Cassette dedt two and CO Payer three . £795
Pair Trilogy 958 power amps with Trilogy 902 Pre-amp

£ 1995

Pathos " Twin Towers" Mt' amplifier ( superb)

£ 1695

, PLAYERS 6 TRANSPORTS
Sonic Fronteirs SF01, Dac

£795

Sony CD pm41 CD player

£ 60

Theta Data Basic 11 CD transport
Theta Chroma DAC ( HDCD)

£395.
£ 195.

ISCELLA NEVUS
5 tier equipment stand superb condition

£275

Kimber Select KS1020 half metre interconnect

£ 125

Isotek substation ( mint/boxed)

£650
£ 195

Nakamichl 682 cassette deck

£395

Sony ST- 5E570 Tuner

£ 60

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

£75

Technics ST-GT 550 tuner

£ 65

Techniques St-610L tuner fm/mw/Iw

£ 65

Transparent "The Wave" 5.5 mtr. Speaker cable ... £ 195
Van den Hul "The Cleartrack" 5.5 metre speaker cable . £ 55
Winds 01 stylist gauge

New 495

RNTAIIILES, CARTRIDGES 6 TON/MIMS
We firmly belie.e that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use a high quality step up
transformer
It is ton this reason that we stock a range of designs. from the
new Note Products StepNote at £ 200 ( pictured above left
the Audio Note range priced between £ 399 ( above right) to
£4,950 and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired
designs which range from £ 1.500 to £ 2,750 and offer a variety of ratios and impedances vie front mounted switches.

comPoinv

£395

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

The tap model of the range model. the Audio Note to Ltd
disperses wrth permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils instead, which are powered from an
external power supply Ifs performance has to be head to De
believed, and we believe it truly represents the state of the art
of cartridge design This masterpiece costs £ 8,950 including
power supply.

£695

£650

Hitachi FT550 Mark II tuner

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
'r
U
B
E
S

(all, write, fax or email for details and free consultation

124

ankutinte
B&W 801 Original speakers average condition for year

Its sound is transparent yet dynamic, with a mid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality: £ 1.850

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

18938

Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers

Exposure XV integrated amp

TEL 608-831-1433 FAX 608-831-3771

I
25 Union Square New Hope PA

202, FineIon Road, Worthing, BNI4 OUJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hestereo.com

Mark Levinson ML 380S pre amp

The Lyra Argo is a high
perfunnance nude design that
uses a B0 ,01, cantilever and line
contact diamond. We feel notters
supeib value for money at e".795
with a relived yet weighty
performance

I

Heat erdale
audio limited

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Ayuesbury, Bucks, HP20
Open 330 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
svwvv.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

Blue Pearl Turntable with Graham Phantom arm

£P0A

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years'
•
Cm selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

=

Email:

heatherciale@hifi-stereo.com

Premier Audio

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSES . EPOS . LINS . LOE WE
•
MICROMEGA . NALM AUDIO . NEAT . REGA . ROTEL

Now demonstrating

1

Dcs Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinius Cl) Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidelo & Sonus Faber Speakers, Siltech
Cables, Isotek Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands
•Roont 2
Audio Ann, Audio Synthists, Kara Pre 8: Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Amid Equipment Stand, Isola Sub Station PIS
\udio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Aero - Absolute Sounds
DCS - Kora Plinius - Si!tech - Arcici - BDA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - Ortofon - Van den Hull - Mirage
P/X wekorrie 'Tfome bmonstration çood seGection of SA-(and
We are tOmins J39 -M1 10mins J30 M62

•
ROYO . SHAHINI

TEAC . YAMAHA & MORE

indecently good hi-fi

9High Street. Hampton ‘8irk. Kingston upon Thames.
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

rep

•All valve circuitry
•RIM eguilization
•Headphone/stereo line
output with volume control
•Rumble filter
Manned 24hr order line:

Tel: 01264 323573
Front End Problems
then contact

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg to get the hest - HiFi News awards 2005
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 100M
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE
Plus cartridge re-tipping sers ice
'IligNb Site: wwW.com
Email: thecartridgeManabtlittentet.com

„tritit

Sole

"à

020 8688 6565

there is only one
turntableworld!

• ATC
AUDAX
ETON
FOSTEX
).

LPG

•

MOREL

»-

•

SCAN- SPEAK

»-

SILVER
VIFA

See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice. Ft/- F, VVorla,
Hi Fi Plus : roil on the web at www lot- audio corn

Sale of pre-ovvned equipment.

Call for full reviews

!DRIVERS:

»-

Rothwell: 01204 366133 or
www.rothvvellaudioproducts.co.uk

Phase Linear & SAE specialists.

What Hi Fi
"Smoot, warm sound.. Makes
vocal based music apleasure"

www.smartsounddirect.com

Loud

Custom equipment designed & built in house.

Check out our massive range of products & great prices

0870 8500129

too

British, Japanese & American hi-fi catered for.

To

Hi Fi+
"Near perfect blend of price
and performance"

Hi-FiNews

0

Way

Audio servicing specialists, upgrades available.

SMART SOUND
"Boy does that
HiFi News
single valve serve " Provided auniverse of almost
up slam"
perfect listening pleasure.
OVERALL RATING sweet cbtailed and above all,
supremely musical"

19/20

0

Too Loud

It's a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems
of
excess
gain
and
bring
sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The coat is only £ 39 ,sr piiir delivered. To order, call

KLW Cook

Bellari (USA) Valve Phono Pre-Amp
Listen to perfect vinyl sounds (or record
on computer or CD) EXCLUSIVE

0
Loud

nidelitY
Surrer KfI49 \ lei: 020 8943 3530

Does This Seem Familiar?

IVIAX
»-

FIDELITY

PEERLESS
SEAS

FLUTE

»

VISATON

)1,
- VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE

Aesthetix, Avid, Clearaudio,
Decent Audio, Dynavector,
Goldring, Grado, Graham,
Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue,
Origin Live, Ortofon,
Project, Roksan, Rothwell,
Graham Slee, Shure, SME,
Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichord,
Whest Audio, Wilson Benesch and VPI

HOW TO BOOKS

Ccbretact LIS for the
free Solen COROIVI
Catalog.
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SOLEN
4470 Avenue
St- Hubert,

Thibault
C1C, J3Y 7T9

Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email: scalenesalters.ca

VVe

Canada

probably the largest analogue
dem selection in the UK
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk

vvvvvv.scideri.ca
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CLASSIFIEDS

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbastom
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • NU Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Nairn • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

complete systems integrating hi-fi,
home cinema, multi- room and

SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
011384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Bokimere Road
West Midlands B73 5TD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
0213 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 8DL
01121 429 2811

SOLIHUL_ WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

MUSIC
MATTERS

Interest free cred.t on selected items • 0% APR

p;..d

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

lighting. Home trials are available

«Oak

for many products

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uK

O'Brien Hi-Fi

SPECIALISTS

Martin Logan - Vantage

60 Durham Road. London, SW20 OTVV
T 020 8946 1528/0331 E shopaobrienhifl.com

Free parking • Five minutes from A3 • Open Tue

Sar 9 - 5.30

Sonus Faber — Domus

Moon - Supernova

Audio Reaearch • Avid • Copland • Chard Company
Creek • Dreamvision • Dynavector • Epos • Go/wire • L.} I. ,
Krell • Marlin Logan • Michell • Moon • Nairn • Opera
Ordcloo • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Reson • Sonneteer
Sonusi Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Transparent • Unison Research • Velodyne • Waterfall
Please contact us for a list of en-dern ik display product

Chord - Cables
We are currently
demonstrating these
stunning new products.
Please Contact en to
•rrange a demonstration.

Sugden - A21SE Amp .5, CD

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS
The IPL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines
using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of

Original PrIce

Jeff Rowland Model BT & BPS- 8 Power Amp
dCS Elgar DAC

£18,000
£9,000

£ 4,995
£ 2,795

£00 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.

dCS Percell Upsampler

£4,500

£ 1,495

Krell Showcase Prearnp/Processor
Revel Voice Centre Speaker

L4,500

£ 2,995

£6,000

£ 2,995

Please see website or catalogue for full details.

Lexicon MCI Preamp/Processor

£3,500
£3,500

£ 2,500
£ 2,500

£2,000

£ 1,295

£1,000
£I,500
£2,750

£ 695
£ 595
£ 1,995

[6,000
£2,500
£1,800
£4000

£ 2,995
£ I,495
£ 1,295
£ 995

£6000
Z12,000

£ 1295
63,995

£1650
£1750

LI OSO
£ 1350

KIT

SPEAKER UNITS

CAB SIZE mm

M3tIm
S3tI
S3thn

5"IPL Metal, VSeas treble
6.5" Kevlar, I" Seas treble
65111 meal, l'Seas treick

810 x191x 261 £2190
£30
903 230 x350 £7/0.00 £10.00
903 x230 x350 £234.44 £10.00

S.k.hnRili 6.51PL metalRibbon treb
540
8"Kevlar.1'Seas treble

903x 230 x350 £33728 £ 10130
930x276x400 £258.00 £11130

SSO

PLUS KIT

P&P

10'1PL,3"Dont midrireb 1080x 320 x400 £419.00 £1200

Send cheque (or postal ortkr) made payable to Mr I
PLeslie at IPL Acoustics, Chelsea
Villa, Torrs Park, Ilfracombe, Devon, EX34 8AY,tel 01271 867439. Alternativly visit
our website at www.ipiarouaics.co.uk or send a5Op SAE. for câtitioglie detailing
liansznission Lines, HiFi and AV kits, including Active Subwoofers, drive units,
Silver PTFE cabks, and Quality Accessories.

Con

Sound Real (Part 4)?

Mu Yoe said. mac iota III eat ill il/Ill aid oy Rae sigol, boor poorly recorded. lai
its no diorite dooms If Ile disperso (Midas stilt lissesitg room cal be actinly oied Is
roadie tit dispenio codilion of It origin] retordiod. ad doter realism is possible ilai foe
comeitioulnpeaker titra. The dicaimin focal of afistula refii is filed lad moot be fide•
hilly altered by polio mos. Bal lie at of sDomeier *elate processor sail2alra sobsprien to Klink maul lit tiara' Naafi
Firlkr dada emir SoperSlereo are al: ittp:Ihrekneol.coll-doarector
Dmotor biperSion Tellfu:44+ (11)1211)767173. Euh i (118,ettordifiltItl.0011
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HORSHAM HI-FI & HOME CINEMA LTD
Ex -Dam and Used equipment for sale

www.hifinews.co.uk

1UNE 2007

Lexicon CX-7 7 Channel Power Amp
Lexicoe CT- 10 OVD/CD/SACD Player
ATC SCM-I2 Loudspeakers
Dynaudio Audience 8 Loudspeakers
Revel IN-IS 1000w Subwoofer
Revel FS0 Loudspeakers
Revel 60 Centre Speaker
Revel 510 Dipole Speakers
SIM2 Domino 20 DLP Projector
S1M2 Domino 30 DLP Projector
Sim2 HT 300E Link OLP Projector
laoTek GIS Than Mains Conditioner
IsoTek GII Nova Mains Conditioner
Theta DS Pro basic II DAC

Price Now

£2990

Theta Dana B.asIc II CD Transport

82990

£ 695
£895

Please Visit Our Website For More Quality Equipment
Tel: 01403 272931 or 07890 390310
email: projectorsareus@btinternet.com website: www.projectorsareus.com
THE

PINEVVCDOID MUSIC
SF Cromonas ( maple)
£ 3500
SF Cremona Contra -0- stand £ 1800
Kroll SACO Stnd 5.2
£2400
Kroll Showcase proc
£ 2500
Kroll
K.AV-3250
£ 3000
ARC CID3 f
/
4
1
01k2
£ 3100
ARC VS110
£ 2800
SF Concerto Domus ( teak).—£ 1250
SF Centro Domus -0- stand £ 600
Telephone: 01460 54322
brlanrheemac.corn
Mobile: 07860 351113

QUAD

SPECIALIST

ESL 57

LE 1

spares and Repairs

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of DenroStatic Loudspeakers.
Contact us for our free catalogue.

QUAD Muslicveiedergabe GmbH
Brunnenstrosse 57, 56751 Gering, Gerrnemy
tel. 449(0)2654 987977 fax. 449(0)2654 987976
emalIQUAD-GmbHet-online.de
www.QUAD-MUSIK.com
www.quadateliar.de

CLASSIFIEDS

atc

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy

castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon
m+k
michell
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottimgham
primare
smc
spendor
runco

spe.alars rn home entorternmenr

Creek, Epos, Exposure, Fujitsu, Linn, Marantz,
Monitor Audio, Mordount Short, NAD, Okki
Nokki, Project, REL, Rokson, Thennescene, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

Usher in Devon

a KaM

01922 457926

Oranges & Lemons

signals
hi-fi for grown-ups

I
pswic
fax (; o1473)
W

w

W

.

Nu Force
Marantz
Goldring
Grado

01473)
ona

Uk.

L

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

Home Cinema
& Multi-room
Specialists

020 7924 2040

www.lockwoodauclio.co.uk

tsvitt.oandlhifleo.uk
61 Webbs Road, Battersea, SWII 6RX ,
email: oranges.lemons('virgin.net

Absolute Analogui
Address: PO Bot 30429, London, NW6 7GY
Tel / Fax: 444 (
0)20 8459 8113
Email: Absolute_Analogue email.msn.com

Bright Star IsoNodes
"Thoroughly recommended"
'hill world, March 2007

It is not necessary to have
great hi-fi equipment in
order lb listen to music...
...but it helps.

e

"I mould strongly recommend the
IsoNode anti-vibration feet"
TNT-Audio Magazine
"One of the cheapest, yet most
effective, isolation devices
available" The Star - AudioFile

te•\
--

Direct sale price - £ 15 for aset of 4IsoNodes

,4)
a

IAN HARRISON HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
DENON DL I03R
DENON DL I03
DENON 01_160
DENON 01_110
DENON DL304
GRADO RS1
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM "A"
MICHEL. TURNTABLES
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE +
TOM EVANS GROOVE
TOM EVANS VIBE
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRICHORD DIABLO + PSU I
STAX HEADPHONES

EPOA
£P0A
£175
£90
£85
£75
£175
f625
£1300
£370
VOA
£640
£1500
£2200
£1600
£800
f599
£885
EPOA

us

at Hanwell

+46(0) 20 8579 7755
or Fax . 44(0) 20 8579 7156
mall: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

Get it right!

Website: ttisw.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

11,11110111

Call for appointment to

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
COLDRING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, EAR., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENAIHEISER
AKG, HALCRO, CAT., GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAM ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX- OEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS, NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA - Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GO
TEL: 01283 702875 flam..9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Dartmouth

Devon

TQ6 9HN

01803 833366 www.SoundHiFi.corn

live music at home?

amplifier sound is the key
transistor, valve. class A. AB.

Spares and repairs
See the TANsITYL Cones
Hotline at

ere
elemme ...me •
•

0

'Lockwood Audid

Hi Fi,

&dent • P.,

Sound Hi Fi

6 55171

s.sil.eng@ssnalls.uk.com

55172

5,

Come round for a coffee and
listen to the Usher 520 8t Dancers

1

on

SE. push-pull?

www.dnm.co.uk

they used to say,
it's grim up north...
Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama
Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics,
Chord Cable, Chord Electronics, Consonance,
Creaktiv, Custom Design, Esoteric,
Grado, lsotek, Kudos, Monitor Audio,
Nbien, Neat, Opera, Pathos,
Primare, Pure, Resolution Audio,
Revolver, Roksan, Shanling,
Standesign, Sugden, System Audio,
TEAC, Triangle, Unison Research,
Usher Audio, Van den Hul, Wadia

...not any more
hifisould, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk

JUNE 2007 I www.hifinews.co.uk
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Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

isy

PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING
CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE

Auni0
CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

Goldring

HEADPHONE SELECTION
GRADO Award winning Headphones

Elektra

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ... what are you up for?

math.
gih.
diris vamr• t
Mf flab'

£ 33 £ 28

GEX

£24

SR- 60

£75

1006

£ 76 £62

GEX

£54

SR 80

£90

1012 GX

£95 £ 76

GEX

£67

Alphas,. Xenon. exceaent

SR- 125

£140

Motor, RD80, wood finsh ex condrbon..1149

Men, A32 ex silver cAv remote

Anston 9000, black finish ex condition

Arcarn Alpha 10. acellent boxed est serviced

1022 GX

£ 126 £ 104

GEX

£86

1042

£ 144

£ 117

GEX

£108

Eroica LX/H

£ 135 £ 113

GEX

N/A

GEX

N/A

Elite

£ 238

£ 194

Audio Technica
AT 95 E

£25

AT 110E

£16

£30

£ 105 £95
£ 190

DL 110

£ 170

£ 79 £69

EX
u
EX

N/A

Audelab 80003000X7, as new pnxessorf7 channel amp £ 1249

Clearaude Ref, TOI arm. Accurate can,

Aude Research LS7 Preamp

RS1

£635

Clearaude Solution NAG Fleck:Satisfy Carbon direct «red....1999

Aude Research D130 Power. ex

£999

RS- 2

£450

Maraud° SolutionSatisfy Carbon direct wired 11650) ..........1849

Aude Research 570 Paver. ex

£899

Clearaude Start Smart Emotion. inc unanchor 8cover........£650

Aude Research SP12 Pre. ex

Clearaude Erect Stylus gauge.

Audio Valve Eclipse Preamp, ex boxea

DR50

£30

DR100

£40

DR150

£70

HD415

£29

£95 £83

EX

N/A

DL 304

£ 210 £ 190

D(

N/A

HD485

£77

Lyra

£38

AM Lab Senes ex doro, superb Mr brute

Crab

Fleybrook TT2 chi, Len Base

1249

AM S2000Pre, superb nrie preanp

1449

1349

Caen Mea Monoblocks, ex in sever 5Q« Ctrs A, fabulous £749

LED MMO Flee stage
,

Linn Mok 17. VERY VERY RAPE ITEM, REDUCED

Cam Ion T2 Wood:ids, met

black

1499

Cnard SPM120013, booed as newel black

£1499

Consonance Signature 10. vlimey 2A3 vale integrated 899
£
Consonance Rel 8.8. cM remote. uses 6550s to great Urea £ 1199

£399

Denon 4400A monoblocis tar

.

£429

£45

Linn 1012 superb order in maple. rAv upgraded rega etc .......£649

Exposure 6pre wrth two 7paver supplies. boxed

£54

Michel Orbe SE. NC power, 98300. unused
Michell Focus One, Rega arm, excellent for year

Exposure 031X us new boxed vnth £200 ran phono stage ......£649

.11749

1299

ITL MAI3CVMA10040.4100 PreiPover o2 leek/combo NOW 1299

HIFI ACCESSORIES

Michell Transactors Reference Hydraulic/fluid ann, NOW ......£599
Michell Gyro SE. DC motor ex boxed
£649

Krell KS4100S, excellent boxr just serviced, euse at home!!!£Call

Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier

£60

Micro Sedo DDX1Q)0 matching arm, onboard prs, lorry! .....£999
Mission 774 onginal arm
.
.£149

Len

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

£13

MOM Source cow urge prs. REDUCED.
1449
Musical Eery XLPSy3 as new boxed .......................................£199

£24

Argo

£795 £695

EX

N/A

Milty Pixall II Roller plus Refill

£16

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

£38

Bib Universal Standard Headshell

£15

Project Phonobox SE

Blue Point Special £235 £200

EX

Ounex J2P 3.5mm mini-lack to two Phono plug
3m connector
£27

Blackbird £585 £500

EX

Over500replacement styli types stocked

GEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge

n;il

Musical Frey XP100 and XAS100predackver

etbori )(pack ago with Rondo red

£379
K75

Muskal Ferny The Prearnp original oaring

..£119

NAM 1121500 rarer premier combo, ex rued.. .£899

Raga P6I313700. as new. thanIduty in black.... .£499

Al.NM 9290 prepower combo. ex bond,

Rega Planar 3XL advanced DC kit. REI300, excellent.£399

CAM NAP140 99w, boxed,

Rega Planar aRI3300 ago boned
Adosan Radius 5in maple chi/ Nine ann, re dem

Parasound ICI Monoblocks. nr mil blur, FANTASTIC .£2899

Roksan Xerxes Tabriz z. XPS3.60SU excellent
SME IV. excellent

.1179
.£479

1549
.£799
.£1099
5249

.£379
K379

Pathos Class( One Mk2, re demo

nee

Pathos Logos, reeled bard cder remote, save £1000 £ 1799
Quad 909 Power, excelent bcued

1699

Quad 66 Preamp. cAy ful rernote
n99
Quad 44 Prearnp. 405 and 4052 Poner arnps NOW tren,,,,,, £199
Duel 331303, ago for year fully serviced

SME 3009, excellent
£179
Systemdek «920
£99

Wei 99 Preamp as res, buy web 99 Ponieramp saw £100.1549
Quad 99 Porieramp, as err hoed

£399

Sysemdek II ( biscuit lin), ADC um, vgc

Our II monos and pre, rotary serviced 2006

.£799

1249

Technics SL1210mk2 light domestic use orty, excellent beed£249

Radford 51425 Rennassance and 5525 Pen/Power, ersellent £ 1249

Technics SL10. good worlong order

%ran Caspian M seres prepower

£199

borers 10124, SME 3009, pelted etc w nice hiked

£999

Flota 901992, excellent boxed

1349

Thorens TD124, ex serviced

Sono Frontiers Arrem Pre IL 8Pooer 1. Raker loony net £799

lhorens TD126SME3009,

Thor« TDI60b/Mayerare voc

1229

TACT/Lynadort Aar SDA2175, great press, as new £699
Tresham DR3 PSI. min 2box pre, Oxon cute boxed £199

Tom Evers Microgroove. ex dom

1299

Trio L-05M m000beels 'c oro indeed.

WI 165 Cleaning Machine, call for Mat

C379

Zeta, famous heavyweight arm, one« ..................................£549

£499

Usher Aide R1 5

Digital

2949

Speakers

Arcam 5079 REDUCED AGAIN .

.1599

Acoustic Energy AE2. ex bly

Aude Analogue Maestro 192/24 ex dem

fCall
£779

Audeveclor 1,13 Se ace« crossovers. new £4ki. among £1699

Audiomeca Mephisto transport, ex boxed remote ....
AVI 2000 Reference CD player .

.

£699

Acoustic Energy trite 3. Or de,' iv,' .... reers in cherry £499
AVI Duo, ex den minor nursing. refixed

AVI Lab Series. mint boxed ex dom

1949

Bow Technologies 128. beautiful, vgc boxed.

£1999

Cairn Fog 2. as new boxed
Consonance Droplet, ex dem bargain - WOW! .... .
Cyrus Quattra, Ca/ tuner . UNDER HALF PRICE' .
Cyrus CD7, ex c/', remote

DCS Purcell Upsampler, bargain upgrade

£849

.ECall
£149

£799

Caste Kendal, rrehogany, erelent ktQetoeeertarder £199
Celesbon SISO, ardent evarrele dseined stedmount . . 1349

£349

DCS Elgar DAC/Pre, ataste of the high life!

B8W 801S3, vgc super monitor. due in
Castle Rehmoni 3, eared Coxed

£1499
1499
£379

Cyrus PSXR in silver excellent boxed

£2999
.£1249

°pare 40,

in cherry, baed.

E17 0

Dynaude Foas 110, in neple, red chir stands, far
JMLab 102713e, award winning redeemer cal ter details
2G.r
JMLab Mero Utope Be dw stares arnaring monitor £ 1999
Lose Mace Auditorium 2, excelent bond

£1199

Electrocompanet ECMI - UP, superb monster unit. ex boxed. £ 1749

Martin Logan Are, as new boxed

11749

TIACzEsotenc PSID70, vac stunning high end combo, rare as' frail

Marts Logan Pens 1. boxed hargame

£949

Esoteric DV50S, very close to the X03..£2249

Mondor Audio Rados 270 excellent

Esotenc UX1

Mondor Audio mint boxed 0320 In Ptano Beck

the ultimate player? COMPLETE BARGAIN!!! £Call

Exposure 3010, as new boxed

the

1599

1249

Musical Fidelity 8200 erred

Mus Feebly A32 premier. excellent boxed

Project Xpenence Ltd

£199

Wren 556, superb power amp. reduced

Pink Triangle LPTI4B250, the best I
ve seen

SME Vexcellent boxed

CZ

fGat

One Lao Ultra deck writ, off board p/s. SME cut NOW.........1179

SME 3009, excellent bond ..

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

.£749

Kalrrl Pro, late SOS version on baed

Mararrtz PM7200. ex hoed

MUSlCal Fidelity A5 power. encelent boxed

V/ SA

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN). TOWN END HOUSE. SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE YO8 5SQ

Linn 10out power. ex from

Musical Fidelity XLPS, excellent boxed.£129

EX - Exchange price same make moving coil cartridge

ee

£349

Linn LP12. LOX ann good order

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

Sumiko

£179
.
1399

Lein LP12. Valhalla no arm

N/A

£58

.

JOE StateSenes 3/Missen774 rare as

EX

£98

£599
£1249

Aude Valve Baker 200 Monoblods eclair (£10k new)..14499

£495 £ 395

M 97 XE

179

£699

ClearandeSmarlphono as new.
1179
Clearande Champion Level 1, Satisfy Carbon arm, on bond .£999

Dorian
Shure

new£8880) . 13999

Linn LP12. DL DC lOt

DL 160

Prestige Gold £ 110

£399

/Vision nuits ohs Infiry Back Widow. excellent .f249

HD465

£29

£399

£ 749

£260

FID435

Prestige Black £40

.£149

AC Magnum Mr 125 Monoblocks excellent mores sago

£175

N/A

Grado

Amplifiers

. 2249

SR 325i

Sennheiser Headphones

N/A

Analogue

SR225

New Goldring Headphones

EX

Denon
DL 103R

Reference Series

£18

AT 0C9 MLII £330 £295
DL 103

Prestige Series

1599

2349
S1199

Monitor Audio mint boxed RSWI2 Subwooler .

5449

Heart Audio CD6000, valve output, superb boxed ............£449

Monsoon Audio FPFI 000 excellent ribbonttpoles NOW

Linn Numenk SAC. ex boxed

NAHA Credo if cheny, ago boxed

£299

£479

£599

Kudos Ca

Meridian 200 Transpon, excellent boxed

£299

Nben NX6 Standmountwell revewed, great with NAIM

range of

Meridian 203 Dac, excellent boxed._

£179

Neat Acores lairs/turn A/FS if Pone OW( Cie rew ONLY 51499

Meridian 508, ex boxed, due in

fCall

Neat Accuseras Petite 3SE clw Ultimatum bass drayes IVOIN £530

Micromega Stage 3. excellent

loudspeakers
now offering
temptation
at :

£299

Picric Repose 1SC. Dreadnought 831m Prue cable scab . 1999
Revel M20. scruffy wrth studs

Proceed PDT2, nr mint boxed
Roksan Caspian M Series ex dem, mint boxed

Reeler R33 ex dern, vied reviewed bargain
Rogers LS35a, need ve say more

1249
lOueur

Rue Talisman 2. excellent

£299

1599
£799

...£499
12899

Sugden Bijou CD Master, mac boxed

1599

TEACiEsotenc P70070, ago stunning high end cornbo, mre as' CCU
TEAC VRDS9, excellent, remote

£499

Trichord Pulsar SAC, as new o,

ipswich ( 01473)

AVI S2000 Tuner vgc boxed

Roark Sabre. vgc. nee mid sued sendmount
Soots Faber Concerto CA', SF Stands
Usher Auie R737. ex dein

1399
.£
1199
f129

Accessories/Systems

.. n49

Cam Fog v2 Cd player and 4808 Idegrated amp, ex dern
Chord Odyssw. cut pair

Harman Kardon T970 DAB/FM New

£199

HKaron AVR635 - was £999

Musical Fidelity FM Tuner

£79

Linn Class« Kwrth onboard tuner as new boxed

£149

Musical Feeley XPSU v3 excellent

Quad

66FM

Pure 701ES, new
Rega Radio
Sony 777ES DAB Tuner REDUCED
V./Ideologic 601 DAB in BLACK

1299
£ 149
£ 129
..

£199
1699

Tareberg Stude Manor large'

Cambridge Audio DAB Azur 6401 as new boxed in black 1119

Musical Fidelity E500 cAv remote

655172
email eng@signals uk corn
signals
bucklesham
Ipswich
suffolk
IP 10 ODY
w w
sig
n a Is .
0 k
co
rn

fax ( 01473)

£449
£011ers

WAD KLS9 kit. professional CNC cabs

Radio and recorders

655171

£1000! £ 1499

PMC TE2 in cherry

NVA Transparent Statement, ex crated £1499
Primare CD30.2. ex boxed 0./w remote ... E749

Shanling CDT300UK Omega Drive, as new

hi-fi for grown-ups

,
oh2. stunning floorstander, ex dem saw

Nu Teke CD4000 vet output virth Uptampeng board, bored 849
£

Shanling CDT80 as new

signals

Pier P4XL

099

Seel

Musical Fidelity X-Can V3 ecelent
Pnrnare CD110, one box system, rer demo ..

£448
£599
1179
£179
1899

Tara la'bs Ref 8Spa cable

£249

TEAC R3 RIDAB 'rear portable radio in Mite, lineed quantity £75

foo

AG7D 61amp xd save C150 2329

... tel 0845 6019390 Tuesday to Saturday 10 til 5, or email news@andhandhill.co.uk
Quality UM equipment always required for cash
Call us before you trade In
Commission Sales too

the best systems

in the north

We are two of the most experienced dealers in the north of England.
We have a vast array of equipment in both our stores to cater for the Movie
or Music enthusiast. We have full demonstration facilities in both stores.
Call anytime to book a demonstration of any of the equipment you wish
to experience. Bring your own Music or Movies, take time to decide at your leisure
with no hurry and no pressure.
If your looking for the best prices on the latest Hi-detinition Plasma screens, LCD TVs
and audio systems, our stunning range can easily be found on our web site.
Simply log onto www.petertyson.co.uk for fast efficient delivery, straight to your home.
For friendly honest advice, and the best service look no further:

We have the new Linn Keel,
Ekos SE and Trampolin
on permanent demonstration.

ARCAM SOLO

JVC

DIU% imirezi

We are the only dealers in the North of England
with the Award Winning
D- ILA HD1 Home Cinema Projector
on permanent demonstration.

5SIRE REVIEW WINNER END
MONITOR AUDIO ROI NORMALLY LISIO

JVC

SPEWS NIFI NEWS OFFER £ 1100
WITH LINN KOMPONENT 104
NORMALLY £ 1385
SPECIAL HIE' NEWS OFFER £ 1100

PLEASE CALL FOR
OUR LATEST PRICE.

WITH LINS KOMPONENT 110
NORMALLY £ 1895
SPECIAL HIFI NEWS OFFER £ 1400

ARCAM SOLO
MOVIE 5.1 ALSO AVAILABLE PLEASE CALL

EXTENSIVE EX DEM & USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Linn Classik + Monitor Audio 1251 or Linn komponent 104 - only £ 1250

Award winning brands stocked
Linn, Arcam, Marantz, B&O, Bose
Chord Electronics, InFocus, JVC,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Pioneer, REL, Roksan, Sim2, Tannoy,
Teac, Tivoli, Velodyne, Yamaha.
Plus many more.

Pioneer Plasma TVs - all models in stock - Call for the best prices

newcast1(

Latest savings
Arcam solo movie plus Linn Komponent 5.1 pack only £2999

Linn- Ex dem Artikulat, Akurate and Komponent - HALF PRICE

Linn Komponent range - New special prices - Please phone

153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ
New Bose deals - Phone for the latest prices

hifi

Denon AVR4306 + DVD3930 - only £ 1799

Telephone 0191 2857179.
Fax 0191 2854636
Email mark@newcastlehifi.co.uk
Open Tuesday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm

Yamaha NEW AV61 pack - only £ 229

Yamaha YSP - Best Prices - Please phone

All items
in stock

Nationwide
Installation

Peter

Buy now pay
10 Months

Tyson

6 Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX
Telephone 01228 546756
www.petertyson.co.uk
Email sales@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

Specialist items at great prices with
Atacama

£CALL NOW

YAMAHA

Pro-ject

2SHELF HIFI BASE
MODULE
Equinox

TURNTABLE WITH
ORTOFON 510 MKII
CARTRIDGE AND
CORK MAT
RPM5

DIGITAL SOUND
PROJECTOR WITH
INTELLI BEAM
YSP-1100

1111•1111111
MATION

Combining high pe.domiance with practicality and good looks,
the Equinox Seees offers aflexible approach to Hi Fi equipment
rack design. Creek online for the full range of Atacama AV and
products.

• • • .j rurntable will gee any CD
Player ariei to its money. Includes an Ortofon
510 cartridge and ahost of impressive features.

BUY
NOW PAY

2008

This stylish sound projector provides you with mutti-ehamel surround
sound enjoyment from asingle component! - A perfect match for 42"
fiat Ws and monitors. Digital amplifier individually drives 40 sonso
beam drivers and two woofers to clever true multi-channel surround
sound for an elegant horse theatre system.

Products, technology and
le prices

FREE

£ CALL FOR PRICE

DELIVERY

MIMI!
•'

PRE-AMPLIFIER WITH POWER
AMPLIFIER

°

•

•••••

The PRE30 employs aClass A coupler Idiscrete

7.1 CHANNEL DIGITAL HOME
CINEMA AMPLIFIER

fully balanced circuit topology uteser I!or the 1>est

UK Tuned 7.1- Channel Amplifier featuring 700W

possible signal-to-noise ratio and audo fidelity.

(100W x 7) Power, Pure Direct for Higher Fidelity

This combined with the A30.2 Dual M0110 Power

Sound Reproduction, Ddby Pro Logic IIx and DTS 96/.

Amplifier produces music and movie sound as

Compatibility, Quad-Field/Trt-Field CINEMA DSP and

vibrantly as at the moment it was recorded.

14 Surround Programs.

PRE30/A30.2

DSP-AX759SE

Primare

Yamaha
MW

5.1 HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE
M- Cube 5.1

£CA1JL FOR

FLOOR STANDING SPEAKERS
Ikon 6

icE

£CALL FOR PRICE

5.1 COMPACT SPEAKER SYSTEM
L-ITE 5.1 SPEAKER SYSTEM

£CALL FOR PRICE

Quad
INFORMATION
qM- Cube consists of an active
250M/ subwoufer with 2>200mm (8") bass driver ,
magnetically shrelded centre and satellite speakers
and 5Wall brackets

The Award winning IKON 6 utilises the already
famed and celebrated Hybrid Tweeter Module and
features 2 x6.5" paper/wood fibre cone IKON
drivers. This speaker combines ahearrtifulhi crafted
exterior with such an impressive sound quality that
it will bring asmile to your face.

ACTIVE SUB BASS SYSTEM
PRO 50 MK2

CHECK ONLINE FOR PRICE

MJ Acoustics

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

This 5.1 speaker system is capable of delivering
outstanding performance featuring four satellite

m.
sar awesome addition to
complement the most discerning cinema and rlIUSVC
system featuring twin crossovers, 120watts of power.
new designed 10" driver and Speaker and Line Level

speakers, adedicated centre channel and a300W
rms 10" powered subwoofer.

inputs with Gan

Control Range 80 and 60dB.

CHECK ONLINE FOR MORE PRODUCTS & PRICES
felconeer

t

reel

a

MONITOR AUDIO

polkaudio

LVhsa/irrar

%audio pro

Terma mid C.idler:ma
,
goods marran Ike property ot Hip f311.7 anti paid o fun. In brie wen the Distance selling regulations 2000 you may cancel your older wither seven working days.
This must he done in the form of aletter, tax a serai, atereplone cat does riot constitute cancellation All goods accepted for retirn under tras regularan must be rn their original box aid padraging mid returned through your own COUrler. We expect
91/Ch goods to be brand riere with an accessones in pristine condition Goods that are not kept in
rnanrer will be
to ahandling fee of 25% of the purcitmse once. We deliver in the mardaral UK onty.

free delivery

It«

HiFiBitZ

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.
Free delivery, excellent after-sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

VVWW.HifieltZ.CO.UK
£ CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK

£ CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

»
•

UM= ift fi0
iiiinueimadird

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

STEREO RECEIVER

the Destiny integrated ampfdier produces world beating

The 8000P is aclassic two channel powtx amplifier.

Ink-voted Amplifier with 75 watts per channel into

The NAD C720BEE combines the award winning

audio performance with its use of discrete ( inakigue

delivering over 100W per channel and featuring a

8ohms. 200VA custornmixki toroidal power

C320BE_E amplifier with an ADS AM/FM tuner, it

MOS-FET. Is new mains transformer which produces

!refit ency response of 0.1 Hz - 75 kHz.

transformer. power supply capadlors arid separate

inckides aMutti-source Zone faiiity and features

pre- amp output with class A buffer stage

up to 1(X) Watts into 8Ohm operation and its 3Hz 801g-tz Frequency Respotase.

100W, 150W, 180W. IHF Dynamic power into 8,
4and 2ohms, respectively.

Destiny Series

Creek

8000P

2010s

C720BEE

Audiolab

Exposure

NAD

Infocus

Monitor Audio

INFOHMATION
The HDTV- ready IN76 features 1280 x720
resolution. 1000 lumens and 3000:1 contrast
ratio. uses Pixelworksf. DNXf., and xHDMI,
1xMl-DA/DM ( HDCP), 1x3- RCA component
port and more making Be IN76 ?Lily compatible
with DVD players. garniiig consoles, cabe boxes
and satellite.

GtiltUK

ONLINE
HOME CINEMA
PROJECTOR
IN76

Sonos

'

INFORMATION
Make your favorite audio devices part of a
wireless, multi- room digital music system with
the SonosT. ZP8Os or ZP100. Together with the
Sonosh. Controller, this popular set up will give
you music in any room you choose directly from
your PC.

MAKE YOUR

BRONZE REFERENCE

MULTI AWARD
WINNING SP

FOR MORE 5 STAR
DEALS VISIT
WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

PACKAGE

These components are aSG ayailabe individually
in avariety of finishes.

This Elenze Reference system features ablend of
tighi kirmance driver technology, exceptional
build quality and gorgeous finishes.

MUSIC WIRELESS
ZP80 INTRODUCTORY PACK

Onkyo

CHECK
ONLINE

The award winning GB- 5150K CD receiver
system features 50 Watts ( RMS) power output.
DAB Radio, MRE-CD / CD- R/ RW playback,
Bass Boost and the audio quality is promoted
with the inclusion of aWolfson«,192 ld-lz/24bit DAC

fl

DAB/CD MINI SYSTEM
CS-515UK

InFocus"

T E AC

,prpe. and COrldnIr nei ol Up; sale arp rivadabk, at
.nIls Pre recarlxiffar training porpares.

.

111

ussuri

QUID

Tle terms of sat do not affect your statutory eghts. Finanie options are avairek,

Oa ON

1r)
44.
:
4
IL

Finance options available
through V12 Finance

items priced over f400 eg. Buy Now Pay Seeeenber 200i

the Campaign for Real Music starts
here...
...with these new 82 Rhapsody speakers, launched at
the London Sound and Vision Show in September
with the new Pure Music transconductance amplifier
to drive them.
Few people, even dedicated music lovers, realise just
what this conjunction of single- driver horn and TCA

12 can do for their listening pleasure. If you're aserious
i2

listener, looking for real emotional involvement and
the sound of real living, breathing musical performances
in your own room, Beauhom can give it to you.

Visit our website and follow the links to find out how this
can be and to read what our customers tell us. Then, to be really
convinced, just ask us for a demonstration.

Beauhornim
website: www.beauhorn.com

email: infon@beauhom.com

Hastings TN35 4NB England

Radleli Audio

Telephone: +44 (0)1424 813888

sensible hi-fi since 1973

ATC
Bryston
Chord Cable
Dynayector
EAR/Yoshino
lsotek
Koetsu
Lyra
Michell
Naim Audio
Nottingham Analogue
PMC
Rega Research
SME
Sonus Faber
Spendor
Tannoy
Tron
Tube Technology
TW Acustic
ZYX

Tel/fax:01799 599080

Near Saffron Walden, Essex. Please contact before visiting
Emai:radlettaudio@hotmail.co.uk www. radlettaudio.co.uk.

ZOUCH AUDIO IS PROUD TO PRESENT THE
DALI DEALER ROADSHOW
ON THE 19TH AND 20TH OF MAY, ZOUCH
AUDIO IN ASSOCIATION WITH HENLEY
DESIGNS, WILL BE HOSTING THE FIRST EVER
DALI DEALER ROADSHOW.
On demonstration and display will be selected
products from the Dali Ikon, Mentor, Helicon,
Euphonia ranges and the world-renowned
Megaline.
on demonstration will be products from
ksan Audio, Lehmann Audio, Audia, Project
Turntables, Van den Hul cables.
Othe>eectronics from Musical Fidelity
and Tom Evans
ht refreshments will be available on the day and
ofree entry into our prize draw to win aRoksan
Kandy L3 Integrated Amplifier
Zouch Audio is situated in Ashby de la Zouch,
Leicestershire,
just 3minutes from the M42.
more information on the show or how to reach us
en please email ueon kieran@zouchaudio.co.uk or
call us on 01530 414128
Open Sat: 12pm-8pm Sun: 11 am 6pm

The Old Coach -louse, Off South Street,
Ashby- de- la Zouch, Leicestershire. LE65 1BQ.
Telephone: 01530 414128 Mobile: 07976 571875
Visit our web site at: www.zouchaudio.co.uk or
Email us at: mike@zouchaudio.co.uk

www.manger-audio.co.uk
At last acure for Melophobia,
Manger full range bending
wave transducers.

precision
in sound
The best performances deserve
the best audiences...

• Manger Speakers
• ASR amplifiers
• HMS cables

—

Stereophile Recommended components
The Absolute Sound Golden Ear Award

World's
Best
Amplifier?
103 zerobox

ASR's Revolutionary
Ern tter II Exciusive
This Amp is so far beyond the usual that Icall it " revolutionary," and
this in afield where design breakthroughs are, at best, evolutionary.
it's taken me six months to get its measure and in the process l' ve

the new on me shoo from
www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
Tel: 01435 865 212

yang

had to upgrade the reference system to meet the ASR's mettle.
Harry Pearson - The Ahçolute Sound - Nov 05

info(a)manger-audio.co.uk

call:0161 304 0099
mobile: 07970 908619

Essential Components for Clean Power
MIT AC Series Power Cords Provide:
•Greater Clarity
•Increased Contrast
•Enhanced Dynamics
•Greater Depth of Field
•Better Imaging at all Volume Levels

www.mitcables.com
Distributed by: Audiobility, PO Box 988, Cheltenham,
GL50 9FJ, Tel 0870 777 2991, enquiriesgaudiobility.co.uk

RuT®

Music Interlace Technologies

--, COOL

GALES

It's a breeze to click and buy high-end gear at www.coolgales.com.

Check out the reviews and brochure
downloads on our website product
listings. Read how the extraordinary
Clearaudio Performance with magnetic
bearing " plays exactly what's on the vinyl
and most other decks don't" (
HiFi Plus).

Give us afree call on 0800 043
6710 if you need more info or prefer
to order by phone. We'll tell you the
astounding Leema Acoustics Antila
CD player " positively shimmers with
low-level detail and musical beauty"
(HiFi Choice).

AIMMEIZ
,•.•,....r.mannt.conAn•

Free delivery on all orders over £ 100, including the astonishing
Nu Force Reference 9SE monoblocs, "with startling dynamics, a
big and transparent soundstage, and outstanding resolution...
explosive transient impact and center-of-the-earth bottom-end
solidity and power" (
The Absolute Sound).

A 30-day money-back guarantee on most
products ( details on our website), including
Clearaudio's brilliant Smart Matrix record
cleaning machine. At this incredibly low price,
why listen to dirty records?

A huge selection of hi-fi components with style, like the
spectacular Eclipse TD712z, "whose clarity, transparency,
resolution, imaging, and timbrai accuracy match or exceed
those of just about every other speaker I've had in my
system or heard at shows" (
Stereophile).

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
Give us a click. Give us a call.

*aim
AT

www.coolgales.com
0800 043 6710
The Victoria School House

Henriett

oad

Bath BA2 6LU

..0.••••`

High End Cable
www.highendcable.co.uk
For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 0'1775 761830
Free P&P worldwide on all interconnects

Ifeel that JPS has
successfully produced acable
that is made for the equipment
Ilike to listen to - that's
high resolution audio with
appropriate respect for the
music... It's truly one of the best
Ihave auditioned. 71

Abbey Road Cable
Analysis Plus
Audience
Chord Company
Ecosse
Hovland
Nordost
MIT
Oehlbach
Purist Audio Design,
Stereovox
Townshend
van den Hul
Wyrewizard

CI
OEHLBACH'

TOWN1mCNO AUDIO

IsoTek - Power Cm-ell-oiling
Cable Tower

wurr Ilatit linear ! eclatlouts

Clearlight Audio Cane(
Oehlbach Accessones

The Inner Ear

The differences made by the
JPS Aluminata products were
by far the most drastic changes
I've ever heard when going from
one interconnect, speaker cable,
or AC cord to another. Put a
little more bluntly, I've never
heard wire do this before.

STAX headphones
Tannoy
Echo Busters
Arye CD - IsoTek 00
Oehlbach Phono PreAmp
Lyra Moving Coil
Ortofon Moving Coil
Sumiko Moving Col'

ECc. SSE

rite

ABBEY ROAD CABLE

NIEL

,
44 det

Second hand
Sub woofer cables
Media cables
Mod cables
XLR cables
Pulsar Points
Component cables
Digital cables
DIN cables
HDMI cables
DVI cables
Jumpers
Optical cables
Mains & Power cable.
SCART
S video
ONLINE SHOP

P
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Cable Burn In

Cable Tower

7,

•
Seismic Sink
The Rock V

Art Dudley, Stereophile

Reference cables include free Burn In

April 2007

definitive audio
Definitive Audic.off,.,rs ou a fresh and focused way of choos,ny a scept,st,cate
sound for your hone Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and ou reputation pee- -.esti. The systems we create are infused with an elusive cr-ality
that will expand your musical horizons

Sale of part exchanged and ex-den items

Sale

New

Clearaudio Goldfeiger cartridge. Brand new, still in sealed box
£ 3500 £ 5640
Croft Charisma X anoro/line pre- amp
£ 1500 £ 3000
Musical Fidelity KW series DM2S CD transport + DAC - boxed, brand nee
istill has protective Ha on plugs and & display)

£2900 £4000

Canary 301 300B Stereo power amp with LV upgrade - excellent
Mactone MA300B 20 watts 300B paver amp - 30 hours use

£ 3500 £6500

£ 2500 £6500

Mactone XX330 line pre- amp - 10 hours use£ 2500 £ 8000
Esoteric X01 CD payer - perfect - boxed - 10 months old

£ 5500 £ 9600

SME V tonearm - standard wire - 10 years old

£ 850

CISCO

SME V tonearm - 1month - standard wire

£ 14110

01800

Placette passive line sage - 3inputs - 120v - remote control - 6months old £ 900 £ 1600
Living Voice loudspeakers - various ex-dem part-ex. seconds, from very
young to very old
plea,e
call
Tom Evans Groove PluS

£ 1900 £ 3000

Rega Juptter CD plave - professionally clocked o rebuilt with Black Gates £ 600
Audio Innovations P2 phono gage - completely standard
£ 700
Transfiguration Esprit - 10 hours use - perfect ex- review bargain
Canary 903 4box pre- amp - champagne facia - 3months old - boxed

£ 600
£ 2850 £650G

Border Patrol 3008 SE - Western Electric valves - 8watts - charmer £ 25E0 £5000
Sugden Bijou mm/rvc phono stage - 100 ohms - virtually new
£ 300 £ 650
Sonus Faber Electa Amator - Walnut

stand mount - lovely condition £ 1750 £ 500

Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - single ended stereo
Avalon Arcus loudspea%er - Maole
Tube Technology Proptet pre- amp - 30 hours use

JPSIabs Cables - why compromise?

0845 4000 400
info@audiosalon.co.uk
www.audiosalon.co.uk
www.jpslabs.com

£ 2500 £4500
£ 3500 £ 000
£ 1250 £2500

Tube Technology (Misr.. Signature integrated - 30 hours use
£ 1250 £ 2500
Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck with Raga RB300 tonearm, ReSon Reca
cartridge and Living Voice mat.
£ 1000
£1633
Unison Research Smart 3008 class A power amp 1year old°
£ 1500
JPS Kaptivator power cable:. - very nearly new
JPS SC3 interconne* - ve nearly new
£
:0
9
Revel M20 bookshelf loudspeakers
ry
- Santos Rosewood
££
- with stands
2846° ££ 2
120
0 005
57 00
Beard integrated amp - beefv boy - needs some help

£ 350

Nordost Ouattro Fil ctert onnect - 1m set - boxed

£ 400 £ 1000

Nordost Quattro Fil imeigonnect - 2m ; et - boxed

£ 700 £ 1800

Nordost Blue Heaven speaker cable - 4m - revision 2 - boxed
Michell ' so / Hera phono stage
Townshend Audio Seers kSink

3D1-ID ( 100 kilos)48x48

Townshend Audio Seisrnik Sink

3DSS ( 12 kilos) 48x48

Tel:

0115 973

3222

internet: vvww.definitiveaudio.co.uk

Fax:

£ 500

£ 200
£ 300
£ 250

0115 973

3666

email: shoutedefinitiveaudio.co.uk

-
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dÍamre,
Thinking of aValve Amplifier?
Our new Stereo 40 MKII is incredible valve at only £ 899.95!
Hundreds sold, rave reviews in Hi Fi News, Hi Fi Choice and Hi Fi
World. Twice winning awards for quality and value. Now bigger, better
and still the same price! Larger transformers. Improved front end.
Bigger chassis. 23 KG of hand built, solid quality that performs!

"e
e
'

Emille
Luxman
Pu resound

Shakers

Eben
Kingsound

8
ta
1_

g Stereo 40 MKII
Upgraded design. EL34 2x 40w rms. Pure Triode drivers using the
excellent 6SN7/6SL7 valves. Triode output mode 2x 20w. Silver audio
cable. ALPs volume pot. Choke regulated PSU. 4inputs. Tape loop. Hand
wired " Point to Point". Hand wound transformers. Beautiful stainless steel
and Plexiglas cover incl. Vital slow warm-up/Standby facility included.

Only £899.95 Inc Russian valves. Or KT88 version £999.95
Also Stereo 50 £1199.95 and Stereo 60 £1499.95 available
Mew llerle DO
Be0,110-1310CIES

Extras

Murata
Vertex AQ

Valve power to drive almost any speaker at high levels!

Mr components and accessories

Or you may just want to take advantage of the massive " Headroom -.
Incredible 100 watts RMS KT90/KT88 mono- block amplifiers. Brand new
UK design. Low & high sensitivity. Can be passive or pre amp driven. All
Triode driver stage using excellent 6SN7/6SL7 valves. Silver audio cable.
Switchable Triode output mode 50w. Choke regulated PSU. Hand wired
"Point to Point". Hand wound transformers. Beautiful stainless steel and
Plexiglas cover included. Vital warm-up/Standby facility included.
From £ 1,699pr Inc Russian valves ( Upgrades available)

Pick up abargain on our Used / Exdemo webpagel

Common Features: Hand built Point to Point wiring. No pnnted circuit board. ALPS Volume control
Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components by Solen, Rubicon. Teflon Silver audio cable. Steel 8,
alloy plate construction Soft start Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info

thesoundsurgery

Part Exchange Welcome Auditions by appointment
Buy with confidence. Established UK Company. Proven reliability. Unbeatable
advice Cback up service. * Try for 30 days. refund if not delighted*

See our other models on our website: www.iconaudio.com
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Dealer inquiries welcome
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
Zcfcret_ o lludie47— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
•Limited offer. Conditions apply

All major credit and debit cards accepted
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N; --fe rela+ed news/?res releases... "

Sign-up today for your free account and PB wi I
publish all your press releases on pressblog for
you, for the first month - for free.

%Ammer eSS 6109met
Contact us to find ,..)u more ueoul pubhshIng your 0k
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PvkliOsefress 6log.ele+

Atacama
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ Acoutis.
Monitor AU

uorlitne

+
44 (
0)1t3 b-fM3
www.fressi,log.re+

Winning North of England Retailers...
4e0

All Chord Electronics available

e(

Mordaunt-Sh
NAD
Nordost
•
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project

e)le

'

•

Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hut
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

e

with up to 3yrs 0% fina/Ice

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

Specialists in He.,

Meier I *..,4tet.4114.4
•

INC1,11

I

• 'S

—

Since 1967

eacheretee ,9j79?
/
30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME1 1LD - 01634880037

ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD CABLES, CHORD ELECTRONICS.
CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, DALI, DK DESIGN, EPOS, EUPEN, EXPOSURE, FOCAL JMLAB, GAMUT.
GRAVES AUDIO. GRAHAM SLEE, LAT INTERNATIONAL, METRONOME TECHNOLOGIES,
NORTHSTAR. NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM,
R'GIN L'\/E, PARTINGTON,
PROJECT, QUADRASPIRE, RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE, STIRLING LS35/a, TANNOY
PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi-fi.co. LI k
HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL01992 653999moBILE: 07860 511111
FULL LIST & PICTURES ON WEBSITE: www.heathcoteauclio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR CASH PLEASE PHONE GEORGE
NFW/FY nispLAY
DCS VERDI ENCORE & ELG:(1,11- L
..1§-b
BRAND NEW £ 12995
DCS P9 SACD/Cfl PLAYER WITH VOLUIVE CONTROL (Ermuu4)
DISPLAY £4995
VACCUUM STATE JLTI TUBED SACD/CD PLAYER...BRAND NEW £995
MUSIC FIRST PASSIVE MAGNETIC (SILVER WIRED £27501
DISPLAY £2250
MUSIC FIRST PASSIVE MAGNETIC (COPPER WIRED £1600)
DISPLAY £ 1295
RETAIL £465(
.D
IS
Y£3450
PLINIUS SA-201 (RETAIL £3600
EX.DEM/DISPLAY £2450
PLINIUS 9100 INTEGRATED (RETAIL £1700
EX.DEM/DISPLAY £ 1250
FAB AUDIO MODEL-ONE 97db (RETAIL £7500)
EXDEM/AS NEW £4750
FAB AUDIO BRAT
EX DISPLAY £39
AURUM CANTUS VOLA (RETAIL £2500)
IXDISPLAY £1750
AURUM CANTUS MELODY M-102 Pam) BLAQUEIAL £2400) ..EXDISPLY £1750
AURUM CANTUS MUSIC GODDESS (£2500)
EXDISPLAY £1850
AURUM CANTUS MOON GODDESS II ( £2500)
EX DISPLAY £1850
50)
EX DISPLAY £995
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SE
3SE £900)
EXDISPLAY £695
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SV( £700)
ECDISPLAY £450
AURUM CANTUS BLACK ORCHID (£ 1200)
EX.DISPLAY £995
1/ARPAR QUARTET° (£4000)
EX.DISPLY £2450
MARTEN MILES-3 (RETAIL £8K+)
13RAND NEW RING
AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8500)
BFIAND NEW £5750
EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA ($ 19K+)
BlIAND NEW £9995
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA
BELAND NEW £5750
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE II
BRAND NEW £2750
CELESTION A-2 ( ROSEWOOD ) (£ 1500+
[IRAN() NEW £995
ELECTROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 REMOTE PR
!YEW/BOXED £995
PERPETUAL TECH P- 1A 24/96 DIGITAL ENGINE
EIRAND NEW £795
PERPETUAL TECH/MODWRIGHT SIG.2 PSU )
BRAND NEW £495
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS III CD / TRANSPORT
NOS/BOXED £395
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.III HDCD DAC
NOS/BOXED £350
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOE V1.2 HDCD DAC
NOS/BOXED £275
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOE V1.1 HDCD DAC
I'M/BOXED £250
Y ll
W
ALK
t1 ER F
/num.,
LR
I
el t
Vite Cq3U1
/0.114 1,13,à.
i'ildr,...M rl
['
JIM.
OPY,filIVCIJIII4M
EX DEM
,£ L599
111C11 11 zaeu
CD/SACD/DVD
MUSICAL FIDELITY TRI VISTA DAL;
MINT/BOXED £795
SONY SCD 777ES SACO/CO PLAYER
MINT/BOXED £1150
PTECH MOD WRIGHT P1-A/P3-NPSU
LAST ONE!! £1595
PIONEER PD-95
MINT/BOXED £1250
THETA CARMEN CO/OVO TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED £1595
THETA DATA TRANSPORT
GC £495
PERP.TECH MODULAR PSU
EXLT/BOXED £295
TRICHORD DIGITAL TURNTABLE
EXCLT £450
PRIMARE V-25 OVO/CO PLAYER (£ 1000)
EX DIS £450
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 3DACS/PR (£6800)
MINT/BOXED £2750
CEC 71X DAC +VOL CONTROL
MINT/BOXED £99e
MERIDIAN 563 DAC WI &RCA
MINT £395
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.3 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
NOS/BOXED £350
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOE V.1.2 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
NOS/BOXED £275
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOE V.1.1 NEW OLD STOCK
NOS/BOXED £225
MSB UNK DAC-3 24/96Khz
MINT/BOXED £375
MONRIO 18B DAC/PSU
VGC £275
ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER £ 1450
MINT/BOXED £495
DENON DPFJ3030 200 CD MULTI PLAYER
EX.DEM £195
DENON DVD 2800 HDCD ETC (GOLD)
MINT £395
e

-

I

i

1

.

VINYL
TOM EVANS MM.MICROGROOVE +/LITHOS PSU
MINT/BOXED £450
AO-VOX PHONO STAGE RCA/XLR
NEW £395
BILL BEARD P-100 MM/MC PHONO STAGE
ECLT £475
NVA 2BOX MC PHONO STAGE
MT £475
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO 2BOX
EX.DEM £299
ROGUE AUDIO PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800)
EX.DEM £395
PROJECT DEBUT
£99
TRANSCRIPTORS & SKELETAL ARM
LOVELY £895
QUASAR LE. SKELETAL TURNTABLE
EXCLT £1250
FORSELL AIR FORCE REF./ARM/FLYWHEEL
EXCLT/BOXED£7495
WALKER PROCENIUM PROLOGUE SIGNATURE
EX.DEM £12495
SOLID STATE
NORTH AMERICAN H-CAT PI 2A PRE AMP (£2800)
EX OEM £ 1495
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI PRE & POWER AMPS
MINT/BOXED £ 1595
McCORMACK RLD-1/DNA-125 PRE/POWER
MINT/BOXED £2250
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE (3K NEW) .. ... --AS NEW/BOXED £ 1295
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD-208 STEREO RECEIVER
EXCLT/BOXED £1995
MARK LE-V1NSON 333 POWER AMP
EXCLT £3250
SONY TAE-1/TAN-1PRE/POWER (ULTRA RARE)
MINT/BOXED £5995
XTC PRE- 1POW- 1 (SUPERB)
MINT/BOXED £1895
SONY TAE-9000E5 PRE/TA9OES STEREO POWER AMP EXCLT/BOXED £1250
JEFF ROWLAND MC-6POWER AMP
MINT £3850
BEL CANTO LINE-1/EVO 200.2
EX DEM/BOXED £2695
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
BRAND NEW £995
CLASSE CA 400 POWER AMP (400 X2).... ...... _..
VGC TBA
LII<MAN M 05 CLASS APOWER AMP
EXCLT/BOXED £ 1995
CONRAD JCHNSON PF1PRE (
CAN PHONO STAGE)
EXCLT £695
CONRAD JOHNSON PER REMOTE PRE (£3000) _.- ......... -MINT/BOXED £ 1295
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE
MINT/BOXED £4995
PERREAUX MM/MC PRE & 300 WAIT X2 POWER
VGC £995
SONY TAFB34OR FEW HOURS USE ONLY
AS NEW £275
NAD C372 FEW HOURS USE ONLY
AS NEW £350.
MARANTZ AM 6100 OSE FEW HOURS USE ONLY
AS NEW £175
DPA 505 PRE AMP CAN PHONO STAGE
MINT/BOXED £395.
PIONEER A-400
EX.DEM/DISPLAY £195
MARANTZ MA- 700 MONOBLOCS 4OFF!
EX OEM £1195
LOUDSPEAKERS
DYNAUDIO CRAFFT & STANDS
B&W NAUTILUS 802 CHERRY
JM LABS MEZZO UTOPIA (E8500?)
TANNIN G.R.F.MEMORY PN
MAD 989 ELECTROSTATICS
AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8500)
BKS 128 RIBBON HYBRID BLACK GRANITE
CELEST1ON A-3
CELESTION A-2 ROSEWOOD (£1500+)
AUDIO PHYSIC CALDERAS II (£10.000))
MARTEN MILES II
MARTEN MILES III
EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA-2
EGGLESTDNWORKS ROSA
EGGLESTQNWORKS FONTAINE2
MIRAGE FAlsi
TLC CLASSIC- 1

MINT/BOXED £ 1595
MINT/BOXED £3850
MINT/BOXED £4250
MINT £4450
MINT/BOXED £2850
BRAND NEW! £5750
MINT/BOXED £ 1550
MINT/BOXED £ 1350
BRAND NEW! £995
EXCLT £3250
BOXED £3795
BRAND NEW! RING
EX DEM £7995
BRAND NEW £5995
BRAND NEW £2750
EXCLT £2250
EXCLT £795

TRINITY TRDENT 3WAY (£2700)
CURA CA-30 B.EYE MAPLE (£2700)
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5BOBINGA WOOD (£2500+?)
KEF 01
KEF 10-5
KE F10-7
ISLE 10-9
TANNOYSENSYS (CFERRY)

GC. £695
MINT/BOXED £1295
EX.DEM £1150
MINT/BOXED £175
AS NEW £275
.AS NEW £350
.AS NEW £550
MINT £450

VALVE AMPS
TRILOGY 918 PRE AMP
TUBE TECH.SYNERGY HOGE REMOTE INTEGRATED
AUDIO INN.FIRS' AUDIO 2A3 POWER AMP
ROGUE MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PRE
CONRAD JOHNSON If- 1C4/ PHONO STAGE

EXCLT £1250
MASTERPIECE! £3450
EXCLT £795
MINT/BOXED £995
VGC £595

TUNERS /TAPE/ETC
QUAD FM4 TUNER (RCX
LEAK TRELJGHLINES
HITACHI FT- 55C0 MKII TUIVR
SONY MOS-F20 MINIDISC
SONY 7DOES 3HEAD TAPE MACHINE

BOXED £225
RING TBA
GC £99
VGC £149
MINT £250

CABLES PLEASE SEE WEB FOR FULL LIST
INTERCONNECT
MISSING LINK CI.1Y0 REF XLR 1METRE PAIR
AS NEW/BOXED £275
MISSING LINK CAP] REF BULLET PLUGS 1M
BOXED £225
FiENALSANCE SIC.RRA 1METRE
TBA
RENAISANCE SIL. XLR 2METRE PAIR
TBA
RENAISANCE S4.RCA.: METRE PAIR
TBA
AUDIOLKIEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£350
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 1.5 METRE RCA
£595
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 12 FT PAIR BALANCED XLR £1195
HOVLAFYD G .31METRE XLR BALANCED
AS NEW/BOXED £275
BUCK RFODIJA ORATOR) PACNCED*R 1NETHE pasoo FETAL) ..BFL4M) FEW £
395
BLACK RH0001•10FAGRIO BALANCED nii 2MEIFE f6997 RETAIL) BRONDFEW £650
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO 1METRE RCA
BRAND NEW £295
BLAGICRHODIUM CONCERTO AWARD WINNING CABLE 0.5 METRE OR 1METRE
BRAND NEW £75/95
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE BRAND NEW
£65
LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
RENAISSANCE SIGNATURE 3METRE PAIR (£ 1300+)
£795
RENAISSANCE SILVER 4METRE PAIR
£795
DPA BLACK SLINK TWO 4METRE PAIRS LOCKING WBTS
£695
RAPPORT USA 5METRE PAIR
£295
TAFIA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET!! PAIR BI-WIRE AS NEW BOXED ETC £795
PSAUDIO 1e- 7-TEAM 3I-WIRE 3METRE PAIR
£750
PARVAiJA A11010 SLSERES 2.3 METRE PAEI D( DEM. FACTORY TERMINATED ....£475
AUDICNOTEAN-L 3METRE PAIR( FACTORY TERMINATED SILVER SPADES) £225
QED XT- 350 4MM AIRLOC PLUGS 4METRE PAIR
£140
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 3IWIRE BRAND NEW (£40 METRE)..PER METRE £20
BLACK RHODIUM S- 13D X2 Ell WIRE BRAND NEW (£20 METRE) .. PER METRE £9
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR CASH PURCHASE PLEASE
PHONE GEORGE: 07860 511111

Central Audio
-if

DEMONSTRATOR AND USED ITEMS
Was

Now

799
3020
1425
3500
2999
9500
6500
9500
1999
1999
1500
NIA
7250
N/A
NIA
1500
4600
600
1499
6290
2990

449
1995
899
1799
1499
6449
3999
6449
2999
199
199
329
3999
299
375
149
975
2999
391
1099
1299
695

225
N,
DIA
650
650
650
/70
2500
1700
950
9250

17')
1399
179
399
399
399
179
1699
1199
649
6999

625
2249
1799
N/A
4000
2300
4700
6000
1100
1799
899
5450
7250
3200
2299
2699
7600

399
1749
1249
399
1999
1699
3499
2299
799
599
199
2999
4999
1999
995
1299
4499

Audio eeeeee ch VM220 Valve mono Amphfiera x-derno

9000

7499

Audio Reeeee ch OSOS Stereo Power Amplofier S/H
Audio eeeeee ch VTIOOMKIII Valve Power Amphfier
A.. R
h VT60 Stweo Power Amplifier S/H
Beard P35 MKII Power Ampfiller 5/H
Con•ad Johnson MV60 SE Valve Amphlier S/H
D
Beat 320 S/H
Krell KAV400x. Black x•d•mo
McCormack ONAI2S Power Amplofters BNIB

2499
6400
1995
N/A
2500
1800
2498
2199

1699
3999
795
599
1895
999
2199
1499

10450
N/A
1200

7999
399
671

2995
1495
1999

1799
599
1399

FRONT END/PLAYBACK

Digital
Arcans Dt CD92 Solver dCS Rong Player 5/V1
47 Labs Flatfish MKII Transport S/H
47 labs Dumpty S/H
Audoo SwtheaIs DAX De.d, 22 BIt Balanced S/H
Audoo Synthes's DAX Decade 22 Bit Senile ended S/H
dCS Eli, Plus DAC BN18
dCS P11. SACO/CD Player factory BINS
dCS V•rd1 Encor• Transport BNIB
ACS V•ron• Clock BN1B
Linn Kank CD Player S/H
LInn Nuns.. DAC S/H
Marais. CD65 KI Se, MKII 5/14
N•gra DAC x-d•rno
Nwon Audm COI S/H
Nains Audm COI Serviced S/H
Nakao...hi MBIO 5 play CD S/H
0.11e CD1OOEVO S/H
Orpheus labs Zwo CD player x demo
Shanlong CD- T80 Val. CD Player S/H
Suiden C011SE CD Player S/H
Theta G
mn V Balanced S/H
Theta Pro Basic II DAC iwth Oscom/flalanced 5/1-1

Analogue
Heed Audlo Orbit I TT PSU New & Boxed
Kurrna Stato/Stoil S Turntable New& Boxed
Logoc OHIO, rare wood ImIsh SME CutSMI
Mc Cormack Micro Drme Phono Staie S/H
Phonons's. BPS Battery supply for phono BINS
Phonons's. Phono aaaaa MM/MC BINS
Raga Pl IS,,, Turntable S/H
Vdh Grasshoppw GLAIII MC Cartridge x- demo
Van The Frog specIal L 0 version BNI11
Van MCOn• SpecIal
BNIB
VPI HR- X Turntable x- demo

AMPLIFICATION

Preamplifiers
Audio Analog. Boffin, Remote Preamphfier X- demo
Audio eeeeee cr. SPIS w1th Phono Stage x•demo
ALAI° Rwearch SPIEL
Beard CAOS Pr.mp MC/MM S/H
Conrad Johnson Premise, 18LS •- denso
Conrad Johnson PV,L x- demo
Conrad Johnson CTS Preamplifier SINB
Convergent Audio CAT 511 S'g
Black S/H
Dense. B200 Preamplofier 5/16
Electrocompanlet ( C4R Preamphlier S/H
Musmal Fidel's, X P100 Preamphfier Sib
Nag. PLL nnth remote a •demo
Nag. PIP beeeee y Phono ttttt ', demo
Orpheus Tyro Preamplifier x-derno
Roksan LI Prearnp frequmw PSU) S/H
Roksan LIS Preamplifmr ( requires PSU) S/H
Spectral DMC 30, Reference PreamplIfier x-deono

Amplifiers
S/H

Naira MPA RCM1 X - demo
Na... 32 5/140 Pr• Power 5/H
Orelle SA100 Fro SM1
Orpheus Three power amplifier •• d•mo
Roksan Si 5 stereo power mnplefier whew
Suiden AllSE Int eeeeee cl 5/11

5/H

Loudspeakers
Atedm Phywc Spark 1 maple X- demo
J11.1 Lab M,,,,. Utopia Classn x-dwro
IM lab Electra 927 tole Ann/ eeeeee y SIN
REF R•f•r•nce 104 2 5/H

1699
4700
N/A
2800

3
10
79
50
9
16
4
::

SPEAKERS

MartIn Logan Aeon I Oak x•demo
Morntor Audio Radom 360 Subwoofer Cherry S/H
3189
'"
5
Pen Awl. Reb•I 2 x- demo
995
9
deo Char
m Act,. Subwooler x•19
demo
Pen Au
ProAc Response 025 Maple x•derno
Reim EL,
2000
S/ H
Son.
Faber
Concerto
VValnut S/H
2.
998
8
0
,.
0

......
Lly.

—I

oa
......

I
—

06

til
uj
—I
cci

Spendor 53 Cherry S/H

599

2300
249
699
999
449
2199
599
) 79

Cables and Accessories
Cogan Hall Intermearo ( MD 0 75m RCA S/H
N/A
Audi... I Sin Topar RCA- RCA S/H
ola
Cardat Cross 2M RCA- RCA 511-1
590
Cardas QuadlInk 5, RCA- RCA Ion S/H
230
, 10C2
1m m R
.C
.nA
. /R
c.
C,A
,e 7
.
5ci
.dh:ri
.v..
D ogo ta 1 Cable
220
new bored
620
f4la
od
, rim ,11,
... 2.

99
99
399
149
249
175

Nordost Tyr 1m Balanced interconnection x-deono
Nordow Tyr Ins RCA Interconnect',dem
o
Nordoss Heemdall Ins RCA Interconnect wderno
Nordost Frey Ins RCA Interconnect x- demo
Nordost Valhalla Ins RCA Olin, Interconnect ... ono
Nordost Valhalla lo. Balanced AES/EBU D'inal x-derno
Nordin,' Baldur 5rn pm lai tor/red Speaker cable x•clemo
Shun Mock Ipr SparIal Controller x-derno
Shun Mook Ultra Doan.. Resonators set of 3 x-denso
Seltech 15148 Classic 2xlm Solver & Gold Speaker cable BNI8
Sonic L.. I 41n Gold mains cable S/H

899
879
269

1135
1100
070

Spectral M1-350 20It Intwconnect RCA- RCA x- demo
Transparent MusIc Li. Balanc•d 21n S/H
Trans... MusIc Lonit Balanced lrn 5/H
Transp eeeee M IIII, LI. Plus 10ft RCA- RCA S/H
Transp eeeee The Link I 5sn RCA- RCA 5/H
VW' C0102 1
1
16111 2rn SM4
VV
Elect,,,, 3006 Valves IPair NEW

Tuners
Cren ek

&

Tape decks,

power

449
899
899
999
229
399
2995
59

1400
479
379
459
190
199
650

799
299
249
229
99
99
549

supplies

040 FM Tuner S/H
atr .130AM/FM T uner x demo

NIA
850

/meson. Sill
50A FM/AM Tuner
Lui.m an
m
m S/H
M
nu Dynalab FTR reote/Tuner for Etude S/H

1600

Nakammh. BX2 2 li•ad
d•ck 5/61
Nakao-nit. DR3 2 head s" s
"'"
Sony MDS J0920 OS Me ‘
r
I
r De:sc" re
d :O k
rd 0W H S/H
Midland

4
5 5
50
1 0
1480
1265
450
710
PESO
N/A

Audio X- change are looking for
, Mark Levinson , Nairn Audio,

NIA
395

199
99

N/A
NIA
N/A

59
175
99

Audlo Ro sear, h,
SME, Wadra.
arc

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

t.01562 731100

t.01562 730228

m.07721

69

599
795

605966

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY99TD

Krell

, e
igt4
oft

ff

'
414
•

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00

www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: a.prutton@sky.com

Website:

Tel:

0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP
AUDIO RESEARCH CD3 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH 300.2
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 11
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK111
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16 WITH PHONO
AUDION PREMIER PHONO STAGE 4MTHS OLD
AUDIO SILVER NIGHT MK2 ¡NT 3008 4MTHS OLD
ARCAM DV137
ARCAM AVP700
ARCAM PI000
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8S
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE
ACCUPHASE PS1200
ACCUPHASE DP75V WITH .4/D INPUT BOARD
ACCUPHASE DP90
ACCUPHASE E212
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
ART EMOTION
B&W 802
BEL CANTO EVO4
BOULDER 810 PRE
BOULDER 850 MONOS
BURMESTER REFERENCE 969/970
BURMESTER 935MK11 WITH MC/MM PHONO
CLASSE CDP300 CD/DVD/ETC NEW SEALED BOX
DARTZEEL NHB 108
DYNAUDIO FOCUS 110 ROSEWOOD NEW SEALED BOX
DCS VERDI L4SCALA
DCS ELGAR PLUS FIRE WIRE
EAR V20
EMM LABS OCC2/CDSD
FOCAL JMLABS DIVA UTOPIA IMONTH OLD
FOCAL 1007 BE EX OEM
FOCAL 927 BE
FOCAL JML4BS CC70
FINITE PAGODE + CERA BASE
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 2+ BATTERY POWER SUPPLY
KRELL CD-DSP
KRELL KRC
KRELL KAS 2 MONO'S
KRELL KSA 250
KRELL FPB400CX
KRELL SACO STANDARD 5.2
KRELL 280P
LEXICON MC8
LINN KLIMAX TWIN
MAGNUM DYNALAB FT101A ETUDE 4MTHS OLD
MCINTOSH C2200
M JACOUSTICS SIR BRAND NEW
NAIM CDS3 S/N206)00(
NAIM CDX2 S/N197XXX
NAIM 282 SN215XXX
NAIM SCAP 2 S/N198XXX
NAIM 112X S/N 214XXX
NAIM 112 S/N173XXX
NAIM FL4TCAP 1S/N 168XXX
NAIM NAIT 5
NOTTS ANALOGUE HYPERSPACE + PSU 4MTHS OLD
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS
PEN AUDIO REBEL2 SPECIAL ROWAN FINISH
PROAC 1SC WALNUT + TARGET RI STANDS
PROJECT 6RB300 SHURE V15 MK1V
QUAD 63
QUAD SOUND ANCHOR STANDS
REGA P5 + TTPSU
SME IV 4MONTHS OLD
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE
SPECTRAL DMC 15
SPECTRAL DMA 100S
SPECTRAL MIT 330 15 FT RCA NEW IN BOX
SPECTRAL MIT 350 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX
SILTECH RUBY MAINS BRAND NEW
SILTECH L588 3MTR SPADES NEW IN BOX
SILTECH $028 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX
SILTECH 5028 1MTR XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SO 110 1MTR XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SPX 30 2MTR NEW IN BOX SHUKO/lEC
SILTECH SPX 202 MTR SHUKO/lEC NEW IN BOX
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
TALK HURRICANE 3.1
THETA VOYAGER LD/DVD/CD TRANSPORT
WILSON SYSTEM 7
WILSON SYSTEM 5
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR

NOW

5000 . . . 3495
3250 .. 2195
10000 .... 3995
2200
795
N/A
895
2000
895
2500 . .. 1595
5000
2195
6500 .... 3495
2500.... 1695
750
445
2680.... 1595
1300
895
1300
895
1700.... 1095
1200
595
3000 .... 1395
8000 .... 2995
8500 .... 3995
6500 .... 2495
2200.... 1295
4800 .... 2495
5000 .... 2995
6000 .... 3995
3500.... 1795
5500 . . .. 3995
7500 .. .. 5495
45000... 19995
5000 .. . . 1495
5000 ... . 3495
11800 .... 8500
850
595
10000 .... 4495
9500 . ... 4495
3500.... 1495
13000 .... 5995
8500 .... 5495
3100 .... 1995
2800.... 1695
180
95
2500.... 1595
7500 .... 2995
3500
795
6000.... 1795
22000 .... 4995
N/A .... 1495
12000 .... 5995
4000 . ... 2595
3000.... 1995
5000.... 1995
6000 .... 2495
1200
795
5500 .... 2995
2600.... 1295
5325 .... 3495
2925.... 1995
3075.... 1995
3000 .... 1995
725
495
700
395
550
345
850
495
2700 .. .. 1595
5000 . . 2995
5000 . . 2995
1200
595
1600
895
N/A
195
3800
895
600
195
1000
495
1243
795
12000
699
4750 .... 2995
4750 . . 2995
800
495
1500
895
1375
795
1230
795
400
295
400
295
1430
995
550
395
315
195
595
295
1200
595
6000
995
24000 . .. 12995
18000 .... 4995
4000 . . 1795

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.
Wanted quaility hifi

We support you in many ways

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

TeL• 01423 500442 Fax: 01423 705200

www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk

the new online shop from
www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
Tel: 01435 865 212

Nola Viper Reference
At the 2007 CES Show in Las Vegas,
the speaker that appeared in more
rooms than any other must have been
various models from the Nola Viper
range, looking particularly beautiful in
their new piano finishes ( see photo).
As you go up the range more of the
drivers employ alnico magnets, which
are very expensive, hence the price
increase from around £3.5K to £ 13K.
The fact that other manufactures use
Nola to demonstrate their equipment,
speaks volumes about their quality.
These are unique speakers, so
please do view their website
(www.nolaspeakers.com), for more
details and reviews from the Show,
and then give us acall for ademo!
Perfect Mains :Am just evaluating the ASR 100UK Sinewave
Regenerator, which Ihave heard on another system, with
interesting results for such areasonably priced unit (£282).

'
audio HIFI Consultants
36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 lEJ
0117 968 6005
icyhifi@yahoo.co.uk

IMPACT AUDIO
For The Best In Audio Components

LOUDSPEAKER KITS - DRIVE UNITS - ACCESSORIES.
Professionally designed kits from VISATON

t2 g

High specification drive units

Fully assembled and tested crossovers

0
Ili

A.,
* 2

0

Cabinets available in real wood veneers
See website for full specs, plans and drawings
State ci the art drive units
Hue range of accessories

,2 Ribbon

tweeter
3011
Transmission line kits

High End lins
Home Cinema and surround sound

Visaton make some of
best drive u
and are
best s
also off

IMPACT AUDIO
www.impactaudio.co.uk
Tel: 01270 883243 Fax: 01270 882241
info@impactaudio.co.uk
Radway Green - Crewe - Cheshire - CW2 5PR

Demonstration by
appointment

VISATON

don't dream - talk to us
and see how we can help...
been to the new web site yet?

POWER OUTPUT

POWER
, ESMOTE
'

OFF

-

ON

AMPLIFIER

Moon
Did you know?

•can collect your hi-fi

Other brands:

•deliver your hi-fi

ASR Amplifiers

•install your hi-fi

Basis Audio

•great trade-ins

Blue Note
Gershman

•commission sales

Kingsound

•free advice

Luxman

•home loans
•home trial

Manger
Weiss
& more...

•after sales care

66

Acoustic Signature

Emilie

•great part- exchange

•home demonstrations

McIntosh

we give shockingly

i
l

tid4e—gy

— wee/

web site is updated
daily with used

good part exchange
/ trade-in deals.

66

99

product bargains.

Brighton Hi -Fi Exchange
telephone ( rew): 01580 878 101
e-mail: dave@hifiguy.co.uk

mobile: 07734 436 180

web: www.hifiguy.co.uk

ee

PV

.

PEAK ERS.,

WO RL D 'S MOS T M OBI CA L S O L,

vOireCefivallatur

The , e,e,7 ; c,. : he Vonschweikert stable.
the VR series 4and 5 loudspeakers represent the
state of the art in moving coil multi driver speaker
systems in their respective price ranges, and well
beyond.
Come and discover why demonstrators at
CES 2006 in Las Vegas u.ed Vonschweikert
loudspeakers more thar any other manufacturer.
including Wilson and Kharma...

"CROFf HAS BULT A
CULT REPUTATION
FOR CREATIONS
WITH EXCEPTIONAL
SOUND QUALITY..."

*VR4s, rnkll £ 7.995 - VRSse £ 15.95 pekoes show VR5se
both desgns uttler the same oboe?

Demonstration by appointment.

HI-FI CHOICE
FEBRUARY 2007

Lamm
Metronome Technologie
Von Schweikert
Renaissance Amplification
Verbatim Cables
SRA

••.•••••••••••••••

audioplay
Alllila

t: +44 (0)20 73596962
m: +44(0)796o 101971
audioplay@btinternet.com

TRINITY COTTAGE,WORFIELD
:3RIDGNORTH, ENGLAND TEL:+44(0)1746 71 / 0779'.. 40266
/*VW EMINENTALJDIOCOM-E.AUDIOGNOSS Il ENPNENTA...CIOCO.UK

Keiease the Mag'cAfter 5 years in production. the Dino is still one of the
best phono stages around.

Highly versatile with accessible

switches on tne baseplate to facil,tate a wide range of
cartridge and gain settings.

DiNo
Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions
•Two Channel Audio

•Multi Room

•Home Cinema

•Custom Installation • System Set-up

• Turntable Workshop

MOViNq Coil
MoviNg MAqNEI
SWilCliAbtE GAiN

naim

ARCAM

LOEWE.
epos

SwircliAblE LoAdiN(
SUpER RE141.11ATORS
Discrwit Output SIAI4
Upc,RAdEAblE POWER Supply
REAd TI-fE REVIEWS ON OUR WEbSITE:

r i4
ctearaudic

WWW.TRICIIORdRESEARdi.COM

kudos
...and others

Visit our showroom at:
Calveley Court, Southburgh Road.
Reymerston, Norfolk. NR9 40D
t
el. 01362 820800
email: enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk
www.basicallysound.co.uk

BASICALLY

SOUND

AND VISION

•

'Never Connected' - unique noise
reduction technology available
for this product further enhances ii
sound çuality.

TR i
ChORd

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600
salesetnclhordresearch.com

RESE.ARCh

Fax: 444 :0)1684 3115.28
www.lrichardresearchg.com

ACCESSORIES CLUB

news

ACCESSORIES CLUB

uoe testing or a
and free valves
We in ro. ce.

e u.e mp sma

tea

itEr

OSTAGE sst

signa

tube tester afew months ago at the

IMP

Hi -Fi News Show at Heathrow. Designed
to facilitate the comparative testing of

e

the vast majority of double triode valves
(ECC 81/82/83/88, 12AT/U/X, 6922 etc) the
Tube Imp enables the valve equipment
enthusiast, retailer and manufacturer of
valve equipment to quickly and easily test

'*.'••
•

,

r_

and match small signal valves, optimise
valve selection and determine the condition
of stock valves, thereby improving audio
performance and potentially saving
considerable amounts of time and money!
Powered by an external 12VAC power
supply, available in all the world's voltages,
the Tube Imp measures, for each section
of the device being tested, the steady state
current, the gain, and the transconductance
characteristics of any B9A Double Triode
with the standard ECC83/88 footprint.
The tube testing market has been
neglected for many years — that which
has been available being in the main
secondhand, very costly and requiring a
degree in astrophysics to operate!
The advent of this relatively simple, easy
to use low-cost unit will be aboon to all

12Ar
,b.
extra"
h

users of thermo-electronic devices!
Now the good news! For the next couple

111,

ecteheree

of months, all customers taking delivery

just £ 50 towards the cost of replacement

of aTube Imp Small Signal Valve Tester at

valves when they are next needed!

the regular price of £ 299 will also receive
avoucher to the value of £ 50 redeemable

•For details of our full range of product go

against the purchase of any Sovtek or

to www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com and visit

Electro-Harmonix valves from our current

our online store, call 01234 741152 or visit

catalogue. No catches, no time restrictions,

us in Bedford!

ACCESSORIES CLUB ORDER FORM

Post Code

Cheque/postal order enclosed for f

( pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HEN Accessories Club' or please

charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex (delete)

Item

Prices

Tube Imp Small
Signal Tube Tester

£299.00

Quantity

A Selection from
our Sovtek/
Electro-Harmonix
Valve Catalogue
EH3008 (Matched
pairs/pair)
Sovtek KT68

£35.00

Sovtek 6550WE

£25.00

Sovtek KT66

£25.00

Sovtek 5881

£12.00

Sovtek EL34

£10.00

Sovtek EL84M

£16.50

Sovtek G.Z34

£18.00

EH 12AT7/ECC81

£12.00

EH 12AU7/ECC82

£12.00

EH 12AX7/ECC83

£13.00

EH 6DJ8WA/ECC88

£15.00

TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocopy of the
form) to: HEN Accessories Club 8. co Service, PO Box 200, Bedford
K1K40 1YH UK OR Fax your completed order form to: 01234 742028

Card Number

Expiry ( date)

Li

OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.

LJLJ

H nri
LJH I1

CV Security Number

corn OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hiliaccessoriesclub.
corn UK SALES All prices , nclude VAT. Accessories Club prices include
postage ard packing for zili items, whatever their size, anywhere in
the UK. EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where
applicable they will te frœ of VAT ( Sales Tax, but will be subject to
additional shipping at cost. Please contact us for quotation. Delivery

Signature

subject to availability. E8.0E.

411 products online at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

The Italian Lector Digidrive/Digicode is atop loading
transport with separate power supply and avalve DAC
with separate power supply. The Digicode uses four valves
enabling fully balanced as well as single- ended output.
The DAC also features separate on and off sw.tches for
the digital and analogue supplies enabling the DAC to be
left on for optimum performance. £ 3750.00i

o

Alternative

AUDIO
Art Audio
Border Patrol
Clearaudio
Diapason

a

EAR / Yoshino
Experience Filtration
Lector

o

LFD Audio
Lyra
Music First Audio
Nottingham Analogue
Opera
Quadraspire
Shun Mook
SME
Transfiguration
Unison Research
Vandersteen Audio

Open: Monday - Saturday
9.30am - 6.00pm

Tel: 01984 624242
Taunton, Somerset
Email: peter@alteinativeaudio.co.uk
Web: www.alternativeaudio.co.uk
Home Evaluation service available.
See our web site fur used items list

HOW TO CONTACT

Hill news
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We Live At...

Editor • Pau: Miller
Art Editor • S'ieradon Dublin

Our editorial, advertisement and
publishing offices are at:
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ESSENTIAL SOUNDS

What better way to test the
sound of your system than with
some of rock's greatest tracks,
all served up with aBlue Grass
twist and anod to AC/DC, says
Arcam's Geoff Meads

Hayseed Dixie

LETTBERE BE ROCKGRASS
Cooking Vinyl 80002FILNOM

I

t's awell known fact that we musicians
grow old disgracefully. Just think Rod
Stewart or Keith Richards and you'll know
what Imean. I'm not ashamed to admit

that in recent years I've ( rather disgracefully)
started listening to Wogan. Now, Iam far
from an ' allotment and waistcoat' type of guy,
it's just that once ayear or so old Tel manages
to introduce us to something musically new
and occasionally rather special. It was he
that gave me Katie Melua and Eva Cassidy
and it was with his candid brogue that I
was

Way' with aJew's harp backing? Here's your

disc is areal treat too. In fact the album cover

chance, and it really works in away that's

states: ' Recorded with classic British consoles.
expensive German microphones and no

introduced to Hayseed Dixie.

sublime, imaginative and dangerous ail at the
same time!
You'd be right to wonder what the band

HEAVY METTLE

were drinking when one member chirped up
'Here's agood idea...'. Legend has it though

I've always enjoyed listening to bands playing
covers that are out of context: it's agood
test of their musicianship and areal test for a
song's ' mettle'. Rather than aone- song curio,
Let There Be Rockgrass is averitable feast of

that RockGrass came about by accidentally
playing AC/DC records at 78rpm rather
than good old 33. Whatever the truth, the
resulting recording contains some spectacular
musicianship, offers up some truly grin-

rock and metal covers, all performed with

inducing moments and quickly earned a

skill and dexterity and rather oddly, in aBlue
Grass stylie! Ever heard Aerosmiths"Walk this

place in my ' must play for friends' Dile.
For those of an audiophile persuasion this

EQ whatsoever.., the way the good Lord
intended'. The result is apercussive banjo,
fiddle and guitar mix that is aserious test
for the speed and accuracy of any system. A
sound so evocative you can almost smell the
moonshine!
Iheard just the other day that the band's
singer, John Wheeler, has recently moved
from Appalacnka to my home town of
Cambr'dge. Apparently it had something to
clo with falling tor acute little English girl... (5
For more got to www.cookingvinyl.com

01■0"1"
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ON TEST:

SA

Friday 1st Ju

•Ensemble CD transport/DAC
•RH. B2 subwoofer
•CD player group test
•PS Audio GCHA headphone amp
•Stan SRS-2050 electrostatic ' phones

146 ! www.hifinews.co.uk
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Inside Story: Radio Ga- Ga — the
history and limits of FM stereo
PLUS:
Audio Exposed: Dynamic content of
high- resolution audio media

Ayre

Sacrifice nothing
For over adecade, all of Ayre's products have featured zero-feedback
fully-balanced circuitry to deliver a natural musical presentation.
Now, new technologies extend this performance envelope even further
Ayre's EquiLock circuit stabilises the operating point of the active gain
devices for an unprecedented level of clarity and resolution.
Newly developed ThermalTrak transistors ensure that the output stage
is optimally biased in real time, delivering realistic sound quality
regardless of playback levels.
This advanced technology is implemented using the finest material's
available, including ultra-low loss circuit board material, custom
developed audio-grade resistors, and proprietary polystyrene
capacitors. Featuring a massive linear power supply with twin power
transformers for exceptional dynamic authority, this high-current
amplifier will easily drive the most demanding loudspeakers. Each
Ayre MX-Rchassis is machined from a single seventy-five pound block
of aluminium alloy to create a rigid mechanical foundation that
optimally shields the circuitry from any external electrical influences.

For the ultimate in luxury, the AyreLink communication system
provides integrated control functions for your Ayre system.
Linked components will turn on automatically with the touch of

symmetry

a single button. This convenience is provided while maintaining
signal purity with optoisolators. Incorporating the most
advanced technologies and design principles in the industry,
the MX-Rwill literally change the way you listen to music.

t: 01727 865488

e: info@symmetry systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

"YOU WILL UNDERSTAND THE NOTION OF LIQUIDITY IN SOUND AND

YOU WILL MARVEL AT THE COHERENCE"
HI Fl NEWS / JULY 06 / KEN KESSLER / DUETTE

"THEIR PERFORMANCE IS REMARKABLE tOPTIMIZED AND IDEALLY SITED

IT REALLY IS SPECTACULAR"
HI Fl PLUS / ISSUE 47 / ROY GREGORY / DUETTE

"RCP Ni* 0 im NANCE

Provo,

Utah's hi-fi artisans, the

speaker builders of Wilson Audio,
have

now

been

at

the top

of the

high- end tree for three decades. Recent
recognition of their achievements tells u‹,
that complacency has yet to affect David A.
Wilson's enthusiasm, as is evident in the
rave reviews afforded the stunning new small
speaker, the Duette - aWilson ' first' designed
to perform as well against walls or on shelves
as it does in free space. The award- winning Alexandria has
been acknowledged globally as the greatest cost- no- object
speaker available today. As the Alexandria paves the way for
new and exciting advances in music reproduction, so, too, does
the deliriously excitift: Wilson WATT Puppy System 8, which
remains the benchmark for consumers who desire compact
speakers that demonstrate zero compromise. For this
season, we're pleased to note that its single- chassis
sister, the sublime Sophia has been revised to earn
the Sophia 2 name. And for the comprehensive
embrace

of

authentic

surround- sound,

only

the

wall- mountable effects speakers and centre channel
model in the WATCH range achieve the ultimate in
home theatre sound playback. Now that's what we call
"Provonance".

For your nearest dealer contact:

Wilson WATT Puppy System 8

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road. London SW20 01W
T . 44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
E
www.absolutesounds.eorn Infoerabsolutesounds.com =

